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FORWARD
The achievements

of Soviet science and technology

in

the

area of the mastery of space have found worldwide acknowledgement.
The successes have been achieved by Soviet scientists,

engineers

and workers to a significant degree due to the creation of highly
reliable liquid propellant rocket engines (LPRE's)

Thi

efficiency of LPRE is

ihe proper functioning of its

in

[MPA].

many respects determined by

individual systems,

units and

assemblies.
One of the most important and complex problems, arising in
the creation of a liquid propellant rocket engine is the assurance
of a satisfactory course of the transient processes.
The transient processes to a large extent determine the
degree of reliability

of the engine.

It

is

sufficient to say

that the majority of defects and breakdowns which can arise during
final adjustment of the engine,
modes - when starting '(mainly)

occur precisely during unstable
or shutting down the engine.

character of a transient process and the law of change in

The

time

of the fuel supply conditions are largely determined by the
operation of the control system and the engine regulation assemblies:
the starting and shut-off propellant valves,
valves,

pressure-release

FTD-MTl-24-1463-71
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the electropneumatic

valves and other assemblies.

viii

F
The sequence of operation of the propellant valves,

the

speed of their opening and closing, the nature of the change in
the hydraulic resistance and,

to a certain degree,

the sealing

of individual units - all this enters into the number of factors,
determining the character of the transient process, the character
of the change of conditions in

the combustion chamber.

Consequently,

the further perfection and development of LPREs are closely
connected with the need for deep analysis and comprehensive
research of the assemblies of the control system, the reliable
and stable operation of which is

one of the decisive

factors of

the reliability of the engine on the whole.
In this work we have discussed fundamental problems,

arising

during the creation and final adjustment of structures of
propellant valves of liquid-propellant rocket engines.
These problems are elucidated from the viewpoint of providing
for the requirements imposed on the assemblies, the fulfillment
of which is

essential for the creation of an efficient engine.

The book consists of eight chapters.
Chapter 1 deals with the classification of propellant valves,
the area of their application,

justification of the approach to

the selection of a type of valve,
assemblies,

the basic requirements for

and the mutual influence of one assembly on another.

Chapter 2 describes certain characteristic structures of
assemblies of repeated (pneumatic valves) and one-time (pyrotechnic
valves) action, aj wtll as their peculiarities,

which determine

the efficiency of th-.e valves.
In Chapters 3,

4 and 5 an examination is

operation of movable and stationary seals,

FTD-MT-24-1463-71
i4

ix

made of the

and analysis is made

of their pros and cons, as regards high aggressiveness of the
fuels, low temperatures and other factors.
Chapters 6 and 7 give basic calculations, made in the process
of designing propellant valves; describe the principal layouts
of test benches, on which investigative final adjustments of
the assemblies are carried out; give the procedure for carrying
out tests; and also discuss problems of the technology of safety
during operation of test benches.
The last chapter is devoted to ensuring the stability of
operation of pneumatic valves of LPREs using high- and low-boiling
propellants.
The pages of this book reflect the results of the joint work
of many years of a group of persons, carried out with the
participation of the now-deceasea N. P. Alekhin and N. S.
Lyakhonskiy, who made a great creative contribution to the theory
and practice of the design of LPRE valves.
The author expresses his thanks to Professor G. S.

Skubachevskiy,

who made a number of valuable observations in reviewing the
book, and also to Professor N. B. Rutovskiy for his useful advice
in surveying the manuscript.
The author will be greatful to all readers, who inform the
publishing house of the book's shortcomings noted by them.

FTD-MT-211-!463-71
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GENERAL INFORMATION ON PROPELLANT VALVES
1.1.

CLASSIFICATION OF PROPELLANT VALVES
Propellant valves are those assemblies,

designed to control

the flow rate of propellant components through an engine's
propellant lines. Using propellant valves the flow passage
cross-sectional area of the corresponding main lines is partially
or completely opened (or closed).
Propellant valves must eliminate the possibility 'of
supplying fuel and oxidizer to the combustion chamber and to
the LPRE gas generator before starting and after engine shut off,
as well as provide the possibility of transition from one mode
to another.
The speed of opening (closing) of a propellant valve of a
LPRE and its construction in great measure determine the character
of the occurrence of the transient processes during the period
of starting or final cut off of the engine.
Propellant valves ave installed on the main lines, supplying
propellant to the combustioii chamber', on the plumbing, feeding
'The valves installed behind the pump, through which the basic
propellant flow enters the combustion chamber, are called the
main propellant valves.
FTD-MT-24-1463-71
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the gas or steam generator,

and on the lines which supply propellant

to the pressurized tank system;

Depending on the valve's use,

there are various sizes and constructions.
In the sample schematic of a rocket engine using a turbopump
feed system (Fig. 1.1) there are shown main fuel valve 23 and
main oxidizer valve 24, placed between combustion chamber 26
and fuel pump 21 and oxidizer pump 19.

At the inlet to the

turbopump assembly are shown diaphragm valves 15 and 16, preventing the feeding of fuel to the pumps before the engine starts
operating.
The working medium for turbine 20 is supplied
through valve 18 from gas generator 14, the propellant for which
passes from tanks 10 and 11 through valves 13.
Pressurization
of tanks 10 and 11 of the gas generator is accomplished through
reducer 6 of the propellant feed system into the gas generator
(affecting the number of revolutions of the turbopump assembly);
to eliminate the possibility of mixing of the propellant component
vapors of the gas generator (after operation) there are check
valves 7, while drainage valves 9 during this period connect
propellant tanks 10 and 11 with the atmosphere,

preventing the

formation of excess pressure of the component vapors; during
engine operation they are closed.
Valves 12 are used for filling

tanks 10 and 11 with propellant.
Valve 22 and check valve 25 are designed to scavenge the
main propellant lines of the combustion chamber by an inert gas
or air with the purpose of eliminating traces of propellant
components.
Diaphragm valves 8 are positioned at the inlet and at the
outlet of the gas generator's propellant tanks.

I

t TD-MT-24-1463-71
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7• 5

6
9 6

7

1
8
11
12

A-to
8
13
7•
isev

Diagram of a LPRE
Fig. 1.1.
with turbopump feed system and
autonomous gas generation circuit
of a two-component gas generator:
1 - compressed-air accumulator
filler
valve; 2 - compressed air
cylinder; 3 - drainage Valve; 4 electropneumatic valve; 5 - mainline purging reducer; 6 - reducer
for systems supplying propellant
gas generator; 7-check valves;
8 - diaphragm valves; 9 - drainage
10 - gas generator
,valves;
oxidizer tank; 11 - gas generator
valves;
fuel tank; 12 - filler
13 - gas generator propellant
valves;
16
14 - gas generator; 15 -

fuel diaphragm valve; 16 14

S

22 23.1

9 •26

oxidizer diaphragm valve; 17 thrust regulator; 18 - gas generator gas valve; 19 - oxidizer pump;
20 - turbine; 21 - fuel pump;
22 - scavenging valve; 23 - main
fuel valve; 24 - main oxidizer
valve; 25 - scavenging check valve;
-combustion
chamber.

25

As can be seen from the diagram, the engine has a great number
of propellant valves for various purposes (the diagram does not
show valves for filling, pressurization and drainage of the basic
Propellant valves of various
propellant tanks of the vehicle).
engines may have completely different construction and operating
principles.

Thus,

FTD-MT-24-1 1163-71

main valves 23 and 24,

3

designed for one type

of engine,

must both open and closed, passing propellant into the

combustion chamber and cutting off the flow; main valves designed
for other types of engines only have to close; before starting
they are open, while the starting of the engine is provided for
by .the opening of valves 15 and 16.
In this case valves 23 and
24 are called cut off valves, while valves 15 and 16 are called
starting valves.

Propellant valves in some engine types must

ensure several operations,
is

but in others only a single triggering

sufficient.
A system of classifying propellant valves is

presented in

Fig. 1.2.
Depending on the number of operations propellant valves of
LPRE are divided into two basic types:

repeating valves and

one-time valves.
Engines on space vehicles,

engines installed on aircraft as

an accelerator or as the basic power unit, must ensure repeated
starting,

i.e.,

the valves of such engines must be of the repeating

type.
Other types of LPRE must ensure one-time starting.
engines of various types of rockets,

engines of the primary

stages of the launch vehicles of spacecraft and others.
valves of these engines may be of the one-time type.
Although only a single triggering is,
of each valve of such a LPRE,

These are

in substance,

The

required

repeating valves are also widely

used for these engines; during the assembly and in the preparation
for starting the engine the functioning of the valves is checked.
In developing a new engine prototype such valves permit repeated
starting of the engine without removing it
facility.

"14

from the test bench

A repeating valve accomplishes both opening and closing of

the propellant main line,

i.e.,

serves simultaneously as a

starting valve and as a cut off valve.
Pr pellant

vave

!d oily

4-

1.2.

Fig.

Prmaiic

Diaphragm

Ex losive

Diagram of the classification of propellant

valves of LPREs.

One-time valves are used only once,
operation:

either to open,

to accomplish a single

or to close a main line.

to carry out. both of these operations,

it

two valves or a block of one-time valves.

is

In order

necessary to have

Checking the operation

of one-time valves before starting the engine is

impossible.

Figure 1.1 does not show how energy is transmitted to one
valve or another.
Different types of valves are controlled in
different ways:

pneumatic

gas; electromagnetic

motor

-

valves-by

the energy of a compresseds

valves and valves controlled by an electric

by electricity;

hydraulic valves and diaphragm valves

5ua

by the pressure of the propellant itself; 'explosive valves - by
the pr-ssure of solid-reactant gases, which form during explosion
of the blast cartridges.
•I

However,

in this or that engine the

majority of propellant valves are controlled identically - for
example, one engine will use mainly pneumatic valves, another explosive valves.
The- most popular repeating valves are pneumatic valves assemblies controlled by a compressed gas, which is supplied with
the -aid of an electropneumatic valve (EPV).

With the supplying

of the gas pressure into the controlling cavity the lock
mechanism of the propellant valve moves, closing (or opening)
the flow passage cross-sectional area in the main propellant line.

-A

:2,

a - no
Fig. 1,3.
Diagram of a normally closed valve:
controlling air - valve is closed; b - controlling air
is supplied - v&lve is opened; 1 - controlling cavity;
2 - tiquid cavity; 3 - spring; 4 - valve disk; 5 - seal
rings; 6 - drainage openings; PT propellant pressure
at the valve inlet (during flow); p' pressure at the
valve outlet; p calculated static ýropellant pressure
at the Inlet; p normal gas pressure in the controlled
Y
cavity.

6

Pneumatically controlled propellant valves consist of the
following basic elements (Figs. 1.3, 1.1' and 1.5): the assembly
housing, in which units and parts are mounted; a locking mechanism,
or simply a valve, capable of separating the outlet cavity from
tne inlet; the separating elements (sealed rings, rings or bellows),
separating the controlled cavity from the propellant cavity; a
return spring, employed for the return travel of the locking
mechanism after the removal of the control pressure.
Pneumatically controlled repeating valves, in construction
principally similar to propellant valves of LPREs, are employed
as bench equipment on stands designed for testing the engine
as a whole, and on devices designed f9r the final adjustment
These test bench valves
of individual units of the engine.
are designed to supply (remove)
air) to the tested unit.

a propellant (water,

compressed

Valves designed for stopping the flow

(the cut off of a component) are called cut off valves.

Sometimes

both of these functions are fulfilled by the same bench valve.
Pneumatic valves of an engine,
controlling pressure,

as a rule,

have only one

the action of which causes the movement of

the locking mechanism (for opening or for closing; return travel
is under the effect of the spring).
Test bench pneumatic valves,

which have a very long service

life, sometimes have two controlling pressures (two controlling
cavities), providing movement of the locking mechanism both for
closing and for opening.
pneumatic valves (see Fig.

Such valves are called dual-control
2.12).

In low-thrust engines electric valves (EV), controlled by
electromagnets, for example, the valve described further in
Fig.

2.14, are employed as repeating propellant valves.
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a
Fig. 1.4.
Diagram of a normally opened valve:
air
- valve is open; b - controlling
110 controlling
closed.
Designations are
air
is supplied - valve is

the same as in Fig. 1.3.

IPP

I.T•/
•-""•L.-'= -n/•7/•covered
"•press~ure
S"i•
i••/.•even

"-'8
A0-.
.. !
4)¥Y)(b)
(a).

//,air

Fig. 1.5.
Diagram of a normally
valve:
- propellant
is low: a valve
is closed
in the absence of controlling
air; controlling air is supplied valve is closed even with increased
propellant pressure; b -controlling
is di-charged; valve is openedthe
propellant pressure.
by
Designations are the same as in

The existing types of pneum~atAcal].y controlled propellant
valves, depending on the Initial position of' the locking mechanism,
are divided into normally closed, normally opened and normally
covered valves.
Normally closed pneumatically cosdtrolled propellant valves
are those assemblies which in the ak,.,ýonce of a compressed gas
in the controlling cavity are cloloed ty tlhe force of a spring
(see Fig. 1F3).
Such valves must
1e
Diaagld
with a certain

'(b;

f

,

'calculated)

propellant pressure at the inlet p .

When gas

with pressure py is supplied to the controlling cavity the valve•,
are opened.
Normally open pneumatically controlled valves are those
assemblies, which in the absence of a compressed gas in the
controlling cavity are opened by the force of a spring (see
diagram shown in Fig. 1.4). When there is a certain gas pressure
in the controlling cavity the valves are closed; the nominal
pressure of the compressed gas p y must ensure sealing of the
valve at a given inlet static propellant pressure pP.
Normally covered valves are those which in the absence of a
compressed gas in the controlling cavity and in the abs,)nce of
pressure in the liquid cavity are closed by the effect of a spring
force.

When compressed gas is

supplied to the controlling cavity

the force which effects the closing is
shown in Fig.

increased (see diagram

1.5).

The nominal pressure of the compressed gas py must ensure
the sealing of the valve at a giver inlet propellant pressure
pp. When there is no pressure in the controlling cavity, sealing
is

ensured only at a propellant pressure significantly Less than
D . Such valves are opened with an increase in propellant pressure
and with the absence of the pressure in the controlling cavity.
Thus,

the difference in

the operation of normally opened and

normally covered valves consists in the differený directions of
action of the force of the spring; the difference in the oparation
of normally closed and normally covered valves consists in the
different directions of action of the force of the compressed
gas.
One-time valves of any construction contain an explosive
element (a tapered rod pin, a cut: bead, a.diaphragm), the

9

destruc l n of wntch proceeds under the action of the pres.ure
of a fluid cŽr of a solid-reactant. za'es.

This leads to the

opening or closing of the flow passage cross-sectional area
of the main line.
LRE empnloy one time assemblies,
controlled explosive cartridges,

the majority of cases

in

i.e.,

explosive valves.

During the burning of the pyrotechnic cr-.position of the
explosive cartridge combustion products ur.ier high pressure are
formed.

Thiz pressure causes

qovement oO the locking mechanism

and leads to the opening or closing of Lhe assembly.
operation (opening,

For each

closing) there mujt te a separate assembly.

When an engine uses an automatic explosive device as the
starting ele.aents,

diaphragms which explode either under the

action of the propellant pressure or with the aid of explosive
cartridges are frequently employed.

Propellant explosiv.•
off devicez

valves are more frequently used as cut

4

c.r shutt .-,,g off the engine,

i.e.,

as normally opened

assemblies.
Explosive propellant valves can be divided into two groups;
a)

direct-attion exlplosive valves;

b)

explo•'ive

valvr..-- with a check device.

Dii'ect ac ion explosive valves are those assemblies,
the presu1ure

;f

the gates

in

which

formed as a result of combustion of

the pyruttciinc compos.Ltion destroys the burst element,
with the locking mechanism,

and moves

spring and a pressure drop in

the latter;

thc liquid

to This movement.

10

connected

sometimes a

(propellant)

contributes

The basic elements of a direct-action explosive valve are:
the jacket,

the explosive cartridges,

the locking device,

the movement system with

the burst element,

usually made as a whole

with a part of the movement system.

is

The diagram of a normally -ppn direct-action explosive valve
shown in Fig. 1.6.
During t•:e operation of explosive cartridge

1 the gas pressure on pistca 2 will %,hear rim 3 of valve Itand
the valve,

in

moving,

becomes wedg&d In seat 5,

locking the path

of the liquid.

Direct action propellant explosive valves are ordinarily of
small size and are used to close main lines with an internal
diameter of up to 20-30 mm.

Explosive valves o: this type are

used not only as cut off valves (i.e.,
sometiv.es as starting valves (i.e.,

rormally tpe•nl
normally closed).

Eplosive valves with check devices
valves) are those assemblies,

in

but, also

(or with check exDjosive

which during the detonation •f

the enplosive cartridge by the pressure of the solid-reactant
gases,

the special lock pin is

pulled out,

holding the locking

mechanism of the valve; under the action of the coring and the
flow of liquid the locking mechanism moves to tiue stop.
Basic elements of a check explosive valve are:
of the assembly,

the explosive cartridge,

with the locking mechanism,

the spring,

the jacket

the movement

system

the unit of the check

device with the shear element (here the shear element is
in

made

the lock pin).
A typical schematic of an explosive valve with a lock pin

is

shown in

Fig.

1.7.
44

"i4,

-i'•xol,-,ve valves with check devices are used'as cut off valves
,
<ce:•) for placement on main lines with"Aarge diameters'.

,

mechanism in explosive check valves is always

The
,i~!.te.

l.i the direction of movement of tha propellant.

Depending on where

che solid-reactant gases go after

triggering)

the exnlosive valves maj be divided into valves with isolation of
the solid-reacting gases and valves with drainage of the solidreactant

gases.

In

ar.ernb•i.e:s with isolation of the gases after
triggering
oaV the exploosive cartridge the combustion products remain in a
closed volume

(see below Fig.

do not go out,3ide,

ga::!e
valve.

2.20,

area A); the solid-reacting.

into the space surrounding the explosive

In

explosive valves with drainage of the gases the
triggering of' the cartridge is accompanied by' the bursting of the
flame through the drainage openings (for example, through connector
fitting 5,
a rule,

in

Fig.

2.19).

Explosive valves with drainage,

are structurally simpler and eas~ier

Sometiviez

individual explosive valves,

own special functions,
explosive

valves.

provides

to adj.ust.
each of which has its

are combined into a single block of

For example,

explosive cartridges provides
of propellant,

as

the triggei'ing of one of the
for the passage of a small quantity

the triggering of another explosive cartridge

for the passage of the total

expenditure

of the propellant,

while the tri-ggering of the third leads 'tb the stoppi'ng of the

flow.

'In order to use an explosive check valve' as a normally closed
valve, it must be equipped with a diaphragm, which is burst under
the pressure of the propellant after the operation of the check
deviice,

which holds the stop of the diaphragm.
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Diagram of a normally
Diagram of a normally Fig. 1.7.
Fig. 1.6.
open explosive valve with a
open direct-action explosive

valve:

1 - explosive cartridge; check device:

2 - piston; 3 -shearing
4 - valve; 5 -sear.

rim;

1 - explosive

cartridge; 2 - piston; 3 - lock
pin; It- spring; 5 - valve; 6 seat.

The direction of movement of the locking mechanism in

the

closing of the valve relative to the flow direction of the liquid
has a significant effect on the conditions of the application
and on the construction of valves.

*J
of movement of the locking
Depending on the direction
mechanism direct action valves and return valves are distinguished.
Direction action valves are those assemblies,

in

which during

closing the flow direction of the liquid (the propellant)
opposite to the direction of movement
(see diagrams shown in
are frequently

Fig.

1.3,

is

of the movable system

1.11 and

1.5).

Such valves

called "valves which close against the flow".

'During openi~ng t~he flow of the propellant aids the opening.
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hltu.-n valves are those assemblies, in which the direction
<' thŽ flc•
o!f•
liquid during closing coincides with the direction
cf' movc:::•ot of the moving system (Fig. 1.8).
The speed of move,rient of' ,inc- locking mechanism of such a valve is, as a rule,
close to Lie speed of the flow of propellant inside the assembly;
c lowtn1 ,.f the valves is ordinarily accompanied by phenomenon
of' hvdraulic impact in the supply line. The opening of pneumatic
valves of .inmilar type where there is the pressure-of the propellaint at the inlet to the valve sometimes leads to the breakage
of the valve stem due to the great inertial forces at the moment
of termination of movement of the moving system. Return valves
may lriclu.'w explosive valves, the schematics of which are shown
in Fig. 1.6 and 1.7.
Such valves are sometimes called "Valves
which cloue with the flow".
S;or;•, t2;': propellant valves depending on the operating scheme
are divi-eJ Into valves withi relief of the closing force (valves
of the balanced type) and valves without relief (valves of the
unbalanced type).
S-of
the unbalanced type are those assemblies, in which
thl- driving force must exceed the force from the maximum propellant pressure, acting on the manifold cross sectional area
(see schematics shown in Figures 1.3, 1.4, 1.6).
Valves

of the balanced type are those assemblies,

in

which

the driving force may be less than the force from the maximum
propellant pressure, acting on the inlet
manifold cross-sectional

area (Fig.

1.9).

Sonmetlime

in

place of the terms "balanced" and "unbalanced"

valves the terms "relief-type valves" and "nonrelief-type valves"
are used.

Best Available Copy
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Figure 1.9 shows one of the possible schemes of a pneumatic
valve of the balanced type.
The propellant passes inside the
valve to large openings e in the valve disk. The force from the
propellant pressure,

absorbed by the controlling air during the
closing of the F•embly, is considerably less thau the force
required with a.. ordinary valve system with the same intake area,
for example, for a valve manufactured according to the schematic
shown in Fig. 1.5.
Actually, with a nonbalanced valve the force
R from the propellant pressure pT during closing would amount
to

R= p 7 FP1- (PT- Ap)(Ft,where F s8
F is
Ap is

is

f~,l)== i'~fw+ A?' (Fax -fu~

the area of the upper seat;

the area of the rod;
the pressure differential between the valve inlet and

"outlet.
This force must be less than the force M, arising from the
controlling pressure p :

AI--- PfX> PTf U
+ AP (F a- flu,

where ftm is the area of the seal ring of the controlling cavity
(according to the outer diameter).
With the valve schematic shown in

R

pTF- --+(PT--

Fig. 1.9 we have

Ap) (F 2 --FR)O-

-(P,--Ap 1 ) (F2-.fu)=Ap (F~x-

F 2)+ Ap (F2 -f_)l

where F2 is the area of the second (large) seat;
ApI is the pressure drop at openings e.
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pjp,,

j

PT

:1:
1j

Schematic of a return
Fig. 1.8.
valve (closing with the flow)
a - valve is open; b - valve
Designations are
is closed.
the same as in Fig. 1.3.

When

Apl = 0,

as ordinarily

Diagram of a reliefFig. 1.9.
(balanced-) type valve.
Designations are the same as in
Fig. 1.3.

occurs,

R,-=p~f,-Ap(F2-Fj).
The force R1 can be substantially
assembly shown below in

Fig.

2.8 is

less than R and M.

The

constructed according to a

similar system.
Valves of the balanced type are used only when the drive force
(The

spring,

the pressure of decompressed gas)

during closing

must overcone the considerable force from the propellant,
occurs

In direct action valves.

which

Assemblies of the balanced type

have until now been encountered only in

pneumatic

such systems are also possible for direct-action
valves.
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valves,
explosive

but

The use of unloading allows us to reduce the gas pressure in
the controlling cavity or to reduce its
weaker spring.

area,

and also to use a

This permits us to reduce the dimensions and

the weight of the assembly.

PT,

Diagram of a normally closed valve with
Fig. 1.1I0.
sealing of the locking mechanism by annular rings
a - valve is closed (controlling pressure is released);
b - valve is open (controlling pressure is supplied);
I - controlling cavity; 2 - liquid cavity; 3 - spring;
11- sealing ring; 5 - seal; 6 - drainage hozLes.

All th~e above cited pneumatic rssemblies,
constructions

as well as the

deýcrlbed in

Section 2.1, are disk type valves,
11 Is a forward moving disk, usually
where the locking mechanism
with a seal made from a soft material,

where the inlet and outlet

tubes of the valve are situated at an angle (as a rule,

the angle

is 900 ).
Pneumatic valves., where the sealing of the locking mechanism
is

ensured not by the seating of a disk on a flat

seat,

but by

the seatingý of a glass along a cylindrical surface with thp aid
of rubber rings of circular cross section 4 (Fig. 1.10) show
great promise (especially

for normally closed aszembly).

Similar seals by rubber rings are widely used in
aircraft engines.

assemblies of

The advantage of such a seal in
ordinary 'e als of disk type is

normally closed valves over

the fact that in

during the prolonged action of a load (from
springs)

which will result in

with th;. manufacture

In

the force of the

the material of the seal of the disk may leak,

deformed,

shown in

ordinary designs

Fig.

the loss of airtightness,

and be
while

of the construction according to the scheme

1.10 these factors are significantly less.

principle it

is

possible to manufacture assemblies of

repeating action of other types,
execute., not reciprocating,

where the locking mechanism

but rotational movement

rotation around this or another axis.

- the

Such assemblies may improve,

valves with a spherical or conical rotating plug where the
rotation of the plug opens or closes the openings in
for the passage of propellant
successful operation; see,

the plug

(valves of similar type are in

for example,

Fig.

1.11a; throttle-type

valves with a shutter, where the rotation of a shutter relative
to the axis passing thro,'qh its
cross section of the assemn"y

diameter varies the flow through
- this construction is

similar to

the butterfly valve in the carburetor of an internal combustion
engine (,,ee Fig. 1.11b).

Az a result of the fact that the inlet to the assembly and
the outlet from it

are placed on the same axis,

these valves

possess mLnimum hydraulic resistance;

however,

of the locking mechanism is

to ensure here.

difficult

complete sealing

a) (a)
•)
(b)
Fig. 1.11. Diagrams of propellant valves:
a
spherical plug; b - throttle-type.
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-

with

The construction of the drive of such assemblies
not necessarily pneumatically controlled)'

is

(they are

significantly

more complex than the construction of the drive of disk type valves:
there is

a great quantity of parts which move 2ýelative to one

another;

the number of seals is

in

the locking mechanism itself.

to a reduction in

situated on one axis the advantages

resistance besides.

there is

friction

All of this leads unavoidably

the reliability

There are disk type valves,
all

increased;

of the assembly.
with inlet and outlet tubes

so-called uniflow valves

2

; they possess

of disk type valves and have low hydraulic
These valves have comparatively long length

and because of this they ar-e not suitable for putting in

one-

chamber engines.

Apart from the given classification,

propellant valves can

be divided into fuel valves and oxidizer valves.
propellant,

its

specific characteristics

The type of

have a significant effect

not only on the materials used for the manufacture

for the parts,

but also on the entire system and construction of the assembly.
An especially important effect is

exerted by the type of propellant

on tl.e construction of repeating valves.
explosive valveýs is

The construction of

less affected by the type of propellant.

1.2.
THE CRITI:RIA DETERMINING THE
SELECTION OF THE TYPE OF PROPELLANT
VALVE

The selection of the engine control system (pyrotechnic
pneumatic)

is

determined primarily by the engine design,

type of vehicle into which a given engine is

placed,

eir

by fthe

and depends

on whether single or repeated triggering of the valves is requzred.
Moreover,

one should be guided by the following consideracions.

'An electric motor drive is possible.
Uniflow valves of the single-action type and explosive
valves of the check type are in widespread use.
2
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The use of explosive starting elements (pyrotechnic diaphragms,
normally closed explosive valves) ensures a high degree of sealing
and therefore permits a very long storage time for the flight
vehicle witn the installed engine and with the filled components.
Witt) a control system using an automatic
system it

pyrotechnics

is

not necessary (indeed, it is impossible) to control
the operation of the assemblies after their installation on the
engine.
Only periodic monitoring of the continuity of the
electrical circuits is possible and feasible.
Preparation for
the starting of such engines requires very little
time.

Is

The layout of an engine with an automatic pyrotechnics system
ordinarily simpler than that of an engine with an automatic

pneumatic system, and the number of assemblies in it is less
(there are no controlling gas - reducer system, electropneumatic
valve, vents, or clheck valves).
The triggering time for an explosive valve (after the moment
of giving it the command to burst the explosive cartridge)
13 con iderably less than the time for triggering a pneumatic
valve.
As a result of the speed of their action, the divergence
in the triggering times of various samples of explosive valves
of identical construction (especially of direct-action explosive
valves) is very small with respect to absolute value.
This
favors the stability of the transient processes of the engine.
Another advantage of explosive valves is

the relative

simplicity of their construction, the usually somewhat smaller
size and lower weight in comparison with pneumatically controlled
valves.
Explosive valves, as a rule, do not require the use of such
rubber seals, which determine the reliability of the construction,

20

and also of special consistent lubricants, and the assurance
of the working reliability of the assembly within a wide range
of temperatures is simplified, i.e., precisely those problems
are eliminated the solution of which creates the greatest
difficulties in the construction and manufacturtý of reliable
pneumatically controlled valves.
A disadvantage of explosive valves is

the fact that the

possibility of controlling the transient processes is
with their use.

lessened

With the utilization of a pneumatic system it

is

not difficult to change the time characteristics of the processess
of supplying propellant to the combustion chamber by means of
changing the speed of opening of the propellant pneumatic valves
and providing'a smoother or a more abrupt pressure increment.
When using a pyrotechnic automatic system it

is

possible to chlange

only the moments of opening (or closing) of one valve relative
to another.

In this way, the layout of a LPRE with pneumatic

propellant valves is more flexible in operation.
The basic disadvantage of explosive assemblies is

the

impossibility of checking the triggering of each specimen of
the assembly, as it is done in pneumatically controlled valves.
The operational reliability of a whole batch of pyrotechnic
assemblies must be Judged only from the results of tests of several
"control" specimens', randomly selected from the batch. This
makes it

necessary to have a great quantity of similar "control"

assemblies and requires the especially careful finishing of the
construction of the valve.

'They can not be used after testing.
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a reslt

of the high closing speed of explosive valves

hydraulic shocks may arise in

the system.

reach a signifiiant value (see below)
destruction of the conduits.
system it

is

hydraulic

shocks

These hydraulic shocks

and may bring about the

Therefore,

when using a pyrotechnic

often necessary to take special measures to avoid

the assembly,

(the creation of special hyd-aulic brakes inside

the instalia-ion of d&mpers,

the reduction in

mode

before closing the explosive valves and so forth).

"•Inen using explosive valves with drainage of the solid-reactant
gases it
jet

is

necessary to keep the following in

A.ind:

since the

of the flame coming out of the drainage openings is

of products of incomplete combustion,
oxidizer vapors were in

it

composed

cannot be assumed that

the vicinity of the explosive valves,

because this can lead to conflagration.

In

view of this,

it

is

more desirable

to use explosive valves with isolation of the

solid-reactant

gases.

usually difficult

However,

in

similar constructions

it

is

to exclude the possibility of' penetration of

the solid-reactant gases into the liquid cavity of the assembly.
Yet in

a namber of cases such penetration of gases presents

no danger -

fori example,

nitric acid, in
immediately fall

for fuel valves,

for valves which handle

those instances where the solid-reactant gases
into th~e large volume of the propellant.

The use of two-position or multiposition explosive valves
has a number cf advantages over the application of some simple
explosive v0.ves.
a single block,

The combining of individual assemblies

with one jacket,

as a rule,

reduces weight

comparison with the total weight of simple explosive
reduces

the overall number of joints (seals),

high pressure,
manufacture

of multiposition explosive valves is

22

(in

valves),

operating under

and reduces the overall dimensions.

more complex.

into

However,

the

technologically

Multipositton explosive valves are employed in relatively
small flow passage cross-sectional areas of propellant main lines.
A pyrotechnic system cannot be used as bench equipment,
in this case after each test it

is

since

necessary to replace the pyro-

technic assemblies.
It

should be noted that the final adjustment of a construction

of a pyrotechnic valve (dispite its simplicity) requires a large
number of samples of assemblies (i.e., high material expenditures),
since after each triggering cf the explosive valve the greater
part of its components are put out of commission; but when using
a pneumatic assembly on one sample of it,
it is possible to make
many triggerings and checks,

by simulating various operational

conditions.
Moreover,

it

should be kept in mind that the application of

a pneumatic automatic system allows a reduction in the period of
adjustment of the engine on the whole, because of the possibility
of conducting repeated fire tests without removing the engine
from the stand.

is

Any restart of the engine when using a pyrotechnics system
impossible without removing the engine from the stand, because

after an unsuccessful test start (even if

only one of the explosive

cartridges worked)

the engine cannot be used again until the
replacement of the assembly, and this requires the removal of' the
propellant from the engine cavity, flushing down, drying and
so forth. Even if the defect which caused a failure during
starting is insignificant and easily eliminated, the removal of
the engine from the stand to replace assemblies and further

A setup using a.pneumatic system is more flexible and permits
repeated starting without the replacement o:' the assemb.les
after the elimination of the effect.
23
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Fcr the engines of space vehicles, -here repeated starting
is re(luired, a pyrotechnic automatic system is not suitable
in the majority of cases, since it leads to considerable complication on the system and to a large increase in weight. However,
in .this case a very high degree of sealing of the locking mechanisms
is required of the pneumatic assemblies: during prolonged intervals
between engine starts the propellant must not seep through the
seals of the assemblies.
When pneumatic valves are employed the selection of this or
that type of assembly is made on the following considerations.
From the condition of safety of operation on the ground (before
starting) it is preferable to use normally closed valves. With
normally open valves in the case of a drop in the gas pressure
in the controlling cavity (as a result of damage of the conduits
which supplied the controlling gas, or the failure of some reducer
or electropneumatic valve, EPV on the path of the gas and so forth)
the spontaneous opening uf the valves will occur, which can lead
to serious consequences.
However, the construction of normally closed disk-type valves,
operating at high propellant pressures, is usually complicated.
Prolonged (during storage) existance of the locking mechanism
of the valve in the closed position under high spring pressures
(especially in the case of direct action valves) can lead to t1e
destruction of the working capability of the seals - and to the
loss in hermeticity. When using normally closed valves, which
close with the flow, i.e., without strong springs, hydraulic
-hocks are to be feared. Therefore in repeat-action LPRE normally
open or normally covered valves of the direct-action type are
most often used.
Normally closed disk-type return valves should be used with
operation at low propellant velocities, when hyaraulic shock

phenomena present no danger.
241

The use of normally closed single-action valves for LPRE
permir a reduction in the gas supply in the pressure containers
onboard the flight vehicle, since the consumption of gas takes
place onlyg during launch,
ground-based containers.

ahen its

supply may be provided from

Balanced-type valves are employed for the abrupt cessation of
the propellant flow, moving under high pressure.
For bench valves (from considerations of safety) the use of

normal-ly closed valves

is recommended.

facilities are two tandem valves,
and ti'e other - normally opened.

Often employed in bench

one of which is normally closed,
Their alternating opening during

starting and alternating closing during the cessation of operation
provides reliability, safety of operation in hermeticity; however,
the hydraulic resistance of the communications and the cost of
the equipment are increased.
The type of propellant has a significant effect on the solution
of the problem of selecting a specific valve design.
The propellant
properties determine the layout of the valve,

the material of

the parts, and the form of lubrication.
Thus, the selection of
lubrication for low-boiling propellants is very difficult.
At
low temperature tte lubricant "freezes" and loses its antifrict!on
properties;

in z medium of liquid, and especially gaseous,

oxygen

the majority t.f lubricants are inclined to spontaneous combusti.on
and explosiorn.
At the same time the application of a lubricant
is

essential to carry out normal assemblage,

using pneumatic ,ssemblies

lubrication is

and in

the case of

also desirable to

ensure the opearation of the valve during checks before starting
the engine (before oxygen touches the valve).
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1.5.
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PROPELLANT
•rALVE
AND METHODS FOR ENSURING THEM

The requirements which are imposed on propellant valves may
be arbitrarily divided into two groups:
a) requiremernts for the assembly itself - autonomous requirementz;

b) "design requirements" - i.e., requirements caused by the
interaction of assemblies during operation of the engine.
B,/ tne term "design requirements" we mean the specific requiremerits for the operation of' the assemblies on a given type of
engine, which determine the duration and character of the processes
oC opening and closing of the propellant pneumatic valves during
their mutual operation, as well as the correspondence of the
flow rates per second of both components of the propellant between
themselves during transient conditions, i.e., the provision of
those necessary conditions, which strictly determine the operating
regime of an engine unit of a given type in the transient processes.
The "design requirements" for any propellant valve must not
be examined apart from the engine in which it is set up, apart
from the conditions of its starting, stopping and all possible
operating conditions.
Here It is essential to carefully take
into ccnsideration the sequence and the peculiarities of operation
of all the assemblies of the engine.
The checking for the satisfaction of the "design requirements"
and in the majority of cases even the very posing of the question
of the need for these or other requirements becomes possible only
during final adiustments of the entire engine as a whole.
By the term "autonomous requirements" we mean the requirements
irrtposed on a given assembly, taken separately, which are not
connected with its

use on this or another type of engine.
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the

autonomous requirements for all

most general,

The basic,

assemblies of liquid-propellant rocket engines are the requireand low weight.

ments for reliability

for an assembly of a LPRE is

Operational reliability
mai n,
*

declsive criterion,

which subordinates

other factors which characterize
ability,

hydraulic

resistance,

fundamental layout,

the
m-anuW'actur,

cost and so forth.

by its

"the number of moving parts.

all

the weight,

of an assembly is

The operating reliability
by its

the design;

to itself

the

mechanical

primarily determined

simplicity and by

The fewer the number of moving parts,

the simpler and the more reliable will be the assembly,

since

the possibility of jamming or seJ.zing of parts aud

this reduces

of the occurrence

of nadirs on them;

the number of seals is

reduced

(especially moving seals); the possibility of the influence of
unnoticed defects during the manufacture of the parts on the
valve's operation is

reduced.

Precisely on the strength of these considerations disk-type
cut-off valves,

which have the sLmplest construction,

are of'. n

employed as valves on LPREs.
The weight also has great significance for assemblies of
LPRES (much

greater than for assemblies of aircraft engines,

not

Of especially great

to mention other regions of technology).

importance 13 the weight for assemblies of engines of space
vehicles - here the weight characteristics have truely decisive
significance.
The weight of an assembly is
hydraulic characteristics;
as a rule,

is

the greater,

closely connected with its

the hydraulic resistance of the valve,
the lower is
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its

weight.

uass on to an examination of specific (sometimes
requirements
S:dI21;2ry)for assemblies, which determine their

*".,t

7unh basic requirements include:
the hermeticity of all the seals

1)

-

both moving and

stationary;

2) the stability of the opening and closing times;
3) the precision and dependability of triggerings;

t•e

1") the assurance of the necessary hydraulic characteristics;
9) ý3rcoth;ness of the process - no delays in the shifting of
movaile system;
6) resistance of the materials in aggressive propellants;
N7 expl.i~

on safety;

3) long storage time and operating service life (it is natural
t.hat the Idea of the "service life'" has significance only with
respect to .epeated-action

assemblies);

3trengti, of the construction;
manufacture ability; minimum cost.

9)
10)

requirements" may be analyzed independently
of the engine operation, by independently examining each individually
taken assembly, md a check for nonformance to these requirements
•nes.

",autonomous

can be carri!.ed out during autonomous tests of the assembly.
AUTONOMOUS REQUIREMENTS

1.3.1.
1.3.1.1.
In

Hermeticity of the Sels

the manufacture of propellant valves it

is

essential to

provide for the reliable hermeticity of all seals.
In

constructions of prcpellant pneumatic valves the following

Best Available Copy

must be provided for:
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a)

the reliable separation of the air

fr--i the fluid (propellant)
b)
on its

(controlling)

cavity

cavity;

the hermeticity of the locking mechanism during setting
-eat

(the shut-off of propellant access muit be guaranteed

with the valve closed);
c)

the complete hermeticity of flanged and threaded connections.

Known hermeticity of threaded connections

in

an assembly,

as

well as known hermeticity of welded joints,

leading to the leakage

vapors outside,

can cause fire onboard

of liquid propellant or its
the flight vehicle.

The separation of the controlling cavity from the propellant
valves is

cavity in pneumatic
steel rings,

ensured with the aid of rubber

other rings or bellows fields.

The hermeticity cf the setting of the locking mechanism of
the disk on the seat is

achieved usually using soft end fields,

manufactured from rubber,

teflon or (more rarely)

PTFCE and

capron.
In

explosive valves due to their one-time utilization and the

widespread use of welded joints questions of providing hermeticity
are not so very important.
However,

it

is

essential here to eliminate the penetration

of the combustion products of the explosive charge,

outside; an insignificant leak

a high temperature and pressure,
(a trickle)

of solid-reactant

which has

gases on the threaded joint of an

explosive cartridge can lead to a hot spot on the thread and,
as a conseqL~ence,
its

seat.

It

is

to the extraction of the explosive charge from
usually necessary to provide a seal on the cut

element of an explosive valve
explosive cartridge)

(before

the triggering of the

and by the residue of the cut element
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(the

sealing collar) after its triggering.

It

is

necessary to eliminate

the vo~ssibility of the solid-reactant gases entering the propellant cavity of the explosive valve.

Finally,

it

is

necessary

to ensure an adequately reliable seal of the locking mechanism
in

the valve housing.
In

normal.ly closed direct-action explosive valves the

her'meticity of the locking mechanism after the triggering is
ensured,

as a rule,

seat of the housing.

by the wedging of the metal valve into the
The valve itself

has a small conicity while

the coni~ity of the seat is ordinarily 2-41 smaller than that of
the valve; ;ometimes the conicity in the housing is altered by
the radius.
The normal force of the flash of the locking mechanism of the
explosive valve after wedging amounts to 2-6T (with a cross
sectJonal diameter of the valve 10-30 mm).
tue charge of the explosive cartridge,

This force depends on

the diameter of the piston,

the width of the cut collar and so forth.

In

explosive check valves,

where the pressing force of the

locking mechanism on the seat is

not great,

and teflon etc.

employed.

In

- are frequently

soft seals - PTFCE

normally closed direct-action explosive valves the separa-

tion of the cavities
tie-plates,

(before triggering) is

accomplished by thin

which are cut during the triggering of the explosive

charges.

The herrneticity of the stationary
pneumatic

valves is

from soft metal.

connections of propellant

ensured by packings manufactured,

For example,

for oxidizer valves which handle

liquid oxygen copper packings are employed,
valves handling nitric

acid,

as a rule,

and for oxidizer

as well as hydrogen peroxiue,
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In explosive valves (one-time
aluminum packings are employed.
assemblies) welded joints are getting broader and broader use.
All of the sites of the seals of the assemblies must ensure
the required hermeticity in

the entire temperature range of the

p.ovided by The technical specificaticnz fur operation,
including after transportation, after and during vibration, after
prolonged storage and so forth.
environment,

1.3.1.2.

Opening and Closing Time Stability

To provide engine operating stability, an identity of the
processes of starting and shutting down the stability of the
time of triggering the automated assemblies is
significdnce.

of the greatest

By the stability of operation of the automated

assemblies of a iPRE we ordinarily mean constancy of the time
interval from the moment of giving the command for the opening
(or closing) of the propellant valve until the moment of the
start of movement of the moving system of the assemblies,

as wall

as the constancy of the moving time itself.
Of all the types of propellant valves the most stable in
The burn-up time
operation are direct-action explosive valves.
of the explosive charge is so small (of the order of 0.001-0.002
sec), that the effect of various external factors on it is almost
An increase in the burn-up time of the pyrotechnic
imperceptible.
composition even by two times has practically no influence on the
operation of the assembly.
The operating stability of direct-action explosive va2ves
and check devices in explosive valves of the check type does not
require a more detailed examination.
The operation of check-type explosive valves is on the whole
--table,

in practice.

The divergence in the triggering time is
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caused by the structural design of the decelerators,
necessity are employed to prevent hydraulic
7

shocks,

which of
arising as

a result of the rapid movement of the valve's locking mechanism.
Designs of hydraulic

brakes differ widely.

The braking effect

"in~the overwhelming majority of hydraulic braking devices is
based on the retarded overflowing either of the propellant,

or

of some kind of viscous fluid from one cavity into another;

the

overflowing is

executed either by clearances

or by special discharge jets.
tolerances

the moving system,

Depending on the magnitude of the

for the manufacture of the parts the clearances may

change ani,
if

in

consequently,

the viscosity

the braking effect may also be altered.

of the propellant or the diametric clearances

between the parts are significantly
temperature,

changed with the change in

then this also will cause instability

in

the operation

of uoe hydraulic braking device.
if

hydraulic shocks can be tolerated in

hydraulic braking devices are not necessary,
will possess high stability.
hydrau.lic
in

braking devices

However,
in

uhe triggering kinds is,
The greatest divergences

i.e.,

the greatest

in

the system,

then

and such an assembly

even when there are

the final designs the divergence
as a rule,
in

small -

up to 0.010-0.030 sec.

the opening (or closing) time,

stability,

are produced by pneumatically

controlled valves.
The opening (or closing)

time of pneumatically

controlled

valves consisýs of the following:
a)

the delay time for the start

of movement with respect to

the moment of command and
b)

the time of movement

of the moving system (the time of

"pure" movement).
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In

the overwhelming majority of cases the duration of the

movement itself

is

for the start

significantly less than the delayed time

of the movement.

The delay in

the start

of movement

of the valve's moving system (after the command to trigger the
controlling EPV)
assemblies and is

is

quite different for dýifferent types of

not always stable for various samples of an

assembly of one and the same type.

This delay time depends on

the volume of the controlling cavity,

the hydraulic

of the communication lines of the controlling gas,
of the friction of the moving system,

resistances
the magnitude

the spring forces,

temperature of the surrounding medK.im and so forth.
of this divergence,

the instability

time of the valve is
delay for the start

of the opening (or closing)

of movement of the moving system.

pneumatic valves,

oxidizers,

especially great.

1.3.1.3.

As a result

mainly determined by the duration of the

divergence in
is

the

The

which handle cryogenic

(low-boiling)

Precision and Trouble.-free Operation

This requirement means the elimination of the possibility
of the hanging up of the moving system (delays during movement),
the braking of parts,

incomplete covering of the main line

(during valve closing)

or,

on the other hand,

The precision of valve operation is
by the process

of the change in

determined exclusively

the relationship of the forces

acting on the moving system of the assemblyto have reliability
the assembly,
change in
triggering

in
it

is

incomplete opening.

Therefore,

in

order

the precise and reliable operation of

essential to determine the nature of the

time of the forces which act during the prozess of
(opening,

calculation method,
are necessary,
sufficiently

in

closing),

which may be done both by the

as well as experimentally.

order to be convinced

constant or monotonically

the directio3n of movement

of the valve.
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Thebe investigations

that there is

a

increasing force acting in

It

is

inadmissible that the resultant foe'ces,

moving system,
the direction.

be at any moment substantially reduced or change
In

pneumatic

valves this requirement is

by the corresponding valve of' pressure in
by its
in

applied to the

volume and area,

ensured

the controlling cavity,

on which the controlling pressure acts;

explosive valves - by the correctness of the selection of

the explosive cartridge

charge and by the determination of the

permissible value of the counteracting hydraulic shock.
Trouble-free operation of explosive valves is
by the continuity of the ele~trical
cartrtdge.

also determined

circuit of the explosive

To increase the operational reliability

of explosive

valves duplication of the explosive cartridges or,

what is

Justified, duplication of the electrical circuit in
cartridges is

employed,

since the possibility

circuit inside the cartridge or a defect in
supply line is
assemblage,

completely not excluded.

and if

more

the explosive

of a break in

the

the external

Therefore,

after engine

possible also before starting the engine,

th.e continuity of the electrical circuits of the explosive
cartridge should be checked;
low (current (a

safety current),

explosive composition in
It

this is

must be kept in

done with the aid of a very

incapable of igniting the

the explosive cartridge.

mind that at high temperatures

spontaneous

combustion of the explosive composition can occur without the
supply of an electric current.
must be protected in

Therefore

the explosive cartridges

some way or another from the effects of high

temperatures.
For explosive valves it is very important to eliminate the
possibility of recoil of the moving system both as a result of
hydraulic

shock and as a result of other causes.

phenomenon various structural measures
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To combat this

are employed.

1.3-1.4.

Hydraulic Characteristics

hydraulic characteristics are one of the important
parameters of propellant valves.
The

During continuoL. normal engine operating conditions the
hydraulic resistance )f an assembly can be the minimum (to reduce
p ower loses of the turbopump assembly). During engine launch
mode (preliminary stage of valve opening) the magnitude of the
hydraulic resistance must conform strictly to the aszigned value.
The hydraulic resistance of an assembly affects the value of
the ratio of the componentc in the combustion chamber, especially
the mode of the preliminary stage of engine operation.
In designing a new engine and its assemblies the magnitude
of the hydraulic resistance in the preliminary and main stages
is determined by calculation and is achieved by means of the
selection of the appropriate configuration and dimensions of the
flow-through section of the assembly. It Is very important to
know the actual magnitude of the hydraulic resistance of a valve
both in the main stage of engine operation, with its complete
opening, and especially during launch (preliminary stage).
The hydraulic resistance is, as a cule, determined for each
assembly sample, for which special flow tests on the bench are
carried out (see section 6.3). In certain cases it is sufficient
to spotcheck the hydraulic resistance - with a successful design
and adjusted manufacturing technology of the parts.
The hydraulic characteristics must not change during overhaul
of the assemblies. However, overhauls of assemblies after a test
flow are often necessary, since it is usually difficult to
remove mýcisture from the assembly without disassembling after
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a test flow.

With welded valve design sometimes a test flow is

conducted before the final welding of the parts,
welding is done in
is

units,

partially disassembled.

use~pneumatic
engine,

assemblies,

that is,
it

is

which have already been used in

It

is

etc.).

Fig. 1.12.
An element of a propellant valve design:
1 - housing;
2 - head of the valve disk; 3spring; a - break end collar.
(1) View.
KEY:

2

desirable to have a such a design,

resistance in

an

(to remove propellant residues,

2

W•

flow the valve

often necessary to repeatedly

after their disassemoly

and for flaw detection,

after the test

and final

in

which the hydraulic

the preliminary stage of engine operation would be

determined not by the iralue of the movement of the moving system,
but either by the magnitude of the diametric clearances
parts,

or by the diameter of the opening holes,

triggering of special pilot valves - in
value of the resistance depends in

all

in

the

or by the

these cases the

no way on the reassembly of

the unit.

Figure 1.12 shows a similar element of a valve design.
flow in

the preliminary

stage of engine operation is

by the area of the opening

(the notch) a in

The magnitude of the opening is
each valve during its

The

determined

collar 2 of the disk.

established experimentally

for

flow test.

As an example of a design of another type we may use the
oxygen valve depicted below in
valve for operation in

Fig.

2.1.

It

the preliminary stage.
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has a special pilot

A considerable influence is exerted in the magnitude of the
hydrodynamic

forces,

i.e.,

on the magnitude of the hydraulic

resistance, by the micro relief of the parts, especially of soft
seals on valve seats; a difference in the seat profiles, in the
shape of The seat identationr, may lead to instability of the
characteristics in various valve samples of one and the same
type. The hydraulic ciaracteristics are greatly affected by the
edges on parts, lying in the flow-through section cf tne valve,
by the fineness of the finishing of parts and by other "trifles"
of such kind.
1.3.1.5.

Smoothness of the Path

The requirement for smoothness of the path of the moving
system is not (tecisive for ensuring the reliable operation of a
fuel valve. For explosive valves the requirement for s--moothness
of the path, naturally, does not at all come into question.
The absence of smoothness of the movement of the locking
mechanism of a pneumatic assembly irrefutably testifies either
to the presence of significant friction forces, or to the poor
centering of parts, or to vhe low quality of assemblage. Thus,
a check of the smoothness of travel allows us to detect defects
in the construction or manufacture of an assembly.
To ensure even travel measures are taken to reduce the
shear and friction forces of the moving system of the assembly:
mated parts are made from materials which possess different
hardness of their rubbing surfaces, antifrictional protective
coatings are used (most frequently, cadmium), the centering is
improved and so forth.
The magnitude of t~he friction of the rubber'seal rings is
significantly affected by the quality of standardization
rubber.

of the

Data on the influence of standardization on the value
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3

"

c• •;,e friction force will be given in section 8.1. The coefficient
of friction of the sealing rings depends also on the temperature
at which they operate, and on the amount of lubrication.
With an
increase in the storage time of the as-embly the coefficient of
friction of sealing rings (and, of course, of other rubber parts)
increases in connection with the change in the structure of the
lubricant and with the aging of the rubber.

A periodic check

(during storage) of the smoothness of travel allows us to determine
the character of this process.
The pneiodic determination of the pressure value (in the
propellant or controlling cavities) of the start and of the end
of movement; .f the valve's moving system serves for this same
purpose
1.3.1.6.

-

the investigation of the friction forces.
Endurance in Corrosive Media

The materials from which assemblies are manufactured must
pos:ess sufficient endurance with respect to the propellant
components used, which are often very corrosive.
Propellant may be supplied to the intake valves long before
the starting of the engine (this time is regulated by the operating
technical specifications and depends on the layout and purpose
of the flight vehicle); after the cessation operation propellant
or its vapors may be left in the internal cavities of the assembly
for a long time.
The most agressive with respect to the materials employed
in the constructions of propellant valves are various types of
oxidizers, although even certain of the employed types of fuels
lead to the destruction or to defects of certain brands of rubber,
polyvinyl chloride, and dissolve lubricants, cements and so forth.
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To reduce the destructive effect of propellant components it
iollowl

s to strive to reduce the contact time of the propellant

and its vapors with the parts of the assembly,

especially with

parts containing nonmetallic materials (primarily rubber); to
reduce the numnbr of parts

,hich come 4n contact with the

propellant; and to reLuce their area.
With an eye toward reduci.ng the time of the contact of
assemblies with the propellarnt, they are sometimes set up at the
inlet to the engine special inlet diaphragms (see, for example,
valves 15 and 16 shown in Fig. 1.1, and also valves 8, which are
open before starting the engine either by a boost pressure, or
by triggering explosive cartridges).
Such diaphragms are
manufactured from materials which are especially stable to the
given propellant.
The selection of the construction materials which conform
to rhe requirem;.ents of strength, manufacturability, and
lightness and which possess sufficient endurance in the medium
of the employed propellant is

a very critical problem.

The type of propellant and its characteristics have a significant influence on the selection of the construction of the
assembly and of the material of the parts.
Thus,

the material of parts, which work in a medium of lowboiling propellants, must not be brittle. The use of carbon
steels is not recommended here.
A considerable difference in the temperature,

at which the

check is made of the efficiency of pneumatic valves (shop conditions), from the operating temperature forces us to analyze the
materials of mated parts with respect to the values of the
coefficients of their linear expansion.
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.......

One should pay attention

to the selection of the material of rubbing parts with an eye to
eliminating the possibility of the occurrence of nadirs (iboth
under shop conditions,

as well as during operation).

When operating the engine on low-boiling propellants the use
of commercial rubber parts is
seal rings is
In

in

not recommended:

this caý:e complerely

the use of rubber

inadmissible.

pneumatic valves the propellant and the controlling

cavities are separated by bellows manufactured

from the appropriate

materials.
The sealing of the locking mechanism is

accomplished by

means of seating a metal valve on a metal seat at high specific
pre03ur eU-.

For valves working in

a medium of liquid oxygen it

I- pos.ible to employ seals made from teflon.
For the manufacture of the housing assemblies operating in

a

medium of liquid oxygen cast aluminum alloys are employed.

AliIniri alloys, such as 0V, AK8,

V95, copper and copper alloys

are u.;ed for parts of the construction.

For the manufacture of the bellows stainless steel Khl8NiOT

is frequently employed.
Copper and alloys containing copper are unusable for components
which work in

acid,

a medium of oxidizers based on nitric

copper- alloyz are subjected to corrosion.
unacceptable in

since

Carbon steels are also

this case.

The rmust suitlble material for the manufanture of parts of
the housings of the assemblies,
oxidizer medium,

which work in

In

acid

are aluminum alloys and stainless steels.

locking mechanisms are made from chrome-nickel
18-8.

a nitric

this case,

steels of type

their short-time storage in
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The

the propellant

medium for the manufacture of the end seals it
use special kinds of rubber,

however this is

Fluoroplastic iE very resistant

in

is

possible to

undesirable.

these propellants.

The seiaration c.-fthe (.ontrolling cavity of pneumatic
from the prcrellant c vity is

valves

also accomplished with the aid of

stainless be]lows.
To reduce the probability of corrosion of parts of the
aýsemblies anticorrosional

coatings,

for example,

chromium,

are

used.
Aluminum alloys of type AMg7 and AV are used for the manu-

"facture of the housings of assemblies which work in a hydrogen
peroxide medium.
from sainless
or (c•.ll

Parts of these assemblies are manufactured

steels

(with limited contact

better) - from aluminum alloys.

copper or alloys containing copper is

The application of

inadmissible.

are elecrroplated with an anticorrosional
which work in

coating.

a hyarogen peroxide medium it

to :-.laintain absolutc
abze,,ce of dirt,

time with the product),

is

cleanliness of the parts,

which could be a

catalyst

Many parts
For assemblies

especially important
the complete

and cause decomposition

of' the peroxide.
The separation of the controlling and the liquid cavities of
pL.eumatic
alo

valves may be accomplished not only by bellows,

using 6eals or rings,

ruLber.

In

made

from the appropriate brands of

locking mechanisms rubber seals are usually used.

Petroleum-based

fuels ensure the possibility of a wide range

of selection of :;tructural material and assembly layouts.
ever-,

here a careful approach is

the kind of rubber-,

How-

required to the selection of

-,ince many brands of rubber break down or

swell under the effect of this or that type of fuel.
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but

.'t(ýe! 50KhF'A is

ordinarily used as a material for the

rm.anufacture of the appropriate

springs,

which,

as a rule,

work

under great stresses.
Inifora"'ion on materials,
is

manufactured,

shown in

from which specific parts are

Chapter 2 - in

the description of

typical valve designs.

1.3.1.7,
in

Explosi'on Safety

the initial

2>age of finishing engines there sometimes

oocur expl,,zions,

ChN

,ause of which is

the construction,

tlie jisregard of the rules of operation or

this or that omission in

assemblage of the propellant valves.
Highly active propellant
oxidizers,

components of LPREs,

especially

require very attentive and careful handling.

explosion safety of oxidizer valves is
type of lubricant employed,

closely related, to the

but not only to it.

To eliminate

the fu..7sf.ibility of explosion inside the assembly,
asse1L.uiage,

The

during

check routine tests and operation of the assembly,

one must ensure a high degree of cleanliness not only of the
valve parts themselves and of the working tool,

but also of the

surrounding facility

the test stand

(the work site,

the bench,

propellant distribution lines and so forth).
in

all

is

a .Lrictly

Sterile cleanliness

sections of the assemblage and testing of the assemblies
necessary condition.

In .,tartl.ng the engine oxidizer vapors may enter the main
lines or the fuel assemblies,
may enter

or on the other hand -

the main oxidizer lines,

fuel vapors

leading to an explosion.

The

reason for this may be the nonhermicity of one or of both propellant valves.
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To eliminate the possibility of an explosion here during
starting one or both of the main lines are usually blown out with
an inert gas,

usually nitrogen (in

the blowing out is

the system shown in

accomplished through check valve 25).

1ourging prevents the accumu: .tion of propellant
cavities of the prope'lant valves,
of oxidizer vapors Jnt.
in

Fig.

Such

components in

the

and prevents the penetration

the main fuel lines and so forth.

designing valves intended for operation in

more active oxidizers

1.1

a medium of

one should eliminate the possibility of

the formation of chips or projecting edges at the moment of'
movement or the wedging of parts,
of a spark (from

impact)

since shavings in

can be ignited.

the presence

Residues of cement,

lubricant or other similar substances are particularly dangerous
at the sites of impact of parts.

The penetration of combustion products from explosive charges
into a ýIosed cavity,
-re founl,

may present the dangerous threat of an explosion.

Certain metals,
arise

where the vapors of the active oxidizer

especially at high temperature

a result of friction or

tne

cataleptlc effect on the propellant,

(which may

scoring of parts),
causing its

witun an abrupt preszure increase; for example,

have a

decomposition
copper an(i oxides

zf iron have this effect on hydrogen peroxide.
2.3.1.8.
The Operational Service Life
and the Storage Duration
F:r repealtng valves the required service life
triggoerin. ;chanism
of triggering.
triggering,

is

determined

of the

undoubtedly not by thu number

during engine operation,

but by the number of

aurlng the checks of the assembly's efficiency.
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During inanufacturing a pneumatic

valve is

checking L•y the very worker who assembled it,
control representative
triggering.:,
ae

subjected to repeated
and by the quality

of the department of the plant (these

occurring during the stage of initial

"not taken into consideration in

calculatin',

assemblage,
the service life

Df the triggering mechanisms; only triggerings after the assembly
leaves the manufacturing
ifter

shop are taken into consideration).

installing the valve in

the engine,

to test the

co'rectnezs of functioning of the various systems of the engine
in the as-emrbling shop, the assemblies are also subjected to
mutliple checking by the assemblers and controllers.
After
ohipment of the engine from the plant,
in

and after its

installation

the Cl!ght vehicle the pneumatic valves of the engine are

-ometirie3 ag-ain tested for correct functioning.

Thus,

a rather

significant nuumber of triggerings can be gained from the total
off the-ýe te~ts.

But what
val%-,

1.e.,

limits the necessary

service life

which part or unit restricts

of a pneumatic

the permissible number

of uperat.ioa1 .?
In
a rule,

those instances where the design contains a bellows,
the service life

service life

of the assembly is

of this bellows.

as

limited by the

With an exceedingly great number

of operations a crack may develop (most frequently at the end of
corrugatlonm=);

this is

entire assembly.
bellow,,

In

equivalent to the service failure of the

order to increase the service life

of a

attempts are made to decrease the linear deformation

occurring on each corrugation during opening (closing) of the
valve,

and to avoid alternating loads,

and the bellows are

equipped with special bands and so forth'.
'The operation of bellows seals is
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described

in

Chapter 3.

A fuel valve configuration which does not use bellows seals
has a significantly greater service lifc
with bellows.
is

in

this case the permissible operational

lifetine

great measure determined by the quality and qantity

of

the g.,ease,
brings,

In

than a valve design

carried

in the rubbing iurfaces of the rubber seals,

etc.

With inadequate lubrication friction increases at the sites
of the seals and the moving system
is

shifted with greater forces;

(especially at low temperature)

because of the increase in

shear

the opening and closing of the valve does not occur smoothly,
rather with jerks and so forth;

consequently,

ceases to satisfy the technical requirements
However,

the assembly deeir:n
imposed on it.

with the correct assembly of a pneumatic

required service life
special difficulties.

is,

practically

speaking,

valve the

ensured without

The degree of hermeticity

mechanism of the valve in

but

of the locking

those cases where the seal is

or relatively soft plastic (for example,

teflon),

does not limit the operating service life,

i.e.,

rubber

as a rule,

also

with the number

of openings and closings of the assembly required during operation
the hermeticity of the valve's locking mechanism remains practically
unchanged.

Besides the service life,

it

is

essential to ensure the

required time of storage of the assembly in
propellant,

which has been poured into the inlet cavity.

require'msent is
However,
presents

contact with the
This

also extended to normally closed explosive valves.

the fulfillment of this requirement for explosive valves
no problem; ordinarily the inlet cavity of a normally

closed valve is
diaphragm,

restricted by a metal diaphragm or copper

the material of which is
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resistant to the proptllant.

For pneumatic valves,
ihilet cavity comes in
storage in

in

which the propellant stored in

2ontact with rubber seals,

contact with the propellant is

since the rubber can swell,

the

the time of

significantly restricted,

allow the propellant to pass,

gets

all the grease and so forth.
Also essential is

the careful fitting

the pneumatic assemblies,
fluctuations are possible;
operation of the seals,

For all
requiremcnt
the p.riu•d

especially in
temperature

of the end seals of
cases where temperature
fluctuations

impede the

especially seals made from teflon.

assemblies without exception there is
to maintain the working efficiency

the imposed

after storage,

.f which is

defined by the technical specifications.

The antLfrictional

properties of the lubricant deteriorate

with the paz:-age of time as a -'esult of the change in

its

the smoothness of travel of the assembly becomes worse,
shearing forces increase,

state;
the

as a result of which the valve's

opehnig and closing times may change.
A. a result of the phenomenon of "aging" of the rubber with
the passage of time,

the elasticity of the seal rings and of

the end packing seals worsens,

which may lead to a loss in

hermetlcity; most strongly affected by the aging of rubber are
the hermeticity of the seel rings under low pressures, the
hermetic.Lty of the jamming of rubber diaphragms,
of packing

the hermeticity

:;eals and so forth.

A more detailed account of the phenomenon of the aging of
ruboer Js given in

section 3.1.6.

With normally closed or normally covered valves (in which the
valve disk is pressed against a seat by the force of a spring)
it

should be taken into consideration that with the passage of
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a certain time there arises the "adhesion" phenomenon of the
rubber to the seat. This "adhesion" of the rubber is the stronger
the longer the storage period (in the compressed state) and the
higher the temperature during storage.
"With a poor selection of' the materials of the mated parts
or with a low quality of the coatings after a certain time the
corrosional breakdown of the metal may take place, especially
under conditions of a moist atmosphere.
This refers both to
one-time valves as well as to repeating valves.
It is important to ensure the preservation of such nonmetallic
materials as glues, cements, etc.
Therefore, it is important
that the manufactured articles employed in the assemblies and
the supplied nonmetallic materials have verified warranty storage
periods, in the course of which the maintenance
(or a reduction
within the permissible limits) of the basic properties of these
manfactured articles and materials (strength,
is

elasticity,

etc.)

ensured.

1.3.1.9.
and Cost

Strength,

Manufacturability,

Just as for any assemblies found on board a flight vehicle,
for valves of a LPRE such an index as strength is of primary
significance.
During the entire given service life the parts of
the valves of LPREs must not have residual. deformations (with the
exception of the soft seals), not to mention cracks, bleakages
or failures.

All these defects are not even permitted for

unimportant parts.
Considering the value of the weight characteristics decisive
for the engine, the margin of strength of assemblies of a LPRE
is taken to be low.
The required strength and low weight must
be insured by the creation of uniformly strong parts (avoiding

,!1

under otres-ed and over stressed sections) made from high-strength
light materials.
In connection with this the manufacturability
of new materials,
working,

the study of methods of their mechanical
welding, casting into shapes and so forth are of important

significance.
A reduction of engine weight on the whole,

is

not of its

individual assemblies, is one such prominent problem, and it
must be solved first of all by the careful working out of the
engine design, by the use of the most advantageous propellant
components and by an optimum guidance system.
Thus,

for engines of great thrust with one time starting

a control system using explosive automatic devices ordinarily
provides better weight characteristics and a pneumatic control
system.
However, this does not mean that an explosive assembly
must of' necessity be better than a pneumatic assembly (although
in the majority of cases this is

precisely the case).

A significanc pressure variance,

taking place during the

triggering of explosive cartridges, prevents a reduction in weight
of the parts (it forces us to make them with maximum strength);
but since the pressure of the solid-reactant gases is usually
absorbed by parts which are small in size, then the increase
in

the assembly's weight connected with this is

small.

The essential strength of assemblies under the action of
static loads from the propellant pressure, the controlling air,
the acceleration of the flight vehicle and so forth is determined
by calculation, and with the developed technology of parts
manufacturing this is rather easily provided for.
The greatest
difficulty consists in ensuring strength of the assembly under
dynamic loads - at the moment of triggering, during vibration
and a, the moment of shutting down the engine.
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Problems of strength and reliability
with the technology

of parts manufacturing.

shows that a change in
one,

can influence

are closely connected

even insignificant

a seamingly

technology,

the working capacity of the assemblies.

,he transitions to forging of a billet
explosive valve (if

Experimentation
Thus,

of a burst part of an

pxmviously the part was machined

from a rod)

can lead to the nonactuation of the assembly; as a result of the
strengthening of the part (due to t'-

the direction of

change in

the grains of the metal) the value of the pressure,
the explosive cartridge,
burst element.

developed by

may be inadequate to break through the

This example indicates that every change in

technology requires a serious experimental
The creation of assemblies of LPREs,
field of new technology,

test.

just as in

any other

gives birth to new technological processes

and forces us to perfect old ones.
The production of automatic assemblies is

today unthinkable

without the utilization of the lost-wax process- for the manufacture
of valve housings,
housing parts,
materials.
is

the utilization of automatic welding for

the use of new metals,

alloys and synthetic

A high degree of purity and the degreasing of parts

achieved using ultrasound.

In

the making of long pin-holes

(of the order of tenths of a millimeter),
ing method is

employed.

the electrospark machin-

The electrospark machining method 1 , as

well as the electro impulse method, is used to process hard and
high-temperature alloys.
In preprocessing shops for the cutting
of hard metal rods anode-mechanical

cutting is

used.

the use of these new methods of machining do not at all

However,
mean that

'The electrospark machining method allows us to make in metal of
almost any hardness a given channel cross sectional configuration
with an accuracy of the order of 0.02 mm and a purity of not
less than V5 and eliminates the formation of projecting edges.
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there is

now the possibility of manufacturing any part,

created

by the imagination of the designer, and the problem of the
"manufacturability" of the construction is

not eliminated.

The manufacturability of a design on assembly means the
poZsibility of its manufacture using modern equipment in conformance
with strictly assigned (preliminarily wor.kd out) machining
conditions; this means that series production does not have to
be made by the "skillful hands" of a single expert, and it might
be made by any technically proficient, appropriately trained
worker.
Such an approach requires serious designer and manufacturer cooperation.
The valve design must eliminate the necessity for the adjustment or fitting of the proper parts; it must provide the possibility of the objective control of the quality of assembly and
the possibility of removing moisture from the internal cavities
after filling without the disassembly of the unit.
Yet a
reduction in the cost of manufacture of the assemblies must be
accomplished first of all by increasing the reliability, which
is also ensured by the manufacturability of the construction.
The manufacture of principally reliable assemblies allows
us to sharply decrease the duration of machining, reduce the
number of assembly samples, required for machining, and to
decrease and simplify the test program, which in certain cases
allows us to avoid the construction of special stands and
facilities.
All this leads to a reduction in expenses for the
creation of an assembly and for the engine on the whole.
Therefore,
the structural development of various schemes of assemblies in
the search for the most advantageous solution leads finally not
to an increase in price and in the time for their manufacture,
but on the contrary,

to a reduction in price and to the acceleration

of the times for producing reliable,
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finished constructions.

Assemb±ies During
The Interaction
1.3.2.
Engine Operation
("Layoutof Requirements")

It is impossible to formulate the "layout requirements" in a
general form, or to determine the Lssential interaction between
the assemblie3 of an engine.
In each type of engine there must
of nrcessity be ensured a definite, more or less exact, time
sequence with the opening and closing of valves; it is essential
chat each assembly ensure tne required time characteristics when
interacting with other assemblies: if during autonomous tests
the assembly satisfies those requirements, then under the influenc-e
of other assemblies its perimeters must not change in an adverse
way.

The mutual operating influence of assemblies of an engine
on one another occurs by the most diverse means - through the
common conduits, the common EPV, the reducers and so forth.
It
is necessary to knce how to determine and analyze this influence.
Pressure peaks and hydraulic impacts arising during the
operation of a single assembly distort the operation of another
assembly, and have peculiarities which cannot be understood by
autonomous investigation of each individual assembly.
Commands to trigger the pneumatic valves, given by means of
supplying a voltage to the EPV or by removing the voltage, during
combined operation of two or more pneumatic assemblies may be
distorted - drawn out in time,

or delayed.

The most careful autonomous research on the efficiency of a
valve sometimes proves to be inadequate to judgc its operation
in

the engine.

As an example of the effect of the operation of one assembly
on the functioning of another let us examine the case where, as
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1'e.;±"jut of the triggering of a liquid nitrogen valve, the
ýrtratlori of the hydrogen peroxide valve was disrupted.

Fif.g. 1.13.
Layout of pneumatic valve control:
hldJrogen valve; B - hydrogen peroxide valve; C

-

A discharge

Jet.
The layout of these assemblies on the engine is
Fig.

1.13.

(Other engine assemblies,

shown in

which do not beir a direct

relati'onship to the examined example, are not depicted in the
diagram).
The construction of nitrogen valve A is in principal
similar to the construction of the assembly depicted in Fig. 2.5,
while the construction of the hydrogen peroxide valve B is similar
to the construction of the assembly shown in Fig.
Both assemblies are normally closed,

2.7.

controlled by one common

normally Closed EPV with drainage.
During the autonomous tests of each assembly they operated
completely reliably, opening and closing with precision.
However,
during the testing of the engine, when the EPV is de-energized
and both valves must be closed, there were severalinstances of
delays in the closing of valve B. Valve A closed at the proper
time.
If
0.17 sec,

the closing time of valve B ordinarily amounts to 0.12during its nonstandard closing it amounted to 0.45-0.56

sec.

Discharge Jet C, depicted in
installed.
52

Fig. 1.13,

was at first

not
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Fig. 1.14.
Dependence of time t
of closing of valve B cr temperature T of the air in the
con' rolling cavity of valve A.
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An investigation showed that the reason for the delay is
reduction of the compressed air in the controlling cavity of

the

valve A. During the shutoff of the EPV, when the pressure in the
controlling cavities of both valves drops, in the controlling
cavity of valve A boiling of the aJir begins, which has a chance
to be condensed while valve A is

in the open state.

this the drop in the controlling pressure is,

Because of

of course, delayed.

The time of release of the controlling air from the valves from
a normal pressure value to a pressure equal to 1-2 at, instead of
being 0.3-0.4 sec (with the temperature of the environment at
+15-+20°C) amounted to 0.8-2.7 sec (with the presence of liquid
nitrogen in valve A).
Why does such a delay in the release of the controlling air,
which takes place constantly, not always affect the operation
of valve B and not at all affect the operation of valve A?
14,

The fact is

that if

the pressure in

the con.trolling cavity,

at which closing of the valve occurs, is higher than the pressure
P
p,
at which the boiling of air occurs, then this bciling does
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ar"

.....

then the

valve is

Since the controlling cavities

retarded.

pressures in

both valves atany

(see Fig.

1.13),

moment in

.. rtical or almost identical (the EPVTis a limiting
-.

prý,rf,•-ur

However,

the forces acting on valveA (the

ý.,ne prcdact and the force of the spring)"ensure its

I n, -.a controlltng pressure equal
p 1 . ?K.tef re, the process of boiling of
týýe re'ratlcn of valve A, xhile valve B is
vcr, oi".&..s the value Pl' and so even a
Value

lower,

,d B are interconnected by a T-piece

.

e

e

is

and if

,:.olling

ih.

t.t

..

it

process of closing,

Tf.,'

,

to

O5 at greater than

the air does not affect
closed at a pressure
small increase in the

which can be caused by a whole slew-of factors (the

of the valves, decrease in the heat.exchange with the
environrment Increase in the initial pressure of the controlling
i-!Ir'ly - by the reduction in the removal of liqu~fied
air, a,,,,,!
ai•' dur~z' -'e initial period of depressurization), has a very
signifI'ir-an Influence on the moment of closing of valve B.
ter:neraturve

2,5

• ,

, ~

,",

M
',0~.

1,6

0

,

V,
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04te

1.15. Dependence of the opening time and the valve
closing on the discharge jet diameter: - - - opening time;
Fig.

closing time.

KEY: (1) Discharge jet diameter, mm; (2) Valve B; (3)
Closin.; (4) Valve A; (5) Opening.
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investigations have shown that the actual time of discharge
of the controlling pressure from valve B depends on its

temperature.

Figure 1.14 shows the experimental data on the opening time for
valve B as a function of the air temperature in the controlling
cavity of valve A.

The temreratu.,e of the controlling air depends

mainly on the time for' the flowing of the liquid nitrogen through
valve A, i.e.,
on the duration of the start.
The instances of
the delay in

the opening of valve B were the results of the action

of these factors.
In

order to eliminate the influence of the operation of

valve A on the operation of valve B in
conduit discharge jet
of a discharge jet

the controlling pressure

C was set up (see

Fig.

retards the release of air

1.13).

The presence

from valve A, so

that valve B manages to be closed until the moment of the start
of boiling of the air

SFigure

in

valve A.

1.15 gives the 2xperimental curves for the change in
the opening and closing times of the valves as a function of the
discharge diameter.
The smaller the discharge jet,
the more
quickly valve B closes, but the more slowly valve A opens when
the EPV is

switched on.

The final value of the discharge jet

diameter was selected on the basis of an acceptable
the opening time of valve A, i.e.,
pressure in

value for

the time for the rise in

the controlling cavity of the valve when the EPV

was switched on.

This example convincingly shows that the

autonomous adjustment of the assembly is
condition for its

still

in

insufficient

successful operation on the engine.

The assurance of the required engine starting conditions
son.etimes requires a change - acceleration or retarding - in the
opening of this or that valve.

And even if

the process of

opening of a valve was definite dnd stabilized d'.iring autonomous
adjustment of the assembly,

F
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it

is

sometimes necessary

to vary

. .,,
v, n

:•,•.,,'..

This change may be
normal engine operation.
the
introducing certain structural changes into
related
V€ or into the assemblies and connection lines
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CHAPTER

2

A DESCRIPTION OF TYPICAL DESIGiJS OF
PROPELLANT VALVES
2.1.

REPEATING VALVES
All the below-described

repeat-action propellant assemblies,

with the exception of the electric
are pneumatic

valves,

valve shown below in

Fig.

2.1,

2.14,

controlled by compressed air.

The main propellant valve (the oxidizer valve),
in

Fig.

has three fixed working positions,

represented

or three operating

modes:
- closed;
- open for operation in

the preliminary stage mode;

- open for operation in

the main stage mode.

These workinr

mechanisins

tositions are provided by two individual locking

and two independent valves:

a) te main valve,
Fig.

2

or the valve of the main stage,

-;
i-he small pilot valve,

which is

mounted in

or the preliminary state valve,

1,

the basic valve 2.

Propellant enters the assembly
The discharge of propellant is

connections,

2 (see

through the central flange.

accomplished through six branch

evenly arranged on the lateral surface of housing 3.
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shows the assembly without pressure in the propellant
A, or in the controlling cavity 6.
Here main

S:'"

.- ,: uosed,

S'i>2

:,

-,(!trolling pressure is

:•.H,'n:t.:,:
::at....

ti:

: ljr
:

with
2.1,

supplied to connection 14 the

!,Lde bushing 25 and compresses small bellows 5,
the force of spring 13; now valve of preliminary stage

oV~r'.,,r:.,,1
1

Thus,

the assembly; this position, depicted in Fig.
,,
engine operation in the preliminary stage.

:
•..to

.,:.'n

open.

air pressure in the controlling cavity the propellant

,.f :.
*co".•

while prestage valve 1 is

• ~

in the seat formed in the disk of valve 2.
But
~o I.ng pressure p,. closing valve 1, at the same time,
v;v,- 2. into its seat in housing 3.

i

.t'

•.t.ý .tlcity of the seal of valves 1 and 2 at the site of

mt•.'::,n •
is obtained by the use of rubber rings, vulcanized
[nt!,
'
:. LV, body.
The forne for pressing the disk of valve 2 onto the seat in
tK•

v.e:,.

of controlling air is

determined by pressure py

oL týu•e area of the circle, formed by the effective diameter
" main'iLel'ows
6) and by the force of spring 23. The force for
preo.-inq the pilot valve consists of the difference in forces
(,otlng;

f•'rom the or,•essure py, acting on the effective area of the small
U'eilow., 5 and compressing the bellows, and the force of spring 13,
-treLchinc the bellows (the area of screw 11 may be disregarded).
'u~.,

wen compressed air is

supplied to the controlling

cavlt, of' tr,, *.ssembly the latter is completely closed, i.e.,
the
valve:. of ti-i, main and preliminary stages are closed.
This is the
situation until the starting of the engine.
The propellant pressure
in front of the valve p is small - it con'ists of the pressure
of the column above the valve and the boost pressure in the tank.
The forces acting on valves 1 and 2 reduce to a minimum the
possibility of leakage of the propellant through the valve seals.
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Fig. 2. 1.
Main oxidizer valve:
A -liquid cavity; B
controlling cavity; 1 - prestage valve; 2 - main valve;
3 - housing; 4 - switch; 5 - small bellows; 6 - main
bellows; 7 - plug; 8 - rod; 9 - protective cap; 10, 111,
22 - connection tube; 11 - adjustment screw;

12, 15, 16,
19, 26, 27, 28 - seals; 13 - small spring; 17 - cover;
18 - spring of switch; 20 - block; 21 - pin; 23 - spring;
24 - stop ring; 25 - bushing; 28 - base; 29 - screw.

To go into prestage mode the air from the controlling cavity
of the valve with the aid of the electropneumatic valve (EPV) is
discharged into the atmosphere.
Then under the action of the
pressure of the propellant and of the force of spring 13 bellows
5 begins to be drawn out, and valve 1 opens. The travel of valve
1 determines the magnitude of the extension of bellows 5. Valve I
begins to open a little before the controlling pressure falls to

5)

:i :x i e!(c.
Main valve 2 remains closed, since the propellant
pv.,
i.e i.: insufficient to overcome the force of spring 23.
I: cortrv:l the opening of the valve, so-called switch 4 (see
•
4
ii;". 2.I) is added to the design of the assembly.
With the movement of valve 1, fastened on rod 8, the sleeve of the switch moves;
the ,ieeve is connected with rod 8 by means of spring 18 and
adju-tmfent serew 11, which is screwed into the base:ýof small bellows
5. The 6leeve in its movement closes the contacts of switch 4 and
thereby gives the electrical signal, that the valve is opening for
operation on prestage mode.
With the aid of the adjustment screw
(not shown in Fig. 2.1) the switch is regulated in such a way,
that the contacts close with a definite opening value of the
Valve on pre.stage mode, for instance, with travel within the
1imr.-;
t.Q
2-3 mm.
The propellant flow during opening of the assembly for

operation oin prestage mode is determined by the diameter of the
openings in the body of valve 2.
With the activation of the main stage the propellant pressure
rises abruptly, and valve 2 moves (compressing spring 23 and
bellows 6) to detent with its lower face in the face of cover 17
(see Fig.

2.1).

In this position the assembly is open for
operation on main stage mode; valve 2 is completely open, valve 1

has not changed its position relative to valve 2.
It

:

important that the propellant pressure buildup occur

according to the law required to provide the coirrect occurrence
of the translent mode.
During the propellant pressure buildup
with valve 2 closed the drop in pressure at the valve will be
very small (the flow passage cross-sectional areas are small).
However,

as soon as valve 2 is

open

ulightly,

the pressure drop

is reduced and main spring 23 can again close the valve; then
the pressure drop increases and the valve opens again.
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an unstable operating regime will take place until the force
from the propellant pressure,

acting on bellows 6,

exceeds the

force of compressed spring 23.
it

is

natural that the opening and closing of the valve

causes a corresponding increase or decrease

in

the propellant

flow rate.
The hydraulic resistance of an assembly completely open for
operation on main- stage mode must be minimal,
it

so as not to make

necessary to increase the required pressure for supplying

the components.

On thisbasis the flow-through cross-sectional

area and the magnitude of travel of main valve 2 are selected.
Before shutting down the engine the pressure at the inlet to
the propellant valve is

reduced.

pressure cannot be so great,

However,

this reduction in

that spring 23 begins to close

valve 2.
With the complete shutting down of the engine the valve is
closed,
cavity.

for which compressed air
The air pressure,

in

the liquid cavity,

its

seat; valve 1 is

is

fed into the controlling

overcoming the propellant pressure

expands bellows 6,

squeezing valve 2 onto

also seated simultaneously

on the seat in

the disk of valve 2.
The controlling air

pressure at which valve 2 begins to close

is determined by the propellant pressure.

In

valve cannot close while compressed air

is

supplied; the force of

the controlling air

inadequate to overcome

and of spring 23 is

nominal mode the

the propellant pressure.
The forces acting on the moving system of the assembly at any
pvsllion and the pressure
easily calculated.

values at the start

The pressure of the start
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of movement are
of opening for

)po:_'ra,.on on preliminary and main-stage modes, as well as the
T.L*e.szure for the start of closing, can be determined expei'nentally
•-.hen testing the valve.
Let us stop on the structural peculiarities of the valve.
The
elements which separate the controlling cavities from the oxygen
cavity ave bellows 5 and 6 (see Fig. 2.1), made from stainless
steel KýUh8l1OT, welded to the mounting, and packing seals 12, 15,
19, made from soft aluminum.
The bellows are single-layer, with a wall thickness of 0.2 mm(main bellows 6) and 0.22 mm (bellows 5 of the :preliminary stage).
The compression of each corrugation of the bellows of the
preliminary stage during valve operation comprises 0.5-0.7 mm;
tho deformation of each corrugation of main bellows 6 comprises
.. .6. .9 mm.
Under working conditions the beflows are subjected to compression by external pressure (bellows 6 - by the propellant pressure;
bellows 5 - by air pressure) and to elongation by internal
preu;u:'e.
The main bellows is shown in Fig. 2.2.
To increase the stability and resistivity to external pressure
inside each corrugation of both bellows there is a split snap
ring 2, made from OVS (oxidation-reduction medium) wire (see
Fig. 2.2).
The diameter of the wire of the ring of the main bellows is
2.6 mm, and in the preliminary stage bellows -'1.5 mm.
So that
the ring does not crease the wall of the bellows during compression
of the bellows at its end, in the main bellows on one of the
ends of the split ring there is welded a so-called "flag" - cover
3 (see Fig. 2.2).
The other end of ring 2 is inserted inside
cover 3 when the ring is installed in the bellows.
(Cross section
A - A in Fig. 2.2 shows the ring up to its insertion into the
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Best Available Copy

corrugation).

In the small bellows it

is,

in-practice,

impossible

to set up such a "flag," therefore an especially careful rounding
of the faces of the ring is

provided for in

it.
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6

Fig. 2.2.
Bellows:
I - bellows connection;
ring; 3 - cover ("flag"); 11 - outer ring; 5

2
-

split
casing;

6 - nut.
To prevent the inflation of the main bellows by the pressure
of the controlling air between the corrugations of bellows
connection 1 steel snap rings 4iare inserted. These rings give
rigidity to the bellows and limit the amount of its axial compression.

Rings 11are installed during the process of manufacture of the
bellows connection I - in the corrugation process. Sometimes in
place of whole rings two aluminum half-rings are used, joined by
a band, pressed over the outer diameter of the half-rings.
Such
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a design perrmits the installation of the rings not during the
process of manufacture of the bellows connection,

Housing 3 and cover 17 (see Fig.
aluminum alloy type AL4.

if
21,

and the porosity of the casting

the valve is

used for handling liquid oxygen,

fastening the valve to the pump,

tnis case it
AK8,

is

and the pins,

then pins

joining cover

are also manufactured from aluminum alloy (in

desirable to use the strongest alloys of type

V95 and others).

o.tc.

If,

in

this case,

the pins are made of

anA' are screwed tightly into the aluminum housing,

the decrease

-

testing.

17 and housing 3,

in

temperature,

cracks will appear in
in

2.1) are manufactured from

The strength of the housing walls is

checked by a hydraulic press,
by pneumatic

but after it.

then with

during cooling by the liquid oxygen,

the housing as a result of the difference

the coefficients of linear expansion of the steel and of the

aluminum.
Valve 2 and bushing 25 are manufactured from aluminum alloy
AV.

The application of aluminum is

the fact that,

of linear expansion),

(because o'

the identical coefficients

a durable fastening of the rubber seal Ping

achieved in

alloys and stainless steel,
it

connection with

besides the low weight and the assurance of constancy

of the diametric clearances

to the metal is

advisable in

this way.

(Rubber

adheres poorly to

and under conditions of low temperatures

can separate from the metal).

Valve 1 is

also manufactured

from aluminum alloy.

The height of the seat for valve 1 (in
of valve 2)
0.4 mm.
0.7+

is

0.5 +0.2 mm; the seat is

The height of the seat in
mm,

formed with a radius of'

housing 3 for valve 2 is

and the radius of the seat is
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the body of the disk

also equal to 0.4 mm.

Paronite seal 16 is

used to seal housing 3 and cover 17.

The sealing of the threaded connection of the connection tubes

Swith

the ho•izng

is

achieved using soft aluminum gaskets.

However,

in the case of operation of an assembly using liquid oxygen the
use of paronite or aluminum gaskets is not recommended for
sealing joints, which handle this product under high pressures.
For the sealing of threaded and flanged joints which handle
oxygen it

is desirable to use thin copper cadmium-plated gaskets

installed in a closed volume.
Copper has a high self-ignition
temperature and high thermal conductivity.
Cadmium, besides
keeping copper from corrosion,

reduces friction, since it

has

unique lubricating pror•erties.
This feature is very valuable
for joints handling liquid and gaseous oxygen under high pressure
where the application of lubrication is

limited.

Only in

individual cases, for example when installing gaskets or when
screwing in pins on a tight thread, is it permissible to rub with
a chamois,

impregnated with lubricant,

movement only during assembly,

parts which have relative

and not during operation.

The main fuel valve, depicted in Fig.

2.3,

is a normally

covered pneumatic valve of the nonbalanced type, and of direct
action.
The valve has only two fixed working positions:

a) completely

closed; b) completely open.
Figure 2.3 depicts assembly with no pressure both in the
liquid (propellant) cavity A, and in the controlling air cavity
E; here the force of spring 7 presses the locking mechanism - the
bushing of valve 2 against its seat in housing 5.

i6

i

zi

Main fuel valve: A - liquid cavity (inlet);
Fig. 2.3.
E - controlling cavity; 1 - check valve; 2 - bushing;
3 - rubber ring; 4, 9, 10, 11, 12 - rings; 5 - housing;
6 - cover; 7 - spring; 8 - connector nut; 13 - plug;
-it- check valve housing; 15, 16, 17 - sealing rings;
18 - connector tube; 19 - gasket.
When controlling pressure p

is

applied to branch connector 18

the air passes inside the bushing of valve 2; the pressure of the
compressed air (together with spring 7) creates significant force,
acting on the valve disk, and ensuring an airtight seal against
The valve is
the seat of the housing.
until the start of engine operation.

found in this position

The pressure pT of the fuel in front of the valve during this
period consists of the pressure of the column of fuel above the
valve and the tank pressurization pressure.

It

should be-noted

that even in the case where there is no controlling pressure,
the force of spring 7 is sufficient to provide hermeticity at
this fuel pressure; thus, the layout with a normally covered valve
Sincreases the safety of operation.
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Fig6 . 2. .

2

Dependence of' t~he time

of valve opening on the bore

SI

*'

0

?
Idiameter d in the rod of the check
A
i 3 fi
1T 1i
valve: 1 - time from the command
T
1
trigger the EPV to the start
- Ito
.'~
W
of Opening of the propellant valve;
2 - time from the command to
1. 6 At 1
trigger the EPV to complete opening
12:'
;
of the valve.
SI,.I L.

U{

1

2

.

_

-4

dmm

To open the valve, air from the controlling cavity is
through the EPV :nto the atmosphere.

discharged

Here check valve 1 presses

against its seat and the rate 3f change (the reduction) in the
air pressure is

determined by the size of the central opening in

As a result of the drop in the air pressure
the rod of valve 1.
in the controlling cavity and the rise in the fual pressure at
the start of the engine the valve begins to open, overcoming the
force of spring 7,

the resistance of the controlling air and

the friction of the seals.

When the valve is

the fuel begins to enter the engine,

open slightly and

the pressure at the inlet may

be reduced abruptly (the nature of the change in pressure is
determined by the rate of speed of the turbopump assembly).
However, since the value of the area, on which the fuel pressure
acts, is
which is

increased (the outer diameter of bushing 2 of the valve,
sealed by sealing 15, is greater than the diameter of

the seat in the housing),

and as a result of the fact that the

controlling oressure continues to be supplied, the movement of
bushing 2 of the valve will be continued, consequently no
oscillations of the valve will be observed under actual operating
conditions.
The movement of bushing 2 of' the valve will proceed until
This will also be the
the moment of its detent into cover 6.
position of complete opening.
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of the opening of valve bushing 2

The moment of the start

(relative to the command to the EPV)

and the speed of opening

can be regulated to a certain degree by the magnitude of the
diameter of the opening in

the body of valve 1.

Figure 2.4 presents the experimentally determined curve of
(relative to

the dependence of the time of opening of the valve
the moment of

•iýtching on the EPV) on the bore diameter d in
Fig.

rod of valve 1 (see

2.3).
air is

To close the valve,
with the aid of the EPV.

If

supplied to the controlling cavity

the discharge of air

through the

the body of valve 1 occurred relatively slowly,

opening in

of-the cavity the bore diameter is

with the filling

opened and the air

because check valve 1 is

the

then

not important,

pressure increase

occurs abruptly; under the action of the controlling pressure and
spring 7 the valve closes,

overcoming the resistance of the flow

of liquid and the friction in

the seal rings.

Let us look at the structural peculiarities of the fuel valve.
The sealing of the locking mechanism is
made from teflon (GOST

and pressen into the body of

For better fastening of the ring the groove

valve bushing 2.
in

10007-621)

accomplished by a ring

the valve body has a dovetail shape'.

The seat in

housing 5

is wide (the width of the band of the seat equals 2.8 mm),

the

The maximum specific
of the open type.
460 kgf/cm2
exceed
not
does
pret'x'vz. on the fluoroplastic
height is

0.5 mm,

and is

-Yiv ;parat:,on of the liquid cavity A from the controllinv
1,,:

nt;ured by rubber seal rings 15 and 17.
.

tI

,

..

'..O

Since I

Tnor( detail the fastening of parts

rucoer under the action of t.ie fuel on it

swells atiu is

small quantities) passing fuel through it,

of (in
second,

backup seal ring 16, fastened
statmosphere is

to tl

capable

there is

to valve bushing 2.

a
Vent

provided between seal rings 15 and 16.

The

vent openings are covered with rubber ring 3 to prevent dust and
moisture from getting in.

The hermeticity of the air (controlling)

cavity is

ensured

installed on valve bushing 2.

by seal ring 17,

Seal rings 16 and 17 are fastened with the aid of rings 10
and

1,

lock.

which are secured on valve bushing 2 using a special
Fastening is

accomp-ished

having a diameter of 1.2 mm,
made in

rings 10 and 11, respectively.

The ends of the wire are bent in

the specially made cuts in

cross section A-A in

10 and 11 (see
small diametric

Fig.

(for shear and warping)

Disassembly of the connection is

are -mall here.
plierz,

because of the

such a connection ensures a

reliable fastening of the parts; stresses

is

2.3)

sitfficienz

unbending (or breaking off) one end of it.

after first

only the wire is

replaced).

lock has. found widespr
ees.

very simple.

to pull the wire from the grc~ve with

The connection allows us to make many reassemblies

Sa:.I;•

rings

between valve bushing 2 and rings 10

clearances

third-class running fit)

For this it

locking wire 19

wound into the combined half-grooves,

valve bushing 2 and in

and 11 (a

by soft steel

Thus,

(of course,

Such a small-sized and very reliable

td application

f1or example,

in

in

diverse propellant

the valve design under consider-

ation the fastenir): of cover 6 to housing 14 of the check valve
L, manufactured similarly.
Cover t, ts faotenel

to housing 5 by connector nut 8 with a

mal, tutead.
Sfasto• .;,_

This 3'me nut with the aid of rings 12 and C
the seal ring and t,,e rings
r~C 1
b.
bwe.n

tiie.e

an axl)!

,c
ut

clearance of 0.3-0.6 mm.

6')

The threaded opening in

filled by olug 13,

cover 6,

permits

the possibility of installing a motion sensor for, oscillograph
recording of' the character and magnitude of travel of the valve.

*

accomplished with a ring,

The sealing of check valve 1 is

vulcanized into the v?)ve body.

made from rubber,

j

When the units are assembled the rubbing parts are lubricated
It

with a very thin layer of lubricant.

Both too much and too little

the rubber seal rings very carefully.
lubricant can have a negative effect
hermeticity of the seal rings.
*>

on the efficiency and

Therefore,

put on the parts during assembly is

necessary to lubricate

is

the amount of lubricant

strictly

regulated

by

technology'.
The propellant valve,
low-boiling fluid.

it

is

shown in

Fig.

2.5,

is

designed to handle

a normally closed pneumatic nonbalanced-

type valve with return action.
The liquid enters connector tube 13,
of ,ne assembly,
which is

situated along the axis

and exits through the lateral connection tube,

manufactured as one piece with housing 11.

The assembly has only two fixed positions:
a)

c.,mpletely closed;

b)

completely

open.

Figure 2.5 shows the assembly with no pressure
cavity.

When pressure is

in

the controlling

supplied to the inlet of the assembly

the pressure of the disk of valve 3 against the seat becomes

'This refers not only to the given assembly,
where rubber seal rings are employed.
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but to all

cases

greater

and greater.

Opening of the assembly is

s,,pplying compressed gac

fair)

connector E of bushing 12.

accomplished by

to controlling cavity 6 through

With the increase in

pressure in

cavity B to a value pyl bellows 1 becomes smaller and base 2
forcibly moves valve 3,
the increase in

compressing spring 4.

Py2l

connection with

the volume of the controlling cavity the rise

tn the controlling pressure is
will occur in

In

retarded.

Compression of the bellow;

proportion to the increase in

until base 2 is

steeped in

pressure up to value

guide 6; a further increase in

the pressure of the compressed air in cavity B will be absorbed
L guide 6.
This will also correspond tc the position of complete
opening of the valve.
If

at the inlet to the assembly

compressed air

(in connection to 13)

was supplied the liquid was under pressure pTO'

then the force of the compressed air, naturally,
at the first
liquid,

before

must overcome

moment tie entire force from the pressure of the

acting on the seat area.

resistance force of the liquid is

When the assembly is

opened the

reduced and only now is

the

differential pressure Ap on both sides of the disk overcome.

Thus,

the value pyl depends not only on the force of spring 4

ani the rigidity of bellows 1,
the press,'r.

but also on the initial

pT0 and area 1, of the valve seat.

A diagram of the change in

the air pressure,

of the propellant and the amount of movement
opening is
line

value of

shown in

Fir.

2.6a.

t!-.

pressure drop

of the valve h during

The change shown by the dashed

PT occurs during the pressure

increase in

front of the

assembly -4ovt value pTO as a result of the increase in
rate.
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the flow

Fig. 2.5.
Propellant valve:
5 - controlling cavity; E
connection tube; a, b - bores;
1 - bellows; 2 - base; 3 - valve;
4 - spring; 5 - block; 6 - guide;
7 - bushing; 8 - stop ring; 9,
10 - gaskets; 11 - housing; 12 bushing; 13 - connection tube;
S14 - coupling nut; 15 - contact
plates.

(b)
(a)
14

,2/

3%

To close the valve,
is
falls

the pressure from cavity 5 (see Fig.

discharged through connection tube E.
to some value p Y3'

When the pressure

under the action of the force of spring 4

and pressure drop APT on both sides of the disk,
to be covered.
ApPT increases,
assembly is

In

valve 3 begins

proportion to the eoosing the pressure drop

because the flow through cross section in

reduced.

Since the space inside bellows 1 is

by holes a and b with the liquid cavity,

in

pressure in

cavity.
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connected

The rate of move-

determined by the rate of flow of thc.

and the speed of the decrease

the

the pressure drop APT

will affect the entire area of the valve seat.
ment of valve 3 is

2.5)

liquid

the controlling

Figure 2.6b shows the change in the parameters of the valve
during closing; it is assumed that the propellant pressure pTH
in front of the valve during the movement of t'e movable system
of the assembly changes slightly.
Such a design of the assembly
is

also suitable for handling ordinary liquid propellants.

*
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On the threaded

•

put together in the following way (see Fig.

•:
•"

stud, made in one piece with base 2, is screwed textolite bushing
7, onto one half th,. >eng~th of which a copper ring is pressed.

S~~After

the pressing ,f th,- ring the bushing is adjusted in such
a way that thc surfaces of the textolite and of the metal ring
flush; •nen the ring is covered with a thin layer of silver.

7•

~are
•

~On the •mail flange of bushing .12 plug 5 wlth four insulated

S~contacts
:_:•

2.5).

sigvalve

is
sldere

plaiced.

Silver.-plated elastic contact plat;es 15 are

to each' contact

&PT

Tpwo

inJedn

ejectrical cicut

are

"upplled

to the block with the aid of a plug (not shown in

rig. 2.5).
When the valve moves
the textolite (the
0.5-0.8 mm),

the contact plates at first

slide along

negative allowance of each plate should be

and then,

after traveling 1.5-2.5 mm,

they come in

contact with the ring and close the electrical circuit giving
the signal to transfer the valve.
Because of the possibility of the defoimation of the bellows
and, a6 a result of it,
the misalignment of the base and of the
c-•-ntact bushing, and also because of the deformation of contact
plates 15,

a backup is

which two independent

provided for the electrical signal,

for

electrical circuits are inserted.

The- moment of closing of the contacts

is

regulated by the

position of the insert by using screws of various thickness.
The insert is

fastened in

the necessary position by cement BF

(care

should be taken so that the glue does not reach the surface
of the ring and does not come in contact with plate 15).
Let us stop on the design peculiarities of the assembly.
seal of the valve is
The seat is

0.1_0.1 mm,
3 itself

is

teflon, pressed into the disk of valve 3.

of the open type,

width of 0.8_0.2 mm.

The

with a height of 0.7_0.1 imn,

and a

The radius at the top of the seat equals

and at the base - 0.2 mm. Housing 11 and the valve
manufactured from a.luminum alloy.

The bellows is

seamless,

with a thickness of 0.2 mm.

made from stainless steel Kh).8NlOT
Inside the corrugations of the bellows

wire rings are installed for rigidity.

The bellows is

welded by

seam welding to the base and to the ring, manufactured from steel
IKhl8N9T.
The connector nut is fastened to connector tube 13
using stop ring 8,
the latter

inserted in

the body of the nut after putting

on the output nipple of connector tube 13.
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Bushing 12 is
which has on its

tightened to housing 11 using aluminum nut -4,
side opposite the bushing a left-handed thread,

and on the other side - a right-handed one.
The sealing of bellows 1 with bushing 12 is
aluminum gasket 10,

ensured by

which has a thickness of 1.5 mm.

The hermeticity of the joints of guide 6 with housing 11 and
the ring of bellows 1 is

V

gasket 9.

In

ensuied by tLin (0.5 mm thick) aluminum

order to facilitate

obtaining

the hermeticity,

the end of the ring of bellows 1 annular slots (grooves),
mm thick,

are made,

and on the adjacent

at

0.5 + 0.1

ends of guide 6

corresponding projections with a height of 0.5 mm are also made.

Contact plates 15 are manufactuved
of' brand BrOF 6.5-0.15-T.
plastic.

Four-contact

The seal of its

from strip

phosphorus bronze

block 5 is

made from

joint with the bushing is

ensured by

a soft aluminum gasket.
When the assembly is
is

desirable to set it

used to handle a low-boiling liquid it

up in

such a way that connector tube E of

bushing 12 for supplying compressed air is
of the control cavity (in

any case,

requirement has been caused by fear,
of moisture,

which is

in

at the upper most point

not at the lowest); such a
that with the condensation

the compressed air,

or which enters the

control cavity through the EPV from the atmosphere,
complete sealing of the flow passage cross-sectional
connector tube will occur,

leading to breakdowns in

icing or the
area in

the

the operation

of thle assembly.
The normally closed valve,
type,

return action assembly.

depicted in
It

"closed" and "open".

7)

Fig.

2.7,

is

a nonbalanceo-

ha;: only two fixed positions

.

i.,!,ure 2.7

shows the valve without pressure in the controlling
cavity A, and in the closed position. The supplying of working
pressure to the inlet to the valve does not change the position
of the parts, since the magnitude of the force, created by springs
I0 and 11, ensures the pressing of valve 1 to its seat in connector
tube 14 (the force to valve 1 is transmitted thro,,gh connector
•tbe

7).

supplying the controlling pressure to (.onnector tube 16 of
.hou.3ing 2 springs 10 and 11 are compressed until bushing 7 reaches
If propellant is not supplied to connector tube 14, then
detent ).
In

vzilve 1 "emains compressed against its seat by weak spring 3.
Even w;ihen a small pressure exists, the liquid column will open
valve 1 and the flow of propellant through the valve will commence.
The fo-ce of' spring 3 will be balanced by the magnitude of the
oreý,sure -lif'ferential on the vaive (the cavity inside the valve
with the outlet cavity of the assembly by bores a and
As .onnected

b).

&

IJ(c)R

A normally closed valve: A - controlling cavity;
Fig. 2.7.
B - liquid cavity; a, b - bores; c, d - vent openings;
3 - spring; 11, 5 - seal rings;
1-valve; 2 -housing;
6 - ring; 7 - insert; 8 - spring casing; 9 - detent; 10,
11 - springs, 12 - dust-protection ring; 13, 14, 16 - tube
connections; 15 - ring; 17 - wire.
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With a nominal value of the propellant

flow rate the drop on

the valve zignificantly exceed- the force of spring 3 and therefore
the valve is completely open, up to the detent in insert 7.
It
is impossible to make a rigid connection of valve 1 with insert 7,
in view of the possibility of a sudden pressure increase behind
tne assembly,

which may occur during unstable transient processes.

But when there is a flexible coupling through spring 3 valve 1 is
covered and will not permit propagation of the pressure wave.
To
close the valve,

the pressure from cavity 5 must be released through

connector tube 16.
The controlling and liquid cavities are separated by two rubber
seal rings 4.

Vent is

accomplished between the seal rings through

connector tube 13, from which air and propellant vapors can flow
(in case of penetration through the seal rings).
The cavity of
the spring is separaGed from the controlling cavity by rubber
,eal

ring 5.

In the case of nonhermeticity of seal rings 11or 5

tne air is removed through openings c and d.
Vent openings c and
,I are covered by dust proof rubber rings.
The rubber seal of
valve 1 is

vulcanized.

The fastening of the seal rings is

accomplished by wire locks 17.
During the entire time of strage of the assembly springs
10 and 11 press valve I to the seat of connector tube 111.

Due

to the prolonged and considerable loading the rubber of the seal
of valve 1 ages relatively quickly and loses its elasticity, as
a result of which the degree of hermeticity of the seal may decrease,
especially at low operating temperature.
?

A significant shortcoming of the given design is als3o the
"adhesioin' of the ruboer of valve 1 to the seat under the prolonged
When controlling air is supplied
action of the spring pressure.
"only Ioert 7 moves forcibly, while valve 1 is open under the
pressure of the propellant,

which overcomes the force of spring 3.
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::

i ..enomenon of rubber "adhesion,

lurinK tests at low temperature
(about a year)

which has been observed
0

(-40 C) after prolong storage

at a temperature of +500C,

leads to a rather

siznificant and nonuniform retardation of the opening of the valve.
Due to the presence of the mentioned defects the valve design
r- ,tuires additional
V.e ,-rtimum

finishing - with respect to the selection of

seat profile,

valve seal material and so forth.

A normally-open pneumatic propellant valve of the balanced
type is presented in

Fig.

2.8.

Unloading is

achieved by the use

of duel-disk valve 2.
,I__ure
2.8 depicts the valve in
pressurp in

the open position,

the liquid and controlling cavities.

assiemb]y into the "open"

position it

is

without

To put the

sufficient to supply

contr(!liing pressure to cavity A through connector tube 7; then
valve 2 is

raised,

overcoming the force of spring 9.

calculate the force from the comprcssed air, which keeps
tne ',alve in

the closed position,

it

is

assumed that the effective

'irea Fa, which receives the air pressure,
the ci-cle

is

equal to the area of

formed by the average diameter Dcp of bellows 4.

When propellant is
through opening a in

supplied to the assembly inlet,

valve 2 into cavity B.

Thus,

it

passes

the propellant

pressure acts (on the side of the opening) on the area of the
circle according to the average diameter of the bellows, with a
deluction for the area of the ring formed by the diameters of
both 4eats in

the housing:

'The phenome:ion of rubber "adhesion"
detail in section 8.1.
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is

examined in

more

~D2-(Di-

D2)2

4

where FT is

the calculated area,

4

which takes the pressure of

the propellant;

D1 is the diameter of the larger beat;
D2 is

the diameter of the smaller seat.

a

b/

7 14

Fig. 2.8.
A normally open propellant valve:
ling cavity; B - liquid cavity; 1 - housing;

A
2

-

-

controldual-disk

valve; 3 - nut; 4 - bellows; 5 - covers; 6 - bushing; 7
connection tube; 8 - thrust collar; 9 - spring; 10, 14 gasketu; 11 - bellows base; 12, 13 - spring rings; a -

opening.

(Only one exhaust pipe is shown).
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It

is easy to see that this area FT is significantly less
2
tnan area Fc
1, on which the propellant _ressure would act
in the case where a known discharge system is used. Therefore
che valve, depicted in Fig. 2.8, has a smaller size than a valve
of the nonbalanced type would have, and may operate at a lower
pressure value of the controlling air.
When using a discharge controlling air supply system it is
possible to completely shut off the flow through the assembly

at nominal propellant pressure.
Attention should be drawn to the fact that, if the area of
the ring formed by the diameters of the seats is greater than the
effective area of the bellows, i.e., (D 21 - D22) > D2 , then
during the discharge of the air pressure from cavity A the opening
of the assembly (,w:ith the presence of pressure pT in cavity )
may not occur.
With such a design for opening thr valve it is
essential that the propellant pressure pT be less than a certain

value p., wherein

po=4Qr

Pwhere Qs p is

[(D021

C
2
-D2)-D2P]

"Lhe spring pressure in the compressed state (with

the valve closed).
In this assembly the most interesting construction is that of
dual-disk valve 2.
For normal hermetio.ity of the assembly
it

is necessary to ensure the sealing of valve 2 simultaneously
on both seats of the housing.
This requires the precise maintenance
of distance Z2 between the seats _n the housing and a correspondingly strict tolerance for dimension I] on the val*ve (see Fig.

82.8).
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n.e zealir:g naterial employed for the valve is a very
_rr-r: -n-reci1tan tln, w-hich is sufficiently hard under
iconditions of engine operation at teriperatures of -5GOC.

SI

in view of the low elasticity of the sealing material valve
2 itself was manufactured in thc form of a rather open elastic
belohws.
It has been provided for, that dimension 1 between
the enis of the seals for the valve will always be equal to or
less than (for a value up to 0.3 mm) dimension I2 between the
housing seats. Because of this during the closing of the valve
at the first moment the sealing occurs along the seat with diameter
DI. Hcwever, under the effect of the compressed air force the
valve bellows was deformed (extended) and sealing was achieved
along the seat with diameter D2 . Both seats are of the open
type, with a neight of 2 + 0.2 mm, a width of 2.5 mm, and a radius
equal to 0.5 + 0.1 mm at the top.
.#hen u.ing propellants which admit the possibility of using
.-ubLer, the need for an open valve 3,onstruction disappears.
As
re.-ult of the elasticity of the rubber seal with corresponding
accuracy for the manufacture of parts it is possible to ensure
the

.e 1

±:•d

hermeticity (even with checks by compressed air) on

both. seats and with a rigid (and not elastic) construction of
valve 2.
In the assembly depicted in Fig. 2.8, the width of the wall
of valve 2 (on the bellows) amounts •o 1.8 mm.
Bellows 4 is twolayered and made of steel; the thickness of each layer is 0.2 mm;
it is,similar in construction to the bellows described above,
I.e., equipped with inner and outer rings, which provide strength
ana rigidity.
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Fig.
2.9 Main oxidizer valve:
1 - housing; 2 - valve
disk; 3 - sleeve; 4 - spring; 5 - support; 6 - cross-arm;
7 - explosive bolt; 8, 12 - plugs; 9, 11 - covers; 10 connector tube; 13 - suppo•>t; 14 - spring.

Bellows 4 is welded to base 11 and nut 3 by means of seam
welding. The stationary ring of the bellows is fastened on a
thread by nut three to cover 5. In base 11 is screwed sleeve 6,
centered in cover 5. The force of spring 9, acting on sleeve 6,
is absorbed by flat split snap ring 12; snap ring 13 holds valve
2 from axial movement relative to the bellows unit.
The sealing between housing 1 and cover 5 is ensured by thin
aluminum gasket 10. To improve the hermeticity in the housing
a groove has been provided, and in the cover - a tooth, which
restrains the gasket.

Li
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The housing and cover are manufactured from cast aluminum alloy
AL4.

The main oxidizer valve,
oxygen.

is

It

action,

shown in

Fig.

2.9,

handles liquid

a normally open pneumatic valve of the direct-

non-balanced

type (closing against the flow of the liquid).

The assembly has three fixed operating positions:
a)

closed;

b)

open for operation on pr63tage mode;

c)

open for operation on main stage mode.

These valve positions are provided by a single locking mechanism.
When pressure is

supplied to the controlling cavity through

connector tube 10 disk 2 will be pressed against the seat of
screwed into the disk of valve

housing 1; the collar of sleeve 3,
2,

will raise support 13 and squeeze spring 141.
Between sleeve 3 and cross arm 6,

stationary support 5,
displacement,
is

is

a gap,
In

formed.

equal in
this

connected by bolt 7 with
value to the valve's

(closed)

position liquid oxygen

supplied to the valve.

In

order to open the valve for operation on prestage mode,

controlling pressure is

released;

the

the valve begins to open both

under the iction of the oxygen pressure at the inlet to the
assembly,

as well as under the effect of the pressure of spring lb.

The movement

of the valve (travel H) is

sleeve 3 to cross bar 6,
travel H is

limited by the detent of

which hangs on bolt 7.

The magnitude of

regulated by the degree of screwing in

of bolt 7.

The opening of the valve for operation on main stage mode
proceeds

with the increase in

With the gradual increase in

oxygen pressure in

front of the valve.

pre6D.re the position of the locking
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mechanism does not change (the force is absorbed by bolt 7), then
the bolt begins to be pulled out and at a given force (determined
by the pressure drop on the disk) the bolt is torn out, as a
result of which the valve opens abruptly for operation on main
stage mode.
The threaded portion of the bolt remains in stationary
support 5.

A special feature of the valve design is the presence of
an explosive bolt, which ensures the required opening of the
valve for operation on main stage mode.
The amount of travel H, which limits the propellant flow rate
in the preliminary stage, is determined by the water flow bench
test of each individual valve sample proceeding from a given drop
Ap at a certain flow rate of liquid.

The amount of travel is

recorded in the valve's log book.
To prevent the possibility of the bolt coming lose while the
valve is in the closed position, spring 4 is inserted.
To ensure
stability of the process of transition to main stage mode it is
necessary to achieve a constant value for the force of the rupture
of the bolt.
This is achieved by special means.
Explosive bolt
7 is manufactured from various aluminum alloys or bronze, the
tensile strength of which at temperatures above -130C is
temperature-independent'.

practically

The bolt has admittedly a weak spot - the neck, which is made
by a special recessing tool to avoid stress concentration.
The
neck of the bolt is machine-finished to a smoothness of A7.

The

'The selection of material depends on the required strength
of the bolt.
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I

diameter of the neck of the bolt in
tentatively,

the diagram is

and ultimately the diameter is

accuracy of up to 0.03 mm)

determined (with an

separately for each rod,

the bolts are manufactured,

on the basis of tesi

rupture of samples of bolts,

manifactured from

me6hanical qualities are preliminarily
the bolts are manufactured,

iiven only

from which

2esults for the
:

same rod.

The

checked :rn every rod.

After

a significant numb.9r' of them are

selected for rupture testing with the aim of cn,,king the
manufacturing stability

In

of the entire batch.

case of necessity without special trol.. ie the valve design

permits the replacement
for this it
bolt it

is

is

of the bolt even on

only necessary to open cover

necessary to ensure a previous).,

travel H, which is
face of cover 11 is

2.9),

-

To replace the
-ý:isting value of

achieved by the unchange.3&ility

of the end face D (see Fig.

In

ri assembled engine

of the position

the distance of which from the

easily measured.

order to increase

the stability

of the process of valve

opening for operation on prestage mode measures are taken to
increase the air temperature in

the controlling cavity

section 8.2 for more details).

For this,

discharge jet with a diameter of 0.5 mm.
the closed position,

in

(see

plug 8 there is

When the valve is

a
in

air flows through the controlling cavity.

This somewhat increases the temperature of the controlling cavity
of the valve,
Moreover,

which is

the liquid cavity.

as a result of the flow of air the temperature of the

explosive bolts is
its

cooled by the oxygen in

increased,

which promotes the stability

of

rupture.
The normally closed

pneumatic

valve,

shown in

Fig.

2.10,

gives

an example of an original solution to the problem of cutting
ddwn sizes.

Instead of reducing the area on which the propellant

pressure acts,
is

artificially

here the area of action of the controliing pressure
increased approximately twice.

The assembly has
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7.

as it

were two controlling cavities
connected.

-

A and B, which are inter-

The assemtly's moving system, shown in Fig. 2.10, consists of
rod 2, on which by means of a wire stop ring the disk of valve 3
with bellows 4 welded to it is fastened; to this same rod 2 is
fastened on threads piston 18 with seal ring 19 and support 5.
The position of piston 19 relative to rod 2 is fixed with the aid
of a stop washer and nut 14.
The stationary ring if the bellows
is welded to ring 15, compressed between housing 1 and guide 23.

1

1L1
4

Ii2

Fig. 2.10. A normally open pneumatic valve: A, B - controlling
cavities; A - vent cavity; 1
2 - rod; 3 - valve dilsk,
4 -bellows; 5 -support; 6-pin; 7 - gasket; 8 - vent connec;tube; 9 - seal ring; 10 - cover; 11, 15 - rings; 12 - bushing
jplug; 14 -nut; 16 -spring retainer; 17-connector tube; 18piston; 19
ring; 20 - support; 21, 22 - springs; 23 - guide.
-housing;

-seal
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The operating scheme Of the assembly is shown in
When controlling pressure is
Fig.

the valve is

2.10)

air, which" is
5

-

in

Fig.

supplied to connector tube 17 (see

closed.

The pressure of the controlling

cavity A - under the seal ring - and in

inside the- b6liows,

2.11.

cavity

compresses the Valve to the seat (see

Cle~ranhe g is

now formed between support 20 (see

Fig.

2.11-a).

Fig.

2.10) and- di~sk, 10 (because of the shifting of the latter).

Precisely the same clearance Is

formed between stationary bushing

12 and support 5.
spThere

is

no air

between cavities A and B (in

springs 21 and 22),

since seal ring 19 prevents

cavity A of
air from getting

into cavity A from cavity A; seal ring 9 ensures the insulation
of cavity A from cavity B.

In

the event of nonhermeticity of

seal rings 9 and 19 or of gaskets 7 air,
be removed through vent connector tube 8,
to the atmosphere
covered with

Iy

(the vent holes in

dustproof

is

situated in

will

cover 10,

the connector tube are

rubber.

Force R fProm pressure p

where D

entering cavity A,

of the cc:-trolling air will equal:

the outer diameter of movable seal ring 29 (after

installation);
D
d

is
is

the average (effective)

diameter of bellows 4;

the inner diameter of stationary seal ring 9 (after

installation).
Force 0 overcomes the force of the preliminary compression of
springs 21 and 22,
bellows 4 (see

moves the retainer of spring 16 and expands

Pig. 2.10).
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(b)

Diagram of propellant
Fig. 2.11.
valve operation: a - controlling
pressure is supplied - valve is
closed; b - controlling pressure
is released - valve is open for
operation on preliminary stage;
c - valve is open for operation
on main stage.

(c)

With the discharging of the controlling pressure springs
21 and 22 return the moving system to the initial position.
clearance g is
of '•ousing 1.

Now

formed between disk 3 of the valve and the seat
In this position the valve is open for operation

The magnitude of clearance g
on prestage mode (see Fig. 2.11b).
Clearance
determines the propellant flow rate in prestage mode.
g i: regulated by the degree to which rod 2 is screwed into
piston 18.
The required travel magnitude (c~learance) is determined
using hydraulic tests - by a bench flow test of thc assembly.
With the buildup in the liquid cavity of the propellant
pressure, avting on the bellows from outside, the valve is
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opened for operation on main stage mode.

This position is

opened disk 3 rests on guide 23.
vi,. 2.11c.
When pressure is
*

With the valve completely
shown in

supplied to the controlling cavity (even

when there iF working pressure in the liquid cavity) the valve
is closed (see Fig. 2.11a), in spite of the fact that the controlling pressure is
in

substantially less than the propellant pressure

front of the assembly.
Thus,

when pressure is

supplied to the controlling cavity,

disk 16 and the lower ends of springs 21 and 22 move; when pressure
is supplied to the liquid cavity bushing 12 and tle upper ends of
these springs move.
In both cases the compression of the springs
is

increased.

Minimum compression takes place during operation

on prestage mode (see Fig. 2.11b).

The force of the springs under

minimum compression is called the "force of preliminary compression"
(this may be rather great).
An increase in the spring pressure
in the closed (see Fig. 2.11a)and open (see Fig. 2.11c) positions
of the assembly is determined by the spring force.
It is desirable
that the spring force (the change in pressure per unit of length
of compresjion) be minimal.
Many main propellant valves are made in such a way,

that when

there is no pressure in the liquid and controlling cavities they
are open for operation on prestage mode, i.e., open only for part
of their possible travel; they are closed by supplying controlling
*

pressure,

and by releasing it

and by supplying pressure to the

liquid cavity they are completely opened.
Therefore the diagram
presented in Fig. 2.11 Is just as typical for propellant valves
as the diagrams shown in Figs.

1.3,

1.4,

and 1.5.

The manufacture of the assembly does not present any special
difficulties.
The bellows is similar to the bellows shown in
Fig.

2.2.

To ensure better hermeticity,
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at the ends of ring 15

(see Fig. 2.10),

housing 1 and guide 23 annular grooves are made,

into, which the gasket material flows.

The grooves are made

in such a way that their diameters do not coincide in mated parts.
The gaskets are made of copper and are thin (thickness of 0.5 mm).
A normally open starting check valve of the balance type is
shown in

Fig. 2.12.

This is a bench unit, which is

used on test

stands for testing an engine as a whole or individual units of it.
To close the assembly compressed air is supplied to connector
14 through upper control cavity A. The compressed air, acting on
piston 4, compresses spring 8 and expands bellows 7.
Now small
valve 2 first seats its valve in its seat, which is made in basic
valve 1, and then valve I settles into its seat, which is

made in

housing 6.
When the propellant, which is under high pressure, is supplied
to the inlet of the assembly (to flange b), the force of the
pressure of valve 1 against its seat is increased.
The force
pressing against valve 2 is

also altered somewhat.

The magnitude

of change of the force. pressing valve 2 against its seat, which
is

made in valve 1, is determined by the area,

which is

the

difference of the areas of the seat of valve 2 and bellows 7,

on

which the propellant pressure acts.
Since the area of the seat
of valve 2 is somewhat greater than the area of the average
diameter of bellows 7,

the force applied to valve 2 also increases

when pressure is supplied.

is

In order to open the starting valve, the controlling pressure
released from cavity A. Then spring 8, overcoming the propellant

pressure in the inlet cavity of the assembly,
its seat.

When valve 2 lifts

cavity 8 falls sharply,

off its seat,

raises valve 2 from

the pressure inside

since propellant enters the output main

line through openings A and through the clearance between the
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seal of valve 2 and the seat made in valve 1.

The flow of pro-

pellant through the diametric clearance between housing 6 and
valve 1 (the clearance is approximately 0.1-0.5 mm) does not
ensure the maintenance of the pressure in cavity B, since the
area of this clearance is clearly significantly less than the
area of openings A.
As soon as the presstuie in cavity B falls, valve 1 begins to
rise together with valve 2 under the effect of the propellant
pressure on the area of the ring, formed by the outer diameter
of valve I and the diameter of the seat, built into housing 6.
The amount of travel of valve 2 is limited by the detent of piston
4 to the end of cover 9.
The propellant pressure acting on the area of bellows 7 (with
respect to the average diameter) assists the spring in maintaining
the valve in the open position. With pilot valve 2 fully open,
main valve 1 must hang on valve 2, resting on washer 5 with spring
stop ring 3.

Stop ring 3,

placed in the bushing of valve 1,
guarantees the raising of valve 1 in case it gets jammed in housing
6 (or in case of other abnormalities in the valve's operation).
When the assembly isin the open position, the propellant pressure
in cavity B is equal to the pressure under valve 1 or, more
precisely, somewhat higher than it'.
To'close the valves it

is

sufficient to supply compressed air

to controlling cavity A. When the air pressure overcomes the
force of spring 8 and the force of the propellant pressure on the
area of bellows 7, valve 2 starts to close.
With the ,ownward
movement of pilot valve 2 main valve 1 also starts to move.
Both
the pressure drop (at the first moment) and the direction of the
propellant flow facilitate this.
If the movement of valve 1 is
retarded (for any reason) pilot valve 2 will close it
'For

t.Ie value of hydraulic loses.
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forcibly.

-to

I4

(b )

,
(a)

.•

.

I

Fig. 2.12.
A normally open balanced valve: A - controlling
cavity; 6 - auxiliary controlling cavity; B - propellant
cavity; A - inlet pipe; 1 - main valve; 2 - small valve;
3 - stop ring; 4 - pistor; 5 - washer; 6 - housing; 7 bellows; 8 - spring; 9 - cover; 10 - signal indicator;
11- rod; 12 - seal ring; 13, 15 - gaskets; 14, lb connector tubes; a - bore in valve 2; b - inlet flange
of housing 6.
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The closing of the starting valve occurs sharply.
the rate of closing we should,
clearances

if

possible,

To de2rease

reduce the diametric

between valve 1 and housing 6 or insert a lab.yrinth seal
order to restrict

between housing 6 and valve I - in

the supplying

of additional propellant to cavity B.
To ensure failsafe

functioning cf the valve cavity 5 is

also frequently employed:

with the discharge of pressure from

cavity A (with the opening of the valve) the controlling pressure
is

And on the

supplied through connector tube 16 to cavity 61.

other hand,

while closi.g,

when pressure is

supplied to cavity A,

the pressure is dischargea from cavity 5 2 .
The pressure supply
to cavity 5 during opening significantly raises the force which
opens the valve.
Let us note that the diameter of the connection tube of
cavity 5 is

significantly less than the diameter of the connection

tube of cavity A, although the volume of cavity 6 itself
substantially greater than the volume of cavity A.
this,

in

view of the relative slow drop in

a retardation is

is

Because of

pressure in

cavity 6,

achieved during the closing of the valve.

Because of the fact that the valve is

an assembly of the

balanced type (as a result of the utili.zation of pilot valve 2),
it

was possible to use a relatively weak spring 8 (a

working

pressure of 125 kgf) and a small piston diameter with a comparatively low controlling pressure in

cavity A (not exceding 100 at),

although the valve may operate at a liquid pressure of up to 300 at.
'The controlling pressure in cavity 5 is small - approximately
20-50 at.
This is done in order to improve the operating conditions of bellows 7, since with the presence of additional pressure
bellows 7 will break down earlier, cracks will form on it and its
service life
will be reduced approximately twice in comparisor
with the service life,
which it would have if operating withov~t
pressure in cavity 6.
2

Such valves are called dual-control. valves.
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The assembly has electric signal indicator 10 to ensure the
possibility of recording the movement of the moving systenm.
If
necessary,

instead of the signal indicator a travel sensor can

easily be installed to record on an oscillograph the processes of
valve movement.
Teflon was used as the seals for valves I and 2.

However,

the use of teflon for valve 1 sharply reduced the permissible
operating life

as a result of the

reakdown of the seal.

For a test bench assembly the value of the service life
is
extremely important, therefore instead of the fluoroplastic for
valve 1 aluminum,

pressed under great pressure into the seat,

which had a dovetail shape,

was used.

The use of a soft aluminum seal on the valve and a hard seat
(the hou•,ing is made from steel) provides acceptable hermeticity
(with water or propellant)

during the short-term effects of high

pressures.
To separate control cavities A and B rubber rings 12 are used.
The separation of air
by the bellows.
1Khl8N9T,

is

cavity 5 and liquid cavity B is

A series 6-layer bellows,

provided

manufactured

from steel

used for this.

For normal operation of the bellows
with the above-cited parameters compression of the bellows greater
than 0.8 mm for one corrugation should not be permitted.
The described assembly can be used for handling various fuels
and oxidizers at temperatures within the range of +500C.
When using low-boiling oxidizers the reworking of the valve's
design was required.

It

was necessary to separate and thermal-

insulate controlling cavities A and 5 from the liquid cavity
(this was achieved with the aid of inserts made from heatinsulated material)

in

order to alleviate the work of rings 12,
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which separate the controlling cavities, and to examine the
clearances in the movable joints. The fluoroplastic seal in
valve 2 proved to be short-lived under these conditions, and a
"metal-to-metal" seal was employed.
The altered valve design
is

shown in Fig.

in

Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show the assemblies without pressure
the liquid and controlling cavities.

2.13.

The repeating propellant valve,

shown in Fig.

contrast to the earlier examined assemblies,
but an electric valve (EV)
an electromagnet.

It

is

2.14,

is,

in

not a pneumatic valve,

of the discharge type,

controlled by

designed for main lines with a low

propellant flow rate.
With the assembly in the "closed" position (the electromagnet
is de-energized) the propellant is in cavity B, from which it
flows through diametric clearance 6 between valve 5 and housing 7
(clearance 6 is

0.1-0.14 mm; the valve diameter is

When the propcl-ant is

under pressure,

17 mm).

then main valve 5 is

pressed against the seat of housing 7 by this pressure and by
the force of spring 8, while pilot valve 4 presses against main
valve 5.
When voltage is applied to the terminals of the electromagnet
of armature 1, tightened to yoke 2, it moves downward.
The
pressure of the armature is

transmitted to rod 3,

which,

in

turn,

presses against pilot valve 11.
Valve 14can be lowered relativ.? ', main valve 5, overcoming
the spring force and thepropellant ps;•sure, to a value of -0.5 mm
up to the detent in stop rings 6.

FiAr.her movement of valve 11is

possible only together with valve 5.

However,

the thrust force

of the magnet would be insufficient to move valve 5,
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if

the

pressure in

cavity B remained unchanged.
But as soon as ,alve 4
moves somewhat from its seat, the pressure beneath
valve 5 falls
abruptly (on valve 4 along the entire length there are flat
keyways, along which the propellant goes to the central opening
in valve 5); the entrance of propellant through diametric opening
6 oannot support pressure in cavity B, therefore the pressure
which exists above valve 5 moves it down.

Fig. 2.13.
A normally open x•ve
designed for handling low-boufling
liquids; 1 - adapter; 2 - r.ng;
3
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bushing.

.~~-,---ft-

7

,-

Fig. 2. 14.
A release-type
electrically operated valve:
B - cavity; 1 - armature; 2 yoke; .3 - rod; 4 - pilot valve;
5 - main valve; 6 - stop ring;
-2

7 - housing;

8 - spring;

adapter; 10

-seal ring.

9-

The presence of a labyrinth in the outer diameter of valve 5
facilitates the precise opening of the EV - increases the hydraulic
resistance of clearance 6, i.e., prevents the overflowing of the
propellant into cavity B.
The moving of the system of valves 5 and 4 will proceed up
to the moment of detent of armature 1 in copper insert 9 - to
the value I

of travel of the armature.

The travel of valve 4 is

always equal to the travel of the armature of the electromagnet.
The position of main valve 5 In th^ open position of the assembly
under steady state conditions is determined by the relationship
of the weight of the valve and the pressure drop on it.
The
pressure above valve 5 is somewhat less than the pres~are below
the valve because of the hydraulic resistance during the flow
of propellant through the seat of the housing.
The pressure
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drop on valve 5 depends on the propellant flow rate through the
assembly, the travel of the armature and the magnitude of the
diametric clearance 6.
As a rule, the pressure difference on both sides of valve 5
exdeeds its weight and consequently valve 5 is slightly raised
above valve 4.
In certain cases during oscillations of the flow
rate valve 5 may vibrate.
To open the valve the electromagnet is de-energized.
Then
by the force of spring 8 and the increase (during the seating of
valve 4 on the seat built into valve 5) pressure drop valves 4
and 5 are raised upward - the EV is closed.
The value of the friction in the seal ring has a significant
effect on the operation of the assembly.
An increase in friction
can leaj to failure or the retardation of closing of the valve.
During assembly strict control of the straightness of rod
3 is essential, since bending in it can lead to jamming in the
moving system.
2.2.

ONE-TIME VALVES

The most popular one-time valves are explosive valves,
valves controlled by explosive cartridges.

i.e

A normally open direct-action explosive valve, with venting
of the solid-reactant gases, is depicted in Fig. 2.15.
It is
designed for cutting off the flow of liquid oxygen.
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Fig. 2.15. A normally open directaction explosive valve with vent:
A - inlet cavity; B - outlet

8
,jIt

r
(c)

I-------.
-

-KEY:

cavity; T - collar (bea6) of rod;
1 - housing; 2 - valve; 3 - guide;
6 - corner
4 - rod; 5 - ring;
iron; 7plug; 8 - piston; 9separator; 10 - pin;

11 - coupling

_.\(b)nut; a - annular opening; b groove; c - neck of rod (the
(a) location of the second explosive
cartridge is not shown).
(1) Explosive cartridge
installation site.

Up to the moment of triggering of the explosive cartridges
the pr-opellant freely enters from inlet cavity A into outlet
cavity 6, flowing around valve 2.
With the triggering of the
explosive cartridges (the explosive cartridges are not shown in
Fig. 2.15) the solid-reactant gases act upon piston 8.
Piston 8
moving, presses against rod 4, shearing off the collar T which
is

pressed by corner iron 6 with the aid of ring 5, and which
holds rod 4.
After the shearing off of the collar of rod 4
valve 2 under the action of piston 8 and the flow of liquid oxygen
-- ,seats

itself on the conical surface of housing 1; in this position
the valve is closed, and outlet cavity 6 is separated from inlet
cavity A. Valve 2 is tightly wedged in housing 1. The force
exerted on valve 2 from the housing amounts to 2000-3000 kgf.
The valve triggering time (from the moment of supplying a
voltage to the cxplosive cartridge to the cessation of the flow)
amounts to about 0.02 sec.
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The nonhermeticity of the sealing of valve 2 in

the seat of

housing 1 (after triggering) with a liquid oxygen pressure of
80 at is

not great

-

leakage does not exceed 15 cm3/sec of gaseous

oxygen (reduced to atmospheric

pressure and a temperature

of

l0-150C).
The separation of the solid-reactant gases from the liquid
oxygen is

accomplished by piston 8.

the labyrinth grooves)
tight fit
fit).

In

the piston sits

the lower part
in

along the cylindrical surface

The assemblage

(up to

corner iron 6 with a
(a

second-class

press

of the piston with the corner iron is

done

with a force of 0.5 kgf with the cooling of the piston to -20-300C
and heating of the corner iron up to 2000C.
Under working
conditions the interference of the piston is

increased relative

to the interference existing at normal temperature,

as a result

of the cooling of the assembly by the flowing liquid oxygen.
The hermeticity of the oxygen cavity up to triggering of the
explosive cartridges is
plated

ensured by a thin (0.4 mm)

copper cadmium

separator 9 (by adjustable coupling nut 11) and bead

(collar) T of rod 4 (the width of the bead during manufacture
equals 0.7 mm,

compression during assembly amounts to 0.3 mm).

The relative position of corner iron 6 and guide 3,
the hermeticity of the bead,

is

which ensures

fixed by cement.

With the triggering of the explosive cartridges the grooves
made in

piston 8 promote the reduction in

solid-reactant

penetration of the

gases along the diametric clearance between the

piston and the corner iron.
the vent openings in

After the piston moves

the corner iron open,

10-12 mm,

and the solid-reactant

gases exit into the atmosphere.
With the movement

of rod 4 the liquid oxygen,

radial clearance a between
in

the rod and guide 3,

the rod emerge into cavity A - thereby
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compressed in

along grooves b

preventing the possibility

of a pressure increase in
movement of rod 4.

clearance a,

which might impede the

After the shearing of the bead of the rod the seal of the
oxygen cavity

is

ensured by press fit

of rod 4 in

the guide.

The axial and diametric dimensions of the parts are selected
so as to almost completely eliminate both the leakage of oxygen
into the vent openings of the corner iron, and the entrapment
oxygen in

radial clearance a.

The threade& connection
the aid of pin 10,

of valve 2 with rod 4 is

fastened with

pressed into valve 2 and seated in

of guide 3 (during assemblage rod 4 is
which is

of

screwed into valve 2,

held by a special wrench and by pin 10).

together of parts 2 and 4 is

the seat

The screwing

accomplished without using any

lubricant so as to avoid an explosion during the operation of the
assembly.

To reduce friction one can use a lubricant-impregnated

chamois to rub the threads of housing 1, nut 11 and separator 9.
Excessive application of lubricant is

not permitted - again,

due

to the danger of explosion when handling liquid oxygen.
With the same purpose - to minimize the danger of explosion
it

is

-

essential to pay especial attention to the cleanness of the

parts.

All parts are thoroughly degreased prior to assembly.

The presence of traces of lubricant or any impurities in
internal cavity of the assembly

the

(especially on the surfaces of

adhesion oV valve 2 to housing 1 and on the surfaces of the seat
of rod 4 in

guide 3)

can during pronounced impact lead to an

explosion.

Housing I and valve 2 are manufactured from aluminum alloy
EV.

Rod 4 is

of guide

made from soft aluminum of brand AD-M; the material

3 and of ring 5 is

stainless

the material of the piston is
of the corner iron is

heat-resistant steel,

alloy AK6.
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steel of brand IKhl8N9T;
and the material

~1w

To ensure reliable operation of the assembly the installation
of two explosive cartridges -is provided for - in case one of the
explosive cartridges fails to operate due to a breakdown in the
continuity of the electrical circuait.

Therefore,

a check of the

operation of the explosive valve (the precision of operation and
the hermeticity of all the seals after triggering) is accomplished
both with one explosive cartridge- and with two of them.
The magnitude of the clearances and the Interferences of the
parts are determined from the conditions of operation of the
valve under deep cooling.
During testing under normal conditions
such an assembly (water is

used instead of liquid oxygen) does

not-guarantee a reliable wedging of valve 2 In

the housing.

As

a result of the increased friction during the movement of rod 4
in guide 3 (because of the greater interference in comparison with
that-existing at low temperature) valve 2 cannot reach its seat.
A sharp impact during valve triggering, the heating of parts
during the movement of the rod, during the breaking of the bead,
accidental contamination,

or finally, the breakthrough of solid-

reactant gases - all this creates a background for a possible
explosion ir the liquid oxygen medium.
In view 3f this, it is
desirable to replace the aluminum alloys with alloys of copper
(bronze, brass).
Copper alloys are more heat-conducting, i.e.,
they more quickly remove heat from the heating center, and they
have a higher ignition temperature.
The direction of flow of the solid-reactant gases is

of basic

significance for the reliability of the operation of the valve.
With the arrangement of the explosive cartridge along the axis
of movement of the isolating valve it is possible to use an
expliive charge with a lesser weight of the explosive composition
than with the positioning of the explosive cartridge perpendicular
to the direction of movement of the valve, as is
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shown in the

assembly depicted in
during the reversal

Fig.

2.15.

The presence of hydraulic loses

of the flow of solid-reactant gases substantially

decreases the impulse affecting the shearing of the bead.
A normally-open direct-action explosive valve, shown in
Fig. 2.16, is one of the simplest designs of such type.
The
valve serves to cut off the flow of propellant;

the operating

temperatures are +500C.
Before the explosive cartridge is

triggered,

the propellant

flows without difficulty around valve 1, entering the main
With the bursting of the explosive cartridgesi
discharge lines.
by the pressure of the solid-reactant
broken and the valve is

*

wedged in

gases neck 6 in

valve 1 is

housing 2.

S
Fig. 2.16.
A normally opened
direct-action explosive valve:

1

(b)

-

valve; 2

-

housing; 3-

separator; a - bore; b - valve
neck; c - milling (groove).

(c)--

Pr
(a)

*

The assembly consists of only a few parts.
on threads into housing 2.

Valve 1 is

The hermeticity of the joint is

ensured by seal 3.

'The

explosive cartridges are not shown in
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Fig.

2.16.

screwed

Such a design of an explosive valve Is used for operation
only with those types of propellant, which do not explode
in
coming in contact with solid-reactant gases under high
pressure,
formed during the combustion of the explosive cartridges.
The
solid-reactant gases are removed througl. the bore in
the part of
the valve which remains stationary.
A vent tube is connected to the thread.
This vent t:ube, as
a result of the high values of temperature and
the speed of the
solid-reactant gases, burned away systematically, especially
frequently at the point of bending - near the explosive
ialve.
Therefore, instead of a tube it is better to connect
a closed
volume to the connector tube.
To increase the reliability of the wedging (to decrease
the
rigidity of valve 1) bore a is inserted in the
body of the valve.
On the surface of the valve additional shallow millings
are also
made - grooves c.
The purpose of these grooves is to soften the
hydraulic shock by means of connecting the propellant
cavity with
the drainage cavity through the bore in the body of the
valve
during closing of the valve (and after closin,).
The entry of
the
into the solid-reactant gas medium otiought about
theiroxidizer
afterburning
and caused an increase in temperature, which
promoted a hot spot on the vent tube.
The housing and valve are made from aluminum alloy of
brands
EV.
The seating of the valve in the housing (along the cylindrical
surface) is a medium, third-class (plain) fit.
The seat in the
housing is made with a conicity angle of 150; the valve
is rounded.
Both the seat and the valve are machined to a highly
pOlished
finish.
With the valves set up on the test bench with a icnýhydraulic
main line behind it (Fig. 2.17a) rebounding of the vaJvw
off its
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seat was observed. This can be explained by the abrupt pressure
increase in the output conduit during rapid movement of the valve.
Recoil was observtd with particular frequency, when buffer
chamber 3 had a small size and was completely filled with liquid.
With the creation of a gas phase in buffer chamber 3 (an air
cuzhion of a certain pressure' was epecially left behind) cases
of rebounding were more infrequent.

With the installation of

an explosive valve with-short tube 2 according to the scheme
shown in Fig.

2.17b the working conditions of the explosive valve

were even more improved,

since the volume of gas in chamber 3

better dampened the pressure increase.
The ii;btallation of such valves is

recommended in

the direct

proxirity to the combus;Aon chamber or gas generator, so that
the hydraulic resistance between the explosive valve and the
gas phase will be small.
With respect to preventing the occurrence of a high pressure
peak at the valve inlet during triggering and to increasing the
reliability of wedging a modification of the explosive valve
shown in Fig. 2.18 has been more successful.
At the inlet cavity of this valve there is set up diaphragm 4,
connected either with vent tubing or with the damping volume
(Fig. 2.18 shows the connector tube, which can be either stoppered
With an increase in pressure
or butt-jointed with the vent tube).
destroyed (the pressure of destruction of the
especially worked out) and this stops the pressure

the diaphragm is
diaphragm is
increase,

since the auxiliary volume is

connected.

'The pressure in chamber 3 is created by gas pressure reducer
After this, tha flow of liquid
9 with the opening of the EPV (8).
With
is ensured by the opening of EV (4), and then by EV (5).
high volumes of chamber 3 tube 11 and EV (5) cannot be used.
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S(a)

Diagram of the set up for testing an explosive
Fig. 2.17.
valve: a - difficult conditions for triggering the explosive valve (recoil of the valve is possible); b - improved
operating conditions (the possibility of recoil of tae
valve is

reduced); 1 - explosive va.lve; 2 - connection

conduit; 3

-

buffer chamber; 4, 5 - electrically operated

valves; 6 - flow-rate nut; 7 - manometer; 8 - electropneumatic valve; 9 - gas pressure reducer; 10 - check valve;
11 - outflow conduit.

The solidThe design of valve 1 is also somewhat changed.
reactant gases are not removed after ,.riggering - the upper part
of the valve is a plug. Vent of the sc•iid-reactant gases is
eliminated'.
A direct-action normally closed explosive valve with vent of
gases is depicted in Fig. 2.19.

'The valve pressure force after triggering for the assembly
depicted in Fig. 2.6 did not exceed 500 kgf, while after modification it reached as high as 4000 kgf.
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2t
Fig. 2.18.
Direct-action explosive valve, shown in Fig.
1 - valve; 2 - explosive
2.16, after modification:
cartridge; 3 - housing; 4 - diaphragm; 5 - sea!; 6 - nut;
7 - connector tube.
Such an assembly can "Je used as a servicing, vent and starting
valve with low pressures and flow rates and can be operated
within a temperature range +50 0 C.
Mecm• ycn•Hzwoz

nuponampo/ioI (z)

(a)

Fig. 2.19.
A normally closed direct-action explosive valve
1 - housing; 2 with vent of solid-reactant gases:
valve; 3 - piston; 4 - connector tube; 5 - connector tube
for venting of solid-reactant gases; 6 - rubber ring; a bore hole; b - valve bead; K - valve cone.
KEY:
(1) Location cf explosive cartridges.
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With the triggering of the explosive cartridges (the explosive
cartridges are not shown in

the diagram) the solid-reactant gases,

acting on the area of piston 3,
valve 2,

which is

restrained by connector tube 4.

cone K of valve 2 is
gas,

ensure the shearing of bead b of

wedged in

bore a of cone 1.

conducted to connector tube 4,

During movement
The liquid or

has free acess to the main

line through the connector of the housing.

The solid-reactant

gases escape outside through connector tube 5.
The valve is

manufactured from stainless steel,

remaining metal parts Piston 3 is
in

and the

from aluminum alloy AV.

screwed onto the rod of valve 2 up to the detent

housing 1 and is

fastened in

this position using cement.

In

screwing on the piston one should avoid the use of excessive force
to prevent premature shearing of the valve collar.
The magnitude of the external diameter of piston 3 and the
radial clearance between it

and housing 1 determine the speed

and force of wedging of the valve.
To ensure the hermeticity of the liquid cavity of the assembly
during the movement of the valve there is
prevents

rubber ring 6.

It

ihe possibility of thepenetration of the solid-reactant

gases into the propellant.

During operation with such propellants,

which require a high degree of hermeticity,
installed serially one behind the other,

two rubber rings,

are employed,

and provide

venting between the rings.
In

the adjustment of such explosive valves for operation under

various temperature conditions it

is

necessary to use care in

selecting the weight of the moving parts,
explosive cartridges,
values in

and also to strictly

the moving system of the valve.
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the charge of the
control th.e tolerance

In
(in

testing an explosive valve with a single explosive cartridge
under low tempera-

case one of two explosive cartridges fails)

when the strength of the collar is

ture conditions,

th1e pressure developed by the explosive charge is
necessary

maximum,

minimal,

and

it

is

to limit the value of the clearance between piston 3
With an excessively great clearance the force of

and housing 1.

to shear the collar of

one explosive charge may be insufficient
valve 2.
However,

during the operation of the explosive valve with two

explosive cartridges under conditions of maximum working temperathe breaking of the stem

ture and with minimum piston clearances
of valve 2 is

possible due to the emergence of large inertial

forces at the moment the valve is
of the piston must be minimal,
from light metal,

for example,

Therefore,

wedged.

the mass

the piston must be manufactured

i.e.,

When using aluminum

from aluminum.

one should eliminate the possibility of a hot spot (from the
action of the jolid-reaction gases)
joint of piston 3 and valve 2; it
be filled with cement ED-6,
ana seals the threads - it

of the metal on the threaded

is

recommended

that the threads

which simultaneously holds the joint,
does not allow the hot gases to elute

the aluminum.
Sometimes in

such valve designs the rebounding

of the valve

from the valve seat may occur.
Right after the triggering of the valve

(the breakoff of the

collar and the shifting of the valve to the left)
gases,

the solid-reactant

exert pressure on pis;ton

pushing toward connector tube 5,

3; the force of this pressure P2tunder certain conditions
to exceed the force from pressure p1 .

In

starts to move backwards and occupies its
recoiling of the valve occurs.
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begins

this case the valve
initial

position

-

During recoil (return) of the valve

P2 F> p,(-f),

where F is the area of piston 3;
f is the area of the stem of the 'lve

2.

The actuality of recoil can be established from the characteristic imprint from the seat on conical surface K of the valve.
Va:ious elements of the design of an explosive valve have an
effect on the phenomenon of recoil:
a) length I of the seat diameter of piston 3.
The greater is length 1, the more abruptly will the pressure
to the right of the' piston Increase, the longer the action time
of this pressure and the more abruptly will the valve move to
the left and the more deeply will it be wedged:
b) the diametric clearance between piston 3 and housing 1.
The greater the diametric clearance, the more quickly will
the pressure Increase to the right of the piston and the more
probable will "recoil" of the valve be:
c) the flow-through cross section of the vent connector 5.
The smaller the flow-through cross section
the more likely the probability of "recoil" of
the pressure drop on piston 3 is reduced.
(As
cation of the design of an explosive valve the
of connector 5 was increased from 4 to 10 mm):
d) the charge of the explosive cartridges.
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of connector 5,
the valve: since
a result of modifiinternal diameter

The lower the weight of the charge of the explosive cartridges,
the more probable "recoil" is.
of abrupt movement,
is

advanced

With large charges,

the wodging goes deeper,

further to the left.

and the valve cone

At the highest pressures

developed by explosive cartridge
peratures),

as a result

•or

example at elevated tem-

with a certain combination of tolerances the "forcing

through" of the valve through the housing even more deeply is
possible,

then is

required.

Therefore it

is

desirable to have a

detent for piston 3;
e)

the surface roughness of cone K.

For a greater reliability

of wedging it

not a smooth surface for the valve cone,
annular scribes - "Jags" on it.

is

but to make a row of

The cutting of this "Jag"

the housing ensures the wedging of the valve.
"jag" is

desirable to have
into

This method of

one of the efficient methods for combatting "recoil".

The presence of a vent for the solid-reactant gases (through
connector tube 5)

is

in

many cases undesirable from the viewpoint

of the operation of the explosive valve:

the triggering of the

explosive cartridge releases through the vent hole a flow of hot
gases and a sheaf of flame,
it

is

which can start

a fire.

Therefore

desirable to have a valve without a vent hole for the solid-

reactant gases.

However,

as was shown above,

vent hole presents difficulties

with rF.spect

the absence of a
to providing reliable

wedging.
By using a "Jag" on thel-ousing,

and having selected the

necessary piston length and the clearance between the piston and
housing,

we succeeded in

developing a design (Fig.

ensured reliable operation of the t•xplosive
i.nto closed cavity A.
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2.20),

which

valve with venting

The construction of the explosive valve shown in
is

basically similar to that depicted in

isolation of the solid-reactant
7 and separator 8.
changed.

Fig.

2.19.

Fig.
The

gases was achieved using stopper

The method of sealing the gas cavity was also

The separation of the gas and propellant cavities

provided for here by fluoroplastic bushing (seal ring)
is

2.20

seated with a certain interference on valve 2.

6,

is

which

The pressure

of the solid-reactant gases presses the seal ring to the housing,
increasing the hermeticity.
changed.

Detent 5,

The shape of detent 3 is

somewhat

limiting the movement of the piston,

is

introduced.
The valves shown in

Figs.

2.19 and 2.20,

serve as prototypes

for the construction of a check unit for explosive valves,
installed on main propellant lines of large diameter.

An explosive pin for propellant valves is
2.21.

depicted

The protruding end of the rod of pin 7 is

in

Fig.

located in

shank 3 of the locking mechanism of the propellant valve and
holds it

in

the given position.

With the triggering of the

explosive cartridge the gas pressure acting on piston 5 draws
the pin from the shank,

breaking bead b,

piece with pin 7; the pin wedges itself
in

housing 1 (the angle of conicity in

in

the pin - 150).

which is
by its

made as one

conical section K

the housing equals 200

The wedging should eliminate backwards move-

ment of the pin to the left

and ensure the separation of the

propellant valve from the solid-reactant

gases after the detonation

of the explosive cartridge.
Shank 3 of the valve,

no longer holding the pin,

the pressure of the liquid and spring.

(Figure 2.21 does not

show the construction of the propellant valve).
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Fig. 2.20.
A normally closed explosive valve with isolation
of the solid-reaczant gases:
1 - housing; 2 - valve; 3 piston; 4 -ccnrctor
tube; 5 - detent; 6 - stop ring;
7 - plug; S - gasket; A - space for solid-reactant gases.
KEY:
(1) Site of placement of explosive cartridges.

The seal of the liquid cavity of the valve until the triggering
of the explosive cartridge is
bead b in

provided by the tight squeezing of

housing 4 of the propellant valve using studs 9.

The

width of cut bead b usually amounts to 0.2-0.3 mm.
The material of pin 7 is

alloys VT6 or steel Khl7N2.
Housing
1 of the explosive pin and piston 5 are manufactured from aluminum
alloy D16.
pin is

The sealing of piston 5 in

ensured by 1 (as is

shown in

housing 1 of the explosive

Fig.

2.21)

or two labyrinth

grooves c.

The piston is

joined to the pin by means of cement ED-6.

A

diametric clearance between piston 5 and housing 1 is maintained
with an ordinary running fit.
To evoid the penetration of solid-reacting gases into the
propellant cavity of the valve during movement of the pin,
ring 8 is

provided,

manufactured

the solid-reactant gases,

from teflon;

the pressure of

pressing on the seal ring,

against the face of the valve housing.

seal

compress it

The presence of plug 2
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J,

with gasket

6 prevents the escape of the solid-reactant gases to

the atmosphere.

Let us note that the absence of plug 2 will

strongly accelerate

the extraction of the pin; the shifting of

the moving system will occur so abruptly,- that sometimes the
breaking off of the rod of the pin will occur.

Fig. 2.21.

Explosive

in assembly:

1 - explosive pin housing; 2 - plug;
3 - shank of the locking mechanism
of the propellant valve; 4 - pro-

pellant valve housing; 5 - piston;
6 - gasket; 7 - pin; 8 - seal ring;
9 - stud; b - bead on pin; c labyrinth groove; K - cone of pin.
KEY:
(1) Location of explosive
cartridge.

J/7

'V'

{(b)

"2

(1

t/
ýCM#cOceou
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As a result of the experimental
in

the design of the pin assembly,

detected.

In

finisl'ing a number of defects
shown in

Fig.

2.21,

were

the majority of cases they were related to the

of fluoroplastic

seal ring 8.

At low temperatures

ýse

the seal ring

turned out to be nonhermetic and the penetration of gases into
the liquid cavity occurred.

This was especially noticeable during

operation of the assembly with low-boiling oxidizers,

when the

temperature of the pin and of the seal ring was reduced to -150 to
-1600C.

3ometimes

(during movement of the pin)

shifted together with the pin,

•

the seal ring

without hinderance permitting the
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solid-reactant gases to come in contact with the propellant.
Such
a defect is not permissible when operating with liquid oxygen.
However, even at ordinary temperatures there were cases of the
destruction of the seal ring by the melted residues thrown from
the explosive cartridge of the metal diaphragms, which were
provided by the construction of the explosive cartridge.
The
entry of incandescent particles to seal ring 8 led to the mechanical
failure of this part.
The absence of wedging of piston 5 and its insufficiently
reliable sealing from the solid-reactant gases sometimes lead to
opposite movement ("recoiling") of the pin.
The presence of only two studs for fastening the pin device
led to the nonuniform pressing of bead b of the pin and with
the overtightening of the studs led to the destruction of the

flange of the pin (at temperatures of -150 to -160oOc).
The pin design shown in Fig. 2.22 turned out to be more
reliable.
Just as in the preceding design, the sealing of the
cavity of the pin to prevent propellant from entering it, up to
the moment of triggering of the explosive cartridge, was ensured
by the pressing of bead b of pin 7, but this is achieved by using
coupling nut 4, which has a left-hand (on the side opposite the
explosive pin)and a right-hand thread.
In this way the convenient
assembly and reliable fastening of the explosive pin are ensured,
preventing misalignment and creating a uniform squeezing of bead b
of the pin.
The sealing of piston 5 from the solid-reactant gases during
triggering of the explosive cartridge has been improved - this
is

accomplished by rubber ring 8.

The cavity behind the piston

is not a dead end, but has an opening, shielded by diaphragm 3,
which is made from aluminum foil 0.05 mm in thickness.
In case
of penetration of gases through ring 8 the pressure rises, the
diaphragm breaks,

and the solid-reactant gases can escape outside.
135

1...5

A

5 (b)

Fig.

•/

2.22.

housing; 2

1

Explosive pin:
-

-

detent; 3 - diaphragm;

4 - coupling nut; 5 - piston; 6 gasket; 7 - pin; 8 - seal ring;
b - pin bead; c - annular passages.
JZU

30

1

However,

in

7

practice no cases of breakthrough of gases

through the piston sea]. were observed,

although the diaphragm

breaks rather frequently as a result of the compression of air
during the abrupt movement of the pin.

The possibility of "recoil" of the pin is
case,

this

since the force of the solid-reactant gases acts on the

piston for a long time.
wedging of the pin in
5 in

excluded in

detent 2 is

an increase in

Moreover,

in

this design,

apart from the

housing 1, the additional wedging of piston

provided for.

The use of a double jam permitted

the angle of taper of the pin up to 300.

The sealing out of solid-reacting gases from the propellant
valve during movement of the pin is
channels c in

housing 1.

achieved by two annular

The diametric clearance between the pin

and the housing is

within the limits of 0.045-0.124 mm (the

nominal diameterc

10mm).

of the channels,
is

If

a rubber ring is

placed into one

then the possibility of gases entering the valve

reduced even more.
The materials of the basic parts of the pin,

2.22,

shown in

are similar to those employed for the pin shown in

The manufacture of the explosive pins is
however this is
the unit's

justified
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Fig.

rather laborious,

by the high degree of reliability

operation.

Fig.

of

2.21.

Lock-pin assemblies, simila-' to those described above, are put in
explosive valves of various designs.
A sample design of one
of these explosive valves is shown below.

17

Fig. 2.23.
Explosive valve of the lock-pin type:
1 housing of pin; 2 - pin; 3 - shank; 4 - housing; 5 cover; 6 - valve; 7, 8 - springs; 9 - explosive bolt;
10 - guide; 11 - seat; 12 - seal; 13 - rubber seal ring;
14 - disk; 15 - diaphragm; 1.6 - sleeve; 17 - nut; 18 stop ring; E, W - cavities.
The lock._-n explosive valve,

shown in Fig.

2.23,

is

designed

for handling fuel.
1
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With an increase in pressure at the inlet to the valve (cavity
N.)diaphragm 15, compressed betwgn sleeve 16 and disk 14, is
cut along its outer diameter,
propellant (in

sleeve 16 is moved by the flow of

Fig. 2.23 at the top) and propellant enters the

mainline behind the valve.
However, as a result of the presence
of the disk in guide 10, the flow-through Lection of the assembly
is greatly blocked and the flow rate of propellant will be small,
providing operation only on prestage mode.
With a growth in the pressure in front of the valve the
pressure differential on the disk of guide 10 increases.
At a
certain (fixed) value of this differential a break occurs in the
neck of explosive bolt 9.
abruptly shifts (upward),
the flow rate is

With the breaking of bolt 9 guide 10
opening the flow-through cross section;

increased,

reaching a value corresponding to main

stage mode.
To close the valve it is sufficient to trigger the explosive
cartridge', installed in housing 1. With the bursting of the
explosive cartridge pin 2 leaves the shank of valves 6 and the
latter, moving under the action of springs 7 and 8 and the pressure
of the propellant, seats itself in seat 11. The flow is cut off the valve is

closed.

The required hermeticity is

provided by

seal 12.
To prevent too abrupt a closing of a valve,

leading to strong

hydroshock, the braking of the motion of valve 6 is provided for.
Outer diameter B of valve 6 is several millimeters larger with
respect to diameter 8 (see Fig.

2.23),

so that the diametric

clearance A1 between housing 4 along surface A and the valve is
small (A1 =
'The
j

OA - 0 6 z 0.5 mm).

At the start of movement of the

location of the explosive cartridge and the explosive

cartridge itself are not shown in Fig. 2.23.

1i 8

valve the liquid on the large diametric clearance
A 2(A 2 = 0 A - 0 B = 7-8 mm) without hindrance Pnters the sleeve
in cavity E, where the pressure is
-

.

the inlet to the valve.

However,

equalized to the pressure at
when the clearance is

abruptly

reduced (from A2 to A1) after valve 6 has traveled a certain
distance, the change in pressure in cavity E will limit the speed
of the valve,
*i

so that the liquid cannot enter cavity E with the

former flow rate:
for movement of the valve it is essential that
the forces from the pressure in cavity E and from the elasticity
of the springs exceed the force from the pressure beneath the
valve (in

cavity W).

With the adjustment of the assemblies for certain flow rates
and pressures values of clearances A1 and A2 were required to be
selected experimentally; since during movement of valve 6 a strong
lateral force is experienced (in Fig. 2.23 - to the right) due to
the unsymmetric flow of the stream, it is essential to accomplish
the precise centering of valve 6 in cover 5 and the careful
selection of the material of the valve for the purpose of eliminating nadirs.
2.3.

EXPLOSIVE CARTRIDGES
The operating conditions of explosive cartridges in propellant

valves may be very different depending on the functions performed
by the assembly,

in which the explosive cartridge is

installed.

Therefore, from the set of requirements imposed on the explosive
cartridges, we will here examine only the most general, universal
requirements.
The explosive cartridge should operate reliably and stably
at various temperatures,

under conditions of increased moisture,

in a vacuum and under excess pressure,

it

should permit prolonged

storage, preclude spontaneous triggering during transporting and
vibration, and ensure the hermeticity of its internal seals.
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Let us examine the simplest design of an explosive cartridge
depicted in Fig. 2.24. This explosive cartridge consists of
housing 1, in which explosive charge 2 is placed. The explosive
charge consists of an igniter and the basic fuel mixture. Inside
the igniter the hot wire is placed. The lead-out ends of the
hot wire pass through ring 7 and are soldered to terminals 4.
The insulation of the terminals is made using panel 6, sealed by
gasket 10.
The explosive cartridge is fastened using connector
nut 3, which is held on the housing by stop ring 5.

(mo

a

7"

(1)
Fig. 2.24.
The explosive cartridge:
I - housing; 2
explosive charge; 3 - connector nut; 4 - terminal; 5

-

stop ring; 6 - panel; 7 - ring; 8 - membrane; 9 - nut;
10 - gasket.

KEY:

(1) Solder.

The main part of the explosive cartridge, which determines
its operation, is
explosive charge. The explosive charge
is covered by membrane 8. The explosive composition is compressed
under pressure. The ignition of the igniter (the explosion of
'

the explosive cartridge)

is

accomplished by direct or alternating

current.
The pressure of the solid-reactant gases, developed during
the explosion of the exp.osive cartridge depends, naturally c,
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the weight of the explosive charge and on the volume of the solidreacting gases (the volume of the gas cavity after triggering).
The value of the pressure is approximately rroportional to the
weight of the explosive charge (all other conditions being equal).
With a decrease in the volume the pressure does not inzrease in
direct depenaance upon it.

The value of the pressure,

developed by the explosiiB cartridge

with a certain explosWve charge in a certain volume,
the temperature of the explosive charge.

With a reduction in

the temperature the value of the pressure is
and with an increase in

pressure - it

depends on

somewhat reduced,

increases.

According to the

author's data, a change in temperature from +15

0C

to a reduction in

not more than

pressure of, on the average,

to -150 0 C leads

5-10%.
A chemical analysis of the combustion products of the majority
of pyrotechnic

compositions shows that these products are a

reducing medium,

i.e.,

the reaction of the combustion of the

explosive composition procedeT with a certain shortage of oxidizer.
The most important requirement 'Imposed on explosive cartridges
is

the assurance of stability

of uhe developed pressure (with

constant weight of the explosive composition anu value of the
working volume).
values,

However,

these pressures frequently have different

even for one and the same batch of explosive cartridges

under identical conditions.

The variation in

operating pressures can be explained by

the different rates of combustion of a pyrotechnic
and by different surfaces of comoustion in
explosive cartridges.
is

The difference in

connected with the phenomenon

charge.

various samples of

the surfaces of combustion

of cracks in

The presence of cracks increases
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composition

the explosive

the burning surface.

The greater the possibility of crack phenomena,

the less constant

is the surface of' combustion and the greater is the variation in
pressures which can be anticipated.
To reduce the possibility
of crack phenomena the force of compression of the explosive
charge is increased.
With large experimental volumes,

when the gas pressure is

low, there appears the possibility of the ejection of the
explosive charge from the housing of the explosive cartridge.
When the explosive charge burns inside the housing of the
explosive ca..tridge, its destruction is possible, which will lead
to changes in the conditions of burning and which promotes
instability of the developed pressure.
The value of the pressure may also be somewhat reduced as a
resuit of gas leakages, for example, through the panel of the
lead-out terminals of the explosive cartridge or through the
threaded connection of the explosive cartridge with the housing
of the explosive valvc.
The presence of variation in the operating pressures of
explosive cartridges forces us to check the working reliability
of explosive valves with explosive cartridges, which are stronger
or weaker than the nominal.

Successful parssing of such tests

guarantees reliability of the valve design.
The most important parameters of explosive cartridges are:
a) the value of the operating pressure during the test in a
given volume;
b) the time to reach thi3 pressure from the mcment of
supplying the current.
For explosive cartridges eriployeQ in automated assembl1es of
LPREs, of greatest interest is the operation in small volumes -

2-3 cm 3
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I
Measurements of pressure and the nature of operation of the
explosive cartridges are made in

special detonation chambers

using crusher gauge devices and pressure sensors.

"The value of the pressure created by the explosive cartridges
is

determined in

the crusher gauge device from the value of the

deformation (the shortening)
"crusher gauge,"

or "a

of a copper column

crusher-gauge column"),

(a so-called
set up in

the

housing of the instrument.
The external form of the crusher gauge instrument is
in

Fig.

shown

2.25.

For protection from the effects of the flame and high temperature after the installation of the crusher gauge the internal
cavity of connector tube 2 is

plugged up with a special lubricant.

The crusher gauge columns are manufactured
and with high accuracy.
accuracy all
use in

large batches,

To increase the pressure measurement

the crusher gauge columns are first

the crusher gauge instruments)

forces corresponding

in

(prior to their

compressed on presses with

to (60-80)% of the expected pressure of the

solid-reactant gaseL.

Fig. 2.25.
A crusher gauge
instrument:
1 - crusher gauge
column; 2 -connector
tube.
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After this,
is

part of the crusher gauge columns from the batch

tested for compression at stresses corresponding to the range

of anticipated pressures,
(for example,

a few pieces are tested for compression at a force

of.1000 kgf,
1010 kgf,

a few are tested at 1005 kgf,

and so forth),

crusher gauge is
"tare tables"
the equivalent
-l-ues.In
in

with a small interval between them

and then the linear compression of the

determined.

On the basis of these tests so-called

are created (specially for each batch),

in

which

values of the stresses are cited for various

of.orxnmtjQn

(shortening)

of the column.

measuring the pressure developed by the explosive cartridge

the detonation chamber,

it

is

each be set up simultaneously.
crusher gauge columns is

suggested that two crusher gauges
The stability

of readings of the

very high - pressure read-out

for the two columns will not exceed,
significant differences in
in

a few are tested at

as a rule,

variations

(2-2o5)%.

With

the crusher-gauge read outs (a difference
the results

contraction of length of greater than 0.05 mm)

of the experiment should be rejected.

Crusher gauge instruments

can be used at test

temperatures

(before the detonation of the explosive cartridge')
than -500C.

of not lower

At lower temperature the crusher gauge instruments

do not operate reliablS;

high lubricant;

inside the instrument lead to great

viscosity,

errors.

small clearances

However,

the crusher

gauge instruments are used to determine the pressure of the
solid-reactant gases even at lower temperature.

For this,

detonation chamber with the explosive cartridge is
cooled to a certain temperature,

the

separately

while the crusher gauge instruments,

preheated to +50'C are screwed into the detonation chambers

'With
changes.

the triggering of the explosive cartridge the temperature
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for (40-50)

Such a procedure allows us to

sec before triggering.

obtain sufficiently reliable results.
It

should be noted that as a result of the short-term effect
(as a result of the cooling of

of the maximum value of loading'
the gases their pressure is

reduced)

the pressure measurement

by the crusher gauge columns produces a somewhat understated
value for the pressure relative to the actual pressure peak
deformation

of the crusher gauges does not manage to occur.

The values of the pressure peaks,

registered by tensometric

sensors during the triggering of the explosive cartridges,
always

-

is

(10-20)% higher than the pressure obtained using crusher

gauge instruments.
With the aid of the sensors it

is

possible to determine by a

loop oscillograph the nature of the process of triggering - the
rate of the pressuie rise, the ignition tliie delay and so forth.

'The detonation chamber with the recommended GOST design has
In this case the
a special opening for the discharge of gases.
very vapidly.
pressure falls
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CHAPTER

3

THE SEALS OF CONTROL CAVITIES OF
PNEUMATIC VALVES
The hermeticity of control cavities of pneumatic valves with
a translational-motion looking mechanism is ensured by one
of the following types of seals:
a) by rubber V-shaped seal rings;
b) by round rubber rings;
c) by bellows.
Let us examine each of these types of seals.
3.1.

SEAL RINGS
As can be seen from the examined examples of designs of

pneumatic assemblies, the seal of the cylindrical surfaces of
forwara-moving parts Is in many instances ensured by the rubber
V-shaped seal rings (see, for example, Figs. 2.3, 2.7 and 2.10).
The shape of such seal rings has been standardized by state
standard GOST 6969-511. Apart from this state standard (GOST),
there are also special departmental standards. These norms
encompass a smaller number of typical dimensions than the state
standards; differing from the GOST in certain cases only in their
manufacturing tolerances, these norms strictly establish the
quality of manufacture, the conditions of application and the
operation of the seal rlngs and the period of their storage.
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Rubber seal rings, as compared with other types of contact
seals (for instance, round rings), are used in low pressure
(up

to 200-300 at,

if

we judge by developed designs),

better hermeticity and longer operating service life.

and ensure
However,

greater friction forces and have larger

they create relatively

sizes.
In

LPREs the seals operate with a translational motion speed

not exceeding 3-4 m/sec.

the

Figure 3.la shows the basic dimensions of the seal in
free state (prior to installation),

which are controlled during

the inspection of the newly manufactured

seal rings.

dimensions include diameters D2 and d 2 and height H.
dimensions DI and d,, h and f

(see Fig.

3.1b)

The basic
Moreove.r,

are regulated and

ensured by the manufacturing technology.
For certain types of joints the contact pressure,
of contact between

at the site
shaft

(housing)

pressure,

the soft sealing part and the

of the assembly during the supplying of working

theoretically

exceeds the wording pressure of the
In

sealed medium creating it.
the contact pressure,
If

and p is

these cases p 2 /p

to ensure hermeticity it

is

>

1, where P 2 is

the sealed pressure.

the seal does not possess such properties

(p 2 /p

< 1),

essential to provide preload

of the sealing part - load until the pressure is
practice,

created

then

(clamping)

supplied.

In

preload over the entire diameter of the connection is

always essential,

if

only to eliminate the posslbility of etching

due to manufacturing defects.

1

I,
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(a)•aya

=c

Pa
(b)

Ii

1

a -basic dimensions of the
Rubber seal ring:
Fig. 3.1.
seal ring unit (A - support width, determining the working
clearance between shaft and housing); b - dimensions
determining the shape of the seal ring (see GOST 6969-54).

(1)

KEY:

Working surface.

Preloading of the seal rings is
arising in

stresses,

the assembly.

accomplished using internal

the blades of the seal ring (see Fig.
of the seal ring D2 is

3.1a)

is

less than the

and the outer diameter of the blades

outer diameter ofthe shaft d,
D.

Installation in

the seal ring during its

In the free state the internal diameter d2 along

larger than the inner diameter of housing

Elasticity of the rubber

and of the housing (ellipse,
direction of arrow p (see

the seals compensates

for deviation

shape of the surface of the sh~aft

from the proper geometrical
arise during manufacture.

of

conicity and so forth),

When pressure is
Fig.

3.1a)

which can

supplied in

the

the clamping force of the

seal ring against the shaft and housing increases even more.
The seal ring may be assembled on the movable rod (see,
example,

Fig.

2.3 - seals 16 and 17)

or in

for.

the stationary housing

(see Fig. 2.3 - seal 15).
ig.en the rod makes contact with the inner blade of the seal
e limits
ring the theoretical ratio of pressures p2/p is winth
of 1.0026-1.01 (see work [9s), i.e., even without preload in this
connection an excess of contact pressure above the working pressure
is

ensured.
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In

the contact of the housing with the outer blade of the

seal the ratio p 2 /p
case preload is

is

theoretically

0.9851-0.9975,

i.e.,

in

this

essential.

:'..-</

A,/'

IN

,

-r

C'

a) (a)

()W

Fig. 3.2.
Diagram of seal ring installation:
a
movable seal ring; b - of a stationary seal ring.

A diagram for the installation of seal rings is

of a

-

shown in

Fig. 3.2.
Proceeding from the above cited considerations
that the seal ring be fixed

(fastened in

it

is

the housing),

desirable
so that

the movement of the part takes place on the inner blade,
in

the stationary connection hermeticity

In

achieved more easily.

selecting the brand of rubber for the seal rings one should

take into consideration
(i.e.,

is

since

the frost resistance of the rubber

the temperature at which elasticity

is

still

maintained),

as well as the resistance of the rubber to a given propellant
(both to a liquid as well as to its

vapors).

Rubber seal rings cannot be used for valves which handle
low-boiling liquids

(liquid oxygen,

this case the temperature is

nitric

etc.),

since in

significantly lower than that at

which the rubber becomes brittle.
not used in

nitrogen,

Rubber seal rings are also

propellant cavities of assemblies which handle

acid or other oxidizers similar to it
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in

their properties.

Practically
are employed

speaking,

only in

for oxidizer valves rubber seal rings

assemblies which handle hydrogen peroxide.

Rubber seal. rings are much more widely used in
although

fuels based on petroleum products

and others)

fuel valves,

(kerosene,

turpentine

to one degree or another cause the swelling of many

brands of rubber.
Seal rings which handle

compressed gases - air,

nitrogen,

helium - and also alcohol and hydrogen peroxide employ rubber on
a base of methylstyrene
rubbers.

(SKMS-10)

and sodium-butadiene

(SKB)

Such seal rings are capable of existing under the effects

of the cited liquid propellants and their vapors continuously for
not less than 10-12 days without change in

their properties.

For seal rings which handle kerosene rubber based on butadienenitrile

rubbers

(SKN-26

or SKN-26+SKN-18)

With the swelling of the rubber it
softer than it
it

looses its

recommended.

becomes significantly

was prior to coming into contact with the fuel,
elasticity,

and the seal rings start

the inner and outer diameters'.
the propellant after being in
its

is

former dimensions,

to expand in

A swelled seal ring taken from
air

several days gradually assumes

since the propellant which penetrated

into the rubber evaporates.
When the seal ring is

in

the assembled unit,

of the rubber causes a significant
in

increase in

the inner and outer diameters of the seal,

the stresses in
seal rings in

the rubber (of course,

then the swelling

the interference
which increases

the dimensions of the

the assembled unit do not change,

since the rigid

'With a nominal outer diameter of 60-TO mm an increase in
diameters may amount to 1-2 mm.
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walls of the housing or of other parts prevent this).
swelling of the rubber pores and minute cracks,

earlier insignificant and invisible to che naked eye,
deeper,

With the

which were
become

expand and give rise to the failure of the rubber.

The rubber of the supporting part of the steel ring (it

becomes

softer from contact with the fuel) easily flows even into the
small clearances

6 between the support and the housing

support and the shaft - in
Figure 3.2b)
surface,

and in

the case of stationary

these clearances

it

(or the

seal rings,

cracks and is

torn.

see
Its

which was shiny prior to contacv with the propellant,

becomes dull,

rough,

and torn.

The hermeticity of seal rings swollen under the action of
propellant do not deteriorate immediately;
sometimes as a result of the increase in
hermeticity is
However,

on the contrary,

interference the

even improved.

after prolong contact

(on the order of several days)

of the rubber of the seals with the propellant,

under the action

of even very slight pressure the propellant begins to diffuse,
to leak through the thickness of the rubber.
has penetrated

through the "liquid" seal rings (sealing the liquid

cavity of the assembly)
seals,

enters the support section of the "air"

which seal the control cavity,

effect on their efficiency.
the air

Propellant which

and has a very adverse

The entry of drops of propellant into

seals gives rise to their unequal swelling and as a result

of this to deformation;
(geometric

form)

along the blade,

and as a result of its
of the seal ring is

Such a phenomenon
seal ring.

the seal ring loses

its

given shape

deformation the interference

reduced.

leads to loss in

hermeticity of the "air"

The nochermeticity of "air" seal rings occurs

especially frequently after the holding of the assembly under
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the propellant without pressure in

the controlling cavity'.

similar combination of conditions (the presence
in

A

of propellant

front of the seal rings of the liquid cavity and the absence

of pressure in

the control cavity) is

completely possible in

normally closed valves of the discharge type.
moment of stsrt

of the engines,

i.e.,

Therefore,

until the

until the moment of the

beginning of actual operation of the valve,
deteriorate.

Thus,

its hermeticity

under similar conditions it

is

can

essential

to take measures to protect the seal rings of the control cavity
either by means of a well thought.-out vent behind the "liquid"
seal ring,

or by the installation of special reflectors or

additional rubber seals which will contain the vapors or drops
of propellant.

For example,

in

the assembly depicted in

Fig.

installed additional protection seal ring 16,
of which is
propellant
is

the unique purpose

to protect seal ring 17 from the effects of the
(even for a short time).

not of importance,

through it

2.3 there is

The deformation of seal 16

however the penetration of propellant

to seal 17 is,

practically speakingjeliminated,

since

the quantity of propellant which seeps through seal 15 is
extremely small.
In

view of the effect of the propellant on the rubber,

rings which come in
if

the valve is

contact with propellant, cannot be used again

disassembled,

and are replaced with new ones.

For test bench assemblies a limited service period is
before overhaul.

In

seal

view of all

which handle liquid propellants

this,
(except,

in

test bench assemblies
perhaps,

should avoid the use of rubber seal rings in

'When there is pressure
changes in shape.

the seal ring is
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established

alcohol)

one

the liquid cavity.

more resistant to

The swelling of the seals under the effect of the propellant
leads also to an increase in

the friction force,

to frictional

instability and to a worsening of the movement smoothness bf
the moving system.
To avoid the mentioned phenomenon of swelling,

the working

capacity of seals installed in both propellant and in control
("air") cavities is determined by one and the same factors.
It
is
all

natural that the hermeticity

of the "liquid" seal rings,

other conoitions being equal,

with

will be higher than the

seal rings, since the viscosity of the
hermeticity of the "air"
prope'llant is considerably higher than the viscosity of tne gas.
However,

it

should be noted that as a result of the high wetting

capacity of kerosene the hermeticity of the seal rings which
handle this propellant will be achieved with more difficulty than
with those handling other propellants with a similar or lower
viscosity.
A whole list

of factors influence the sealing properties of

a seal ring and its
3.1.1.

efficiency.

Shape of the Seal Rings

The shape of the seal rings (for given diameters of the rod
and housing) determines
of the seals,

the value of the clearance of the blades

and influences

the force of adhesion of the seal

ring to the sealing surfaces and the magnitude of the contact
pressure.

An increase in

of hermeticity,

the interference favors the assurance

especially at low pressure,

entails an increase in

friction.

but excess interference

The seal ring must not adhere

to the surfaces of the shaft and housing with its
since in

support section,

this case the friction increases sharply and the possibility

of reversing the seal ring is

created.

It

is

therefore

important

that the support part of the seal ring have adequate rigidity
and stability,

but its

blade should possess sufficient elasticity.
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On the strength of these considerations the shape of seal
rings was created according to GOST 6969-54 and allowances for
deviation in dimensions were made. Seal rings of another shape,
apart from that mentioned in GOST 6969-54, are not employed in
propellant valves of LPRE (in contrast to EPV and gas pressure
reducers, where seal rings of the "simplified" shape are frequently
encountered).
of a

The basic dimensions which characterize the stability

seal ring with a given rod diameter are the height of the seal

H (see Fig. 3.1a) and the support width A, determined by the
half-difference

of the inner diameter of housing D and of outer

diameter of the shaft d.

The stability
in

reduced with a decrease

of the seal ring is

dimensions H and A with a fixed dimension d.
Tolerances for the diametric dimensions of the seal,

and shaft determine the divergence in
of the blades of the seal ring.
blades it

is

difficult

In

the values of the interference

view of the elasticity

of the

to examine separately interferences

the inner and outer diameters and it
the total interference.

Therefore,

fact that interference is
on the inner one it

housing

is

is

on

possible to only estimate

considerations

apropos of the

essential on the outer blade,

not so obligatory,

while

are rather of a theoretical

than of a practical nature.
3.1.2.

The Ambient Temperature

With the reduction in

temperature

(especially below -200C)

the hermeticity of the seal rings (chiefly
worsens,

at low pressures)

because the force of tne pressure due to the elasticity

of the rubber decreases
resistant rubbers).

sharply (even with relatively frost-

The rubber becomes harder and more rigid,

and even the graduation mark on the surface of the housing or
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mm

--

shaft or a small foreign particle on the edge of the blade of
the seal ring can effect the herme.'eticity to a significintly
Practice shows that
greater degree than at normal temperature.
a reduction in temperature affects the hermeticity on the outer
blade of the seal ring to a greater degree than on the inner.
3.1.3. The Quality of the Surface of
the Seal Rings and of the Mated Parts
Defects on the surface of the seal rings - gas bubbles, roughness,

extraneous inclusions - worsen the hermeticity and sharply

decrease the operating service life.

Especially important is

They must be even,
the condition of the edges of the seal blades.
Strings on the seal ring
without tears, breaks, cuts and so forth.
blades frequently occur as a result of careless assembly or
disassembly of the unit - when putting on and removing the seal
ring.

during assembly and disassembly of the unit

Therefore,

mounting fixtures should be used (see, for example, Fig. 3.3).
Breakdown of the rubber which has begun (due to the presence of a
defect) progresses rapidly when the assembly is operated.

-

3.3.

4.~Fig.

Devices for installing

the housing;
rings:
a -(the
intoparts
of the
" -"'sealb - on
the rod
I
A

assembly are shown by the dotand-dash line.

a) La)

6)

(bI

.
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During assembly one should not permit expansion of the inner
diameter of the seal ring (even for a short time) of more thani

40%.
The hermeticity
the mated parts,

is

affected by the quality of the finish of

which move relative

cleaner their surfaces,

to the seal ring.

the higher the hermeticity.

The

The surfaces

against which the seal ring moves are finished with a purity of

77 and are polished; the surfaces which only come in contact with
the seal rings are finished with a purity of V6.

An increase in

the surface finishing purity not only favors an increase in
hermeticity of the seal ring, but also leads to a decr-ease in
the friction force and to an increase in the smoothness of movement.
To increase the purity of the surface of aluminum parts, these
surfaces are slibjected to "hard" anodizing'.
A "hard" or "deep"
anodizing produces a hard,
which is

I

31.4.

film (up to 0.1 mm),

subjected to further mechanical treatment - grinding or

polishing.

I

rather thick anodic

After treatment the film thickness is

0.06-0.07 ram.

Type and Quantity of Lubrication

At low temperature the type of lubricant has a great effect
on the hermeticity and the friction magnitude of the seal ring.
A rnonfrost-resistant lubricant zolidifies and rrughono the surface
over which the Ieal ring will move; with an excess of lubricant
the protuberances and ncnuniformities become more significant.

'Ordinary anodizing of aluminum partz produce3 a porous,
rough surface.
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Table 3. 1.
Excess pressure,
corresponding to
the start of movement of the rod,
which characterizes
the shifting effort
(friction force)

Brand of
lubricant

t = -40°C

t = 20 0 C

TsIATIM-221
(GOST 9433-60)

22 at

20-23 at

TsIATIM-.205
(GOST 8551-57)

40 at

20-23 at

148 at

20-23 at

Without
lubrication

Remarks

During assembly witnout
seal rings the pressure of
the beginning of movement
at t = -400C equals 18-20
at (overcoming the sprinf"
pressure)

I

Remarks.
A substantial pressure change for a given assembly
can be explained by a low value of the effective area on which
the pressure acted.

in testing assemblies with seal rings lubricated by various
brands of lubricants the values shown in Table 3.1 were obtained
for the pressure of the start of movement of the moving system
of the valve,
rings.

characterizing the siifting efforts of the seal

At normal and elevated temperatures the type and quantity
of lubricant has

a lesser effect on the operation of the seal

ringo.
The quantity (volume)

of lubricant which can be applied to

seal rings and mated parts is

specified by the techrmolojy.
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wsmkwa,

The Radial Clearance,
3.1.5.
Operating Service Life

the

The magnitude of clearance 6 (see

Fig.

has an effect on

3.2)

,:he working capacity of the seal rings.
During the effect of high ioressure in
rings)

support and housing (for moving seJ]

gradually deqtroyed.

becomes rough and torn.
intensive is

as a result of this extrusion

The shiny and smooth surface

The greater the clearance

the destruction of the ruboer.

should not be made greater than that value,
by fit

released

(repeated

After tmony triggerings

application and discharge of' pressure)
the rubber is

the support section

When the pressure is

of the seal ring can be extruded.
the rubber usually returns.

clearance 6 between the

6,

the more

The clearance 6
which is

produced

X1.

If

necessary to ensure long service life

(for example,

test bench valves)

in

of the seal ring

and at pressures exceeding

150 at we recommend that beneath the support section of the seal
rings support rings made from teflon be placed, with very small
diametric clearances

or even with interference

up to 30 mm and interference

of up to 0.095 mm,

of 50-80 mm - an interference of up to 0.135 mm
of the rings is

approximately

(for diameters of
and with a diameter
.

The thickness

2.5 mm.

The installation of the teflon rings does not cause any
increase in

friction;

on thecontrary,

at high pressures

(300 at)

the presence of the su)<'ort rings made from teflon results in
decrease in

a

friction as a result of the elimination of the

extrusion of the end face of the seal rings into the clearances.
The required value of the triggering service life
assemblies of LPREs is

ordinarily ensured by seal rings without
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A.VA-

of the

special care; the influence of the number of triggerings manifests
itself only when there is inadequate lubrication, large clearance
6, poor quality surface of the seal or low purity of finish of
the parts which move relative to the seal.
The axial play of the seal A (see Fig. 3.2) is selected within
the limits of 0.5-1.3 mm, and with a height H greater than 6 mm within the limits of 0.5-2 mm.
The magnitude of this play in a
well designed sealing unit has no effect on the operation of the
seal ring.
The complete absence of play A or an excessively large
value for 1 should be avoided.
3.1.6,

is

The Shelf Life

Of great significance for the working capacity of a seal ring
the storage period of the rubber parts.

In the storage process a rubber seal ring, just as every
rubber part, "ages",
The "aging" of rubber substantially reduces
its elastic properties and leads to a decrease in the force of
adhesion of the seal ring blade to the housing and to the rod
of the assembly.
Seal rings which have been kept for a long
period and which have aged have considerably worse hermeticity
indexes than new seal rings; this has an especially strong effect
at low temperatures when the elastic properties of rubber are
lower even without t.is.
As a result of this the problem of the
aging of rubber gets great attention - sometimes it is the decisive
factor in solving a problem of selecting a design of one or
another unit.
13t how do we explain the deterioration of the elasticity
of rubber wfth the passage of time?
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V
Basic rubber is
which are added

in

(ingredients)

fillers,

-

a high-polymer product - natural rubber,

relatively small quantities
antioxidizers,

to

various substances

vulcanizers,

etc.,

which

impart certain properties to the rubber after vulcanization.
The high-elastic
composition)

properties of natural rubber

are determined by its

molecular structure - large

long molecules and high mobility of its
The structure
mechanical

(of any

individual segments.

of a molecule of natural rubber determine the physico-

indexes of the rubber.

A change in

the structure of

the molecule (chemical transformation of the substance)
rupture or modification

of the polymer chain,

the

the formation of

another bond between parts of the molecule - lead to a basic
change in
rubber.

the physical and physico-mechanical
Such chemical changes also occur in

parameters of the
rubber with the

passage of time (the process of aging).
Thus,

the aging of rubber is

a consequence

of various chemical

reactions between the molecules of the natural rubber,
ingredients of the rubber and oxygen of the environment,
under the action of increased temperature,
stresses,

sunlight,

and leading to irreversible changes in

the
accelerated

mechanical

the mechanical

and physical properties.
Ordinarily during the initial

storage period oxidation of

the rubber occurs at a retarded rate due to the presence of
antioxidants,

then after a considerable time interval (which

basically decides the entire permissible storage time for the
rubber) oxidation proceeds with a certain constant rate, and
toward the end of the process oxidation may be accelerated as a
result of the catalytic activity of the reaction products during
consumption of the antioxidants.

14o

The aging of rubber under the action of various

factors

occurs according to various laws - on the basis of different
chemical processes.
introduced in
for example,

Therefore,

the antioxidants which are

effective

for one of these processes

rubber,

under the action of light),

during aging caused by other factors,

(occuring

may be barely effective

for example,

by repeated

cycles of deformation.

The degree of aging is
in

affected by the value of the stresses

the greater the rubber is

the rubber:

the more

loaded,

energetically will the aging processes take place.

Therefore,

seal rings which are seated with large interferences,

or rings

which have a large percentage of compression (see below),
more quickly than those same seal rings or other rings,

age

assembled

with less interference.
In

order to predetermine the working capacity of a part

during the entire storage period methods of "artificial"
(accelerated)

aging with subsequent checking of the working

capacity of the unit are used.
The method of accelerated aging consists in

holding assemblies

with the investigated rubber components (seal rings,
etc.),

and also separately taken rubber components,

temperature (50,

70 and 900C).

the processes which occur in

other rings,
at elevated

With the increase in

temperature

rubber during aging take place

significantl.y faster.

The conversion

factors which determine what kind of storage

period at normal temperature,

equal to 200C,

for several days at a temperature of 50,

corre:Sponds

70 or 9000,

the brand of rubber and on the value of stresses in
orientation we can call the value of coefficients
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to storage

depend on
it.

For

11-25 for

50-150, ana for aging at 900C - the coefficients 180-750.
Thus,
a day of storage at 900C corresponds to storage at a temperature
of 200C for a period of from a half year to two years.
For the characteristics of various brands of rubber in
relation to their tendency toward aging the so-called "aging
factor" is introduced; this is the ratio of the value of relative
elongation after aging for 240 hours at a temperature of 700C to
the value of relative elongation prior to aging.
The aging factor of brands of rubber in use ranges from 0.4
to 0.7.
A high aging factor indicates good maintenance of the
elastic properties of the rubber; it indicates that it will be
subjected to aging relatively little. However, there is no strict
correspondence between artificial and natural types of aging.
Therefore the aging factor may characterize only the relative
properties of rubbers of various brands under some preselected
conditions.
Many times attempts have been made to replace rubber in
seal rings by other more resistant materials.
Of great interest
from this viewpoint is teflon. Teflon is a very resistant
substance in a chemical respect; it is heat resistant and frost
resistant. However, teflon cannot be used for the manufacture
of ordinary seal rings of the V-type due to the high linear
expansion coefficient and the low elasticity of this material (it
flows easily).
Ordinary seal rings manufactured from teflon cannot tolerate
significant temperature fluctuations, and cannot operate under
low pressures.
When operating in a medium with elevated temperature (+500C), the seal ring expands considerably more than the
metal of the construction, and so at great pressure the material
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of the seal ring flows into the clearance

(see Fig.

3.2) and

At low
foliation and cracking of the material takes place.
temperature (-50oC) the seal ring is compressed, and sometimes
During cyclic temperature fluutuations (-500C) even broken.
(+500C) - (-50°C) a V-shaped seal ring made from teflon usually
malfunctions very rapidly.
The hermeticity of similar teflon seal rings even at normal
temperature and under excess sealing pressures below 5-6 at, as
a rule, is unsatisfactory in view of the weak pressure of the
blades of the seal ring against the walls of the housing and shaft.
Figure 3.4 shows a subassembly of the unit, which works in
the environment of an aggressive propellant,
of rubber seal rings.

precluding the use

An attempt was made to use f].uoroplastic

seals with a release device of the Belleville washer type, as
However, this design is not warranted
is shown in the diagram.

-

we did not manage to provide the required hermeticity.
In order to use teflon for the seal rings a special fitting
is

sometimes made from spring sheet steel, which is

surrounded

by a circle of teflon - thus reinforced seal rings are obtained.
However, such a design is not widespread.
Abroad, seal rings of the "collar" type are acclaimed,
manufactured from a material similar to PTFCE, and having a
thickness of about 0.5 mm.
3.2.

RINGS
Round rubber rings are used for sealing pneumatic assemblies.

Similar rings are employed in assemblies of on-board aircraft
systems.
Rubber rings, which work in the hydraulic systems
of aircraft,

are employed in moving connections,

11 3

which operate

at pressures of 350-500 at, and in certain cases also at pressures
of up to 1000 at (see work [2]),
speed of up to 6 m/sec.

with a translational movement

7

Fig. 3.4.
Subassembly with mechanical release device
of a fluoroplastic seal ring: 1 - valve; 2 - seal
ring support; 3 - fluoroplastic seal ring; 4 - release
clamp (plastic or metal); 5 - bushing; 6 - sleeve; 7Belleville washer.
The advantage of seals which use
dimensions, relatively low frictional
simplicity.
They are employed in the
of LPREs within the temperature range

rubber rings are their small
value and maximum design
pneumo-automatic assemblies
of +500C.

Sealing by rubber rings has until now been used mainly for
the hermetization of the controlling (air) cavity.
For the
sealing of a liquid cavity rubber rings are usually not employed
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because of the undesirable action of the propellant on the

rubber

and the possibility of swelling of the rubber.
For thl manufacture

of seal rings rubber which pcssesses

high frost-resistance and high elastic properties

is

employed.

The most widely used rubbers are those based on methyls.'rene
rubber SKMS-10, employed for sealing compressed air.

Fig. 3.5. The sealing of forward
moving parts by round rings; a seal with moving ring; b - seal
stationary ring.

-with

a)
(a)(b
Rubber rings may be installed both on the forward-moving
parts themselves and on the stationary parts mated with them;
sealing is affected both on the inner and outer diameters of the
ring (Fig.

3.5).

Certain investigators

(G.

V.

Makarov

[9] et al.)

think that

higher contact pressures
consequently,

(a higher :atio p 2 /p = 1.0-1.07) and,
more reliable hermeticity are obtained by sealing

with stationary rings on a moving rod.
and moving together with it
equal to (according

p 2 /p,

In

several

Rings fastened on a rod

provide a somewhat lower value of
to G. V. Makarov)

earlier works it

1.0-0.82.

was assumed that the contact

pressures along the inner and outer diameters of the ring were
equal.
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To ensure the hermeticity of the connections the rings must
be installed with a preload which provides preliminary contact
pressure on the sealilig surfaces'.

The value of the preload is

determined by the compression of the ring.
The working capacity and the hermeticity of the rings are
determined by the factors enumerated in
3.2.1.

sections 3.2.1-3.2.5.

Degree of Compression of Rubber

The compression of the ring w (in
a ratio of the difference in

percent)

is

determined as

height of a section of the ring

before and after the installation of the connection to the diameter
of the section of the ring prior to compression (Fig.

d I+
).I)000

w=--

6

, or w= (1--

Too great a value of w (i.e.,
ring) will result in
in

3.6a):

.100%.

excessive compression of the

an increase in

friction at low pressures,

the breakdown of the rubber and will cause accelerated aging

of the rubber.

Too little

compressicn is

not permissible because

as a result of the deformation of the unit or due to the presence
of eccentricity
circumference

of the mated parts on a certain part of the

of the ring compression of the rubber will be

completely absent,
and too little
*

(cranking)

resulting in

the loss of hermeticity.

Nonuniform

comrression of the ring often leads to the turning
of the rLng in

the groove,

of the ring or the deformation of its

accompanied by the reversal
transverse cross section,

which also leads to nonhermeticity.

'The contact pressure created by preloading of the rings
significantly increases the contact pressure existing at the
seal rings.
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Evaluating the magnitude of compression of the rubber,

one

should keep in mind that in the installation of the ring into the
groove deformation of the ring cross section occurs, since the
ring is being seated onto the shaft (see Fig. 3.6b) with a certain
It is recommended that the interference value
interference (d -D ).
d--DK
=--

be maintained within the limits of 1-5%.
As a result of this interference the cross section of the
ring is reduced somewhat, and it ceases to be round and becomes
oval, as a result of which the compression value w calculated
With large
using the above given formula is in practice reduced.
relative interference e the flattening on the ring should be taken
into consideration when determining the degree of compression w.
Therefore the following expression will be more precise:

where b is

the height of the ring, seated on the rod.

expression w = d

(The

is more suitable for estimated calculations).

Flattening of the ring increases with the rise in hardness
of the rubber (the oval becomes more pronounced).

S.

Prolonged storage of the unit with low compression of the
ring can lead as a result of aging (with the loss of the elastic
pronerties of the rubber) to a decrease in or to the total
elimination of the interference.
All the mentioned factors are taken into consideration when
selecting the value of compression of a rubber ring. Ordinarily
for moving connections the compression of rings with a channel
of type I (Fig.

3.7) amounts to 15-25W

(if

necessary to reduce

'For stationary connections the recommended compression with
a groove of type I amounts to 25-50%.
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friction, sometimes it

is permissible to reduce the compression

Up to 10%.

'5.
%

(a)

6)

(b)

3.6.

Fig

The ring with cross sectional diameter d is manufactured
with an accuracy which does n. t exceed +0.15 mm.
This variation
in the dimensions of the cross sectional diameter of the ring
"eats up" the greater pcrtion of the tolerance for compression,
as a result of which the dimensions of the channel beneath
the ring and the diameter of the mated part must be maintained
with high accuracy.
For example, with a diameter of the ring
crclo section Pqual to 3 mm, only as a result of the tolerance
for the diameter of the cross section of the rubber ring equal to
+0.15 mm, the compression of the ring (nominal 15%) may vary
within the limits of 10.5-19%.
A

6
Fig. 3.7.

Types of grooves for

steel rings: A - ring prior to
pressure delivery; 5 - ring after

pressure delivery.
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L

The larger the diameter of the connection,
it

is

the more difficult

to maintain the required degree of compression of the rubber,

since the value of the required tolerance for compression (in
does ncr depend on the diameter of the connection,
manufacturing accuracy of the metal parts is
by tne magnitude of ýhe diameter.

while the

determined precisely

An increase in

the diameter

of the rubber ring cross section permits a decrease in
variation in

mm)

the

the percentage of compression.

Recormended values for the ring zross section d depending
on its

inner diameter D

(see Fig.

3.6) are shown in

Table 3.2.

Table 3.2.

d, .

2,5

3,0

, .1o
18

3,5

18 -34

4,0

4,5

36 -48 50÷1920

5,0

125 -190 CBume 190

The diameters of the seats under the ring are usually made
with plain-fit

tolerances.

To reduce the deformation of the ring while installing it
on the rod (deformation of the inner diameter must not be greater
than 30%)
15-300
.

chamfers should be made on the rod with an angle of

(see Fig.

3.6b).

approximately 1 mm.

The difference

(D%-d)

amounts to

There should also be similar chamfers for

ease of assembly on the housing,

where the rod enters with the

ring.
3.2.2.

The Type of Groove

There are several types of grooves for steel rings (see
Fig.

3.7).

1119

IA

In all cases, the cross sectional area cf the groove for
a ruboer ring must be clearly greater than the cross section
of the wing itself.
With a groove
supply of pressure
axial cl-.arance of
from 0.5 mm (using

of type I the
both from the
the ring with
a ring with a

ring works identically with a
left and from the right. The
a groove of this type should be
cross-sectional diameter of 2 mm)

up to .1.-5 mm (using a ring with a cross-sectional diameter of
5 mnm). It is recommended that the cross-sectional area of the
groove amount to -1.3 of the cross sectional area of the ring.
With a 6-oove in the housing made according to type II the
ring operates airing the delivery of pressure from the left side.
Under the effect of the pressure the rubber is forced into the
conical 3lot and ensures a reliable seal. With a nominal cross
:ectional diameter of the ring equal to 3 mm, the width of the
groove I i- made equal to -6 mm.
The hermeticity of the seal with a type-II groove is the
greater, the higher the sealing pressure. Similar seals are
tmployed in the moving joints very rarely - only with unilateral
pressure delivery and only in those cases where during the delivery
and iemoval of pressure it is not essential to ensure smoothness
of movement of the rod relative to the housing, since with this
unit'o design the friction forces are great and variable. Such
a seal I. wide]y employed in fixed connections.
The permi,;sJble compression of the rubber (in mr.• with a
type-lI •hannel is somewhat less than with a type-I channel.
A type.-III channel is used for fixed connections when supplying
pressure only from the left side. Such channels ensure minimal
friction force, since with an increase in pressure above a certain
limit as a result of the deformation of the ring (it is pressed
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into the undercut of the groove) the contact area is reduced for
the rubber ring, which sits
in the channel of the moving rod,
with the surface of the cylinder.

For this reason the hermeticity

of the joint made with a type-III channel will be disrupted with
an increase in pressure at a lower pressure, than the hermeticity
of a joint with grooves of type I or II.
To provide reliable
hermeticity the length of the lines of contact of the rubbei- ring
with the surface of a cylinder must be no less than 25% of the
cross-sectional diameter of the ring.
The greater the value of angle a (see

Fig., 3.7),

the lower

the friction but also the lower will be the value of the sealing
pressure permissible with respect to the hermeticity.
With a
pressure of up to 150 at the maximum value of angle a equals 450.
3 2.3.

Diametric Clearance

Of great significance
type-I channels

is

which the rubber is

for the working capacl~y of rings in

the value of clearance A (Fig.
pressed.

3.8a),

The pressing of the ring into the

clearance is, the main reason for the wear of the rubber
determines the ring's service life.

The breakdown of the ring begins,
Fig.

3.8a),

at the site

into

as a rule,

of maximum stresses in

breakdown of the ring leads to a loss in
section of the destroyed ring is

at

point A (see

the rubber.

hermeticity.

depicted in

'-1

Fig.

3.8b.

The

The cross
The

pressing )f the ring into the clearance occurs the more intensively,
the higher the value of the pressure, the greater the clearance
and the lower the :i3r'dr-ss of the rubber.
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Fig. 3.8.

The wear of a sea]. ring:

a - pressing of a ring into
clearance A (at point A - the
beginning of destruction of the
ring); b - cross section of the
destroyed ring.

LY) (a)

W

Professor T.

M. Bashta recommends

the use of the clearance

values shown in Table 3.3 for rings (manufactured
a hardness equal to 70 Shore units),
(operating in

from rubber with

depending on the pressure

liquid).

Table 3.3.

Pressure,

at

Side clearance,

40-100

100-200

0.1-0.06

0.06-0.02

0-110
mm

0.2-0.1

"Since for assemblies of LPREs the service life
le3s,

is

significantly

and the conditions of their operation are easier

aircraft power plants,

then for the valves in

of clearance can be increased.
designated,

than in

LPREs the magnitudes

The values of the clearances are

based on the possible deformation of the unit,

the

overall accuracy of manufacture of the assembly and the diameter
of the connection.

Ordinarily,

a fit

X3 is

employed

(with a speed

of ior,.-ard movement of about 0.5 m/sec).
3.2.-4.

The Sharpness of the Channel Edges

Rounding of' the edges of the channel
radius

of rounding at point A, see Fig.

under the action of pressure,
and,

consequently,

increases

(an inczease in

3.8)

the

promotes the entry

of the rubber into the clearance
the wear of the ring.
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Therefore

the

radius of rounding must be minimal

-

on the order of 0.02-0.05 mm.

Sha.p edges and projecting edges are also dangerous,
can lead to cuts in
3.2.5.
Ring;

In

the rubber.

Quality of Manufacture of the

order to increase the reliability,

cord, outt-cemented,
in

rings made from rubber

are almost not used; rather,

a special die-casting mold are employed.

as usual,

consists of two halves (Fig.

the rin:g at the site

rings manufacturec

The die-casting mold,

3.9).

in

the stamping of

of contact of the two halves of the mold a

small fin of rubber is

formed.

It

is

important that this fin not

be on the surface of the ring at the sealing site,
in Fig.

since they

3.9b.

It

is

therefore recommended

as is

shown

that the mold be made

at an angle of 115-601 to the plane of sealing (see Fig.

3.9a),

but

even under these conditions a large fin size can sharply worsen
the hermeticity of the unit,
is

especially when the ring turns.

therefore essential to control the value of the fin.

value exceeding 0.3 mm is

I

[

.

It

A fin

not permitted.

,I
r

3

Fi,
9.
Diagrams of the joint
o.
. molds for rings:
air.,ect
location of the joint; b not recommended location of the
joint; 1
upper plate; 2 - pressed
ring; 3 -base
of the mold.

2
-3
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Oth-er factors - such as the temperature of operation, degree
cof fini3h of the parts, storage period - affect the rings just
az they do the seals. The quantity of lubricant affects the
operation of the ringo less than the operation of the seals.
Figure 3.10 shows the dependence of the force of friction
on the pressure with sealing by rings and seals. As can be
oeen from Ficg. 3.10, the rings produce substantially less friction
than the 3eals.
However, the friction forces are still in this
caý.e rubgtantial and, most importantly, unstable.
The friction of the rings depends on the rubber pressing
force aai.not the surface of the part. The value of this force
at low pressure is determnined by the degree of compression of
the rubber. With an increase in pressure of the working medium
the value of the contact pressure increases in proportion to this
pressure. At high pressures the value of compression does not
influence the value of the shearing forces.
Flure 3.11 shows the dependence of the coefficient of
friction of the ring in a type-I channel (see Fig. 3.7) on the
preszure (according to the data of T. M. Bashta) while handling
a liquid. Although the coefficient of friction decreases with an
increase in pressure, nevertheless the friction force itself
rises with an increase in pressure.
Figure 3.12 shows the dependences of the pressure of the
Lzitial •heiaring forces of moving (see Fig. 3.12a) and nonmoving
(o:ee Fi,. 3.12b) rings (after a 5-minute holding under pressure).
kine.- of onti and the same typical dimension, with a cross-sectional
diameter of 3 mm were subjected to testing. For moving rings
(fastened or, a pioon) the diameter of slip was equal to -76 mm,
for statIonary rings (fastened to the cylinder) the diameter of
slip amoirunted to -70 ram.
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The shearing force of the rings significantly
2-3 times)

the friction force during movement.

the rubber while dragging from the site
higher

than during repeated shifting,

after the first

movement.

In

exceedsl(by

The friction of

after prolonged rest is
which occurs

the stationary state

imnediately
lisplacement

of the lubricant from the point of contact of the ring and of
the mated part takes place.
"Adhesion"
of the ruiber also occurs.

Tkf

1000 -

5001

Soo

0,04

_•
0

100

20L.

o,01
,700

4 ,0pT6 tfnz

Fig. 3.10.
Dependence of the
friction force on the pressure
in sealing by rings and seals
(for one and the same shaft
diameter):
1 - rubber seal
(GOST 6969-54); 2 - two seal
rings of round cross section.

0P

K0I0CH

Fig. 3.11.
coefficient
rubber ring
(grooves of

Dependence of the
of friction p of a
on the pressure
type I, see Fig. 3.7).

The friction force of a ring increases with a decrease in
teemrerature

from -15°C

to -1100C.

not only with the change in

This is

apparently connected

hardness and properties of Lhe rubber,

but also witti the deterioration of the antifrictional
of the lubricant.
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properties

Friction and wear of rings are reduced with an increase in
t!,

..urface finish of the part, relative to which the ring moves;
the wear of rubber operating against steel is less than during
its operation against aluminum'

or against stainless steel.

Chrome-plating of th. surface of the part reduces the wear of the
ring. The surface mated with the ring is ordinarily finished
with a purity of V7, and the groove - with a purity of V6.
To
reduce friction the groove is filled with heavy oil (if this is
possible with respect to the operating conditions).

SC;
120
100
140

100
1000p--.
40
scA__

0

40,

n /I
. Z-OI

20

20

Ar

400 xr/cmz

0

a) (a)

2

.

200

400 pxrictt2
W

Fig. 3.12.
Dependence of the initial shear forces S
of tho rings on the pressure (to the left of the axiCA
of ordinates are plotted the values of the shear forces
(during movement without pressure after the storage of
rings f'or three weeks): a - with moving rings; b - with
stationary rings; 1 - rubber with a natural-rubber base
2SKF; 2 - rubber with a natural-rubber base SKMS-10.

'This can be explained by the quality of the surface:
thus,
aluminum parts are always anodized after machining; the anodic
film thus formed is porous, blistered, and has solid, sharp
microunevenesses.
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required

In automatic units ir: which long service life is
the rubber rings are protected by safety washers
reduce wear.

(Fig.

These washers are made from teflon

3.13)

to

and have a

thickness of 1.0-3 mm (depending on the pressure and the diameter).
Protective washers

should be installed with a pressure exceeding

150 at, and with large diameters (> '00 mm)

- even at lower

pressures.

Protection of rubber
Fig. 3.13.
rings by teflon washers.

clearance or

Protective washers are installed with little
even with interference.

Such teflon rings protect the rubber

ring from exclusion into clearance A, thereby reducing friction.
With a one-sided pressure delivery the protective ring is

installed

only on one side.

Guard rings are usually made split,

with an oblique cut

In certain designs unsplit protective rings are
(Fig. 3.114a).
difference in
Frequently, with little
used (see Fig. 3.1 11b).
the outer and inner diameters and with small thickness,
washer is

inserted with the aid of an assemblina ring,

the teflon (see Fig.

3.14c).

A little

while later,

a solid
deforming

the dimensions

of the ring are restored.
Rings made from teflon are not used as the basic seal.

3.3.

bELLOWS

In

pneumatic propellant valves of LPREs,

especially in

which handle aggressive and low-boiling oxidizers,
widely

(I

valves

bellows are

employed to separete the controlling and the liquid cavities.
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(a) a)
(a)(a))6)

(b)5

Fig. 3.14.
Methods of installing safety washers: a cut teflon ring (with oblique cut); b - releasable
connection; c - installation of guard ring by deforming
it; 1 - sea! ring; 2 - safety washer; 3 - rod; 4 - bushing;
5 - assembling ring.

A bellows is a thin-walled corrugated elastic metallic box;
Ly means of welding or soldering it is hermetically connected at
one end with the moving system of the valve, and with the other
end (through intermediate flange c'onnections) - with the housing
of the assembly.
An example of such constructions can be the
valve bellows depicted in Figs. 2.1, 2.5, and 2.10.
The fundamental and decisive advantage of a bellows seal over
rubber sealh
and rings is the possibility of using it for handling
corrosive and low-boiling liquids.
A bellows also has other important advantages over rubber
seals, such as: stability of characteristics in connection with
the absence of friction forces, which change depending on the
temperature, amount of lubricant and so forth; moreover, a bellows
seal ensures total permeability; the storage period of a bellows
has little effect on the efficiency of the connection (the
phenomenon of "aging" of the rubber is absent).
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At the same time it
cl' Lellows is

should be noted that the manufacture

considerably more expensive and more laborious

the production of rubber seals.
bellows is
rings.

A design of an assembly with

more complex and heavier than an assembly with seal

The service life

service life

of bellows is

considerably less than the

of rubber seals or rings

(the destruction of bellows,

especially single-layer,
corrugations

usually proceeds along the edges or

next to them -

cracks appear in

To increase the service life
employed,

but this complicates

them).

multi-layer bellows may be

their production even more.

The service conditions of bellows in

pneumatic-automatic

assemblies of LPREs are considerably more difficult
service conditons of bellows employed in
In

than

than the

instrument manufacture.

the pneumatic propellant valves the bellows hold great

preszure differentials,

which change abruptly

in

value and

dire4:tion (the excess pressure acts now on the inside,
outside of the bellows);

now on the

the deformations are great and close

to tlie mAximum possible; bellows must operate with abrupt changes
in tt•.qerature
or,

xhat is

and under pressure and under conditions of vibrations,

even more difficult,

in

In designing the assembly it
during viuration,
ordinarily

is

that it

the force of a spring,

the bellows cannot

cannot be compressed

Sometimes the bellows is
but this is

corrugation may vibrate.

If

or pulled out.

sharply decreased.
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loaded only by

less desirable,

the possibility

bellows auring engine operation is
is

that

ensured by the presence of pressure inside or

outcide the bellows.

service life

essential to see to it

caused by engine operation,

shift arbitrarily This is

vibration without pressure.

since the

of vibration of the

not eliminated,

then its

The material employed for the manufacture
o

J

high plasticity.

Bellows employed in

of bellows must
assemblies of LPREs

are crdinarily manufactured from stainless steel Khl81lOT; bellows
manufactured

from zinc alloys,

low brass L80 or beryllium bronze

of various brands are much more infrequently employed.

The structural special features of a bellows can be divided
into:
a)

single-layer and multi-layer;

b)

manufactured from seamless tubes and tubes with seams;

c)

reinforced by rings and unreinforced;

d)

straight-through and with a bottom.

In

the propellant valves of LPREs seamless-tube bellows,

single-layer and multi-layer,

are employed exclusively;

in

the

majority of cases they are reinforced by outer or inner rings.

The construction of a bellows of a propellant valve Js
depicted in

Fig.

2.2.

The fastening of the bellows to the fittings
the disk of the valves and so forth) is

to

(to flanges,

accomplished by means of

welding or soldering.
Most frequently employed is
strength of the joint,

its

the use of materials identical or

composition to the material of the bellows itself

for

of the bellows.

the fittings

Soldering of bellows is employed in
bellows manufactured
materials

which must ensure high

hermeticity and corrosion resistance.

The use of welding predicates
close in

welding,

from copper alloys),

are used for the fittings

connection is

those cases (mainly

for

when heterogeneous

and bellows and when the

not very strongly loaded.
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Soldering may be employed

only in

those cases where the temperature of operation of the

bellows is

significantly less than the melting temperature of

the solder (approximately 1300C lower).
that the flux employed in

Care should be taken so

soldering does not cause corrosion of

the soldered joint or of the base metal of the parts.
dimensions of the bellows in
in

The

the attachment aiameters are shown

the appropriate industrial standards.

Thus,

steel single-layer

bellows are standardized by norms MN428-60 - MN431-60'.

[

(I

Fig. 3.15.
Fastening of the
bellows to the fittings:
a - on
the outer diameter of the fitting;
b - en the inner diameter of the
fitting.

The welding of the bellows to the fittings

is

accomplished on the outer diameter of the fitting
in

tho.3e cases where the outer pressure is

pressure acting on the bellows.

or such bellows,

is

are welded to the fittings

diameter (see Fig.

is

3.15a)

the greatest calculated

in

which the internal pressure
on their inner

3.15b).

The sizes of the bellows
during corruLigation,

(Fig.

Bellows which operate only under

internal pressure,
most dangerous,

ordinarily

therefore

fastening diameters are ensured
the construction of the attachment

connected with the technology

of manufacture

of the bellows.

The fastening diameter does not influence the value of the pressure,
which must be supplied to the bellows for compression or elongation
of it

to a certain length

In

other words,

the effective area

'See "Index of machine corstruction norms for 1966", published
by the Committee of Standards, Measures and Measuring Instruments
at the Soviet of Ministers of the USSR, 1966.
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of

the bellows (see below) does not depend on the mounting

diameter of its ends.
In welding the connection of the bellows with the fittings
the thickness of the walls of the joined parts usually do not
correspond to one another (thp width of the fittings must not be
less than 1.5 mm), however at the present time it is possible
even in

this case to obtain a reliable connection.

The welding of the bellows connections to the fittings should
be done by short-pulse seam welding (for the external seam), argonarc or electric-arc welding.
This produces accurate, dense and
strong seams and reduces the probability of intergranular uorrosion1 .
Such types of welding permit the automating of production.
With argon-arc welding the possibility of intergranular
corrosion is

reduced due to the quicker cooling as a result of

blasting by the inert gas - argon.
Moreover, the inert gas
protects such component steels as chromium, titanium and others
from burnout,

which improves the quality of the seam and the

near-weld section.

*

Cachode-ray welding '.s an even more advanced method, which
avoids the intensive heating of the broad near-weld zone.
During ordinary welding with the use of a flux it

is

necessary

to carefully cneck the welded seams and the regions ajoining it
for intergranular corrosion.

'Intergranular corrosion is corrosion on the edges of the
grains of chrome-nickel steels of the austenitic class of type 18-8
(for example, lKhl8N9, lKhl8N9T and others), caused chiefly by
slow cooling or heating within the temperature range o1 1150-8500C.
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Figure 2.2 shows a design of a single-layer bellows operating
with alternating action of the external and internal pressures.
The outer ring (casing) (position 4 in Fig.

2.2) serves to

imoart to the bellows rigidity during the action of the pressure
inside the bellows - they prevent the buckling of the corrugations.
Furthermore,

the external rings serve to limit the magnitude ^f
deformation of the corrugation - the compression of the bellows
may occur only up to the moment of contact of the rings.
In order
to reduce weight (which is of great significance for the efficiency
of the bellows under conditions of vibration, and especially in
the case of vibration when there is

no pressure),

the external

rings are manufactured from light metals or alloys, most frequently
from aluminum.
Sometimes the external rings are made compound; in this case
the ring consists of two half rings, onto which the upper (outer)
strengthening ring 1 is pressed (Fig. 3-16).
This design allows
the installation of the external ring after the manufacture of
the bellows connections, while with one-piece rings it is necessary
to assemble the ring during the corrugation process (before the
formation oC the corrugations).
To avoid loss of axial stability by the bellows (especially
for long bellows,

located inside the assembly) guide bushings are
sometimes used, which serve for centering the bellows along the
outer rings or, where there are no rings,
or internal diameters of the corrugations.

- directly on the external
These same bushings

frequently serve as limiting supports during the compression of
the bellows (see, for example, Figs. 2.5 and 2.8), taking the
mentioned functions away from the external rings, which permits
a simplification of the bellows,
narrower (i.e.,

making the external rings

taking the smaller dimension a,

shown in Fig.

A somewhat greater longevity of the bellows unit is achieved
under vibration conditions this means.
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3.16).

The internal rings impart stability
to the bellows during
the action of external pressure.
These rings, are manufactured
from wire OVS,

are open circles

(soe Fig.

2.2),

them to be installed on the finished bellows.
not convenient

to install

and this circumstance

rings in

which permits
However,

it

is

the middle of a long bellows,

to a certain degree limits the length of

the bellows.
So that the sharp edges of the end of the ring cannot break
the Integrity of the bellows wall,

bellows are frequently protected

"with soecial bands (coveiings) made of fine soft metal,
"flag" 3 (see Fig.,2.2),

slipped ovei

so-called

,ne of the ends of tae

ring and fastened by soldering or welding.

The other end of the

ring is

simply inserted inside the "flag".
Due to the "flag" the
The clearance
lorgtrity of the bellows is increased by many times.

at the joint between the ends of the ,.ng
must be minimal

in

the working state

close to zero.

-

IFig.

_

3.16.
bellows:
1
half rings.

_.._

SThe material of the 1'flag" is

A compound ring of a
outer ring; 2, 3

selected in

riot to create an active voltaic couple,

such

, way so as

causing corrosion of one

of the metals.

(This refers,

of course,

uPf Iht- raterial

of the ring,

outer rings,

also to the solection
flanges and so f,-%, ^h)

:,2-vIvce of the bellows (from the conditions

of strength)

_ ,igh degree of purity, must nor nflce scratches,
A,

',S.

This is
r-

(1

ensured by the special technology of

Dr)_,anlzatlon of interfactory

S. •,L11AP

nicks,

careful con'rol is

storage and

given to the surface

before drawing operations.
surface of the bellows is

Sometimes electropolishing of the
employed.

For the use of bellows in

propellant valves it

is

necessary

to know more or less precisely the characteristics of the bellows.

The magnitude of the force which must be applied for
compression or elongation of the bellows by 1 mm' is

called the

rigidity of tne bellows k (by analogy with the rigidity of the
spring)

S~All

where P

is

Ah is

the axial stress;
the displacement of the bellows.

The rigidity of the bellows is

directly proportional to the

modulus of elastIcity of G of the material.
By the characteristics of the bellows we mean the dependence
between the deformation of the bellows Ah (by compression or
eloratlon)
*

'can

and the applied force necessary for this value.

be seen Crom Fig,
not a •traiglt

3.17,

the characteristic

line; under great compressicn,

of the belloAs is

deformed,

of a bellows is
when the corrugation

the stress required for compression

-,f tife 1~1lowsignificantly increasesý
expan, ion L,f
vIhe

As

the force also increases

bellows during considerable

exongation,

al..o relatel to the deformation of the corrugations.
regoon; vi' oumall dtformation of the bellows fo,

for

which is

For the

where thL- deforma-

'*The z'ili
v value io irnfluenced by the ailgle a of the
corrrau'uýga
n profile and also by the radii of rounding of corrugatlon;3
i1 and R'.
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tIon
r•.e; not cause considerable changes in
corraictions,

the rigidity of the bellows is

and in

constant,

the geometry of the
approximately

this segment the characteristic

of the bellows

io linearl

manufacture is

The rigidity of the bellows after its
a -table

value.

To impart stability

repeatedly reduced by pressure,

to the bellows

i.e.,

it

is

is

subjected

operations

similar to the compression of springs.

4f~r' this

it

However,

of it.

The bellows possess hysteresis,

TFcr the bellows of propellant
instrument manufacture,

of the characteristics
in

is

(Vig.

valves,

i.e.,

the

the forward

3.18).
in

contrast to bellows

the requirement for stability

not decisive or basic.

The variation

rigidlty of a bellows during fluctuations of the surrounding

Lettrerature within a range of +500C is
the change in

immeasurably less than

the friction force when using cup packiogs.

To detvrmine
is

even

of the bellows has been achieved during considerable

oppc:ite directions are nonuniform

uc-.I in

swaged,

of the

forces lece.sary for the deformation of the bellows in
andt

not

to

cannot be a,;sumed that complete stability

characteristics
deformations

it

the force which acts on the bellows when pressure

supplied inside the bellows or outside it,

effective area of the bellows

the concept of the

s introduced.

By the effective area F we mean the value of the area, on
which under the effect of the excess pressure p is obtained the
elongation of the Lellow.; Ah,

equal

under the effect of the concentrated

to the elongation of the bellows
force P 1 .

'Characteristics of bellows manufactured from steel
36mKhTTu (E1702) are cited in industrial standards.
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Ik
Ithe

SFrom this determination it

k

is

follows that:

.pF--kj~h1 Ah_=-.

JF_,

=-P1i

k

1

the rigidity of the bellows during ueformation of

bellow3 by a value Ah under the effect of pressure p.

I

The characteristic

of the bellows almost does not depend on
both under the loading of the

the form of tile applied force:

as well es under the

bellows by an axial concentrated

force,

effect of excess

the obtained characteristic

the bellows is
k 1Iof

pressure on it,

Therefore values k and

approxima. ely identical.

the rigidity of the bellows almost do not depend on the

loading conditions',

i.e.,

k

z k.
P1

Then

.

F =n7pno

foF=-

of

1Actuali,,,

Is

]oading a

;ariibutoddffrniy
force or iy

cFncentrated

the entirebeirw

Ox~ m~

Hyseress o th

Pg.

.18.

KEY:

(1) Forward travelA

(2)

travel.

______________Reverse

S

of

the walls of the material of the bellows
depending on whether, loading by a
gas (liquid) pressu31e, distributed over

of the bellowt,

is accomplished.

K

1(7

(

w2

tx:a..t

cornstant.

With an increase in

kJf the divwrgence in
vaJue

an arbitrary value and not

tfe effective area is

.'T u,

as a result

the value Ah,

kI and k,

the values of the coefficients

varies.

F

With omall movements
characterlstic of tl

(within the limits of the linear

bellows)

the effective area is

numerically

to tne area of a circle with a diameter equal to the half-

eql2i

un, of the outer and inner diameters of the bellows:

F__hoFV 4
where

(D..+D.).

Dep

"According to the data obtained from the experLients conducted
thp effective area of the bellows depicted

S3
ITDL

it

in

Fig.

greater than the area determined according
/4: and with an increase in

2.2 is

actually

to formula

the compression of the bellows

CP
increaoej slightly, which can be explained by the change in

the geometry of the bellows corrugations.
The magnitude of compression (elongation)
equal

of the bellows under

I- direotly prDportional to the number of corrugations:

•

Llt

nj_

Ah2

n2

wl,ere ii, aid n2 are the number of corrugations of two identical
bellc w ;
Al.

o2dI
f,1

and Ahl

are the elong'ations of bellows under equal

I.68
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This proportionality

is

valid with a sufficiently

large

number of corrugations,

which excludes the influence of extreme

corrugations,

the frame

adjoining

the bellows to the flanges),

(to the site of welding of

the rigidity of which may differ

frQm the rigidity of the average corrugations.
The deformation of the bellows is approximately inversely
proportional to the cube of the thickness of the wall of the
corrugation s:

Ah

in

other words,

2

s
S3

the rigidity of the bellows is

directly proportional

to the cube of the thickness of the corrugation.
This relationship is

valid only with small radii of curvature

of not-too.-compressed bellows.
degree with thickness s is

With thin walls the index of the

somewhat reduced

(from

the threes to

2.7-2.8).
The deformation of the bellows depends aloo or, the height
of the corrugation (the difference between the outer and inner
diameter~s of the bellows).
The following dependence

Ah1

was obtained experimentally:
/2

_

D~1
D-

Dil2
5a

Tkhe experimental data te.itified to the fact that an Xrcr,,am
I.n the radius of curvature

an in,2rea.;e in

or the bellows corrugý.tions

their rigidity.
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promote.o

Ordinarily the deflection

(compression)

does not exceed values of 0.025 D
(up

of each corrugation

for bellows of small diameters

to an outer diameter value of DH

4,H mm),

and 0.015 DH for

large diameters.

All the above-cited formulas and remarks refer to one-layer
bellows.
When using bellows in
in

test bens,, assemblies,

repeat-action

assemblies,

guaranteed service life

especially

is

of great

significance.
The service life
of factors,

of a bellows seel is

place on one corrugation.
life,

(elongatl.on or compression),

The lower the deformation,

and therefore if

the bellows service life
increased.

by a number

enumerated below.

The value of deformation

the service

affected

This is

the longer

necessary for an increase in

the number of' corrugations should be

one of the most effective methods.

The neutral position of the bellows must be selected,
that the deformation

is

distributed

the extreme positions the bellows is
neutral position,
*

-,

taking

and in

the other it

symmetrically;

in

such

one of

extended relative to the
is

compressed.

However,

more often attempts are made to select the bellows dimensions
in

such a way that with maximum acti.ve internal pressure the

bellows is
it

is

in

the neutral position,

while with reduced pressure

compressed.
The thickness of the bellows wall s.

An increase

in

the

thickness s of the wall reduces the operating service life.
The value s should be selected as the minimum possible from the
conditions of strength and

.tability
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of the bellows.

A smooth pressure supply

The character of loading.
significantly increases

"abrupt ioading.

the service life

in

comparison with

The bellows operates better with external pressure

than with internal,

- with external loading it

is

capable of

maintaining a pressure of 1.5-2 times higher than with internal;
with external pressure the axial stability

of the bellows is

Letter maintained.
Ti,,- presence of

The oresence of inner and outer rings.

for the bellows by reducing

rings provides long service life
the stresses acting in

4

the material.

The pressure magnitude.
all

A reduction in

the pressure with

other conditions being equal reduces the stresses

bellows,

service life

as a result of which its

The number of layers of the bellows.
of increasing the service life
number of corrugations)

is

is

in

the

increased.

A fundamental means

(just as the increase in

the application of a two-

the

or multi-layer

bellows.
fThus,

a three-layer bellows with a thickness of each wall
of 3340-7360 triggerings,

of 0.15 mm ensures a service life
the guaranteed service life

for a single-layer

while

bellows with a

wall thickness of 0.3 mm for the same conditions amounts to only
600 operations.
Muiti-layer bellows are employed when large differentials
in

The multi-layer bellows operates

preszure act on the bellows.

according
the 6tresss

to the principle of a multi-band spring and reduces
in

the b~llows wall.

With one and the same deflection

a multi-layer bellows has a much greater safety factor,

than a

total thickness
a wall thickness equal to the bith
single-layer
bellows.
of
a
multi-layer
Ghtf
3ayers
oV tihe wailll of all

i
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The manufacture of multi-layer bellows is

more complex than

singje-layer. When using multi-layer bellows inter-layer
nonhermeticity, i.e., nonhermeticity of one of the layers, is a
danger to be avoided.
Such leakage can arise during welding of
the layers to one another; sometimes during operation in one of
the layers a minute crack or a pin hole can develop in welding.
Such interlayer leakage leads to the fact that the compressed
gas under pressure enters the clearance between the Iayerb.:

but

with the release of pressure remains there (or goe., out very
slowly).

Then the bellows remains very rigid,

as a result of

which the normal functioning of the valve breaks dow..

Therefore,

during manufacture of two-layer and multi-layer bellows after
welding the layers to one another care should be taker. ";o check
the bellows

for interlayer nonhermeticity.

The simplest method is
in

some kind of container,

(100-200 at) is
i.e.,

the bellows is

placed

into which a working gas pressure

introduced and the bellows is

state for 5-10 minutes
bellows,

the following:

(there is

maintained in

pressure outside and inside the

the bellows does not take any kind of loads).

the pressure is

released,

a bath with water or,

anc

-what is

the bellows is

nonhermeticity,

quickly

more desirable,

that the liquid barely covers the bellows.
at the spot where the defect

are especially

clearly visible in

gasoline).

wi.h gasoline,
there is

If
is,
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so

interlayer

small bubbles

Here is

possible to determine the location of the leakage
or the welding area.

Then

immeirsed into

of gas penetrating through the layers will begin to emerge

outer layer,

this

-

it

(they

also

the inner or

CHAPTER

4

THE SEALS OF THE LOCKING MECHANISMS OF
PNEUM4ATIC PROPELLANT VALVES (THE END
SEALS)
In pneumatic assemblies the hermeticity of the locking
mechanisms is most frequently ensured by the seating of the valve
disk on a seat, built into the valve housing.
In the disk there
is fastened a ring, made from a relatively soft packing material rubber, capron, teflon and so forth ' .
The pressure in the control
cavity or the spring force creates the required force to press
the valve disk onto the seat.
Rubter is used for end seals, operating in the temperature
range of +50 0 C in air, alcohol, kerosene, hydrogen !,_..fxide and
other, comparatively low-corrosive,

propellants.

Rubber rings are fastened in the valves in the following
manner.
Onto the valve head is fastened a ring made of crude
rubber, after which the rubber is vilcanized under a press; the
faztening of' the rubuer to the metal is accomplished by Layconat
glue.
The shape of the groove in the head of the part is shown
in i-'Ig.

1i.la.

To ensure reliable adhesion the groove under the

'Thc sealing in explosive valves is usually accomplished by
.:euging one part into another.
What is said below refers only
to the case where soft seals are employed, which is sometimes
the case in explosive check valves.
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rubber should be machined to a firLish of V3 and then sand blasted
to obtain surface roughness. "I'hd more roughnesses the surface
has,

the more reliable will trhe adhesion of the rubber be.

Layconat glue produces the best adhesion with carbon steels for
aluminum alloys.
However Layconat cement is
Therefore,

in

handling such propellants

adhesion cf the rubber,

(see Fig.

not resistant to certain propellants.

a special shape of groove is

compression,

and after vulcanization the rubber is

The form of the billet
shown in

Fig.

4.1c,

capable of

from the channel.

of a rubber-metal part after vulcanizaon the central rod there is

centered

which compresses the rubber during vulcanization.

surfaces A and E there can be rolls
the surface of the rubber is

On

After vulcanization

of rubber.

mechanically worked.

Other methods of fastening the rubber fitting

employed

the groove are filled during

resisting the forces which pull it

a punch,

of

1.3b).

The undercuts which are in

tion is

to ensure reliability

and so forth - result in

lapping,

press

less strength and therefore

they are not widely used.
Many types of propellant cause swelling of the rubber.
when the rubber seal in
2.10 was held in
increased

in

the valve in

the propellant for 211 hours,

it

swelled

Fig.
(it

height above the metal by a value of up to 0.3 mm).

Such swelling of the rubber,
of the seal,

the assembly shown in

Thus,

dhich does not affect the hermeticity

causes an increase in

the valve during

operation in

the hydraulic resistance of

prestaga mode.
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r€

(1)

P~muna
X÷

6)
Fig. '4.1. Shape of the groove of a rubber seal (in the
a - with reliable adhesion of the rubber;
finished Dart):
b - with a cement which is unstable with respect to the
of a rubber-metal part
propellant; c - view of a billet
after vulcanization.
KEY:
(1) Rubber.
For normally closed and normally covered valves,
seat is

constantly

where the

pressured by the springs against the seat,

the

phenomenon of "adhesion" of the rubber to the seat should be
taken into account.

The "adhesion"

ture; maximum adhesion lies in

value depends on the tempera-

the temperature zone which exceeds

0

of the rubber; with

by 10-20 C the temperature of vitrification
a further reduction in
reduced.

temperature the "adhesion" is

sharply

Tne value of this "adhesion" increases with the passage

of time; it

is

determined chiefly by the forn, -f the rubber.

The

maximum value of the adhesion force may reach 0.5 kgf for 1 mm
of length of the perimeter of the seat.
A3 a re.ulA
required

of the phenomenon of "adhesion"

to open the valve varies,

i.e.,

its

the force

operating stability

detiertoratez.

In

connection with the appearance of increasingly more

aggressive propellants the region of application of rubber as
a 3ealing ruat:erial ha3 decreased.
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Teflon has received wide application as an end seal of
pneumatic valves.

Teflon is

a polymer of tetrafluoroethylene.

The distribution and use of this material is
exclusive chemical stability,
all

explained by its

which exceeds the stability

now-known sealing materials.

It

is,

practically

of

speaking,

stable under the action of the overwhelming majority of fuels
and oxidizers.

Only under the effect of molten alkali metals and

fluorine does it
Teflon is
a press.

decompose,

according to reference data.

pressed into billets

in

the heated state beneath

The groove for the teflon seal has the shape of a

dovetail.

The inner surface of the groove is

of V3-V4.

The pressed teflon insert has a diameter equal to the

average diameter of the groove
teflon billet

(Fig.

4.2).

machined to a finish

The height of the

amounts to 5-7.5 mm.

The teflon billet

temperature during pressing must be 140-

1500C.
The specific pressure during pressing amounts to 8U0 kgf/
cr 2 .
Under the e-fect of the pressure in the hot state the
material fills

the channel intended for it.

manage to stick to the groove,
inertness

it

The teflon does not

since because of its

chemical

reliably does not bond with one of the cements known

thus far.
For better adhesion of the teflon in

the groove several

(from two to eight) special bore holes 1 and 2 (see Fig.
00.8-1.2 mm are frequently made in

the billet;

holes during the pressing of the seal air
teflon is

extruded (hole

through these

(hole 1) exits and the

2).

The pressing technology and quality is

the decisive influencing

factor on the working efficiency of the seal.
leakage of air
of thege

is

4.2)

With poor pressing

possible around the seal along the perimeter

ofvi (Fig.

4p3).

Thla

ordinarily takes place at low
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ki
temperatures,

when as a result of a large coefficient of linear

expansicn off the teflon between it
a clearance forms.

and the walls of tne groove

Under certain operating conditions,

for example,

while checking

the' hermeticiuy of the seals of the assembly with compressed air,
a -imilar phenomenon may lead to the pressing out of the teflon
With a closed valve (see Fig. 2.3) the high
pressure air, located in the liquid cavity', slowly penetrates
beneath the teflon, which is used as the seal of part 2; with the
from Its seat.

abrupt release of pressure from the cavity of the valve the air
cannot escape quickly from under the teflon; a pressure differential
is

produced on the seal, which leads to the extrusion.

Since during operation with a liquid such cases a:,e practically
impossible, to avoid this defect while checking, the slow release
of the air from the valve cavity is provided for.
Moreover,

with the same aim in mind,

frequently right after

the pressing of the teflon a bore hole 1 is made (on the outlet
side of the assembly)
when prezsure is

(see Fig.

4.3) to remove air which enters

supplied for the sealing.

After the pressing of the seal one or two parts from the
batch should be cut open, in order to determine the qualiby of
the press fit
i i

and the degree of filling of the channel with teflon.

difficult to achieve total hermeticity at low temperature

when handling compressed air or another gas, e3pecially under
high-pressure, using a sea." made from teflon.
But, because of
the absence of brittleness and the high wear resistance,
a seal,

such

a. a rule, does not break down and does not wear out.

S'WhIle checking the hermeticity of seal 13 (see Fig. 2.3).
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Rp
'9'

(b)0

Fig. 4.2.
Teflon seal: a teflon billet; b - groove for
the teflon; c - after pressing;
1 - channel for escape of air
when pressing; 2 - bore hole for
attachment of teflon.

Fig. 4.3.
Path of the air around
the seal (shown by arrows):
1
passage for discharge of air,
(bored after the teflon is pressed
in).

Other,

chemically stable common materials are also used as
seals - polytrifluorochloroethylene (PTFCE).
It is considerably
harder than teflon, but somewhat resembles it in its chemical
resistance'.
PTFCE can operate with higher specific pressures
than teflon.
In approximateJy the same manner as teflon (but in the cold
state), polycaprolactaim (capron) is pressed.
It is rarely used,
and only for noncorrosive products.
Sometimes capron is charged
into the valve.
The hermeticity of the end seals of locking mechanisms is
determined by the factors cited below.

'In practice, PTFCE can be used for the same types of
propellants, for which teflon is used.
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4.1. PHYSICO-MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL
PROPERTIES OF A SEALING MATERIAL
The physico-mechanical properties of a material determine its
possibility for application for a given unit, considering the
working conditions - the service life, pressure, temoerature
conditions, and required hermeticity.
In view of the special
properties of propellants the majority of ordinary sealing material;,
are not suitable for use in the propellant valves of LPREs.
For operation in the end seals with less corrosive propellants
special rubbers are used: for alcohol, hydrogen peroxide (and
sometimes for liquid r

,Fgen)

- rubber based on butadiene-styrene

natural rubber SKS-30; for petroleum-based fuels - rubber based
on butadiene-nitrile natural rubber of brands SKN-26 or SKN-26 +
SKN-18.
For inert gases and air there is rubber based on natural
rubber SKN-40 + SKN-18.
The softer the rubber, the lower is the required specific
pressure in the seal to ensure hermeticity at low temperatures.
However, with soft types of rubber there exists the danger of
breakdown of the sealing material with repeated operations.
The hermeticity of the seal should be checked at the lowest
operating temperatures, since this corresponds to the most
rigorous working conditions.
The stability of the rubber in the propellant, on the other
hand, should be checked at the maximum possible operating
temperatures,

when the reacting capacity of the propellant is

increaaed.
Attempto have been made to use rubber for end seals of
normally open valves of the balance type,
oxygen.

which handle liquid

To ensure the hccmetic.ty a high seat,
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shown in

Fig.

1.Ila,

was employed.

The presence of the cylindrical section of the

seat profile (segment

a)

led to the wedging of the seat in

the

rubber after oxygen was supplied (with the valve closed) as a
result of the difference

in

of the rubber and metal.

the coefficients of linear expansion

Since the valve opens under the action

of a relatively weak spring force,
a delay in
if

such a phenomenon

the opening of the valve.

the surface a was made'

led to

The wedging was aggravated,

with a slight inverse conicity

the tip at the base of the seat,

see Fig.

Conical seats of ordinary shape (see
torily with a seal made from rubber.

(with

4.4b).
Fig.

4.5) work

However,

satisfac-

with respect

to

the permissible operating lifetime the rubber seal was inferior to
the teflon one,

as a result of which the rubber was replaced

by

teflon.
Teflon has great advantages over rubber with respect
chemical stability.

Teflon may be used in

and temperatures from -1961C
(films)

of teflon may burn,

thick layer (3-4 mm),

to +250
yet in

0

C.

to

assemblies of LPREs

Although thin bands

practice,

teflon does not burn.

with a sufficiently
Teflon possesses a

very low coefficient of friction and dielectric qualities.
disadvantage of it
linear

(just like PTFCE)

is

its

A

high coefficient

of

expansion a, which differs from the value a of all

employed structural materials 2 .
seal works poorly with periodic
Teflon possesses

As a result of this,

a teflon

temperature changes.

creep - a property,

characterized

by the

fact that with the passage of time under the action of a constant
load the material is

continuously and slowly deformed.

at which creep sets in,

is

small for teflon,

'As a result of errors in
cutting tool.
2
See Table 4.2.

and its

The stress

value decreases

the manufacture of the special
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with the rise in

temperature.

12kf/r

creep varies from 1.42 kgf/mm

2

Thus,

at220
at t

of

the stross for the start

.

25°C t-: 0.47 kgf/mm

at

Residual deformations in tefloi, are very considerable.
t = 1500C.
Thus, noticeable residual deformation in teflon at t = 200C begins
2
ith a pressure of 2-2.5
with a pressure of 0.3-0.5 kgf/mm , and -.
Therefore, aiter the impression of
kgf/imn the material flows.
the seat into the teflon seal a depress. on from the seat is
immediately obtained in the seal, and t*.,F depression is so much
the deeper, the higher is the seat an(' ,he greater the specific
pressure.

at

600

(a)

W)(b

Ordinary profile of
The seat of an oxygen i. g. 4.5.
.1ig. 4. 4.
a seat of an oxygen valve for
a - with a cylindrical
valve:
a rubber seal.
section of the profile; b with conicity.
The resid tal deformation "with uniform specific pressure
'Inview of this, the
increases with a rise in temperature.
hermeticity of the end seal, operating at elevated temperatures
or situated for a long period under the action of a considerable
load at high temperature, decreases if the seal is subsequently
This is explained by
operated under low temperature conditions.
the fact that at low temperature the metal of the valve rests
against the housing, while the seat is barely in contact with
the teflon, on which the deep depression was previously formed.
When operating with a seal made from teflon it is not desirable
during the operation of the assembly, turning of the valve
relative to the seat might take place, since a loss in hermeticity
that,
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When

might occur due to tihe residual deformation of -,he teflon.
operating with a rubber seal as a result of the elasticity

of

the rubber the transition from high temperatures to low proceeds

(

.sithout special difficulties.
It

is

recommended

that the specific pressure which acts on

a seal made from teflon during storage not exceed 30 kgf/cm2

3

nct exceed 100 kgf/cm.

and for a seal made from PTFCE - that it

For comparison let us say that for caron the permissible
specific pressure during storage is
In

300 kgf/cm2 .

view of the indicated properties of fluoroplastic

employed chiefly in
higher strength,
However,

in

is

normally open valves.

PTFCE,

it

is

which has

used under higher pressures than is

teflon.

connection with the appearance of brittleness when

heated PTFCE is

used at operating temperatures which do not

exceed +700C.

"Data on the physico-mechanical properties of plastics are
shown in

4.1.1.

Table 4.1.

The Load Value on the Sealing Material

The hermeticity of a joint depends

on the value of the

specific pressure acting on the seal from the side
To analyze the effect of the type of seat
construction - on the hermeticity,
is

used.

The linear load p (in

per unit of Length of the circumference

cp~c

where Q is

the load in

kgf.
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its

profile,

height,

the concept of linear load p

kgf/mm)

to the average diameter Dcp):

-

,. the seat.

is

the force necessary

of the seat (with respect

Table 4.1.

Phy.ico0-mechanical properties of plastic seal materials.
M-I(3) taA
.bTpn__ac_-__-_[iToponJxaCT-3

(2) COiicUTa

'h•inepawypa
°C(,/)

njawe'idufs,

FI.,orHocbT,. C'¢

Yge.iaHa

327-,16) jA
p2,•,Z

"raI,-

208-210

210+218

2,09-1-2,16

1 1-1,'3

100

yriap al al3-

XKOCT~b, Xr-CMICAcu

O

-1)

20+160

______

____

100÷130
______

(9)

Hpeien npOqHOCTH,,
10) a)

140-250
9p,.

pacT~eumn

*
12) 6)_ npi c'avieeco•o

13-

350÷400

,,'1~ 1 ye3aica~eMIw O6Pa3JW0B
110+140
(600+800

550,-700

900+1000

rn6e

13) 8) npH cw aTIM
TBepIocTb

Hi

BpHo.xio,

OTHoCHneAbaloe y.i.nitme

l7r,11 Pa3pbuhc.

%

200-570

S+4

10-13

250+500

20140

___

OcTaTotnloe yVI•Ik.elme, %
*,,e~iioro

KoJna•uwIIT

-

850+1000
10-12
100-1-150
_______

250+350

-

(8÷21).i0-5

(6 +12).10-5

(8+10)-10-5

+260÷ -- 269

+125÷ -195

+50-.--50

(18)
AHTeepa.1

•,'cJ~yaraV, 3I,

Te..,flepaTyp
0

C

KEY: (1) Material; (2) Properties; (3) Teflon; (41) Capron; (5)
,elting temperature, °C; (6) For crystallites; (7) Density, g/cm3;
(8) Spegiflc jimpact strength, kgf'cm/cm2 ; (9) Ultimate strength
kgf/cm2; (10) during elongation; (11) for untempered samples; (12)
during suatic bending; \13\ durIng compression; (14) Brinell
hardness, kgf/mm-2 ; (15) Elongation Der unit length at rupture, %;
(16) Permanent elongation, %; (17) Coefficient of linear expansion;
(18) Operating temperature interval, °C.
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To determine the loading one should take into consid, ration
the force of the springs,

the force from the pressure of the

working medium which loads or unloads the seal (sec

Fig.

4.13

below).
Since the value of p depends neither on the width,
height of the seat,
stresses in

it

nor on the

does not reflect the true value of the

the seal; however,

it

makes it

possible to compare

seals which are of the same design with one another and to
evaluate the efficiency of seats of vario)us types.
It

is

understood that the higher is

hermeticity will be with all
is

valid

(just as is

p,

the higher the

other conditions being equal.

everything said below)

until the metal

This
of

4.6), i.e., until
deformation of the material of the seal occurs. After the valve
stops in the -seat, further loading of the valve is absorbed by
the metal of the valve and has little effect on the hermeticity
the valve reaches the stop in the seat (Fig.

of the joint.

The greater p is, the shorter will the service life of the
rubber seal be with all othor conditions being equal, since
excessively great loads can lead to the breakdown of the integrity
of the rubber.
The lower the operating temperature, the higher the value
of p must be, so as to ensure the required degree of hermeticity.
Therefore, the rrinimum essential value oil p, adequate to create
hermeticity -(pmin) is determined at the lowest operating temperature.
The value of Pmin guaranteeing hermeticity is determined by the
height and profile of the seat. With aging of the rubber the
value of the required linear load p increases.

18
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The value of the required minimum linear load pmin was
for rubber based on natural rubber

determined experimentally

SKN-40 + SKN-18 depending on the height,

type and profile of the

seat.

a)

W)

(a)

Fig. 4.6.
Diagram of a seal of a lockinm: mechanism:
a - metal of the valve does not rest agai.ist the
seat (clearance 6 exists); b - the end face of the valve
has reached the stop in

the seat.

To ensure hermeticity of a rubber seal the value p at temperatures 15-25.C must not exceed 25 kgf/mm and must not be lower
Thus,

than 0.2 kgf/mm.

with a seat

i

with an angle a = 900 and a

height h = 0.6 mm the required value of p when working in
with an excess air pressure p = 10 at, at a
is

0.1 kgf/mm,

and at a temperature of -50'C

The effect of the sealed pressure
relationship (Fig.

is

air,

temperature of +200C
P = 0.7 kgf/mm.

determined by the following

4.7)

mIUp QmIGo±PP,

where pmin 0

is

the minimum linear load at l.ow excess pressure

(-10 at);

'See

Fig.

41.8,

type I.
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"

Sis the proportionality factor;
the minimum linear 1ljad at pressure p.

is

Pmin

The values 0 and Pmin

depend on the properties of the rubber
0

and the seat design.
of Pmin must be.
pressures)

The lower the seat,

With sharper seats

the higher the value

(with greater specific

the values of pmin decrease.

For normally closed valves (the seals of which during storage
are loaded by compressed spring pressures)

attempts shouli be

made to reduce the value of the linear load during storage,
it

leads to residual deformations

Thus,

for seats,

in

the material of the seal.

the profile of which is

and the data for which are shown in
linear load during storage is

since

shown in

Table 4.2,

Fig.

4.8

(type I)

the value of the

limited by the value 0.1 kgf/mm.

For normally covered valves the maximum value of linear load
during storage may be increased up to 0.4 kgf/mm (since during
operation when pressure is
be increased relative to its

supplied the specific pressure will
value which existed during storage).

42 Qming

K
TO

._•

__

050

to

150

200 PxrlcmZ

Dependence of the minimum permissible linear
Fig. 4.7.
load p on pressure.
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Tunll
.

I

.

IN

Tan if

•

type I

Seats for rubber seals:
Fig. 4.8.
type II - open seat.
KEY:
(1) Type.

Table 11.3 presents new data characterizing

-

closed seat;

the parameters

of locking mechanisms with rubber seals; these locking mechanisms
exhibited satisfactory working capacity in

the temperature range

of +500C.
Table 4.4 shows data on the specific pressi~re and the linear
load for sealing units employing teflon.
these units were successfully

The cl.ted designs of

employed and produced satisfactory

results with respect to hermeticity.

in Table 4.11 are shown in Fig. 4.9.
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The types of seats mentioned

Table 4.2 Recommended dimensions of a seat of type I (see Fig.
14.8) for rubber based on natural rubber SKN-40 + SKN-18.
Working pressure up to 230 at.
nitrogen,

air,

inert gases.

Linear load

Dimensions of

kg/mLm

-- •'

Compressed medium:

Number of
operation

2,
Pmn
m •.

Pmax

0.7

25

0.8
1.5

grooves,

mm

a

b

500-100

4

25

80o-4oo

25

1000-600

Remarks.

1.

Dimensions of seat

__

R
mm

h
mm

2.5

0.3

0.6

90

5

2.5

0.3

0.6

120

4

2.5

0.3

0.4

120

A long service life

jt3c.s) refers to the lower value of p.

(a

a
degrees

great number of opera-

2. The dimension 7.must be greater than 1 mm; the dimensions
0.6 mm (see Fig. 4.8).

4.1.2.
Width and Depth of the Groove
for the Seal
The working capacity of a seal depends on the volume of material
of the seal, on which the deformation causeu by the loading of
the seat is distributed.

The problem of the essential dir ýnsions of the grooves for
a seal has been most completely

studied for rubber seals.

The

failure of a rubber seal with the increase in the number of
operations occurs in different forms, depending on the temperature.
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Table 4.3.
Recommended types and dimensions of seats for rubber
based on natural rubber SKS-30 (see Fig. 4.8).
Working pressure up to 100 at.

Compressed medium:

air,

ritrogen, water, alcohol.
Dimensions of the seats
Linear

*

~~~load

Dimensions of
the groove,

open seat type II

pe

a
upto 2

closed seat type I

m

3

ddegree

M

et

yeI

dee

egrees.

2,5

60

0.2

0,4

69

0.2

0,4

24
,5

90

0,2

0.

90

0:2

0,6

02

0 4

90

0

04

2-10

4
5

2,5
3

90
120

0,3
0,1

0,6
0,4

90
120

0,3
O,1

0,6
0,4

10÷20

5
6
6

3
4
4

120
120
120

0,1
0,1
0,2

0,6
0.4
0,6

120
120
120

6

4

120

0,3

0,9

120

0,2
0,
0,2
0,3

0,6
0,4
0,6
0,9
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The use of teflon in
.4.
latle
propellant valves.
Yinear loae,

Q
%ne

01

sea1

nPj.•i~eof

tno seat,

_

_

sorage

In
opEr-

the locking mechanisms of

Sneclfic
Piessure
Hor'age
_

__

1
1
S-1,7

1
S5,04

in
o;.r__

.1f

(see t,'I•.

A

Dimensions or
the groove

.1,7

0,03.38

0,85

0,05i4•

1,42

5

0,098

!,1l~

0,163

1,93

5
5

0,0395
0,40,3,8
0,0395

0,066
1,02
1 0,850,5,,
0,077 0,0f!6

1,42

0,212

6,51

0,354

b

h

--

C
-

.fVdcre

1,7
0,128

Yao~ur~yleau

fo

e'o

1

15

0,490

3,16

0,1

5,35

3

2,5

15

'I

18,5

0,19 i
0,3.5
0,035
0,32!2
0,361

1,05
2,02
0,07
6,21
5,34

0,327
0,922
0,891
0,544
0,6

1,75
3,4
3,4
10,3
8,9

2,5
3
3
3
3

2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5

I5
15
15
13
15

0,004.1
0,174
0
0

4,75

--

--

3,1
,1,21
5,814

3
3
3

2,5
2,5
2,5

15
15
15

0,228
0,23

3,63
0,475

5
3

2,5
2,5

15
15

S205
1

1(=I)

28 0
29
1

29

I!(11)
11(/- )
II(1=1)

41,5
42
42

0,0014
0,!74
0
0

11(=1, 2)

26
29,2

0,274
0,275

Ii (/-- 1,2)

.1,35
3,1
4,21
.5,34
.1,35
0,57
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Table 4.4.

(Continued)
Linear load,

o:0sne

isorage
sor-

in

t.he seat
( e9se
F l:
.

.9

Snecific
pressure

in

Kri.j

Kr,'.Wx.v

b

sorage opr.-____.

DP

Dimensions of
the groove

.

erc/.V.2 Kr!.v.

h
.

a

..

. w ..

degree

(1=1,2)
11 (1=1,5)
11 (1=2)
11 (1=2,5)
II (1--2,5)
If (1=2,5)
11 (1=3,6)

53,2
91,5
81
117,5
127,5
142,5
75,6

0,353
0,91
1,36
2,,29
2,14
1,9
0,97

4,27
0,9i
1,36
15,4
12,15
12,6
13,8

0,294
0,606
0,68
0,96
0,856
0,76
0,27

3.56
0,606
0,68
6,16
4.86
5,04
3,84

4,5
4
4
7
7
7
1,5

3,5
2,5
2,5
3
3,75
3
3,75

15
15
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20
20
15
15

Ill
111

115,8
116

0
0

5.9
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0
0

2,95
2,925
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4,5

3,5
3,5

15
15

2,87
2,95
12,9 25

3
.1,5
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3,5
3,5

15
15
15

3
3

2
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15
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15
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135,8
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0
0
0

5,74
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0
0
0

"IV
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0,016
0,0237

0,016
3,53

0,032 0,032
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V
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,864

0,864
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0
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At a temperature of 50 0 C the failure of the ,,ubber ordinarily
takes place along the periphery of the groove.
An increase in
the wqidth of the groove at a given linear load in this caze
promotes easier operation of the seal, i.e., increases the service
life.

Thus,

an increase in

Usee

the width of the groove from three

to six mm increase the service life for closed seats of type I
Fig. 4.8) by 3-5 times (at a linear load of p = 25 kgf/mm).
At low temperatures

(around -400C),

when the rubber becomes

more rigid and brittle, failure begins usually directly beneath
In this case an increase in the width of the groove
the seat.
does not affect the moment of the start of failure.
The permissible
number of operations at low temperatures is minimal, i.e., these
conditions are the most rigorous.
But during operation the
required number of triggerings at low temperature is

small.

A

functional test of the assemblies (when, strictly speaking, the
service life is being depleted) in the majority of cases occurs
at plus temperatures.

•-

/presslon
/

Fig. 4.10.
Diagram of the comof a seal by the seat.

*However, an increase in the width of the channel leads to
an increase in the dimensions of the seat of the closed type,
which has an adverse effect on the overall size of the a6sembly
Moreover, it should be kept in
or on its hydraulic resistance.
mind that at a high velocity of' the gas flowing around a wide
;seal it can be torn from its seat in the case of in.uffleient
These considerations limit
strength of attachment tu the metal.
the width of the channel.
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For a teflon seal the width of the groove should be at least
1 mr

larger than the width of the seat (not less than 0.5 mm on

each side).
The magnitude of compression affects
rubber and teflon.
where I is

By compression w we mean the ratio (A/1'100)%

the depth of the seal,

of the seat (Fig.

the working capacity of

and A is

the insertion depth

4.10).

With prolonged storage of the seal with low compression the
hermeticity may be lost.
In
in

normally closed valves,

the rubber,

of the rubber.

when the seat is

constantly imbedded

long-acting high pressure leads to the destruction
Under short-term loads (in

normally open valves)

the percentage of compression may be significantly greater.

Thus,

for a rubber seal the magnitude of compression during prolonged
storage should be within the limits of 10-30%,
term action compression up to 50-55% is

and during short

permitted.

These data

should serve as a guide for the selection of the depth of the
channel.
For seals made from teflon the usual value of compression in
normally closed valves amounts to 12-16%.
valves greater compression is

also not recommended,

proportion to the operating service life
joint will deteriorate

in

For normally open
since in

the her'meticity of the

view of the residual deformation of

the teflon.
4.1.3.

Type and profile of the Seat

Closed and open seats (see Fig.
'PhEo.

A c'io.ed .teat (see Fig.

el' the material of the

l

11.8,

1I.A)

are used in

type I)

on both sides:

1-)iI

valves of

limits the deformation
using It,

long

service 1ife is achieved, but the hermeticity is worse than when
using an open seat of type II.

d

a)

dc

(a)W

Fig. 4.11. Effect of the type of seat on the flow
passage cross-sectional areas in the valve: a closed seat; b - open seat.

A seat of closed type, in comparison with a seat of the
open type of equivalent diameter dc, has fewer flow passage crosssectional areas: D' < D' (Fig. 4.11).
Therefore the use of
np
np
closed seats results in either an increase in hydraulic resistance,
or In the growth of the dimensions of the assembly.
If in closed seats the inner diameter of the seat DnP exceeds
the inner diameter D3 of the rubber zeal (Fig. 4.12a), then due
to the presence of the sharp edges A in this case destruction of
the rubber is possible.
It is therefore essential that the inner
diameter of the seat Dnp be at least 0.2 mm, and preferably 1.01.5 mm less than the inner diameter of the rubber sea]. DB H
.
I
" ".---~A
/*a)()A6b)
~
~

Fig. 41.12.
Relationship of
the dimensions in seals with
closed-type seats: a incorrect (Dnp > Dart); b correct (D
< D ).

nFp

.
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In a closed-type seat,

shown in

Fig.

11.12b,

strictly
speaking,
touching of the metal of the valve against the metal of the seat
is

impossible,

since there will always be a layer of packing

material between the valve and the seat.
the greater the stress in

the packing material may be created,

until the metal of the valve rests in
seat (with identical height),
material is
and,

deformed.

consequently,

The higher the seat,

its

seat.

The wider the

the greater the volume of packing

This leads to great stress in

to large residual deformation.

the rubber

In

seals made

from teflon high seats should be avoided;

the seats are made of
the closed type and wide - so as to reduce the specific pressure,
and low - so as not to allow considerable deformation.
High
sharp seats of the open type are in

general employed only

.,:th

very low linear loads.
Table 4.5
Pmax
kgf/mmn

Number of operations

10

15

20

25

600

500

450

1100

Remarks.

The value pmin for this seat with a sealing
pressure of 230 at must not be less than 0.8 kgf/mm.

In

practice,

an efficient seat shape,

which ensures

both

hermeticity of the locking mechanism and the required operating
service life,
is selected either as a result of analysis of the
operation of somilar designs, which have approximately identical
working conditions,

or else by means of comparative

several variants.
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tests of

For seats, the data of which are shown in the second column
of Table 4.2, the maximum permissible number of operations
depending on the linear load is

given in

Table 4.

5

.

4.1.4.
The Pressure Magnitude and
the Sealing Medium Properties

Locking mechanisms which have identical seat profiles,
loads,

lent specific

equiva-

identical sealing miiaterials and so forth,

will possess equal degrees of hermeticity depending on the value
of the wo- king pressure and the properties

of the sealed liquid

or gas.

Experimental data,

obtained during tests in

compressed air

to determine the effect of pressure on the necessary
are shown in

Fig.

The unbroken line plots the assumed

11.7.

dependence p = f(p),

linear load,

and the points give the actual data,

obtained

with various seat heights.
With) the change in

the pressure,

on the packing material itself
a decrease in

pressure

Fig.

3hown In

c and d,

in

Fig.

4.13b,

the case shown in

also changes

(see Fig.

the diagram shown in

Fig.

4.13c)

4.13a - it

The seal hermeticity depends in
the sealing gas
of hermeticity

(liquid),

much more difficult

(Fig.

4.13):

increases,

decreases.

In

with

and in

the cases

improved,

while

worsens.

large degree on the properties

The greater the v1.scosity of

the greater,

that can be achieved.

viscosity of kerosene Is

it

the linear load

the hermeticity is

4.13a - it

of the sealing gas or liquid.

as a rule,

as a rule,
However,

greater than in

to ensure in

water,

kerosene.
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is

the degree

even though the
hermeticity is

PC

C

iq
6=
•)

(a)

(b)
-T/

;//

the

"loadincreases);

C

b - D~l = D_ (with an increase in

pressur'e theoreti.cally the load does not vary); cDM > Dc (with an Increase in pressure the load is reduced);
d - with an increase In
Helium Is

pressure the load is

tile most fluid gas; it

Is

ýo ensure a high degree of hermeticity

decreased.

somewhat more difficult
o~f the locking mechanism

I,,

when, handling hel.ium than whlen using another gas.
4

capable

po 9.
of' penetrating

quantities).
In

practice It

.

through

intact rubber in

(Helium is

insignificant

I-,
is

very important

to establish tile dependence

between her'meticity of the unit ander atmospheric pressure and

when operating wvith the employed propellant.

With such a

dependence a check of the assembly with compressed air could

give an evaluation of the degree of hermeticity of the unit
when handling propellant. H{owever, unfortunately, a strict law,
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All,-

-

.

applicable for various diameters and seat profiles,

.

has not been

established to this time.
Depending on the individual peculiarities
of the unit, on the workmanship of the seat profile, the machining
finish and so forth,
Therefore,

this relationship is

quite different.

when total bermeticity of the locking mechanism handling

propellant is

required,

attempts are also made to ensure total

hermeticity under the same conditions when handling air or,
the extreme case, a very small air leakage is permitted.

in

4.1.5.
The Surface Finish on the Seal
and of the Seat Profile
During the machining operation the rubber should not be overheated, there Fhould be no mechanical strains or surface damages
on it, because this has a significant influence on the hermeticity
packing.

The rubber is machined with a undant cooling from the

center of the packing on both sides "into the metal," so that
under the effect of the cutting force the rubber is not separated
from the channel, i.e., so that the cement works for compression,
and not for expansion (Fig.

4.14).

Fig. 4.14.
Diagram of preliminary
working (machining) of a rubber
seal.

Final lathe

processing is

conducted from the center of the

part to the periphery (by special cutters) at high velocities and
at low feed rates; the projection of the top of the rubber beneath
the surface of the metal reaches as high as 0.05 mm (due to the
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compression of the rubber during machining).
or by fine sandpaper is

Working by grinding

used.

The machining of teflon on lathes preients no difficulties..
The degree of the surface finish of the seat ha, a significant
effect on the operation of the seal.
in

Defe'.ts in

the seat lead,

proportion to the increase in the number of Qperations,

the appearance of cracks,

breaks,

as a result, to the loss in
indentations

in

to

"fraying" of the rubber and,

hermeticity of the .init.

Radial

the seats have an especially adverse effect on

hermeticity.
In

order to provide the seat profile with the required

accuracy and finish (not less than V6,

and in

a number of cases

the seats are manufactured using a special shaped cutter,

V8),

which machines the entire profile of the seat at once.
manufacturing precision of the cutter determines

The

the precision

of the profile of the seat.

The purity of the air

or propellant passing through the

assembly has an effect on the working capacity of the seal.
In

air

lines,

or in

the propellant there may bi -cale from the supply

or fine shavings,

formed when the threaded connections

were screwed on and carried away by the 1.'opellant.
extraneous particles have a destructive
4.1.6.

These

affect on the packing.

Character of Operations

The character of the operations is
of movement of the valve to its
value of the acting forces.

seat,

determined by .he speed
which depends on the

The less frequeot

the more hermetic will the seal be,

but the Iiore quickly can

the destruction of the rubber or the wearnp,
occur.
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the triggering,
tit of the teflon

ACHAPTER

5

THE SEALING OF NONMOVING JOINTS
The sealing of parts,
another,
In

is

wnich are stationary relative to one

accomplished in

pneumatic-automatic

assemblies

aluminum,

rarely from teflon.

In

of stationary Joints is

more rarely rubber and still

pyroautomatic

is

frequently provided by welding.

of the surfaces.

gaskets is

Therefore,

achieved by

flowing

into the

to ensure hermeticity,

essential to create a certain pressing effort of the gasket

to the sealed parts.
accomplished in

The creation of the pressing force is

various ways:

with the aid of flanges made

integral with the basic parts (see,
shown in
(Fig.

more

assemblies the hermeticity

the deformation of the material of tho gaskets,
it

connections

metal gaskets made from a plastic

The hermeticity of Joints with flat

microunevennesses

various ways.

assemblies to seal stationary

most frequently employed are flat
material - copper,

of LPREs in

Fig.

2.8 and 2.12),

for example,

the assemblies

or with the aid of coupling flanges

5.1); with flow passage cross-sectional diameters

assemblies

in

of up to approximately 30 mm retightening of the gasket
using threads.

is

usually accomplished

is

made either on both sealed parts'

In
(Fig.

this case the thread
5.2a),

or,

(what is

'This method is worse, since turning )f the gasket can occur,
which impedes the assurance of hermeticity.
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preferable)

the compression of the gasket is

nut 2 (see Fig.

5.2b),

which eliminates turning of-the gasket.

Maximum specific pressures
a thickness of 0.8-3.0 mm,
4Makarov [9],

ensured by coupling

(in

kgf/mm2)

for flat

gaskets with

according to the data of G. V.

are recommended as follows:

aluminum -

1020-1400;
copper - 2520-3150; asbestos - 112-455; teflon - i1.2-4134; rubber
28 (the smaller numbers refer t• the thicker gaskets).

To ensure hermeticity,

the specific pressure

compression of the gasket to the basic parts

.',f the preliminary

(thie contact pressure)

should be 1.5-3 times higher than the pressure of the sealed
medium.
Where it is necessary to seal a gas, the contact pressure
should be higher than to seal a liquid with the same pressure'.
The hermeticity of the connection will bFý assured, if on the surface
of the part the points at which the required contact pressure is
achieved form a closed curve,
area

or what is

even better,

a circular

(5.3a).

!
II

Fig. 5.1.
The sealing of a
gasket using coupling flanges:
1 - bolt; 2 - coupling flange;
3 - nut; 4
nipple, 5 - gasket;
6 - connector fitting.

Fig. 5.2.
Seal of the gasket
using a threaded connection:
a - thread on both sealed parts;
b - thread only on one seal part;
1 - nipple; 2 - nut; 3 - gasket;
4 - connector fitting.

'The contact pressure to create hermeticity with a seal of
certain liquids, for example, kerosene, must not be less than that
required to seal air
with the same pressure.
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To promote the creation of hermeticity
possi4ble under operating crnaditions',
applied.

T-neJubricant

depressions,

fills

for the gasket,

if

a lubricant grease is

the minute unevennesses and

which exists in

the surface of the parts.

Even a

very insignificant lubricant layer very ýubstantially increases
the hermeticity o.' the connection.
Therefore, the creation of
lubricant greases,

suitable

stationary joints (i.e.,
in

for applicat.on even if

is

thbt

working under relatively light condition3

comoarison with the rubbing pairs),

oxidizers,

only in

and

itable with corrosive

very essential.

To provide hermeticity of the seal by means of a gasket during
prolonged storage of the assembly,

the gasket should be put into

special channels (so-called placement
Fig.

5.4a and b).

of the gasket "ir~to a lock",

With such a design the gasket remains

In a

closed volume.
This excludes the possibility of "flow out" of the
gasket w.th the passage of time, which can occur with a gasket
that is

simply pressed between two parts

(soe Fig.

5.4d).

The

flow out of tht. gasket leads to a weakening of contact pressure
(by the removal of stresses in the parts) and to the loss in
hermeticib;.
This can also occur in a seal of the type shown
in Fig. 5.4c.
A seal of the type shown in Fig. 5.4a is more
reliable.
The size of the channel under the gasket when made as shown
in

Pig.

5.4b is

selected with the intent of the complete filling

of the channel by the gasket material.

In

this case the cross-

sectional area of the gasket exceeds the al-ea of the channel
cross section by 20 to 30%.

'Sometimes it is impossible to do this because of the danger
of explosion or the inflamation of the lubricant when it comes
in contact with the propellant, for example, with oxygen.
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Fig. 5.3.

Distribution of contact

pressure over the sealing surface:
a - correct (points with required
contact pressure form a closed
curve or a circular area); b -

incorrect [the curve (area) of the
points with the required contact
pressure is broken].

-.

a)

6)

(a)

(b)

With thin gaskets (0.3-0.5 mm in
to see to it

It

is

desirable

do not coincide on the mated parts (see Fig.
2a.e,

is

necessary

that the parts have annular groove marks,

the gasket material will flow.

a "itooth" is

it

thickness)

made against the grooves

that the grooves

5.4e).

(see Fig.

into which

Sometimes

5.4f).

In

all

t'he axial dimensions of the parts should ensure the presence

of clearance A (see Fig.
and of the housing.

5.4a)

between the surfaces of the cover

Clearance A should not exceed 0.5-0.6 mm.

With large diameters of the flange connection the constancy
of' clearance

A should be checked with a feeler guage over the

entire perimeter of the connection.
It

is

desirable that the axes of the bolts 1 (see Fig.

Le a: close as possible to the gasket -

5.4)

this reduces the deformation

of the flanges.
'Laueral clearance when installing the gasket into the channel
-,f any design should be minimal; with a seal design of the
type shown in

Fig.

5.4a,

the diametric

:learances

between the

lhk.using and covers should not exceed 0.1-0.3 mm (on a side).
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The recommendations given refer to copper and aluminum gaskets;
however,
in

also when using flat

gaskets made of xrubber or teflon

the channels the considerations

To facilitate

stated above remain in

force.

the achievement of hermeticity metal gaskets

(chiefly copper)

are frequently cadmium plated.

cadmium,

a soft metal,

Moreover,

and this is

The layer of

plays the role of a unique lubricant.
the main thing,

the formation of a voltaic couple,
destruction of the part,

the layer of cadmium prevent,

leading to the corrosive

between the copper and the metal of the

part.
A snortcoming of the above described flat
the fact that in

this case it

is

necessary to ensure the plastic

deformation of the material of the gasket;
cant force,

which leads to an increase in

weight of the joint.
in

In

the compressed state,

metal gaskets is

this requires signifithe dimensions and

view of the low elasticity
it

is

difficult

possible misalignments (especiall

of the gasket

to compensate

for its

with large diameters).

conne'ntion must possess adequate stability,

The

so as to eliminate

the bending of the flanges.
Basically new types of seals have recently been developed.
These have been widely used mainly in

the USA and in

France.

Let us point out a few of them.
A"t low pressures,
are employed
is

(Fig.

on the order of 35 at,

5.5).

The thickness of the gasket material

0.25-0.80 mm (see work [9]).

permits a sharp decrease
sealing,

in

and a reduction in

The use of corrugated gaskets

the fcrop required to ensure reliable
the lQad.s acting on the joints.

According to literature data (see work [21])
of corrugated gaskets,
of flat

gaskets,

is

in

corrugated gaskets

the tig~htening force

comparison with the tightening force

reduced by 5-10 times.
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Iq

4

a)

3

(a)

*

ot

vr

8)

0) (e)~

7.c

(cf

Fig. 5.4. Various methods of installing gaskets: apos-I,ticon before tightening the gasket; 6 - position
aifter tightening the gasket; 1 -. gasket; 2 - housing;
3 --cover; 4j - bolt.
The effectiveness of the seals depends on the gasket material,
the operating temperature, the type of working medium, the machining
finish of the flanges (a high degree of' finish is not obligatory
her.).
Also employed are two- and three-layer corrugated gaskets.
This permits an increa.;e in the pressure of the sealed medium up
to 70 at. For higher pressures spiral-wound gaskets (Fig. 5.6),
shaped metallic gaskets (see Fig. 5.8 below) and gaskets made of
"Itcomposite" materials are emp-oyed, using their high elasticity
with relatively low tightening forces.

Fig. 5.5.

A corrugated gasket.
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Spiral-wound gaskets are manufactured by winding 14-15 layers
of thin (0.17-0.2 mm 4n thickness) contoured V-shaped or N-shaped
band,

usually made from steel but sometimes from phosphorous
bronze, copper and so forth.
Between the layers of the band
the-re is

a filler - mos-

-requently teflon or asbestos,.

The

filler layer is 0.25-0.8 mm thick.
In tightening a connection
the profile of the band creates elasticity.
The deformation
during tightening may reach as high as 45% of the gasket thickness.
The elasticity of the gasket is

regulated by the density of the

winding.

The usual gasket thickness (width of the band) is
3.18-4.76 mm.
The highest elasticity is possessed by N-shaped
gaskets,
is

employed in cases where significant stress of precompression

not permissible.

4
Fig. 5.L_

/

4
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)(a)

',tagram of operation

of a V-shaped spiral-wound
gasket:
1 - band; 2 - filler;
3, 4 - flanges.

Fig. 5.7.

(b)

Sealing assemblies

using spiral-wound gaskets with
flat flanges:
a - with outer
spacer ring; b - with inner and
outer spacer rings; 1, 2 - flanges;
3 - gasket; 14 - outer spacer ring;
5 - inner spacer ring.

Spiral-wound gaskets can be conveniently installed in channels
of flanges (see Fig.

S2q7

5.6) (the installation "into tL..

lock").

h'ith
low .reotsures flat flanges are also used with sp'ecial spacer
rings - either with outer (Fig. 5.7a), or with inner and outer
zpacers

(see Fig.

5.7b).

The working pressure still

further
increases the compression of the gasket against the flanges, while
the filler fills
the micro-roughnesses of the surfaces.
These
gaskets are used with pressures up to 175 at, with pulsating
loading,

with abrupt pressure

change,

during vibrations and so

forth.

/w
(b)

a)
(a)

/,,"I

a)(d)

a

-

a

Fig. 5.8.
Connections:
a, b, c, - with shaped metal
gaskets; d, e - with spring gaskets.
A oo-cail'd gasket made from "composite" materials, or from
a "meta.liic ruLbber", is an intertwined, compacted steel wire with
a diameter of 0.025-0.175 mm (a segment with a link of 3-19 mm),
coated wit! tufa'n or silver, tin, rubber, copper, etc.
The
springy pr,•pu'ties

are en,;ured by the wire,

istics

are ensured by tih
filler
"metallic rubber" are; machined
a wire is
welded,

manufactured

material.

and sealing characterBillets of such

to given gasket sizes.

from a billet;

this wire is

producing a certain gasket shape.

Sometimes

then butt-

Such gaskets operate

at pressures cf up to 350 at, at high (5000C) and low (-1
temperature.-, undergoing many stress alternations.
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9 5 0C)

Connection designs using special shaped metal gaskets are
shown in Fig . 5.8a, b and c.
Such connections are designed tc
operate at high pressures - on the order of 1000-2000 at.

The

hermeticity

of the joint when using such a gasket is increased
with the increase in pressure - these are self-sealing designs.
The spring rings depicted in

Fig. 5.8, d and e,
further development of the above-described gaskets,
high p':essures.

The pressure,

Fig.

housing,

but for the joint shown in

simplifies

must be centered

the manufacture

a)

expands

The outer diameter of the rings,

shown in

ness of the ring periphery,

intended for

entering inside the ring,

the elastic plates of the ring.
5.8d,

represent a

this is

in
Fig.

the canneluure of the
5.8e,

due to the massive-

not essential,

and this

and assembly of the unit.

6) (b)

-)

()

Fig. 5.9.
Sealing by hollow metal rings:
a - before
tightening the joint; b - after tightening tne joint;
c - design example.
According to literature data,

ouch seals are "-?und

(depending

on the material) at temperature
of
and at p.1,ssures of up to 3600 at (.,te work [20
Materialo for such gaý;ket;
alloy3,

for example,

copper,

oilver,

gold,

inconti,
nieki

-2?2

in

C-+i2000 C

,.

are chrome-al1kel
oscdliarlly with a

or aN Pu(Nrt 1,,Pl.AtI,.

use

refractory
-ovvring

-

of

utc I.

,Jiuezpc•',u

and temperatures

prn-'.,e3

at" rii

Tneie are Lnt
tubes,

(Fig.

5.9).

following types of rings:

I - rings made of

The op,-ratine scheme of the rings is

shown in

The mvot wldezpread are rings of the I type,
pressures p up to 700 at and temperatures

.;o)

5.10.

The

employed at

from -250

to +16500C.

tube (minimum wall thickness of 0.13 mm)

not......ly
Ordinarily

Fig.

creating reaction forces

ring iL ti.-rut inteo the channel,
(contact prexcure)).

the shape of a channel

- self-

- gas-filled rings; III

whiclh ale out.t-weldeo; II

A thin--walled

which operate

enjoyed by hollow metal rings,

(usually a circular

form,

is

given

however this is

and then the ends of the tube are butt-welded.

tfe outer diameter of the tube employed is

selected

from 3 mm a,.id iiigher (there are seals with a tube diameter of
12.5 mm),
higher.

the diameter of the joint ranges from 100 mm and

whilet

Whn a,%.;embling the coni. 'ction the tubes are subjected

to preliminary

compression within

tion; the t•ziamiter
Such conncu'tloni
lives.
after it
rt•oult-.

F1
a -

of the tube is
, effective

the limits of elastic deformacompressed 20-30% in

for extended service and storage

Ac.,; *rdin- to American data a check of the connection,
hai rent,aLrt•d

.'i i.t).
olwring

in

zea water for nine years,

produced good

Diagram of operation of hollow metal rings:
(type I);
b - gas-filled ring (type II);
-ng
(type I
pI).
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height.

The required tightening force when using similar rings is
comparison with the tightening

reduced approximately by 10 times in
force of flat gaskets.
Gas-filled tubes (type

are welded in

II)

an atmosphere of

compressed gas and are employed at high temperatures and
relatively low pressures.
in

the tube expands,

In

heating (during operation)

to a value pt and

pressure increases

its

the gas

because of this increases the degree of compression of the tube
against the channel walls.
Self-locking rings
in

are ordinary rings of type I,

(type III)

which there are openings from the side of the compressed

pressure

(see Fig.

the tubes;

Then pressure

supplied inside

p is

this pressure expands the tube some more,

improving

of 3500 at and higher.

Such rings operate at pressures

the seal.
However,

5.10c).

as a result of the difficulty of cleaning the inner

surface of the tube the use of such rings for corrosive propellants
is

limited.

Fig.

In

these cases spring gaskets of the type shown in

5.8d are used.
CLI

the nonmetallic gaskets,

teflon are used in

rubber rings and gaskets made of
equipment of LPRFs.

the automatic

For stationary joints (Fig.

5.11)

the percentage of compression

cf the rubber rings must be within the limits of 25-50%.
In certain cases in

automatic

equipment of LPREs a seal is

created during the installation of the tubing without using
gaskets - by mean2 of compressing the material of the parts
themselves.
A nipple connection,

shown in

Flg.

5.12,

propellant or gas pressure of up to 200 at.
tubing cross section may here rean
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30 mam,

is

uzed with a

The diameter of the
and at lower pressure

M

even higher than 30 mm.
nut 2 (see Fig.

Sealing is

achieved by tightening connector

5.12).

With pressures exceeding 200 at in

the assemblage of the

tubing seals with Paskets are employed
greater pressures - up to 1000 at
30 min len6 connections

(Fig.

With even

5.13).

and tubing diameters exceeding
5.114).

are used (Fig.

X

Seal using a round rubber ring in
Fig. 5.11.
shaped opening.

a wedge-

With any type of seal the necessary degree of tightening of
the connection must be established.
difficult
in

In

practice,

it

is

very

to select such a tightness when assembling the connection

the workshop,

which would guarantee

at the given moment,

the hermeticity not only

but even after storage of the assembly,

under the forthcoming operating conditions.
tightening value is

and

Ordinarily the

established as a result of experimental

adj ustment.

The degree of tightening is measured in various ways; from
the applied torque (using a calibrated torque wrench); from the
elongation of the bolts during tightening; from the angle of
rotation of the nut during turning, measuring from the moment
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Pi
of contact of the parts. All of these methods iiave various disadvantages, which limit their use.
The achievement of a given torque during tightening still
does not guarantee obtaining the specified tightening force,
since the torque value is affected by the ouantity of lubricant
carried on the threads of the connection and on the gasket, as
well as by the purity of manufacture of the threads.
Measurement of the tightening (elongation) of the bolt is
theoretically a precise method, however in practice it is very
difficult to measure the elongation of bolts.
Most frequently the degree of tightening is specified by
designating a certain range of the angle of rotation of the nut
(tightening by 1-1.5 facets, t±igtening by 2.5-3 facets and so
The difficulty with this method is in determining the
fbrth).
mo.-nt of the beginning of counting, i.e., that moment when the
mated surfaces come in contact with one another ana the entire
axial clearance between them is eliminated.
One of the new methods of ensuring hermeticity of joints,
which operate at low excess pressures (not greater than 2-2.5
at), involves the use of various types of cements and sealing
compounds, using which the parts are "glued." The best results
are produced by: epoxy lute, sealing compound UT-32, compound
K-115, compounid K-168, K-153 and others.
Epoxy lute is a dry powder, consisting of epoxy resin, filler,
a plasticizer and a dry pigment (coloring agent). Thic powder
is dissolved in a liquid 6olidifier, which is a 50% solution of
hexamethylenediamine in alcohol. The solution i1 made not more
than 1.5 hours before the cementing process.
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1

Fig. 5.12.
N;ipple connection:
1 - nipple; 2 - connector nut;
3 - connection tube.

Fig. 5.13.
tubing with
1 - nipple;
3 - gasket;

2

The
the
2 4,-

4

connection of
use of a gasket:
connector nut;
connection tube.

The lute

is applied using a spatula to the precleaned and
degreased surface of the parts in a layer of 1-2 mm (to each part).
The parts are joined together and are subjected to drying in the
compressed state (sometimes using special equipment).
After
drying an elastic film remains on the surface of the parts.
luted joint is operable within a temperature range of +500C.
lute may be applied for the Joini.ig of not only Inomogeneous

The
The

materials but also for cementing aluminum to steel, rubber to metal
and so forth.
The storage time - without loss in
of the connection - is eight years.

operability and strength

Compounds are made up on a basis of epoxy resins ED-6 or
ED-5.
Thus, the K-115 compound is the ED-5 resin, plasticized
by polyester MGF-9.
Polyethylene polyamine serves as the
solidifier.
The cementing strength possessed by the compounds depends on
the material of the cemented parts.
For example, the cementing
strength of aluminum alloy D1 with fiberglass laminate at 15-200C
is 150 kgf/cm2 (shear force).
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The

usability period for the compounds after their manufacture

(after solution in
1 hour.

the hardener) is

it

is

approximately

After drying the connection becomes strong and can be

stored for years,

without losing its

using a compound is
nitric

not great -

stable in

acid as well as in

1

Fig. 5.14.
2 - bolt;
5 - nut.

strength.

a medium of oxidizers based on

a medium of various forms of fuels.

4

Lens connection for tubing:
3

-

A connection

threaded end (connector

1

-

flange;

tube); 4 - lens;

Cements and sealing compounds are also used for sealing
threaded connections - strictly

speaking,

this is

why they were

created.
In

the assemblies of LPREs (mainly in

automatic pyrotechnic

assemblies)

welding has been used to connect parts or to connect
assemblies with the tubing network.
This method of connection
ensures reliable design simplicity.
Because of this advantage,
of cooperating in

and also because of their capability

an environment of corrosive components,

connections are now being used more and more.
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welded

I

If

Argon-arc and electron-beam welding are employed to weld the
parts.

Thes'-

of the parts,

types of welding avoid distortion and deformation
eliminate the formation of scale,

and ensure fine,

even'and smooth seams.
Argon-arc welding is

welding in

an inert gas protective

atmosphere - most frequently of argon,
received its

name.

However,

helium,

are also used as the inert gas.

from which this method

and sometimes carbon dioxide,

The welding is

done by an

electric arc between the welded material and an electrode.
Argon-arc welding is

used in

steels of the austenitic class,
and their alloys,

welding stainless and refractory
aluminum alloys,

and titanium and its

cbpper, magnesium,

alloys.

Argon-arc welding ensures high quality of the welded connections,
especially
in

for parts with a thickness of 0.1-0.5 mm,

the distortions and warpage of the material,

mechanization of theprocess,

widely used in

emergence of intergranular corrosion,
operability o: the assemblies is

a so-called "gun."

In

forms a narrow focused

and because of this the

ensured after prolonged storage.

welding by an electron beam using

electrode-beam welding a special device
directed onto the welded

flow of electrons,

within broad limits - up to 50-100 kW/cm

2

regulated

for the welding of thin

2
up to 1000 kW/cm for welding parts of great thickness.

parts

The device which creates
part,

assemblies

The density of the energy of the electron beam is

parts.

When

the possibility of the

this form of welding decreases

A more advanced method is

and also permits

which increases productivity.

welding alloyed chrome-nickel steels,
of LPREs,

a reduction

is

the flow of electrons,

just as the welded

placed into a vacuum chamber with a residual pressure

of' the order of 10-4 mm Hg.
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The electron beam is easily directed and regulated. The
zone of intense heating rrom the electron beam, according to
foreign data, is a circle with a diameter of 0.2-1.0 mm (devices
which produce a beam with a diam. ter of 0.08 mm and less are
Thus, only che very small zone of the welded
proclaimed abroad).
part is subjected to heating. heating and cooling of the part
opur very quickly. As a result of this the possibility of
distortion or warpage of the assembly is reduceu to a minimum,
and because o. thl.s high accuracy of the connection is insured
and, moreover, the machinery for joining the parts before welding
is significantly :simplified.
Because of the fact that welding is done in a vacuum, the
possibility of contamination of the welded sean is eliminated;
the purity of the seam ensures high corrosional resistance of
the welded unit.
Structural variations in the material of the near-weld zone
Phenomena of
with the described met'iod of welding are minimal.
i!,tergranular corrosion are avoided when welding chrome-nickel
steels as a result of the rapid temperature-change processes.
A check of the rupture s3tength of the welded seam, produced by
means of an electron be',zz, shows that the strength of the seam
is very high', the fo•Igue properties of the seam are alsc high.
The welded seam pr."Aced is

not only strong, but also dense,

which ensures a high degree of hermeticity of tte connection.

aThe Zeiss firm .,ecommends electron "guns," which produce
a beam of micron thickness, oscillating at high frequency across
the seam. Such a seam gives especially high strength indexes.
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I
'ecr.tron-beam welding allows the possibility of joining
materials with different thicknesses. The ratio of the depth
of the seam to its width is 8-12 and ihigher. Moreover, electronueaw welding can be used to join heterogeneous materials. This
method requires the mechanization of the welding process.
The disadvantages of the above described welding method
include the relative complexity of the equipment, which requires
the servicing of the machinery by highly skilled personnel. The
presence of x-radiation during welding requires a plan for worker
protection.
The widespread use of welded seams has brought about the
necez•.ity for changes in the design of assemblies (especially,
one-time assemblies), in the technology cf their manufacture and
acosemblage, and also in the procedure of processing and testing
of the assemblie3.
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CHAPTER

6

CALCULATIONS AND TESTS OF PROPELLANT
VALVES
6.1.
BASIC CALCULATIONS IN DESIGNING
PROPELLANT VALVEES
-.

In designing a new propellant valve the following tentative
calculations are first carried out.
Calculation of the flow passage cross-sectional areas of
the inlet and outlet tubes, determination of the path and the
diameter of the locking mechanism.
1.

Calculation of the value of hydraulic loss-s during
stead,.-state conditions.
3.

For pneumatic valves - calculation of the forces required
to maintain the locking mechani.,m in the open position; calculation
of the forces required to ensure hermeticity of the end seals.

*

For pyrottchnic-automatic assemblies - the determination of
the type -f vxplosive cartrIdges, based on the destructive force
of the explodLng element and the magnitude of the volume, in
which the explosive cartridge is triggered.
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4.

Calculation of the valve with respect to strength

-

thhe determination of the required wall thickness of the housing
and the ctimensions of other basic parts.

5.

based on the intended use and operating

The determination,

conditions,

of the required operating service life

of the

pneumatic assembly.

Subsequently, after the refinL-.ent of the assembly design,
check calculations are made.

Having determined the masses of

the moving parts and the acting forces,
of the locking mechanism is

In

an equation for the motion

set up.

calculating the flow passage cross sectional areas of

the inlet and outlet tubes,

or,

in

other words,

in

calculating

the diameters of the propellant lines, we proceed from the
permissible value for losses in static pressure Ap (in kgf/cm2
in

the communication lines at nominal propellant

determined by the speed of the liquid v (in

The hydraulic resistance'

flow rate,

m/sec).

of an element of the main line is

expressed as:

AP=E W 10-4
where y I* the density of the propellant in
C is

kg/m3;

the coefficient of hydraulic resistance,

depending on the

local conditions;
g is

the acceleration

of gravity in

m/sec

2

'Strictly speaking, the hydraulic resistance and the pressure
losses are not one and the same thing; the hydraulic resistance
is losses in the energy of the fluid, which may be coutp,,ed of

losses of potential energy (the static pressure dror, an-' losses
if the velocities
of the liquid at the inlet and at the outlet are identical (identical
flow through cross-sectional areas), then the hydraulic resistu,.e
Is equivalent to the difference in the static prersures ut the
inlet and at the outlet.

of kinetic energy (decrease in the dynamic head).
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Values of the coefficient • for various cases of' liquid flow
(turning,

drying,

expansion and so forth) are given in

handbooks

on hydraulics.
The greater the value of Ap,

the greater must be the pressure

of the propellant at the outlet from the pumps with given flow
rates and propellant pressures at the inlet to the combustion
chamber and the greater,

consequently,

the TPA (turbopump assembly).

In

and,
(in

the required power of

order to avoid an excessive

value of Ap and so as notc to "oversize"
velocities in

is

the tubing,

the main line are assigned on

acceptable value

by knowing the per-second flow rate G (in
m3/sec),

tubing F is

the propellant

kg/sec)

or Q

the area of the flow thr.ough cross section of the
calculated

(in

m2) or,

area of the branch connections

what is

the same thing,

the
calcu-

of the propellant valve is

lated:
'IQ

If

the discharge of propellant from a valve is
but through several tubes in

not through one,

accomplished

parallel,

then the

value F -s the sum of the flow passage cross sections of the
branch connections of the valve.
The diameter of the seat of the locking mechanism of the'
valve is

usually close to the diameter of the inlet branch

connection tube.
mechanism,

The lift

to provide an equally great area of the flow passage

cross sections,

is

inner diameter D
order

(travel) h of the disk of the locking

taken as equal

to not less than 1/11 of the

of the inlet connector tube.

:o obtain the equality nD

= i[D

h =0.25 D
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1

(Actually,

h required

that

in

Calculation of the hydraulic resistances in the valve is
carried out under steady state operating conditions - under mainstage and pre-stage conditions.
The velocity of the fluid inside the assembly frequently
Is assumed to be somewhat less than that in the lines, since
there are in the assembly sharp turns of the flow, which lead
to additional pressure losses.
It is very important to create
the correct configuration of' the flow section of the valve, without
oermitting abrupt changes in the cross section and separation
of the liquid flow, since this increases the coefficient of
hydraulic losses.
If, before beginning calculation, there is already a sl:etch
of the valve, then the pressure loss in the valve is calculated
by determining the coefficients l' ý2' ý3 and so forth for each
small segment of the liquid's path from handbooks.
The overall pressure losses in the valve are calculated as
tie oum of the losses in the individual segments:

i--I

Velocity vi at a given flow rate is determined proceeding
from the value of the flow passage cross-sectional areas in a
given segment.
In order that the formula be strict, it is
essential to introduce a correction into a value of Ap for the
difference in the velocity pressure heads: y(viv 2 _ )/(2g).
However, ordinarily the error because of this is sc small, that
it is disregarded.
Calculations of the forces required to cuntro] the propellant
valves (closing, opening, transfer from one position t.,, another)
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present no special difficulties.

These calculation•

to the determination of the area,

on which the propellant pressure

(ac well as atmospheric prebssure)

acts

the locking mechanisms;

in

are reduced:

various positions of

to the determination of the area,

on

which the pressure of air or of explo ive gases must act; to
the determination of the necessary air pressure in

the controlling

cavity or of the necessary weight of the explosive charge;
to the determination of the dimensions,
the springs in

and

rigidity and force of

the assemblies.

The magnitude of the volume of the controlling cavity affects
the triggering time off a pneumatic

valve.

The value of the controlling pressure is ordinarily predetermined,
proceeding from the possibility of using the existing pressure
reduction valves and electro-pneumatic

valves.

It

is

advantageous

to select as great a value as possible for the controlling pressure,
since this reduces the area,

and consequently,

also the weight

of the assemblies.

It

is

precisely during these calculations

of the valve should be refined.

that the diagram

Depending on'the calculated

values

for the area of the controlling cavity and the dimensions of the
springs a final diagram of the valve
selected;
is

(relief

or nonrelief)

is

the specific load for the sealing of the locking mechanism

calculated,

and the possibility of using an assembly of the

normally closed or normally open type is
For normally open pneumatic
pressure in

determined.

valves we determine

the controlling cavity,

the minimum

ensuring hermeticity of the

locking mechanism at boost pressure and under other specific
conditions;

values are calculated

for thme controlling pressure,

at which the valve begins to open and at which it
open for operation on prestaL;t>

(or main stage)
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is

mode.

completely

For normally closed pneumatic valves we calculate the controiling
Dir preszures at the moments of the beginning of opening and of
'ull

opening of the valve,

divergences
required

in

with consideration of possible

the propellant pressures;

we determine the minimum

value of the propellant pressure to keep the valve in

the full-open position during main stage operating conditions
and so forth.

For return valves
is

the possible hydraulic impact magnitude

estimated.
In the first

stage of valve design these calculations are

of a tentative nature.

However,

cnce having introduced into the

design definite dimensions of the seal rings,
the controlling air
principles

pressure and so forth, we will obtain definite

for the opening and closing of the valve.

For explosive valves,
explosive element,
jaoes,

we determine the pressure of the solid-reacting
(or closing)

of the assembly,

knowing the requisite pressure and volume of the solid-

reacting gases,
i.e.,

depending on the strength of their

necessary for the opening

and then,

the seat diameter,

we calculate the weight of the explosive charge,

the typical

size of the explosive charge.

the typical size of the explosive cartridge it
consider the possible variance in
reacting gases,

pressure,

is

determining

essential to

the pressures of the solid-

caused by the technical conditions of operation

of the explosive cartridges.
must ensure its

In

The design of the explosive valve

operability both at minimum and at maximum

developed by the explosive cartridge.

The structural design of parts of propellant

valves is

ordinarily worked out for steady-state working conditions of
the engine,

allowing only for static

and controlling gas acting pressures.
body is

load from the propellant
The design of the valve

worked out just like the design of a shell loaded by an
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internal pressure. As the initial calculation press.re the
designer should take not the working pressure in the assembly,
but the higher value of the pressure of zhe hydraulic tests of
the parts.
Ordinarily during such calculations the dynamic load from
possible vibration during engine operation and from other causes
is not taken into consideration. The greatest loads usually
arise during the transient modes of eiigine operation, as a result
of which they submit to calculation with difficulty and they ere
evaluated by means of selecting the appropriate margin of strength:
often the strength, and consequently ci!- the weight characteristics
of an assembly in the initial stage of design are determined on
the basls of' existing experimentation and analysis of existing
designs.
Dynamic loadzs are precisely the reasons for the breakdowns of
assemblies or )f their subassemblies, sometimes encountered
during experimental tests of new engines.
Of great significance
Is the dynamic load from vibration accelerations, directed along
the axis of the combustion chamber; a constantly acting, gradually
increasing overload from the increasing motion of the flight
vehicle may have some slight effect.. However, the greatest
influence on the strength of' the valves is exerted by nonsteadyAt' this
state modes, mainly, engine start and stopping modes.
time, because of a number of reasons (UoLth general and specific
for each type of engine) percussilve loading of the valve parts
takes place, hydraulic impacts iii the fuel feed communication
linez may take place, and vibraiwono may arise. It is usually
very difficulu to take all thls into account In view of the
complexity of the transient processes and the number of factors
influencing them.
Causes which lead to a brief increase in pressure are
examined below (in paragraphs a, b and c).
) 25

a)

Impacts During the Closing or Opening

of Propellant Valves

Hydraulic shocks,

as a rule,

always take

trisgering of the explosive valves.
value

for the increase in

of an explosive

valve,

is

pressure,

place during the

Therefore,

arising during the triggering

ordinarily assigned during calculation.

The value for the pressure increase Apr (in
complete hydraulic impact is
from the formula of N. Ye.

in

MKGSS system) in

a

Zhukovskiy:
-

(kgf'sec

2 )/m;4I

the velocity of the liquid before the opening of the

v is
valve in

m/sec;

a is

the rate of propagation of the shockwave of the pressure,

the rate of propagation of sound in
in

the given

determined as follows:

/a--

where E1 is

the liquid in

in/sec.

The value of a is

in

in

the mass density of the liquid (according to the

where p is

tubing,

kgf/cm 2)

the simplest case calculated

rp=Qav.10 4 ,

L.e.,

the tentative

1

D

the modulus of the elasticity of the liquid (volumetric)

2

kgr/m ;

is the modulus of the elasticity of the material of the
22
tubing wall in kgf/m ;
E

D and 6 are the inner diameter and the thickness of the tubing
in

in, respectively.
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As is

known,

the speed of sound a 0 in

liquid

(not limited by

walls) is determined thus:

ao=V
From a comparison of the formulas for a 0 and a it
that the velocity of propagation of a pressure wave in

is clear
the

tubing with a liquid is

numerically close to the velocity of

propagation of sound in

this liquid.

Both formulas coincide

if in the formula a we assume that the tubing possesses maximum
rigidity, i.e.,
6.

Total hydraulic sh-ck will take place in

the case where the

time of closing of the valve T (the time of total deceleration
of the flow) is

less than the time of travel of the primary

and reflected pressure waves

in

the tubing,

i.e.,

~2L
a
where L i•i the length of the tubing (in in) from the valve to the
site of reflection of theh hoekwav',(i.e., up to the mirror of
the liquid,

by joining the ga.!)

If T > 2L/a, then hydraul' •,'-hok-k w1iJ be incomplete, and
in this case the pressure Inurej-,,,• w'.1 ti, less; it is calculated
thus:

iPr=Qa(zV-V)

a

wi.ere vI io

the velocity of Oje liquid In

when the reflected pre3sure wave rtiaohez

21?
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the tube at the moment
the closed valve.

There is

in practice only one means to reduce Ap

i.e.,

to

make the hydraulic shock incomplete - reduce the time r, i.e.,
the time of total closing of the valve.
It

is

rather difficult to calculate the pressure increase

(even for total hydraulic shock), since the above shown formulas
are introduced for a cylindrical tube, while in an actual case
To calculate
we have a complex system of tubing and assemblies.
the actual rigidity of the system is also not easy; the less the
rigidity of the system, the more frequently (as a result of
deformations)

hydraulic shock will occur and the lower will be

the pressure increase.
The dynamic forces in

the body and in the locking mechanism,

arising during the closing of the valve, are also a consequence
of the acceleration during the movement of the moving system,
this acceleration depends on the rate of change of the controlling
air pressure and of the propellant pressure.
The Gasification of a Low.-Boiling
b)
Propellant
With inadequate heat insulation of one of the segments of the
propellant main line vapor lock may occur in it before the start
of operation'.

After the starting of the engine,

at the moment

when a gas bubble passes through the injectors, the shock of the
With
column of liquid situated above this occluded gas occurs.
the passage of the gas bubble through the injectors, the speed
of the flow increases abruptly (because for the gas the resistance
of' the injectors is

significantly less than for the liquid); when

the gas bubble has passed through the injectors,

the liquid is

'This phenomenona is sometimes encountered in test bench
facilities when there is poor control of the condition of the
heat insulation.
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again decelerated and its

speed in

the tubing decreases sharply.

The pressure increases with such deceleration can be calculated
from the formula of hydraulic shock.
*The greater the pressure differential at the injectors,
greater the gas cavity,

the

the stronger the acceleration and

subsequent deceleration of the flow,

and the higher the value of

the hydraulic shock.

shock transfers to the

This hydraulic

propellant valve.

c)
in

The Instantaneous Pressure Increase
the Combustion Chamber
With the combustion chztmber pressure

fluctuation at the moment

of peak pressure there occurs an instantaneous

cessation of fuel

flow through the injectors - "blocking of the injectors" - as a
result of the absence of a pressure differential on them,
leads to hydraulic shock.

The hydraulic shock will be the stronger,

the greater the per-second fuel flow rate,
speed of the liquid.
the valve depends in

which

i.e.,

the greater the

The magnitude of the pressure increase in
practice on the position of the valve relative

to the injectors.
As a result of the dynamics of any process leading to an
abrupt,

intermittant pressure increase p,

valve body are excited.
In

vibrations of the

The stresses arising in

the oody material,

the case of elastic deformations are proportional to the bending

of the walls.

During axisymmetric vibrations,
I.

A. Birger [33,

as follows

from the work of

the deflection of the walls w in

the period of action of pressure p is

expressed thus:

w (Y)= 2w, sin 2 -_T

1'
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time t during

where wCT is the static
deflection of the walls under the action
of the same pressure p (static);
T is

the period of natural vibrations of the body.

The value of w(t)/wCT
factor.
k

k

=

is

called the dynamic strengthening

The maximum value of the dynamic strengthening factor

may differ - it

may be either greater or less than 1; this

depends on the rate of increase and the duration of application
of pressure,

and also on the frequency of the natural vibrations

of the body,

however in

any case the value of k

A

may not exceed

2 (see work [3]).
Sometimes with the aim of the unconditional assurance of the
strength of the assembly the calculation is
the value k

= 2,

(or,

the same thing,

what is

i.e.,

made proceeding from

assuming that the peak deflection

two times the deflection

-

the peak stress value)

value

exceeds by

(stress) from static loading.

P&ecise calculations of the acting stresses with consideration
of the actual processes are rather complex,
strength reserves (with respect
manufacture

of the first

and to determine the

to the static pressure)

after

samples of the assemblies they are tested

with hydraulic pressure until destruction.
The determination of the required service life

of a valve is

made by analyzing the operating conditions of the engine,
conditions of its
monitoring its

storage,

and also by analyzing methods of

working capacity

repeat-action assemblies).
of operations necessary in

It

(this refers,
is

naturally,

necessary to total

checking the valve in

shop of the manufacturing plant,
In

the

to

the number

the assembly

in

installing the engine plant

the flight vehicle and so forth.

For multiple-start engines

one must calculate the number of possible starts.
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The assembly design must be evaluated from the viewpoint
of the possibility of ensuring the required service life.
Naturally, such parameters do not lend theirselves to strict
calculation.
The value of the possible trigger'ing service life
of a new valve may be t.entatively

estimated by studying an

experiment of the operation of an analogous assembly,

similar in

design.
In

conclusion,

one should note the following.

Having made

preliminary calculations and experimentally checked the
manufactured

samples of the valve in

autonomous tests,

it

still

can not be unconditionally assumed that the given valve can be
used in
where,

the given engine model.
and only where,

This conclusion can be drawn

the valve has been tested on the engine,

and provided the normal passage of the transient conditions and
all the requirements

imposed on the engine.

the transient processes may be such,

The specifics of

that they require a review

of the kinematics of the valve and a change in
or closing,

and this,

in

turn,

its

rate of opening

requires more or less significant

modifications of the design.
6.2.
TEST BENCHES AND EQUIPMENT FOR
TESTING VALVES

In
it

the examination of the design calculations of the valve

was noted that their final modification takes place during

experimental checking of the valve's operation while it
tested.

In

the calculations it

is

is

being

impossible to determine with

sufficient accuracy the value of the pressure differential

on the

valve disk, and tc take into consideration the effect of friction,
the effect of' temperature, of the configuration of the parts,
method of manufacture and others.

Therefore,

in

the process of

design refinement propellant pneumatic and explosive valves are
subjected

to a whole series of tests,

hermeticity of the seals in

air

and in
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such as:

check of the

the components;

determination

4

Ii
,

of the value of the pressures in

the controlling and in

propellant cavities at the start

and at the termination cf movement

the

of the locking mechanism; determination of the possible service
in
of ue

the environment of the propellant
hydraulic characteristics

design strength;

component; determination

of the assembly; check of the

check of the working efficiency

in

the entire

operating temperature range; check after the vibration tests to
simulate transportation of the engine; vibration stability
vibration resistance checks and so forth.

and

The final check of the

azý;embly is made during engine testing.
Not one of the forms of tests can replace another - each
type of te,;t

reveals new aspects cf operation of the assembly.

A check of the assembly during its
although it
all

Is conclusive in

the cycle of studying the assembly,

the zame cannot eliminate the remaining checks:

of the engine we ordinarily
I

operation on the engine,

parameters

succeed in

which interest us,

of operation of the

valve,

in

or in

measuring all

clarifying all
studying it

in

the tests

the assembly

the peculiarities

from all aspects.

The value of the valve tests on the engine consists in the fact
that 'ere no autonomous, but "circuit" requirements for the
assembly are being checked (see Chapter 1).
The ,-!eries of tests of the assembly on the engine allows us
to soivc the chief problem - concerning the fundamental possibility

of uoing a given type of valve on a given type oC engine,

without
.touching on the important,

but more particular problems,

,.uch ao cite 5t:-surance of hermeticity,

the service life

and so

forth.
All the above.-enumerated calculations are checked and are
confirmed vy Indepe~ident

valve tests.

The magnitude of the hydraulic

1.

losses is

determined during

test of the assembly on a special hydraulic test
bench.

During the flow test the conditions in

approximate

large degree

the actual operating conditions of the assembly;

these tests the ntagnitude of hydraulic resistances
individual elements and of the entire assembly is

in

of the
determined,

direction and distribution of the flow of liquid and its

the

effect

on misalignments and the jamming of parts are investigated and
so forth.

The taking of the hydraulic characteristics

significance

(a

special section,

6.3,

During the hydraulic tests it

the time of triggering of the valves,
value of the pressure peak.
prhcisely

of great

for understanding the operation of the assembly under

various conditions
question).

is

tdle proces

It

is

is

is

dedicated to this

possible to determine

as well as the tentative

impossible to simulate

of hydraulic shock during the tests

on

the hydraulic test bench.
The accuracy of determining paramete±'s during the hydraulic
tests is
in

usually lower than the accuracy of their determination

pneumatic tests.

2.

The experimental determination of the magnitude of actual

stresses in
air is
tests),

the pneumatic assemblies is

supplied

made both when compressed

to the liquid cavity of the valve

the pneumatic

(in

and during the water-flow tests oV the valve.

Pneumatic

tests of repeat-action assemblies allows us to determine

the controlling pressure of the beginning of opening of the valve,
as well as the pressure of total opening with various pressures
I:n the propellant cavity.

During these tests it

achieve high measuring accuracy,
of temperature,

the influence of

is

and to determine the influence
mar,

manufacturing precision

and the degree of finish of the parts; and so forth,
pneumatic tests it

is

possible to

but in

impossible to take into consideration

the
the

effect of the propellant pressure differential between the inlet
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and outlet of the assembly,

and consequently,

it

is

impossible to

take into account the dynamics of the process of the valve's
opening.

Thus,

one another,

3.

pneumatic

and hydraulic tests do not eliminate

but rather supplement one another.

The strength tests of automatic assemblies of LPREs are

usually conducted under static conditions,
dificult

since it

to simulate the conditions of dynamics'.

strength tests it

is

is

very

In

the hydraulic

necessary to simulate tlhe heaviest

(forces only from the pressure of the controlling air,

load
or foxces

only from The pressure cf the propellant, or forces with the
combined effort of the c'•ntrolling air and of the propellant)

-

for different assembliEs vither this or that case of loading may
be most dangerous.
In

order to determine the deformations

parts during the hydraulic
the most appropriate

tests,

places.

fastened to the assemblies

or stresses

in

the

strain gauges are set up at

Similar strain gauges art

scumetimes

during their cperation on the engine.

A comparison of the readouts of the strain gauges under dynamic
loading and in

static tests mak.s it

possible to judge the

actual strength reserves of the assembly.
4.

The value of the assembly's

triggering service life

checked during the tests on the special bench,
simulation

permitting the

(with respect to pressure, rate of opening and closing,

temperature and so forth)
Simultaneou3.lv,

of the valve's operating conditions.

during such tests,

of the s'rvice life,
the effect

is

the change in

cf change in

in

proportion to wearing out

hermeticity

of the seals and

the temperature conditions un the hermeticity

'In certain instances, however, it is necessary
tests with the simulation of the dynamic loading.
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to conduct

are checked.
is

Only on the basis of such carefully conducted
of the valve.

the true service life

possible to judge

it

tests

The conducting of the above cited tests requires special
equipment,
-

permitting:

the assurance of a constant

rate) or the maintenance

(fixed)

air

flow rate (gas

of a constant given pressure,

where

there must be a possibility of designating this pressure within
broad limits;
-

the automatic assurance of the given temperature of the

e.:viironment;
-

both abrupt (impact)

as well as a slow,

air

supply to the tested assembly,
supply;

smooth air

the possibility of both

abrupt and smooth gas discharge;
-

the assurance of the possibility of determining the

hermet.Icity of the sealing sites;
-

the determination of the effect of alternating forces,

causing a change in
-

acceleration

(vibration,

jolting);

the checking of the operation of the assembly with a given

constant direction of the acceleration forces;
- the maintenance of the assembly

for a prolonged period under

pressure of the propellant and a check of its
the presence of propellant

in

operation with

the assembly;

the conducting of water-flow testing of the assembly,
the provision of fixed flow rates,

and in

with

alnumber
,
of cases also

with given liquid pressures.
Tests u., Ing compressed air
ztanlro..

Th,' fundamental diagram of the simplest pneumatic

bench I. ovoown in li.
to
i

1

thie

iL.zri

tii Jt,ý ,.f

redu.ex. (

6.1.

Compressed air (nitrogen)

is

test
fed

cavity of the tested pneumatic assembly

tý,AIg

line 11l,.

tz.g,':

are carried out on special pneumatic

line

i or 11; during operation air is

A;xowly and
1t:F V

•,•,,l,.tP

p'
r.vIu-.ly

,pr•,,4m:•t.1c

,,-oothly,

fed to

opening valve I behind the

opened),

or suddenly (abruptly),

valve 2 when valve 1 has been previously
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I
compl.etely opened; along line I high-pressure air, may be supplied.
Along line IIi
pressure is applied to the propellant cavity of
the valve.
reducer is

The presence of lines I and II,
placed,

when there is

jets can be installed,

an EPV,

on one of which a

behind which discharge

enables the simulation of practically any

principle of supply or discharge of the controllin,

pressure.

44 1/
/7
All

-.

I7

\17UHUNI

(2

Fir.. 6.1.
Fundamental pneumatic circuit of the test
bench:
I - olhut off valves; 2 - normally open EPV with drainage;
3 - trec.01ure reducers; 1, 5 - buffer volumes; 6 - normally
cloted EPV with drainage; 7 - filters;
8 - manometer; 9 dralrargv valve; a - location of the tested assembly.
KEY:
(1) High pressure nitrogen; (2) Line; (3) Drainage.
LDffererit
five of them

type.; of discharge lines (in
-hown)

Fig.

6.1 there are

may be connected to the outlet of the tested

as aemb 1.y .
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Fig.

6.1 does not show the system for the assurance and
maintenance of the required temperature conditions for checking
the assembly.

The required temperature of the environment

surrounding the assembly is

provided by various means.

A diagram of the simplest device for providing a given temperature, built into the test bench, is shown in Fig. 6.2.
With
the aid of fan 3 air circulates through the closed volume - the
test chamber, formed by pan 2 and hinged cover 1.
With the
compression of the cover by the fast-acting coupler to the pin
of the test stand the required adhesion tightness and sealing
of the cover is

ensured.

a counterweight

(this is

To ensure easy cover opening there is
not shown in Fig.

6.2).

The cover and
the pan must be armored and must have double walls, between which
Mipor or felt, asbestos and so forth is inserted for heat insulation.

i

#-- t

Fig. 6.2.
Diagram of the device
for ensuring a given temperature:
1- cover; 21
pan; 3fan; 4 heat insulation; 5
preheater;
a - location of the tested assembly
,KEY: (1) Dry ice.

- 4 /

UI;

i(1
in

the upper part of the test chamber the tested assembly is

drainage devices and electric cables lead from the test bench
to the assembly.
In the lower part of the pan,

in the channel for the passage

of air, preheater 5 with a power of about 1 kW and operating on
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a voltage not exceeding 35 V is

set up.

There is

a grid above

the preheater.
To conduct tests at elevated temperatures (on the order of
50-600C)

the preheater is

switched on.

Warm air, rising upward,

To ensure uniformity of the
ensures the required temperature.
temperature field the fan is turned on from time to time.
When
the given temperature is

reached,

the heating is

switched off

by means of a thermal regulator.
For low-temperature tests (not lower than -60
ice is

placed into the grid.

air circulating in
ice and is

When the fan is

0

C) crushed dry

switched on,

the

the closed circuit, passes through the dry

cooled.

Checking of the valve "for jolting" is accomplished on special
test benches, which create intermittent overloads on the order
of 9-10 g, of the type shown in Fig.

6.3.

The tested assembly is

fastened to the table of the jostling stand.

This table moves

in a vertical direction with a certain frequency.
A diagram of one of the jostling stands is

shown in Fig. 6.11.

lever 1, sliding on cam 2, which is rotated by an electric motor,
raises table 3, compressing springs 11and 5.
The cam profile
from point A to point B ensures a uniform raising of the table.
When the lever has passed point B, it

slips and the compressed

springs let the table fall dov;n abruptly.

So that no impact of

the lever against the cam occur, at the end of the travel of the
table there is put into operation damping device 6, which retards
the travel of the table and the movement of the lever.

Preliminary

compression oP the springs may be regulated with the aid of
worm gears 7 and 8; there is a dial which allows one to precisely
determine the magnitude of the spring compression.
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The change in

the spring force regulates

created by the stand.

the acceleration,

The magnitude of overload J,

naturally,

will depend on the force of compressed spring R and the weight
of oscillating mass G, which includes the weight of the assembly,
the weight of the table and of the rod:

R

It

is

essential

to the cable is

to see to it

that the fastening of the assembly

sufficiently rigid,

since only then will the

overloads acting on the assembly be equal to the overload acting
on the table of the stand.

Tests on the jostling stand simulate the conditions of
transportation of an individual assembly or of an assembly,
installed in

an engine and moving along a highway,

a dirt

road

or the railroad.

Fig. 6.3.
Sample of the type of overloads created by a
jostling stand.

i.
A check oi

the assemblies under the action of a constantly

directed accelerat-ion is

made in

a centrifuge

(Fig.

6.5).

These

tests simulate the operating conditions of the assemblies during
accelerated movement of the flight vehicle under the action of
the thrust force of the engine.
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During the rotation of table 1 of the centrifuge centrifugal
acceleration
to the table.
of the table,

is

developed,

acting on assembly 8 which is

This acceleration is

attached

directed along the radius

to the axis of rotation, and will be the greater,

the greater the rpm of the table end and the larger the radius of
fastening of the assembly r.

A
B1~

1

.6
4 iga fh otigsad -lvr
Fi
cam;

3.1-.tDiagam ofthe-jostings

"gears; 9

rod; 10

-

stdandm1peer;8-wr 2,

link.

The magnitude of acceleration c is calculated from the formula

(:1)20
330

211j0

j

Numerically the value of the overload,

',,us:

j = e/g,

is

expressed

1.01n 2

900
"When fastening an assembly of large size close to the center
of the table of the centrifuge the centrifugal forces at various
i"
s therefore

points of the assembly will be nonparallel..
more advantageous

to use the periphery of the table; here we will

obtain a minimum number of revolutions for a given overload value.
To accomplish triggering of the pneumatic assembly during
the action of an overload,

beneath the table of the centrifuge

there are fastened cylinders,
to the tests.

filled

with compressed air prior

From the cylinders air enters the reducer,

on the table of the centrifuge,

and further enters,
Fig.

EPV - into the tested assembly (in

installed

through the

6.5 the EPV serves as the

tested assembly).
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6 67

\\
2

\

1

S4

(2)

S
, •/
__

__.

....

,I

()10
Iew.'nMfl

/fl/euor:

.,l 3/.i7--KEY:

Diagram of the stand
Fig. 6.5.
1 - table of
of the centrifuge:
the centrifuge; 2 - cylinders with
compressed gas; 3 - terminal block;
with com- valve for filling
pressed gas; 5 - buffer volume;
6 - bracket; 7 - valve; 8 - teuted
EPV; 9 - shaft of the centrifuge;
- brushes; 11 - circular current
collector; 12 - bearing; 13pulley.
(I) Electric lead to control

//..,/console;

(2)

21,1.
4

2L
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Belt drive from motor.

The assemblies are checked for vibration stability
vibration test benches.
an attempt is

on

With the tests on the vibration stands

made to simulate those accelerations

which the

assembly receives during the operation of the engine.
speaking,

tznis is

not always successful,

of the test benches

for

since the possibilities

a given weight of at, assembly are limited

both with respect to frequency,
Therefore,

Practically

and with respect

the significant values of frequencies

sometimes encountered under actual conditions,

-

to overloads.
and overloads,

are compensated

for on the vibration stand by the test duration.
Ordinarily the assembly is
in

tested for the effect of acceleration

two mutually perpendicular directions - along the axis of the

assembly and perpendicular to it.
Many different types of vibrations stands exist
electrodynamic,

electromagnetic and others).

a diagram of a very simple,
frequency

(up to 70 Hz)

(mechanical,

Figure 6.6 gives

but very reliable mechanical low-

vibration stand,

type VP-70.

Electric motor 1 through belt drive 2 imparts rotation by two
shafts of vibrator 3,
directions.

rotating with equal rpm in

On theshafts are mounted disks,

two unbalanced loads 4 each,

situated in

different

on which there are

such a way,

that the

horizontal components of the centrifugal forces are always mutually
balanced.

Such a system of loads creates a periodic unbalanced

force which is

directed

to a sinLsoidal law.
change in

vertically.

This force varies according

The vibration frequency is

regulated by the

the number of revolutions of the electric motor.

The entire vibrating system is

suspended on supporting spring 6.

With the aid of a special nut the vibrating system is

set up in

such a way that the axis of the electric motor and the average
position of the shafts of the vibrator are in
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one horizontal

plane.

Vibration amplitude will depend on the weight of the tested
assembly and on the position of loads 4; the approach of the loads
increases the unbalanced force,

and consequently,

also the vibration

amplitude.

Fig. 6.6.
Diagram of the vibration
stand VP-70:
I - electric motor;
- belt drive; 3 - vibrator shafts;

•
S2

4 - loads; 5 - tested assembly;

6 - spring; 7

- table of the
vibration stand.

When the assemblies are checked for vibration stability,
must be rigidly fastened to the platform (table)
if

they

of the stand;

they are not fastened with sufficient rigidity,

additional,

accelerations will arise.

uncalculable
Sometimes,

in

order to evaluate the working capacity of the

assembly's fastening components,

the conditions of fastening of

the assembly on the engine are simulated on the table of the
vibration stand.
The vibration tests
to the assembly.

are conducted with air

The pressure is

pressure supplied

supplied to this or that cavity

of the valve depending on the actual operating conditions.
testing pneumatic assemblies

When

under conditions of vibration 6everal

triggerings are made.

The magnitude of the overload j

created by the stand with

known amplitude

(one half the vibration range)

frequency f

Hz)

stands)

(in

is

A (in

determined (independently

from the formula
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mm)

and

of the type of

4-2OPA

9810

"-Let us examine the methods of determining the nonhermeticity
of seals by checking with compressed gas and let
equipment employed for this purpose.
the locking mechanism,
its

quantity; in

is

The gas,

the majority of cases this may also be done

The quantity of gas in

by calculating the air

bubbles,

of the seals and

a large discharge can be measured

using a rotameter or spirometer;
time,

seeping through

discharged through a tube to measure

while measuring the degree of nonhermeticity
rings.

us examine the

small leaks can be determined
exiting from a tube per unit of

with the tub- with an inner diameter of 4 mm lowered to a

depth of 3-5 mm into alcohol,

benzine or water; with more

considerable leaks these bubbles are collected into a measuring
glass (Fig.
It

is

joints,

6.7).

more difficult

to determine nonhermeticity

especially at low temperatures.

"are made,

flanged

Sometimes special clamps

encompassing the entire perimeter of the connection and

insulating it

from the environment.

inner cavity of the clamp.
this cannot be done.
down'

in

the joint.

However,

The tube exits from thein

the majority of cases,

Then nonhermeticity

is

determined by soaping

To determine the hermeticity along the entire

perimeter of the joint one can use rotating tables; with stationary
tables - one can use a system of mirrors or television units.
Frequently

the nonhermeticity

of joints is

determined by the

immersion into a liquid - water, benzine, alcohol, freon (the
aquarium method), and sometimes - from the pressure drop or, if

is

'if necessary, a special low-'reezing neutral soap emulsion
used, based on an antifreeze which is nonf'reezing at -50QC.
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the connection is
on it

not too critical

are not high,

and the requirements imposed

- nonhermeticity is

A more laborious,

determined even aurally.

but on the other hand reliable,

determining nonhermeticity consists in

method of

using haloid or mass-

spectrometer leak detectors.
A leak detector test is frequently
made at- low .•ressure, which is supplied inside the assembly:
a
freon check (a

haloid leak detector) or a helium check (a

mass-

spectrometer leak detector) with an excess pressure of 2-10 at
is

approximately equivalent to a test

with air

at a pressure of

100-200 at.

The mass-spectrometer
although it

is

leak detector;
theoretically

leak detector is

much more popular,

significantly more bulky and complex than a haloid
the freon employed in

haloid leak detectors can

interact with the rubber of the parts,

causing

their softening and swelling'.
With the absence of rubber parts in
haloid leak detectors is

the joint the use of

also permissible.

their operation consists in

the following.

The principle of
Heated platinum emits

positive ions; with the content of traces of haloids
the air

the magnitude of the emission increases abruptly;

ion current after amplification is
A s6nsor with a platinum anode is
- are located in

in

the

recorded by an instrument.
made in

All the remaining units - the amplifier,
etc.

(freon)

the form of a feeler.
the dial instrument,

the housing of the leak detector.

The procedure for checking hermeticity consists in
inspection of the perimeter of the connection,

the feeler's

inside which freon-12,

'With prolonged contact of the parts with freon such swelling
actually takes place.
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freon-13 or a mixture of a halogen with air is fed.

The feeler

is slowly moved by hand, at a rate of about 2 mm/sec.
When the
feeler falls into a place, from which gas is leaking, the emission
of ions increases sharply, which can be judged from a sound signal
and, quantitatively, from the instrument dial. Thus, the leak
indicator establishes both the site and the magnitude of the leak.
The sensitivity of the device is very great - it reacts to a
concentration of halogens beginning with 0.0001%.
This is a
Gz•zadvantage of it, since the instrument can react to accidental
gas leakages, which impedes its use. Very careful ventilation
of the location where the instrument is operated is necessary.

r

Fig. 6.7.
Determination of nona mhermeticity of valve seals using
a measuring graduate: 1 -

1
4

BA

-

4.

graduate; 2 - tube; 3 - tested
valve; 1 - manometer; A - cavity
behind the tested connection.

The principle of operation of a more perfected, mass-spectrometer
leak detector consists in the ionization of the air which surrounds
the tested joint, the separation and the recording of the presence
of molecules of a certain sample gas. Most frequently the sample
gao is helium, and less frequently - argot.
The opeeating procedure in mass spectrometer and halold leak
detector.- is similar. The air surrounding the tested joint is
sucked in by the feeler of the leak detector and is then analyzed.

2ht6
/•

The detection of traces of probe gas (helium)
indicated by the instrument,

indicator.
is

to

The degree of nonhermeticity

the nonhermeticity of the tested joint.
is

testifies

set up on the panel of the leak

The sensitivity of mass spectrometer

leak indicators

even higher than haloid leak indicators.
Leak indicators are described in

detail in

work [8].

The hermeticity check of a connection by low pressure will
sometimes produce not completely true results.
conditions
pressure,

Under working

the joint will be deformed under the action of high
which can be reflected

in

its

hermeticity.

a more reliable means of checking the hermeticity is
working pressure,
compressed air.
(freon)

in

The higher is

mixture composition is
small opening,

a test using

with the addition of freon or helium to the

the mixture,

cator" which is

Therefore

the partial pressure of the helium

the more rigorous is

the check.

The

regulated and checked using a "flow indi-

a specially made d 'charge
through which the gas is

jet

with a microscopically

discharged,

causing a

certain deflection of the instrument's pointer.
A disadvantage of such a method of checking joints under high
pressure is
,

the complexity

of the organization of carrying out

the work with a feeler at a distance,
people

without the presence of

(other methods permit remote observation).

There are several more methods of determining nonhermeticity,
chiefly,

of flanged joints,

very popular.

but up to this time they ha'•e not been

They in'clude:

the luminescent method,

the methoa

of "residual staule deformations" arid others.
The luminescent method is
liquids (luminophors)

to be

tased on the ability of certain
illuminated under the effect of

radiation by ultraviolet rays.
luminophor (under pressure)

The assembly is

filled with a

ana on the outside is
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irradiated

iii
with• ultraviolet rays.
is

removed)

remains after the pressure

Illumination (It

indicates nonhermeticity.

In m,*%nitoring with the "residual stable deformation" method
the monitored object is

covered with a thin elastic film of

natural or oynthetic latex,

which forms bubbles

(or craters - if

tne bubbles burst) at the sites of nonhermeticity
is

when pressure

fed inside the object.
Test benches for testing assemblies using propellant are rather

complex.

The purpose of the tests on these stands

is

to check

the effect of the propellant on the state of the mechanical-rubber
and plastic parts,

and also to check the interaction of the

propellant with the employed lubricants,

cements,

with the assigned pressure and temperature values.

and so forth
The explosion

safety of the design and the hermeticity of the seals on the
components are being investigated.

Since the majority of propellants employed for LPREs are
either an explosion hazard,
or possess all

or are toxic,

of these properties,

it

is

or are a fire hazard,
therefore obvious that

the stands must; satisfy a number of specific conditions.
The test benches must be made for a certain type of fuel or
oxidizer.

There are zpecific requirements for stands with each

type of propellant.

Let us name on3y the most common of them.

The test benches must provide the possibility
the working capacity of the assembly,
for a prolonged period in

of maintaining

filled with propellant,

the entire operating temperature range.

Therefore the test benches must possess a device for automatic
maintenance

of the given temperature.

As a result of the corrosivity and toxicity of propellants
the control of the entire test process,
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excluding the assembly

Vt
and disassembly of the unit, must be remote,
filling

of the propellant into the test bench tanks and ending

with its drainage after the operation is
assembly is
connected
in

beginning with the

finished;

taken down (after the tests) it,

after the

along with the tubing

to it) must be thoroughly blown out with a neutral gas

order to remove any propellant residues.
The measurement of leaks of the product

the seals of t~e assembly)
reagents

(absorbents),

(nonhermeticity of

should be made with the aid of chemical

connected to the drainage outlets.

hermeticity of the external joints is

The

checked with indicator bands.

The test bench tanks must be equipped with remote level
indicators,

showing the quantity of the rroduct.

The premature

emptying of the working tank or the overfilling of the drainage
volume can lead to serious consequences.

The stand should be equipped with intake and exhaust fans,
and at the working location there should be a signal indicator,
3.h)hwing the gas concentration of the atmosphere

(a

recording

gas anaLyzer).
The test bench volumes must be equipped with protective and
normally-closed drainage'

va•"-,,

preventing the outflow of

,prn.ere
propellant vapors to the a ,o.

and the entry of moisture

inside the tanks.

1'lith low-boilling propellants the drainage valves must be
normally-open valves, in order to prevent an inadmissible
pressure increase.
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All the drainage and ventilator discharges must not go
directly into the atmosphere,

but must be first

special systems'.

liquid propellant,

Similarly,

onto the floor of the test bench,

neutralized

in

which has fallen

must not be drained into the

ordinary sewer system.
In

case a fire breaks out,

immediately

the propellant tanks must be

emptied (there must be an emergency discharge system);

the propellant must be emptied into a special tank,
removed from the test bench.
be provided for,

in

A fire-extinguishing

some distance
system must

certain cases to include the filling

test bench with an inert gas,

of the

preventing the spread of flames.

A special place among the various types of tests is

occupied

by tests which take the hydraulic characteristics of propellant
valves,

which have important significance

working capacity

for determining the

cf an assembly.

The following section is

dedicated to this problem.

6.3.
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF
THE HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
PROPELLANT VALVES
Each type of propellant valve
period,

and in

valve during its

design-development

a number of instances also each sample of the
manufacture

on a special hydraulic
tests is:

during its

2

, is

subjected to water flow testing

test bench.

The purpose of the these flow

to determine the hydraulic resistance of the valve

'The calculation of the qaantity of drainage discharges is
given2 in the appendix.
In those cases where the variation in the values of the
hydraulic resistance of the valve have a significant effect on
the engine characteristics.
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under charactel~istic
pre-stage,

conditions -- under conditions of main-stage,

and sometimes also terminal-stage operation;

to

determine the flow rate of the liquid and the pressure differential,
at which the movement of the moving system occurs; and to obtain
the dependences of the pressure drop at the valve on the flow
rate.
In

the development of the valve's design,

as a result of

these tests a solution can be made on th.. application of these
or other changes in
on the change in
i.e.,

the configuration cf the flow-through

the disk profile,

tract,

type of seat and so forth,

the tests clarify peculiarities of design,

not taken into

consideration by the calculations.
The basic diagram of a very simple test-flow bench with
pump supply is
is

shown in

Fig.

6.8.

Water from the service tank

supplied by a centrifugal pump with an electric-motor drive.

The water flow rate and pressure are regulated by cutoff valves
1 or 2;

the flow rate value is

one type or another

measured by a flow rate meter of

(for example,

a narrowing device with a

differential manometer; an electromagnetic
weights and so forth).
is

determined

first

The initial

flow rate meter;

pressure in

by the operating conditions

front of valve 1
(rpm)

of the

pump.

S8 P;•

9

with pump feed:

Fig.

6.8.

Diagram1 of inlet
a flowvalve;
bench
-

2 - outlet valve; 3 - flow rate
meter; 4 - tested assembly; 5 pump; 6, 7 - filters;
8, 9 manometers; 10 - dampers; 11 stop valves; 12 - manometer.
KEY:
(1) From the water supply;
7 Om8odonpogooa( 2 ) Drain off.
1
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The wiater passes through the tested valve,

and returns to

the tank.
At low flow rates the valve's characteristics can be taken
on the hydraulic test
diagram of which is
in

bench with a pressurized
shown in

front of' the valve is

setting of the air

Fig.

6.9.

feed system,

Here the initial

a

pressure

determined by the magnitude of the

pressure reducer

4,

while the flow rate is

regulated by sluice valve 8.

The pressure differential Ap on the valve is
the difference in
AP

=

pl-P2

static

pressures at the inlet and outlet:

During the flow tests the pressure P 2 at the outlet

from the assembly'

is

usually maintained approximately constant

with the aid of a sluice valve
valve 2)

and,

by varying

(for example,

in

Fig.

6.8 - sluice

flow rate Q by the turning of inlet valve

1, the dependence of the static
is

determined as

differential

Ap on the flow rate

2

obtained .
From the flow test

results graphs of Ap = f(Q)

are plotted

for the reduction of several measured values of the drop in

Pam

to nominal flow rate QHOM are made:

~pnpn.== AP38Mi

Quosawl

Tihis i1 ordinarily done with low divergences of Q3am from QHOM'
calculated as thr average of an obtained

Nominal value of AP1oM is
reducea values of Ap npmn :

/I-n

.Xp,,,
1

--

i-I
'In the case where the flow tests are conducted under mainstage conditions; In flow tests on pre-stage mode P 2 must not be
constant.
constant, but strictly
approximately
2
During the water flow tests the calculations use the volumetric
flow rate Q, and not the mass flow rate G.
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75

4

1-'ig. 6.9.

1

Vto

Diagram of a flow bench with a pressurization

feed system:
I - tested valve; 2 4 - air pressure reducer; 5 - EPV;
inlet valve; 8 - outlet valve; 9 12 - manometers; 13 - differential
15 - dampers.

stop valves; 3 - filter;
6 - service tank; 7 flow rate meter; 10, 11,
manometer; 14 - filters;

The typical form of a graph of Ap = f(Q) on main-stage mode
of engine operation is shown in Fig. 6.10. This graph is a
parabolic curve of the type Ap = aQ2 , the multiple a of which is
determined by the coefficient of hydraulic resistance E:

where F is the area of the decisive cross section of the valve.
(The outlet or inlet valve cross section is selected as the
decisive cross section).
The coefficient ý within a broad range of change in flow rate
Q usually remains approximately constant, in connection with
which the Reynolds numbers (Re) in the flow are rather great,
while with high values of Re the coefficient • almost does not
depend on Re (an automodel mode).

S.
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Since in main-stage mode the propellant valve is always
completely open, while the moving system is pressed with a considerable force to the stop, flow may occur under a pressure
6ignificantly less than working pressure. In view of the low
compressibility of water, the magnitude of the drop is determined
only by the flow rate, and not by the pressure. The possibility
Cf flow under low pressures is very important, since at high
flow rates the test bench pumps do not always permit the assurance
of high working pressures. If the pump does not provide a sufficiently high pressure head, before the flow test of a normallyclosed valve the spring is removed from it in order to reduce
the working pressure. This can be done only in the case where it
is clear that the locking mechanism cannot move during working
mode.

"Fig. 6.10. Dependence of the
pressure differential Ap on flow
rate Q during operation on main
stage mode.

To conduct flow tests at reduced pressures it is essential
to first be convinced that no cavitation will occur, since
this will limit the pressure reduction. The presence of cavitation
may lead to significant errors in the test results. Therefore
the determination of the hydraulic characteristics of the valves
(just as the flow tests of the discharge jets, throttles and other
engine components) should begin with the taking of the cavitation
characteristics Ap = f(p 2 ), i.e., with the clarification of
the effect of counterpressure P2 on the magnitude of Ap.
The
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taking of the cavitation characteristics
tests of the valve at a constant
flow rate or exceeding it),
Ap with the change in

is

done during the flow

flow rate (equal to the nominal

determining the pressure differential

counterpressure P 2.

Under cavitationless

conditions the value of P 2 should not influence Ap.
The typical form of a cavitation characteristic
represented in

Fif.

6.1].

It

is

evident from this that,

with some value P2qon a further decrease
produces a rise in

Ap.

curve is

in

beginning

the counterpressure

During the flow on the bench it

that the value of P 2 exceed the value P 2 ,on slightly.
the flow rate (the greater the speed of the liquid),
abruptly occurs the phenomenon of cavitation,

is
Th'.

desirable
greater

the more

and the more abruptly

the value P2Aon increases.
To obtain accurate

results the flow tests of the assemblies

must be o~ganized with careful observation of the recommendations
cited in

"Rults 28-64 for the measurement of the flow rate of

liquids,

gases and vapors with standard diaphragms and nozzles"'

and in

the book of V. P.

Preobrazhenskiy

2

ments and instruments" .

"Technological measure-

Although these recommendations

to the lengths of the straight portions,

(relative

the location and connection

of the measuring instruments and so forth) pertain to flow meter
instruments,

nevertheless,

as experiment has shown,

also be used for the flow testing of valves.
the cited ru3es may result in

they must

A deviation from

the flow tests of one and the same

assembly showing different results using different equipment.
The reason for this is
of the flow and in

found in

the different configurations

the system of organization of pressure

measurement.

'Publishing House of the Committee of Standards,
Gosenergoizdat, 1953.

2
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Fig. 6.11. Cavitation characteristic curve (dependence of the
pressure differential Ap on the
counterpressure P2 with an unchanging flow rate): Q > Q2 "

The flow testing of valves in prestage mode in the area of
the start of opening to main stage must be done under working
pressures.
This requirement is caused by the fact that the opening
(closing) force of the valve is determined not only by the
pressure differential Ap, but also by the propellant pressure
itself (see, for example, Fig. 2.3). Therefore the flow tests
at nonworking pressures P2 even at an assigned flow rate value,
lead to errors in the determination of Ap - in view of the obtained
nonconformity of the opening of the valve with thl'true opening
(rnonconformity of the fluw passage cross-sectional areas).
Figure 6.12 shows the characteristic graph of the flow test
of a valve (see Fig. 2.10) working on prestage mde. This graph
up to point A is analogous to the curve shown in Fig. 6.10, i.e.,
is a quadratic curve; in this section the unchanged position of
the valve disk is preserved. At flow rates which exceed QA' the
valve begins to move, opening for operation on main-stage mode,
and the quadratic characteristic curve is disturbed.
The value Ap, corresponding
valves on prestage mode, can be
glance insignificant, factors.
on a flange of the inlet tubing

to the operation of propellant
affected by various, and at first
Thus, the tightening of the nuts
(see Fig. 2.10) can lead to the
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f

deformation of the valve body,

which is

reflected in

the magnitude

of the valve's flow passage cross sectional area during its
operation on prestage mode,
a result,

it

which is

small in

turns out that the change in

absolute value; as

the degree of tightening

of the nuts does affect the value of Ap (Fig.

6.13).

Figure 6.14 shows the effect on the value of Ap of the valve's
service life.

below curve 2 since,
rubber seal is

lies

Curve 1 (after nominal assigned service life)
as a result of the valve's

deformed,

triggerings the

as a consequence of which the flow
increased and the

passage cross sectional area for the liquid is
value of Ap decreases.

A

a p xrlcme
2,6

-

2,2

-

~ ~1,8
1-••
,1,4
. .

I

0,6: -I.

qA VI e
Hydraulic characterFig. 6.12.
istic
Ap = f(Q) on prestage mode
of
(at point A - the start
movement of the moving system).

If

'.l
I N

'

' Q

x

Fig. 6.13.
The effect of the
degree of tightening of the nuts
of the flange of the inlet tubing
1 - initial
on the value of Ap:
tightening; 2 - tightening of the
nuts is increased by three facets.

pressure P 2 at the outlet from the assembly is

gradually

increased, the valve begins to open for operation on main stage
mode and will be capable of passing (at the same or at a lower
pressure on the inlet,

or,

what is

the same - with a constant

or with a smaller pre.sure differential Ap)
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a large flow rate.

The characteristic curve, shown in Fig. 6.12, is continued into
the region of increase in
Fig.
in

6.15.

the flow rate and is

reoresented in

We should note that during engine operation an increase

pressure P 2 occurs as a result of the pressurization in

combustion chgmber,

and an increase in

of the increase in

the flow rate - as a result

the number of rpm of the TPA; but on the test

bench an increas-. in
an increase in

the

P 2 may be achieved by different means:

by

the rpm of the pump with an unchanged position of

sluice valve 2 (see Fig.

6.8),

by the closing of sluice valve 1

with unchanged rpm of the pump,

by the partial closing of sluice

valve 2 or by the combined effect on the sluice valves and on
the pump.

In

all

the change in
valve (in

these instances

the flow rate.

the change in

Therefore,

P 2 is

with the opening of the

the area of flow rates which exceed QA)

Ap = f(Q) characterizes
flow test (see Fig.

not the valve,

6.15).

related to

the curve

but the conditions of the

Here the dashed lines 1-5 indicate

the possible changes of the dependence of Ap = f(Q) with the
shifting of the locking mechanism,

beginning at point A; here the

flow passage cross-sectional areas in
to various laws,

the valve increased according

determined by the method of action on the mode.

2,6
Fig. 6.14.
Z2

.;i-.-•--$-VI.
4

-,

,

service life

1

-•-

2 - up to assigned nominal

1,4

0,5

-

service

-*~4
S

I.....

'I

n

on the value Ap:

1 - after assigned nominal service

-life;

-

The effect of operating

life.

...

,

If

with the increase in

raintained constant,

the flow rate P 2 is

then the opening of the valve will occur

only as a result of an inorease in
on the

artificially

7alve disk; the rise in

Ap - the pressure differential

Ap may occur only as a result of
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the increase in the speed of the liquid in the throttling slot
between the seat and housing 1 (see Fig. 2.10) and valve disk 3.
Dashed line 1 in
Ap = f(Q)

in

Fig.

6.15 shows the character of dependence
The slope of straight line I characterizes

this case.

the rigidity of the springs,
in

i.e.,

indicates

the pressure differential for their compressi3n.

correct,

naturally,

only in

(This is

the case where the losses at the inlet

to the assembly and at the outlet from it
in

the necessary increase

are negligibly small

comparison with the pressure drop on the valve disk; ordinarily

this is

what occurs).

f

i..

2

....
==--t ------------------

I

QA

\'\

'

Q.

QC 03

Characteristic
Fig. 6.15.
closing of the valve.
If

curvr of Ap

the sluice valves (see Fig.

with the increase in
i.e.,

seat and the disk,

6.8)

=

f(n) with the

are manipulated,

the flow rate the drop in

a constant velocity is

maintained in

so that

Ap remains constant,

the slot between the

then the opening of the valve will occur only

as a result of the rise
curves 3,

I

in

P 2 (curve 2 in

Fig.

6.15).

The dashed

11,and 5 demonstrate the nature of the opening of the

valve with various laws oC increase in
as a result of a decrease in

P 2.

The value of Ap drops

the liquid velocity in

the slot with

a large valve opening; with one and the same flow rate Qc the
opening

(travel) of the valve h will be different:

opening is

at point C,

the least pressure P 2.
curve 5.
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the smallest - at point f,
The most abrupt rise in

the greatest
where there is

P 2 occurs along

I4

AP
Fig.

6.16.

The dependence

Ap = f(h).

Fis. 6.17.

Sketch of a normally

covered (partially open) valve
1 - valve;
of the discharge type:
2 - body;

3 -

spring;

4 -

seal

ring.
If the valve opened completely for operation on main stage
mode with minimum flow rate Q6, then the value Ap is determined
by point B, where the pressure on the outlet P 2 will be least;
but at pressure P2 , equal to the pressure on prestage mode (with
the opening of the valve according to the law p - const) the

valve opens completely only with significantly greater flow rate
Q111°

After the complete opening of the valve for operation on
main stage mode the graph Ap = f(Q), independently of the opening
principle, will again represent a quadratic dependence.
In Fig. 6.15 the curve Bm represents the dependence
Ap = f(Q) when P2 = P2max"

For studying the actual character of valve opening it is
necessary to know the principles relating the change in the
However,
propellant flow rate with the pressure behind the valve.
ordinarily for a new engine they are unknown. Therefore, in
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studying a valve's operation the dependences Ap = f(h) are assumed
when Q = const (curves obtained with various Q, see in Fig. 6.16)
or the dependences Ap = f(Q) are assumed with various values of
h (constant for each test).
As an example, let us examine the characteristics of the
process of opening of a normally covered (partially open) valve
The characteristics
of the discharge type, shown in Fig. 6.17.
were taken on a flow bench with a pump feed.
the controlling cavity then the
process of valve opening begins with the achievement of a liquid
If

there is

no pressure in

At this
pressure equal to pi at the valve inlet (Fig. 6.18).
no flow, the counterpressure at the
moment, when there is still
Subsequently
outlet from the valve p 2 is, naturally, equal to zero.
with the opening of the valve the flow of liquid begins and
An increase in the counterpressure
counterpressure P2 appears.
favors the opening of the valve.- outer diameter Dri (see Fig. 6.17)
of seal ring 4 exceeds seat diameter D . The opening of the
valve with the increase in pressure and flow rate of the liquid
continues with the increase in the pressure differential Ap on
the disk (see Fig. 6.18,

heavy line).

With total opening, when the valve has reached the detent
in the body, the pressures at the inlet and outlet are almost
equal, and the pressure differential Ap becomes minimal (see
With the further increase in the flow rate
Fig. 6.18, point A).
the differential increase will occur according to the usual
quadratic curve Ap = aQ2 .
The curve of the pressure differential Ap - f(Q) on the
segment to the right of point A (see Fig.

6.18) has a stable

assemblies of the same construction,
it is stable for all
character.
l•ithough curves obtained for various samples may differ slightly

from one another due to the variation in values of •.
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!

0
Fig. 6.18.
flow rate Q
opening; to
tion of the

qlcex

qq

The change in Ap with the increase in the
(point A - the moment of complete valve
the right of point B - arbitrary regulaoutlet pressure).

The curve of the pressure differential Ap = f(Q) with flow
rate less than QA (initial opening period) has an unstable, unsteady
character. The position itself of point A depends on the spring
force and the counterpressure value.

For normal operation it

is

required that the initial valve opening period occur vw.ry quickly
in time.
It is important that the nominal flow rate through the
valve during operation on main stage mode be considerably to the
right of point A.

p1

Figure 6.18 shows the values of the pressure at the inlet
and at the outlet p2, obtained during bench flow tests of the

assembly at relatively low consumption rates.
The value of the
counterpressure at flow rates greater than Q was manually
re;ulated on trie test. bench by valves.
At flow rates less than
QB regulation of the position of tie test bench valves was not
done.
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6.19.
Special relief
2 - body;
1 -val.ve;
11 - auxiliary
S3-bushing;
spring; 5 - collar; 6 - seal
7 - main spring.

SFig.
5_;valve:
J•
Sring;

•"Let

Fig. 6.20.
Characteristics of
the valve opening:
of
pi - pressure of' the start
tevleoeig

us examine anoth r example.

.•

of a gas generator,

•

figure.

S~controlled;
•,

der_,-Led in

the valve shown in

_•' 'purpoce

relief' valve.

Its

,j6

Fig

Fig.

operation is
6.17.

6.19,

is

clear from the

In

similar to the operation
essence - this is

a special-

Depending on the value of the pressure

at the oiutlet from the valve,
have a different character.

•72P2
•

The operation of' the valve

This is a repeat-action vaave but it is not pneumatically
closing is provided by spring 7, and opening - by th

propellant pressure.

S~of

-

the valve opening process will

Figure 6.20 contains curves of Ap = f(Q) for one and the
same valve sample with various loads'

at the outlet.

With a

small counterpressure and a low flow rate the value of Ap is

not subject to the quadratic law (curves I,

II,

III),

since the

valve is in the process of movenent, and with fixed P2 the nature
of its opening is determined by its rigidity of spring 7 (see
Fig. 6.19) (the rigidity of spring 11is not taken into consideration,
since valve 1 will rest in the end of bushing 3).
Only then,
when the valve is completely opened (and this occurs with an
increase in the pressure differential

as a Y0esult of the increase

in the flow rate), the graph of Ap = f(Q) becomes quadratic
(see curve A in Fig. 6.20).
With different loads this will
correspond to different flow rates.
As can be seen from Fig. 6.20, various values of Ap can
correspond to one an-, the same flow rate value, depending on
the counterpressure p 2.

Witli the increase in the counterpressure

the points of intersection of curves :, II,

III and curve A will

approach the origin4.
curve I is

The loading of the system in the -ase of
higher than in the case of curve III.
It is characteristic

that the "peak" values of Ap, of curves I, II, III are nonuniform:
thus, the peak value of curve II is less than the peak values of
curves I and III, although the system load is
This speaks of instability,

average for it.

of indeterminacy of the valve's

operation at low flow rates.
To enu.•ure stability oV the

processes it

is

necessary tliat the

curve Ap = f(Q) have a definite chartoter in the large range
of flow rate.-, i.e., that the intersection by a curve of type I
and by curve A occur at flow rates as small as possible; it is
'From here on in the book by load we mean the system of tubing,
Including valve 2 (see Nig. 6.8), which creates the hydraulic
resistance that Jeterrnine,; the value of pressure p-..
2 Eaci
curve-. wa• taF:en at a constant loading at'the outlet,
but the counterpressuro p, during the proceoss of the flow testo
increased with a rise in •he flow rate.

,'64i

unconditionally necessary

that the nominal mode be located on a

stable segment of the characteristic

curve,

With a safficiently large counterpressure,
force of spring 7 (see

Fig.

6.19),

is

determined by the

However,

in

this cannot be allowed since the valve's purpose is

hold back the start

equal to pj

(see Fig.

6.20).

A somewhat different picture will occur in
ordinary relief

to

of the component flow until reaching a fixed

pressure at the inlet,

will in

almost

From tnis viewpoint

desirable that spring 7 be extremely weak.

practice,

¶

on curve A.

the graph of Ap = f(Q)

throughout -.onforms to the quadratic law.
it

i.e.,

valves.

flow testing

The magnitude of the pressure drop Ap

this case not depend on the value of the counterpressure.

An example of such an assembly may be the valve depicted in
Fig.

6.21.

The results of flow testing it

With a pressure at the inlet,
begins to open.

However,

in

Fig.

6.22.

equal to pj, valve 2 (see Fig.

6.21)

with an increase in

value of Ap does not fall,
increases (see Fig.

are shown in

as occurs in

6.22).

Fig.

the flow rate the
6.18,

but usually

The character of the change in

Ap is

this case determined basically by the rigidity of spring 4

(see Fig.

6.21)

and by the hydrodynamic

forces.

spring 4 i, compressed and the increase in
Ap compensates
spri ng.

ior the incrcase in

Similarly Ap increases

of the valve,

depicted

in

Fig.

During the opening

the pressure differential

the compression force of the

(see Fig.

6.20) during the opening

6.19.

The maximum value of Ap (.'max() (see Fig, 6.22) occurs at a
certain value of the inlet pressure pl, which we shall call the
"reversal preosu:,e".

The value of the "reversal pressure" p1

practically

with the value of APrmax,

coln'lde.,

this momi:nt very
Compliýte
equal

to c.

its detent in

"m

since P 2 is

at

.

opening -f
andl at t Is

the valve commences with a flow rate
moment valve 2 (see

Fig.

6. 21)

reaches

boly 3; only after thts does the value of Ap
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begin

to fall.
-

The .ubsequent

force of curve Ap

on the spring compression force.

"QGthecharacteristic is

- f(Q)

does not depend

With a flow rate greater than

stable and steady.

4p

2 f'

\

,,

5i,.--•-

TI

P ýý.6.21.
connector;

Relief valve:
2

-

4- sprin:, 5-

1

-

Fig. 6.22.

The hydraulic

valve; 3 - gasket;characteristic

body.

of the relief valve:

flow rate at which the vaave
is

completely opened.

Curve Ap = f(Q), depicted in Fig. 6.22 for the given valve
sample, as was stated above, is in principle designed for any
counterpres.;ure.
However, for another valve sample it may have
"a somtwhat different character and the magnitudes of Ap will
have different values.
At low flow rates, when valve 2 (see Fig.
6.21) hangs on spring 11and has not yet reached its det--.t in
body 5, the magnitude of the pressure differential will depend
on the individual peculiarities of the spring. The greater the
spring force, the greater must be the flow rate of liquid in order
for valve 2 to reach the detent in body 5, when the opening
becomes constant.
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In a similar assembly design, at flow rates less than
pressure fluctuations at the valve inlet and outlet are very
probable,

and the average value of the hydraulic resistance at

these flow rates will be unwarrantedly great.
is completely open,

When the valve

thepressure differential between the inlet

and outlet (at a low flow rate) will be small, and therefore the
spring will slightly close the valve.
With the closing of the
valve the pressure at the inlet to the valve increases and the
pressure at the outlet decreases; therefore, the pressure
differential increases and the valve begins to open.
The rate of the fall and rise in pressure before and after
the valve is inseparately connected with the capacity and rigidity
of the system of the valve's inlet and outlet.
In the case where
flexible conduits are employed (bellows, rubber hoses) the system
will be subjected to the emergence of auto-oscillations,

which

cause noticeable pulsations in the pressure and flow rate.
rigid short systems pulsations are less noticeable.

With

With flow rate Q5 (see Fig. 6.22) the valve is completely
opened and, beginning with point 6, the graph represents a
quadratic dependence.
Pressure pulsations cease and the regime
becomes steady.
Nominal valve operating mode nust lie within the

"limits of a quadratic, stable branch of the characteristic curve.

-

/X

1

2

Fig. 6.23.
irnitial design of
a relief valve:
1 - body, 2valve.

Ho.-ever,

under starting conditions the initial

characteristic

branch of the

curve may also be of great interest.

Therefore,

let us stop cn the question of reducing the "reversal pressure"
p, and the peak value of Ap

at low flow rates.

Figure 6.23 shows the initial
valves.

In

construction of one of these

the slot between body 1 and valve face 2,

valve opening was small,

the liquid

when the

flowed at high velocity and

therefore the pressure in the slot was reduced; the pressure in
the cavity behind the valve pressed valve 2 to its
seat and

j

created aZ it were a "rever.5e" pressure differential.
The presence
this "rverse"
kof
pressure differential is equivalent to an
increase in
inherently

the spring force and therefore this desion has an
large APmax and a large "reversal pressure."

To reduce the value of aPmax and to decrease the effect of
i

the hldrodynamic forces during flow around te valve, the design
of the assembly was perfected, as shown in Fig. 6.24a:
a chamfer
was made in
r•,,-Qn

valve 2.

The radial expansion of the slot, where a

of low pressure arises,

the stress from the "reverse

was significantly

reduced,

i.e.,

pressure differential" was reduced.

As a result, the region of stable characteristics was increased
due to the decrease in the flow rate value Q.; the "reversal
preoýure"

went down and the value of Ap1i

fell.

A:Long with this,

the tendency of the valve toward auto-oscillations,

and toward

pressure fluctuations was reduced.
lit anotheo instance,

when the height of the valve disk was

--mall and because of design considerations
impozoible,

acceptable hydraulic

by inserting bore holes
diameter,

%hicch exceeded

As a result,

characteristics were obtained

3 and by subfacing the disk at a
the diameter uf the seat (cee Fig.

the pressures

and the hydrodynamic

chamfering was

6.24b).

or both sides of the disk werc equalized,

forces no lc •ger

pressed the ditik to the

seat, as wao done before the modification.
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V2

Sa)
Fig. 6.24.

()

(b)

Modified version of a relief valve:

chamfering; b - face of valve is
2 - valve; 3 - bore.

a

-

machined; 1 - body;

Figure 6.25 shows still another method of ensuring faster
valve opening. The initial design of the valve was similar to
the construction shown in Fig. 6.21.
In the modification (conforming to Fig 6.25), besides subfaoing the disk, the diameter
of the disk collar was enlarged, as a result of which the diametric
clearance between the valve and the body was significantly reduced.
This led to an increase in the force acting on the disk with
a small opening.
Even with a low flow rate the valve will try
to open completely.
Fig. 6.25.

Modification of the

valve's design to ensure its
sudden opening.

Problems of hydrodynamics played a significant role not only
at low flow rates. The nature of the flow around the valve
disks by the liquid has a s•Ignificant effect on the magnitude
of the hydraulic resistance under steady state conditions.
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Let us examine the data on the flow testing of a normally
closed valve, depicted in Fig. 2.7.
In this assembly the
hermeticity when the valve is
use of a rubber seal.

seating itself

is

ensured by the

Due to the "adhesion" of the rubber to

the 3eat the work was carried out with the replacement
seal by a fluoroplastic.
of the fluoroplastic

of the rubber

Several versions for the attachment

seal were investigated,

variations of the design of valve 3 (Fig.
same seat profile were examined.

i.e.,

6.26)

several
with one and the

The lower the flow rate and

the lower the hydraulic resistance Ap, at which the relief
valve
opens completely, the better are the valve's characteristics:
minimum values of Q and Ap testified to the optimum flow-around
process, i.e.,
to the most advantageous hydraulic characteristics
of the valve.

Table 6.1 shows data which characterize the hydraulic
resistance of the assembly with different configurations of
valve 3 and fairing 4. The perimeters of the valve, depicted in
Fig. 2.7, are also shown there for the sake of comparison.

Fig. 6.26. Different variants of the profile of the flow
through section of a p-opellant "alve: 1 - seat; 2 .-seal;
3

-

valve body;

4 -

fa.ring.
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Table 6.1.

Number of variant
(see Fig. 6.26)

Flow rate value (in
I/see), at which the
valve is completely
opened

1*

16.42

I!*
III

10.15

7.54

8.98
6.47

4.05
2.2

V

3.74
3.91
7.1
4.03

0.7
0.8
2.55

IV

VI
VII
Valve,
Fig.

10.2

Value of Ap (in
kgf/cm2 ), at
which the valve
is completely
opened

shown in

0.9

2.7.

*With the cited parameters

the valve is

still

not completely

opened.

As can be seen from the data introduced in Table 6.1, the
shortening of the cylindrical portion of the valve's disk and
the rejection of the conical fairing, which pressed the fluoroplastic seal, exerted a favorable effect on the hydraulic
2haracteristics; a reduction in the diameter of the annular
collar of the disk also had a positive effect on the characteristics.
However, the most successful (with 'espect to hydraulics) variants
V and VI (bee Fig 6.26) require a change in the attachment
design of the fluoroplastic seal to the valve.
From the examples given it follows that the factors which
influence the process of flow around the valve - the form of
the diok, the configuration of the valve's flow-thr1ough section,
the speGd of the flow - are of important significance fcr the
magnitudcT of the hydr-,ulic lo.x6es and the character of the valve's
opening.
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The stability
is
*

of the hydraulic characteristics

of the assembly

also influenced by the rigidity of the parts located in

flow of the propellant.
of the pneumatic

Let us confirm this with the characteristics

valve,

shown in

the.region QA-QB (see Fig.
there was a jump,

6.28)

Fig.
in

6.27.

With flow rates in

certain samples of assemblies

a discontinuity of the characteristic

This jump occurred in

curve.

various samples of the valves at flow rates

which were somewhat different from one another.
test with an increase in

the

flow rate

During the flow

(curve 1 in

Fig.

within the region QA-QG there was a sharp reduction in
the flow test with a reduction in
in

the

6.28)
Ap; in

the flow rate (curve 2)

a rise

Ap was ooserved (ordinarily with a somewhat lower flow rate);

both before

and after the jump the change in

the flow rate had a quadratic character.
assemblies no jump in
Ap = f(Q)

In

Ap with a rise in
the majority of the

the characteristics was observed,

and curves

of these assemblies corresponded to the lower branches

of curve 1 without discontinuity

(see

the broken curve in

FiE.

6.28).

A special study was conducted for the reasons of the emergence
of this jump.

As a result of the investigation,

it

was clarified

that the di., continuity of the characteristic curve occurred as
a result of the deformation of seal ring 1 (see Fig.
to a change in

6.27),

leading

the profile of the channel for the flow of liquid.

With a change in the flow rate deformation of the blade of the
seal ring occurred, aný.t with any value of the flow rate the
seal ring was reversed, thereby reducing the hydi-aulic resistance
here.
But the majority of seal rings at maximum flow rates,
might have been provided by the test bench equipment,
reverseo (turned In.dlue out),
of the characteristics

and in

occurred.
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which

were not

these valves no discontinuity

r-I

IW

0 IV

-H

I
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The flow rate value at which the reversail of the blade of
the seal ring takes place depends on a number of factors (rigidity
of the rubber, actual sizes of the seal ring itself
and of the
mated parts, degree of aging of the rubber, temperature and
so forth).
Thus,

the presence of a rubber seal in

instability of the valve's operation,

the flow leads to

and consequently,

to the

instability of the engine's operation as well.
The determination of the hydraulic resistance of valves is
made during flow testing not with a propellant
most frequently,

with water.

obtained during flow tests,

Therefore,
it

is

component,

but,

by examining the results

necessary without fail

to

consider the density of the propellant and to i.nsert the'
appropriate corrections.
If

during the flow test with water,

water flow rate Q
of the valve is

at nominal volumetric

1/sec a value of the hydraulic resistance'

obtained equal to Ap B then during operation with

the propellant with density y, at the same volumetric
Q8 the actual value of the resistance in
will,

as is

known,

a self-modeling mode 1 ,

be:

APTAP9 L
(the density of the water is

given pressure differential

'&P.YT

taken as y.

Let us find the mass propellant

*

flow rate

=

i).

flow rate GT,

ensuring the

2

Ap .

'A self-modeling mode begins with rather large Reynolds numbers
for the liquid flow; as a rule, during flow testing of valves it
can always be assumed that an auto-modeling mode exists.
2
Here we are speaking of the difference in static pressures
before and after the valve.
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IffkT~f

I
--

D 92A•

A-

!Fig.

-

6.28.

Valve characteristics

Ap = f(Q), obtained when a seal
ring is reversed: 1 - flow test
with an increase in the flow rate;

J+
--

IY--

.

-J,

2 - flow test with a decrease in
the flow rate.

-|

4--I

-

qA
qICCIC
.

Sýince

Ap=t 'V.
and v
then

I

=Q/F,

where F is the flow passage cross-sectional area,

F

$Q=

or, having designated FIr=

V /2gAP

owe obtain

;

Sl

For water
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The coefficients of hydraulic resistance ý for water and
for propellarits during automodel mode coincide, therefore the
coefficient' k 0 does not depend on the kind of liquid; then

1P

Q , ko
The equivalent water flow rate,
-est mode,

i.e.,

"

ensuring an equal-drop flow-

a mode in which ApG = APT,

is determined from the

relationship

QT

Q,

=_

ko V1pT/_7T

ko

.

Hence

Q TQ""' Qj=, OT
Assumlng y

l,

we get

Q3=Q, 1,"v 7
TT

Thu.',,

If

for a valve we have the graph Ap = f(Q ), obtained
by meano- of" , I'h. teot of the asse.mbly in water, then in order
Ap = £(G T) operating on a propellant
to obtain tbe dl p,-dvice
-".ffCc ,2•tt to replot the axis Q, after multiplying
the au.-_:1•%'- V ,,'w,.,
It

I.,,

;

t

-,,Int by the value
. %-

VT.

along the X axis:

.V

In other words,

The component

flow rate,

at which valve opening begins,

is

similarly calculated.

The moment of the start
main-stage mode is

in

of valve opening for operation on

this case determined:

a)

by the pressure P 2 behind the valve;

b)

by the drop in

the static

pressures on the disk Ap.

0) by the velocity pressure head Ap.,
(in

practice,

during flow tests Ap A is

because of its

acting on the disk

usually not measur,,dT

small quantity).

The pressure P 2 behind the valve is
analysis of the valve's operation,
with the: liquid density.

fixed on the bea;•, of

and its

This value is

value is

noG connected

not subject t(, change

when converting from water to the propellant component.
The pressure differential Ap is

determined by th•

and by the density of the liquid and,

as is

slow rate

shown abl-ve,

for an

equal-di-op mode

Thus,

if

dynamic head,

we put to the side for now the problem of the
then we can state

-hat if

during the flow tests

with water the valve began to open at point A ';ith counterpressure
A
P 2 and water flow rate Qa then the beginning of opening of the
valve when handling a propellant component with the same counterpressure P 2 will

take place with sum flow rate Q*,
T
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where

The value of' LpA is

where Av is

expressed thus:

the difference in

velocities of the liquid before

and behind the disk.
When handling water

To (Av,)2

8-

2g

and when handling a propellanc. component

2g
But what will the dynamic head equal when operating with a
propellant component at volume flow rate Q*T
Since

then

'lThus,

hence

Apx - AP,,

2178

the forces from the dynamic heau for water at flow rate
epecsl
iwil!
-pe
and for a propellant at fliw rate Q ==-Q'6

i.e.,
Q

eq1al.

Consequently,

._-h

the dynamic head

of

the conversions

the results of the flow tests using water for the propellant
imply-.

cannbt be taken into consideration-

Since the value of -opening-of the Valve h at a given counteras was shown above,

pressure P 2 and flow rate Q,

by the pressure drop on the valve Ap,

is

determined

then everything said above

about conversions for the propellant component can be extended,
also to the graphs of h

naturally,

=

f(Q).

Thus, the general conclusion can. be drawn that in
water-to-fuel flow test data,

in

converting

order to obtain the dependences

of Ap = f(GT) and h + f(G T ), it is sufficient only in the experimental.
T
graphs of Ap = f(Q ) and h = f(Q ) to change the numbers on the
or, more precisely, on the
flow rate axis on the sc'ale ji = y,
scale P

where

=

while y

temperature,

is

'y

is

the water density at the test

the propellant density at the given

t emperature.
It

is

to determine the equivalent water

much more difficult

flow rate for simulation of the value of the hydraulic impact,
produced during operation of the valve,
In

place (and

the first
and in

difficult,

this is

installed in

the main thing),

practice almost impossible,

the engine.
it

is

to simulate the

assembly's working conditions - the length and rigidity of the
tubing from the source of tne hydraulic impact to the free mirror
of the liquid.

In

the second place,

flow rate?

If

it is

unclear what is

we proceed from Zhukovskiy's

meant by equivalent

formula,

then to obtain the equality of the pressure increase
Apr

Ap r

the following conidition must be ensured:
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Ap

=

pva

where the subscripts "'s"refer to water, while the subscripts "T"
refer to propellant; then

'IT

However,

or

Q=QT

aT

here the forcrs acting on the moving system of the

valve when handling, water will be different than-when handling
propellant, ;ince these forces)as a rule, are determined, if not
completely, then partially, by the prcssure differential Ap,
acting on the moving system, and the value of the drop is recalculated by the ratio vT--y_.
A change in the value of the forces
acting on the moving system causes a change in the time of opening
of the valve, as a result of which during the transition from
water to propellant in place of complete hydraulic impact we may
get Incomplete Impact, or vice versa (depeniing on the value of yT).
Thus,

the value of the hydraulic impact is connected with the
pressure dciffep)ential of the valve.
It is impossible to simulate
simultanetu.1g
AIye value Ap. and the value Ap (equivalent to
the opening t'ýŽ), ince it is impossible to find the similarity
criterion,
wul[d sati.sfy both requirements simultaneously.
wohi.h
Theref•,re, 'Ir
Vlow tests one should reproduce the
Iat'r
valve's riggering tInm.- a., the value which determines the
character of the transient processes, a much more reliable value
and one much ea•ýAcr to oimulate. Hence it follows that the
equivalent water, fLow rate in the determination of the valve's
opening time should mean
280

"The hydraulic impact value for a valve handling propellant
should be estimated, proceeding from the value of the hydraulic
impact,

obtained with water.

If

we succeed in completely

simulating the lengths and rigidities of the tubing when handling
water and when handling a propellant component, then the hydraulic
impact value in propellant Ap T, proceeding from the measured
value of the hydraulic impact in water APr , can be calculated
thus:

Apr 7

APrn
&

7TQ~aT

- Or GrmaT

YRQRa4r

Q-'ah

Here one should take into consideration the dependence of
the pressure propagation rate in water a B and in the propellant aT
on the temperature,
value of a in tap'
In general,

as well as the effect of the pressure on the
water.

in flow tests conducted in water,

depending on

the purpose of the investigations, the term "equivalent water
flow rate" can be understood to mean this or some other value.

'As a result of dissolved gases in it.
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7

CHAPTER

THE PROCEI)URE FOR CONDUCTING TESTS
OF PROPELLANT VALVES
7.1.
PROCEDURE FOh PERFECTING THFE
VALVE DESJ.Gt
Even w:;ith a eavefu•ily worked out assembly design special
finishing of if

i•:

-ooential,

in order that it

completely respond

to the imposed requirements.
Therefore, in the creation of a
new valve or with r major form change of the existing one it must
undergo a rowmrcbr of comprohensive checks - both autonomous checks,
and cýhecl-: dur.LngCcperation on the engine.
The totality of these
tests is

calit.i the "'fini.ching" of the assembly,

or finishing

tests.
The initial perfection of the assembly is carried out in
autonomou
test.-".
It,thLc finishing tests a study is made of
the pecul-,.tL
of ,,erat.Ion
.f
of the valve in all possible
(with maximtki, dt-rc- e of n;pproximation) operating conditions.
Design or

,

t:rirz,

teolhnology defects are exposed and

ellminat,;,d.

However,
engine,

is

the dut:,•oIou8
still

va3ve test, independent from the
not -.ufficient to judge completely the valve's

working efficLency.

Thi-

vibratlonal anJ i:1ptot

i;poeclic engine operating conditions
oad:,

high pressures and temperatures,
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the influence of chemical activity of the propellant components,
high flow rates, pressure pu3,ations and so forth - in their
entire totality, naturally, cannot be completely simulated on
the test benches of an independent test of the assemblies.

But

this does not mean, as' a rule, that such tests are useless.
On
the contrary, a n',mber of autonomous tests of individual perimeters
of the valve and the totality of checks of the working efficiency
of the assembliec

during simulation of only one or several factors

of the possible combinations of working conditions permit, right
in the early stage of finishing, the elucidation of mistakes
which have crept in during the designing or manufacturing of the
assembly.
The cost of a single test of a modern engine of high thrust
is very great.
This includes the cost of the propellant, the
cost of amortization of the equipment, the cost of developing
and analyzing the results of operation and so forth, and, finally,
the cost of the equipment itself. The unsuccessful outcome of
an engine test, caused by an inadequately finished propellant
valve,

results in not only the demise of the machine,

but may

also lead to the partial destruction of the even more expensive
test bench, the reconstruction of which will entail, besides the
financial losses, a great expenditure of time.
Therefore, even
while conducting the first adjustment tests of the engines it
is

necessary to have a certain degree of confidence in the working
efficiensy of all the assemblies of the engine, including such
critical assemblies as propellant valves.
And this confidence
can be based only on an adequate number and an in-depth analysis
i

jof

the conducted autonomcus tests.
Moreover, one must not forget that the creation of the test
bench for autonomous tests of the assemblies on which the test
conditions completely (or even only partially) correspond to
actual operating conditions,

j

Is

a rather difficult thing.
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A

chanige .Ii.

rvaýrImuters of newly developed engines leads to the
PI,1,

rapid Oob:oLes-.:enceof -the test benches; one must be careful
that the te.s'-t bench not become useless beforeiit is finished,
in

connecki,ion witli t-he fact that the assemblies for which it

desIgned are a1re'.dy finished,

was

while the parameters of the

as.semblies of a n-*.1 encgine have been boosded to such a degree,
that they cannot be achieved on the test bench on hand.
Therefore

the parameter: o1f the newly developed test benches must be given
the,ý rio.-t car •.
Luteritlca, arid zhe prospectives of the forthcoming cperations r:au-'t be evaluated in depth.
ith re,;pect to tUhe degree of finish of the construction and
the ptouuct.fl np-)n 'eparedness, autonomous finishing tests are
grouped Into the following stages:
a)

I nves•.igatlve

and experimental-finishing wor'ks;

b)

svru.:tuv(1-t"ni.shing

or preliminary finishing tests (PFT);

c ) t'.1.n:•-A'IN ,11 1111,g t esots (P FT).
The investigarive arid experimental works have the purpose of
clarifying;ýwme specific peculiarities of operation of the assembly,
of clarir'y1rti-

lno.Ivldual particular problems,

As examples of

experimental tests we can point to: the determination of the
effect of manufacturLing accuracy of parts (withins the tolerance
limits) on the time of opening of a pneumatic valve under various
temperature conditIons; the determination of the wedging forces
of the valves mn pyrotechnic assemblies with. different explosive
cartridge,- and with different strength of the parts; the
determinatioii ot' the effect of the form of coatir:g on the service
.life ce'
In

a piAnuuat.tia
this,

the first

valve.
stage of finishing it

is

advisable to

make special very simple simulators of the assembly's subunits

for clarification of individual questions.
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Thus,

it

is advantageous

Best Available Copy

to make a simulator of the flanged joint of the valve',
one can check the working efficiency of the seal,
degree of tightness of the connection,
material,

in

which

perfect the

and select the sealing

compression value and so forth.

These simulators should be tested at various temperatures
(the limits of which sometimes exceed the range of operating
temperatures),

after buffeting, during vibration and so forth.

The minimum and maximum allowable tightening,
the checks of the simulators,
PFT,

should then be checked in

having specified assemblage

extreme values of tightening.
the service life
bellows,

determined during
the

of the assemblies with the

In

the simulators one can determine

of the moving seals,

the service life

of the

the required amount of lubrication and so forth.

due to the complexity of manufacture of such simulators,

However,
these

problems are freqt'ently checked directly on the valves.

Examples of investigative works are:

the determination of

the coefficients of hydraulic resistance of the valve's flow
passage;

the study of the effect of various factors on the time

of triggering of the valves; the selection of the profile and
type of seat to ensure the longest service life
with a certain degree of hermeticity,
Research work in
aids in

the initial

of the rubber seal

etc.

period of creating the assembly

the proper determination of the valve'.s layout,

selection

of the dimensions of the flow passage cross sectional area,
materials of the parts,
Experimental

etc.

tests can be carried out at any stage of the

finishing of a valve and engine - in
peculiarity of its

order to clarify a detected

operation and to solve any problem which migi~t

'This is done with large diameters of the flanged joint and
high pressures of the sealed propellant.
Sometimes simulators of
joints of conduits which operate under severe conditions are made.
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have arisen in

the finishing process.

However,

of such problems at the end of finishing or in

the appearance
the course of

as a rule, to the insufficiently high
series operation testifies,
quality of the finishing process for the assembly, or to some
kind of oversights in the programs of the design-finishing operations.

A whole complex of problems connected with the operation of
(design-

the valves must be clarified during the preliminary
finishing) tests.

This is

program provides for the study of the tr
opening and closing of pneumatic
operating conditions,

The PFT

the main stage of' finishing.

nsient processes of the

valves during all

possible

with minimum and maximum temperature values,

with extreme pressure and flow rate values,
stress values (for the electrically

and with extreme

operated valves).

The program of preliminary finishing tests of propellant valves
must include:
- flow testing in

order to determine the hydraulic

and its
stability;
- the determination of the pressure value in
cavity of the pneumatic

resistance

the controlling

valve at the moment of the initiation

and cessation of movement of the locking mechanism for closing
and opening (with given pressures in
-

cavity

the liquid cavity);

the determination of the pressure values in
(with a given pressure in

the liquid

the controlling cavity) at the

moment of initiation and cessation of movement of the locking
mechanisms;
-

the determination of the minimum required stress for normal

triggering of the electrically controlled valves

(with a given

propellant pressure);
-

the determination of the time of opening and closing of

the valve (the time from the moment of the command to trigger
the EPV or explosive cartridge until the beginning or until the
end of movement of the moving system,
end of the rise in

or of the beginning and

pressure on the valve outlet).
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These times depend in many respects on the test conditions
and the test-bench system. It is therefore important that all
these conditions, even if not completely simulating the valve's
operation on the engine (this is frequently impossible), at least
be strictly identical during all the tests of the various modificaticns of the assembly, independent of temperature, date and site
of the test, etc.;
- determination of the hermeticity of the seal in all moving'
and stationary connections (by checks with compressed air, an
air-helium mixture and with actual propellant);
- the determination of the resistance of the assembly's parts
(including the commercial rubber ones) under various conditions
of the environment and when handling propellant;
- a check of the triggering of the explosive valve with
increased and decreased charges of the explosive cartridge as
well as with extreme values of the thickness of the shorn-off
part;
- determination of the magnitude of hydraulic impacts during
triggering of the assemblies;
- determination of the possible service life for triggerings
of repeat-action valves during operation with compressed air
and with propellant componeats, with the maintenance of their
complete working efficiency;
- vibration tests (transportation);

- check of the working efficiency of the assembly after
vibration tests;
- check of the working efficiency of the assembly with a
constantly acting overload (simulation of the forces of acceleration
of a flight vehicle);

'It is desirable to check the hermetG.1ctt, and working
efficiency of such assemblies, the moving itnd nonmoving seals
of which have extreme limits with respect to the interferences
of the rings, seal rings and other sealing part3.
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check of the working efficiency

-

loads as a r:sult

of the assembly with over-

of vibrations;

determination of permissible deformations
the parts;

and stresses in

determination of the assembly's margin of safety;
d-

determination of the quality of the welded seams;

-

check of the influence of external vacuum;

-

check of the effect of moisture from the environment;
check of the ohmic resistance and strength of the insulation

of the electromagnets

of the electrically operated valves;

determination of the force developed by the electromagnets.

-

It

is

obvious that an actual program of finishing tests

includes only those checks of those enumerated above,

which

correspond to the operating and construction conditions of this
or, that specific valve.

In

individual cases it

necessary to conduct even other

may be deemed

types of checks or tests,

not

mentioned above.
In

the PFT checks are made not only of the working efficiency

of the assembly within the limits of the operating conditions,
cited in

the technical specifications

for the engine,

but also

within broader limits - attempts are made to determine the limits
of possibilities of the assembly with respect to service life,
pressures,

In
valves)

flow rate,

temperature,

certain cases (most
assemblies,

strength and so forth.

frequently for the finishing of explosive

the most critical

parts of which are made with

limiting divergences

from the nominal dimensions,

with this purpose in

mind.

For example,
Fig.

it

is

are manufactured

possible to make a shorn collar T (see

2.15) of maximum thickness and from the strongest metal

(but conforming to All-Union State Standard GOSA or to the Technical
Specifications

[TU])

and to check the operation of the wedge with
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the-weakest explosive cartridge.
such- a metal quickly,

is

difficult

to produce

one can manufacture the shorn collar from

existing material and,
strength factors,

Since it

taking into consideration

its

actual

one can increase the width of the collar,

such a way that it

in

will be of equal strength to the collar made

the strongest material.
Similarly, bhe weakest collar is
checked (with a strong explosive cartridge).
However, this version
should first

be tested for vibration strength

-

S

to see whether

the partial shearing of the bead will occur even before the
triggering of the explosive cartridge.
When conducting the PnT one should not only note the conformance
of the parameters

to the imposed requirements',

scrupulously fix the true values of all
the change in

parameters

the parameters

with the change in

There shouid be widespread

but also

test

and trace

conditions

2

.

use of objective means of measurement

-

recording of the processes on a loop oscillograph and autographic
apparatus,

photographing of the inbtrument readouts,

However,
is

it

is

and filming.

important not only to ascertain a defect;

it

much more important to precisely determine the location of

the defect and its

cause.

Sometimes this is

far from simple to

do.
_For example,

let

us assume that during the checking of the

total hermeticity of bellows 4 (see Fig. 2.8) and gasket 14 ahen
pressure is supplied to the controlling cavity a leak is discovered;
where it

is

- in

the gasket or in

to determine immediately.
a small special operation:

It

is
it

the bellows - is
necessary in

is

first

impossible

this case to make

necessary to check the

'The requirements are refined from the results of the PFT;
the requirements may be different in different stages of the
checks.
2
This helps in analyzing the reasons for a defect.

I
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-t

leak when pressure is
remains unchanged,
nonhermetic

(if

supplied to the liquid cavity;

if

the leak

then one can assume that the gasket is

the bellows

a different value,

is

nonhermetic,

the leak will have

depending on whether the pressure is

inside or outside the bellowsof the corrugations

due to the different

of the bellows).

hermeticity of the gasket,

supplied

deformation

To be convinced of non-

one must tighten the connection.

If

the leak disappears,

then it

the gasket (however,

the bellows should nevertheless be tested

means that the leak occurred through

individually at the end of the tests,
Let us examine another example.
pressure differential Ap in

a special device).

Let us assume that the

the preliminary stage during the

checks of one or another valve

(see Fig.

flow rate varies from test to test.
the measurement is

in

If

made correctly,

2.10)

with a constant

analysis has shown that

with sufficient precision,

then the reason for the defect may either lie in
parts of the. valve,
sample,

or in

the jamming of

an excessively soft seal in

this disk

as a result of which the indentation of the seat on the seal

varies.

To check the assumption of softness of the seals one can

compare the degree of countersinking

of the seat into the rubber

with various controlling pressures on this part and on several
others.

If

the countersinking in

cantly exceeds the countersinking

the defective assembly signifivalue in

the other assemblies,

then tne expressed assumption becomes probable.

An example of

an operation to determine the causes of a defect may be the case
with the reversal of seal rings 1 (see

Fig.

6.27),

described in

section 6.3.
Sometimes there may be a set of assumed reasons for a defect.
For example,
(see Fig.

the opening of one sample of a propellant valve

2.3) occurs more slowli, than the opening of other samples

of this same valve.
of the seal rings?

What may be the reason?

increased friction

An improperly manufactured spring?

Jamming

of the moving system as a result of poor centering of the parts?
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Improper manufacture o.f the flow passage cross sectional areas
in a relief valve?
The procedure for clarifying the reasons for a defect will
in each individual case be different.
However, in all cases one
must be convinced that the test procedure, measurement accuracy
and the system of test-bench equipment cannot introduce errors
which distort the check results.
If, to determine a defect, it
is essential to disassemble or to change the form of the test
conditions,

then it

only one factor:

is

necessary in each subsequent check to change
either only the part, or only the test conditions.

When changing several factors at once (when both replacing parts
and changing the test conditions) the reason for a defect, in case
of its disappearance, cannot be clarified.
The spontaneous elimination of a defect not understood by the tester is the most
unpleasant occurrence during finishing, since this means that the
defect can reappear, at any moment.
Thus the simultaneous change
of several factors is not permissible.
In an example with retarded valve opening the sequence of
operations for clarifying the reasons for a defect may be assumed
co be as follows (in each stage che opening time value is
a) replacement of only the relief valve unit;

checked):

b) tests at low temperature (two or three additional assemblies,
which conform to the TU, are simultaneously checked under identical
conditions);
c) addition lubrication of the seal rings;
d) disassembly of the unit without the replacement of parts;
'. disassembly with the replacement of the seal rings;
f) disassembly with the replacement of the spring (the
characteristics of the old and new springs are investigated);
g) disassembly with the replacement of the rod (the diameters
of the rods are measured) and so forth.
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If

there are substantiated assumptions

concerning the reasons

for defects,

then the assumed reasons are studied first

For example,

if

rings is

the technology

not perfected,

of the seal rings is

of all.

for the lubrication of the seal

then a check with additional lubrication

carried out first

of all.

A very important step in the PFT is the dismantling of the
assemblies.
It is necessary to know how to detect (and to carefully
locate) all
parts,

the defects or changes,

which have occurred with

for which a certain experiment is

required.

Then the

parts must be measured to determine important clearances

(some-

times to detect wear).
Defects detected in

the parts must be correctly explained,

and the reason for their occurrence must be understood.
Let us
assume that the rubber on an end seal is strongly scored, that
the impression is

too sharp,

and that the rubber is

on the verge

of destruction.
a)

The reason for the poor state of the seal may be:
low quality of the rubber (only in the given part);

b)

improper

the seal is

(with skewness)

assemblage,

as a result of which

subjected to additional loading;

c)

improper manufacture of the seat profile;
d) excessive (exceeding that allowable by the TU)

cooling

or heating of the assembly during the process of testing;
e) deviation from the established regime during vulcanization
of the rubber.
These are accidental reasons.

However,

design errors

leading

to the same defect may also take place:
a)

improperly selected seat profile,

as a result of which

high specific loads act on the seal;
b)

improperly selected brand of rubber;

c)

incorrectly designated depth or width of the channel
beneath the rubber seal;
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d)

too great an operating service life designated;

e)

improper manufacturing technology of the parts (as a result

of which overheating of the rubber takes place during finishing).
An analysis of the test results of other samples of the
valve (especially of those manufactured during the same time
period) and a comparison with the test results of analogous designs
aid in the solution of the problem of specific reasons for the
discovered defect.
The quantity of samples of assemblies necessary for conducting
the PFT is difficult to state in general - this problem is solved
One must clearly see that the successful
in each individual case.
conducting of tests of ten or twenty valves cannot justify the
failure of a single valve, manufactured from the same sketches,
during operation, if a deviation from the technical specifications
and records was not detected with complete accuracy.
The presence of a failure in operation of only one of ten
tested assemblies reduces the theoretical reliability of the
assembly so much, that it excludes the possibility of taking the
It is in this case necessary
results of such tests as satisfactory.
to analyze the defect, discover its reasons, and take measures
which unconditionally eliminate the repetition of the defect.
The more complete the program of preliminary finishing tests,
the lower i

the probability of the occurrence of defects in

the

assembly's design during its operation, the lower the possibility
of the emergence of experimental work in the final stage of
finishing involving loss of time, and sometimes also the necessity
of changing the valve's construction.
On the basis of analysis of the results of the PFT measures
must be taken - structural, technological, and sometimes also
organizational

-

for the elimination of any defects uncovered.
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To check the effectiveness, of the measures taken repeated PFT
should be conducted, however in certain instances small-scale
tests are adequate.
Final finishing tests (FFT)

are conducted after the successful

completion of the entire program of the PFT.
The assemblage of the valves for the FFT is

carried out in

strict conformance with published technical specifications and
records; all the-mensions of the parts must also conform to the
blueprints and other official documents.
All the peculiarities
of assemblage for the FFT must be carefully reflected in the
accompanying technical documentation.
The manufacture of parts
and the assemblage of valves are not allowed, if based only on
considerations of the advisability of this or another deviation
from the technical specifications and records (even if they are
unconditionally correct); it is possible then that these correct
solutions will for some reason or other not be realized in the
blueprints, and the assemblies, put together for the FFT, will
differ from the following, commercial samples.

Then the

successful completion of the FFT will not testify to the reliability
of the ,,ommercial assemblies.
The FFT progr-Am ordinarily is

not as comprehensive as the

PFT program - it includes only a strict check of the valve for
conformance to technical specifications, without the determination
of the limiting possibilities of the assemblies.
Therefore, the
service life of the pneumatic assemblies in the FFT is limited
only to the value given in

the TU; the parts are manufactured

within the tolerance limits, given by the blueprints,
striving to check their extreme values.

without

Final ... nishing tests control not only the valve's construction,
but also the degree of finishing of the manufacturing technology.
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improper manufacture of one part or another turns out to be
the reason for an unsuccessful test, then, even though the con-

If

struction of the assembly will not be discredited by this, the
FFT are not considered, because the results of the tests mean that
pro.duction is not ready for the manufacture of the assemblies
In principle, the
in conformance with the imposed requirements.
nonpreparation of production should also be stated in the case
where the failui'e of a part is detected only when measuring the
parts after the successful completion of the test program; however,
usually in such cases the reasons for the deviations from the
blueprints are analyzed,

along with rhe possibility of the

repetition of the defects in

the fut-ure,

deviation on the valve's operation,

the effect of this

and from this analysis and

Sometimes
from the results of the FFT a final solution is made.
this solution may take the form of the expansion of the manufacturing
'olerance

of the part.

To evaluate the results of the FFT the condition of the parts
Even in the
with the assemblies disassembled is important.
case of complete conformance of the valves to all the imposed
requirements with respect to hermeticity, triggering times,
hydraulic characteristics and so forth, the presence of defects
in the material can serve as the basis (generally for repeat-action
va]ves) for a negative conclusion on the construction or manuIf when dismantling the
facturing technology of the assembly.
valve after the wearing out of the given service life a poor
condition of the rubber seal has developed - the removal of rubber,
too deep an impression from the seat - then where is the guarantee
that another sample of the valve will not lose its hermeticity
during the very process of the service life? In any case it is
essential to reveal the cause for the defect and to try to
(By the way,
eliminate it.
process of the PFT).

It

should have been detected in the
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The concluding stage of the FFT must be the check of the
working capacity of several samples of valves on experimental
engines, which have passed the adjustment tests.
.Ordinarily

after the completion of the FFT official word is

issued on the finishing of the assembly, in -rhich all the finishing
operations are annotated; an analysis of the working capacity
of the assembly is given and the peculiarities which arose (da.ring
.its finishing are cited.
In this document all the experimentation
for the finishing of the assembly must be summarized and the
technical specifications,

and the methods for control and acceptance

of the valve must be refined.

The sum total of the report of

successful finishing tests must be the conclusion that the valve
can be operated in an engine.
With the successful completion of the final finishing tests,
in order to check (or to determine) the possible storage life
of the assembly with the maintenance of its working capacity,
several samples of the assemblies, pre-tested for tLeir conformance
to the given technical specifications, are laid away for prolonged
storage under sealed or warehouse conditions.
The storage
conditions (temperature, humidity and so fo 'th) and the check
regulations are specified in special documents.
To more quickly determine the service period of et'ficient
operation of valves, which have critical commercial ruober parts
(seal rings,

rings,

valves with vulcanized rubber seaAs),

artificial aging methods are employed (see Chapter 3), which
permit us to obtain data on the problems which interest us in
relatively compressed time periods.
Very frequently a check of
commercial rubber parts by the artificial aging method is
carried out in parallel with the FFT of the valves.
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7.2.
CERTAIN RULES FOR CONDUCTING
THE TESTS
When conductinb the tests af valves it

is

necessary to maintain

a number of conditions, the observation of which ensures reliability
of the obtained results and the maintenance of the working
efficiency of the assemblies after the testF.
Enumerated below
are th- simplest fundamental conditions for conducting ordinary
tests of propellant valves.
7.2.1.
Assurance of Cleanliness of
the Test-Bench Connection Lines
A high degree of cleanliness of all the test facility systems -onduits,

reservoirs,

measuring devices and test bench assemblies -

is essential, so as to guarantee tIe hermeticity of the locking
mechanisms of the valves of any design and of the rubber seals
(seal rings and other rings),

to avoid wedging of the parts of

the moying system of valves, operating with small diametric
clearances, and to guarantee explosiorn safety when testing with
propellant components or during the subsequent operation of the
assemblies on the engine.
Before the assemblage of a newly created test bench it

should

be thoroughly rleaned of scale; reservoirs and large-diameter
conduits - by means of sandblasting; straighi small-diameter
conduits - by pumping corundum powder' through them (for bent
tubing this is dangerous in view of the possible thinning of the
walls).

Widespread use is made of chemical treatment of parts

and conduits - pickling and passivation.

After mechanical

cleaning and in the subsequent preventive operations degreasing

Excluding tubing designed for hydrogen peroxide.
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of the reservoirs,
is

conduits,

and parts of the test

carried out by washing or wiping them down with benzine,

carbon tetrachloride,

freon-13 or dichloroethane.

silencers,

manometers,

adapters,

subjected to degreasing.
is

bench facilities
Flanges,

sensors and so forth are also

Sometimes ultrasonic cleaning of parts

used.

Fig.

7.1.

Diagram of a filtering

device in

a condult.

To prevent foreign particles from getting into the assembly,
the test

facility

uses filters

entry into the tested valve,

- either directly in
or in

front of the

the main conduit lines in

front

of the test bench facility.
For the filtration

of water and a number (,f propellant components

small-mesh and very small-mesh metal grids with serge and Cmooth

networks (according to GOST 3187-65)

No.

21! and No.

64 are used.

In certain cases even finer meshes are enkployed - up to number
160.
The grids are manufactured from stainle,s steel, glass or
nickel wire of appropriate diameter. The water flow rate through
a square decimeter of the filtering element must not exceed 1-3
1/sec.
In order to achieve a low water flow rate through the
filter (not exceeding 3-6 m/sec) with a high flow rate in the
tubing, filters are set up according to the diagram shown in
Fig. 7.1. The pressure drop on the filter is not allowed to
exceed 2.5 at.
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Fig. 7.2.

4

to ensure a high degree of purity

6

,3

Are'angement of filters

of the tested assembly:

tested assembly; 2
filters

"6 -

To purify compressed air
are installed,

In
in

4,

-

5,

manufactured from the
made from

The hydraulic resistance of the filters

at nominal flow rate ordinarily does not exceec. 2-3 at.
the tests of critical

assemblies handling compressed gas,

the case where there are high requirements for purity,

filters

-

or nitrogen chamois or ceramet filter.,

above-mentioned smooth-mesh grids; sometimes filters
for air

1

filters; 3

for the manometers,•
"alves; 7 - manometers.

and sometimes also filters

capron fabrics are used.

-

special

are set up on the lines leading to the manometers,

sensors,

and also at the outlet from the assembly with the aim of protecting
the assembly from contamination during the discharge of air
pressure through valve 5 (Fig.

7.2).

7.2.2.
Elimination of the Possibility
of Precipitation from Liquids or Gases
Besides careful filtering
to the

equipment or valve,

mechanisms it

is

of the working medium at the inlet
for some assemblies with valve

essential to eliminate the possibility of the

precipitation of solid particles, deposited on the working surfaces
of the tested assemblies, from liquids or gases during the tests,
Thus,

for flow tests of assemblies with small clearcnces,

instead of common drinking water,

which contains calcium and

magnesium salts which form precipitates,
water,

in

permutite

(Na-cationate)

which these salts are easily replaced by sodium salt
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solutions',
oil

are employed.

impurities in

In

order to reduce the content of

compressed air,

gaseous nitrogen,

the vaporization of liquid nitrogen,
of compressed air.

is

obtained by

sometimes used in

place

7.2.3.
Prevention of Corrosion of Parts
During Tests
During flow tests of assemblies with water circulation in
closed system (see Fig.

6.8)

it

is

a

advisable to add potassium

dichromate to the water - at a rate of about 3 grams of potassium
dichromate to 1 liter

of water.

dich.-omate practically excludes

The presence of the potassium
corrosion of aluminum,

and steel parts with the total filling

bronze

of the assembly's internal

cavities with water (corrosion may appear on the bcrder of the
water divider, on the water line).
However, potassium dichromate
cannot be used when testing valves designed to handle hydrogen
peroxide.

After flow testing the assemblies with water, they should be
completely dried as quickly as possible.
An incompletely dried
valve cannot be left

without water after flow testing -

case corrosion occurs significantly more intensively,
the valve is

placed in

time between

che ends of' the flow test and the start

is

water.

In

in

this

than when

many cases a maximum permissible
of drying

specified.
It

is desirable to dry the valves

pressure of 5-10 mm Hg.)

in

a vacuum (with a residual

a. a temperature of 50-60 0 C,

.ith a

periodic (2-3 'times) pressure increase up to atmosplheric.

1

Permutite water causes the corrosion of parts manufactured
from aluminum and its
alloys.
Therefore, the conducting of tests
in permutite water requires a high degree of work organization,
careful and undelayed drying of the ajsembly after the sork has
been completed.
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A higher temperature in the case where commercial rubber parts
The drying time is indicated in the
are used is not desirabli.
technology.

With a complex cavity configuration, where there
are zones which can trap moisture, when using materials especially
non.corrosion-resistant to water, the entire internal cavity of
the valve should be washed down with alcohol or acetone, dissolving
the moisture and quickly evaporating,

before it

is

dried.

Uhen testing assemblies which handle propellant components,
much attention should be paid to the selection of the material
of the parts,

used in

*rhe test-bench valves,

the material of the

The selection
branches, adapters, coupling fittings and so forth.
of the material for these parts must be even more rigorous with
respect to their corrosion resistance,
of the engine,

then for parts of assemblies

since they come in contact with the product for

an immeasurably greater time.
With prolonged contact with oxidizers based on nitric acid
aluminium alloys, employed in the housings of valves, filters
and so forth, are suuject to corrosion.

The products of this

corrosion are carried off with the propellant into the tested
valve.
The process of corrosion proceeds with special intensity
An increase of moisture
with an increase in the moisture content.
in

the oxidizer.above

the permissible limit sharply accelerates

the corrosion process, and therefore it is necessary to periodically
take a chemical analysis of the product, and to watch its compositiorn.
The Elimination of Pressure
.2.11.
Measurement Errors
7

In all cases measurement error must not exceed 30% of the
To ensure high accuracy,
tolerance for the value of tha perimeter.
th2 value of the measured pressure is sometimes located within
the limits of the last third of the manometer scale (although
this contradicts the general recoimrnendations).
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Uhen checking the quality of the transient nrocesses with
compressed air using manometers (sensors) the length and the
hydraulic resistance of the connected conduits are very important.
During all the flow tests with water and components for during
gas blasting it is important to precisely observe the recommenda.tiorns of "rules 28-64 for the measurement of the flow rate of
liquids, gases and vapors using standard diaphragms and nozzles"'.
Incorrect organization of the pressure measurement - the welding
of the measuring nonnector tube not perpendicularly to the axis
of the tubing, its placement close to the site of abrupt expansion
of the cross section, on a curvilinear or conical section of the
tube, nonhermeticity of the measurement tubing and so forth can significantly distort the results of the tests.

It

is desirable

to run the pressure takeoffs through annular chambers.
With a pulsating character of the pressure change, when the
pressure is measured with a manometer, it is necessary to put
dampers in front of the manometer - according to the diagram
shown in Fig. 7.3,

in wlich either gas or liquid can be fed to
tube a; tube b must in all cases be filled with liquid.

(

Fig. 7.3.
Placement of a damper
before the manometer:
a, b tubes; c - discharge nozzle

(b.

(a)

'Publishing House of the Committee of Standards,
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1964.

Instead of discharge nozzle d it

is

desirable to install

a

capillary tube ensuring a laminar flow of the liquid through
the capillary
errors in

This avoids possible

during "surges" of the flow.

value during a pulsation'.

determining the average pressure

The servicing of differential manometers with quick transition
isolute pressures

of the assembly to working mode and at h-

of the service personnel to avoid damage

requires operating skill

to the instruments or the discharge of mercury
differential manometers).
manometer is

shown in

Fig.

(in

mercury

layout for a differential

The recommended

The differential manometer is

7.11.

switched to steady-state conditions.

During tie transition to

a mode valves 1 and 2 are open, while valves 3 anad 4 are closed.
After transition to a mode valve 3 opens, then valves 1 and 2
close,

after which valve 4 is

one another -

opened.

Valves 1 and 2 duplicate

for a reliable hermetization of the line (sometimes
installed between them).

a drainage valve is

71 7
(1~

Boda

(2)

farno

Diagram of the installation of a differential
Fig. 7.4.
1, 2, 3, 11- valves; 5 - darpers; 6 - small
mancmeter:
water cylinders; 7 - small oil cylinders; 8 - differential
*"•ter manometer.
. ) Water; (2) Oil.
'This

problem is

studied in

detail in
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work [17].

Bellows-type separators are installed in certain cases in front
When
of the manometers when handling aggressive components.
working with differential manometers, and when the rigidity of
the bellows separators introduce excessive errors as a result of
the tests, no separators are used, and the small cylinders are
filled with a neutral liquid which does not react with the given
propellant. When handling liquid oxygen gasification of the
oxygen Is employed in the manometer tubes, preventing excessive
cooling of the instrument; sometimes these tubes pass through a
special heat exchanger.
7.2.5. Eliminating Errors when
Determining the Nonhermeticity
of the Exchanger.
In determining the nonhermeticity of a seal by means of
removing air through a tube into water (see Fig. 6.7) it is essential
to ensure strict invariability of the temperature during the
process of measurement, especially with considerable volumes of
the cavity, through which the leak is supposed to be.
An increase in temperature during the check of the hermeticity
results in the fact that a (false) leak will be fixed, due to
the expansion in air A. A temperature decrease can lead to the
fact that nonhermeticity will not be detected. Therefore, if the
temperature of the assembly differs from the temperature of
the environment, it is essential to regulate the time of the
check and to take measures to completely eliminate temperature
fluctuations while determining the nonhermeticity. This is
especially important in deep cooling. To control the temperature
a thermoccuple should be calked into the body of the valve and
the temperature should be watched.
During temperature tests of large-scale valves it is necessary
to ensure a constant temperature seal around the assembly, so that
the temperature at various points on the valve will be identical.
It is especially important to observe this condition when testing
the assembly on components, in cases where the test temperature
is close to the freezing or boiling temperature of the component.
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When checking the hermeticity of stationary joints by the
"aquarium" method, before putting the assembly into water or
before filling

with water the baths with the valve lowered thelein

the assembly should be supplied with a small quantity of air
pressure - about 0.2-0.35 at.
prevent the consequences

The purpose of this check

of poor joining of the conduits,

installation of the mufflers,

s to
po r

as a result of which water might

enter inside the valve.
7.2.6.
Prevention of Cavitation
During Flow Tests

The possibility

of operation of the system under cavitation

conditions should be eliminated.

To avoid cavitation,

it

is

suffi-

cient to provide a counterpressure valve p 2 (pressure behind the
assemoly), which twice exceeds the value of hydraulic resistance
Ap.
However, sometimes high pressure P2 is difficult to ensure,
while cavitation may be absent even at very low P2. In order
to make sure there is no cavitation at a given flow rate, it is
enough to change the counterpressure P2 ; constancy of the value
Ap (at the same flow rate) will testify to the absence of cavitation'.
7.2.7.
Consideration of the Actual
Speed of Sound Propagation in Water
In investigating the value of hydraulic shocks which appear
during valve triggerings in hydraulic facilities one should
consider the actual value of the pressure propagation rate in
water.
The spued of sound in water varies depending on the pressure
as a result of the solution of gas in it.
Besides the fact that
'Naturally,

with urchanged position of the moving system of

the valve.
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water itself contains various quantities of dissolved gases in
during the process of tank pressurization the saturation of'
The speed
the water with air - airation of the water - occurs.
of sound in water reaches a maximum at a pressure of 12 at, and
in pressure remains constant (Fig. 7-5).
a further increase Swithý
it,

W. 10-1/cv~
The dependence of the
Fig. 7.5.
sound propagation rate in water
on the pressure.

1•4

046 8 10 12 piWrcmz
a test bench facility

In

with pressure feed system for

studying phenomena for hydraulic shock at low flow rates and
pressures,

but with high water speed,

'ft is

des'rable that

act on the water through a rubber membrane.

the air

Ensuring a given Sequence for
7.2.8.
the Passing of Electrical Instructions
When checking the operation of a system of explosive valves
it

is

essential that the explosive cart-idges

at given moments in

time.

Sometimes it

is

trigger precisely

important to ensure

the triggering simultaneity of the explosive cartridges

[or to

check the effect on the operation of the system of the actual
(insignificant)

time difference in

the explosion of the cartridge'].

The required accuracy of the moment of supplying the signal
is

ensured by the appropriate timing mechanis3m,

which acts on

the explosive cartridges through the contacts of the electromagnetic
relays.
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In

order to be able to check the continuity of the electrical

circuits of each individual cartridge,

each cartridge gets the

command from a separate electromagnetic
contacts of the same relay.
re'.'ays also results in
of the common

relay,

or else from various

The effect of the operation of the

an actual time difference in

the passage

(single) electrical instruction.

Before the tests one should carefully check the assigned
timing sequence for the triggering of the explosive cartridges.
For this,

instead of the cartridges,

simulators for them are

connected to the plugs of the cable shaft and the sequence for
the passage of instructions is
times several

times each).

recorded on an oscillogram (some-

Only after receiving the assurance

of reliable and stable operation of the system can the cable
shaft be connected to the explosive cartridges.

The electrical

system of a console permitting us to check

the continuity of the circuits of two explosive cartridges
(with a duplicated feed system for each cartridge),

to record

on an oscillograph a sequence for passing instructions and to
detonate the cartridges is

depicted in

Fig.

7.6.

7.2.9.
The Attachment of the Assemblies
on the Vibration stands
In

checking the assemulies for the effect of vibration on

them (on

vibration stands),

and also in

transportation (on jostling stands)

checking the effect of

there arises

the problem of

the method of fastening the valves to the table of the test bench,
since the character of the loads taken by the assembly depends on
this.

Rigid fastening to the test facility allows us to check

the vibration strength of the assembly precisely under those
conditions,

which are set by the test program.

which recreates

With fastening

the fastening of the valve on the engine the
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assigned vibration conditions will exist only for a part of the
fastening unit - the brackets installed on the test bench table
and the vibration conditions of the assembly itself
from the required conditions.
purposes,

will differ

aepending on the test

this or another system for fastening the assemblies to

the table is

selected.

ri

ec

Fl

NP, NP,
.6

Fi.

Therefore,

-

a

Eletri'a

/P,2

~

cicit

P5

Pic
I

ftecnoe

n

"2
nn,, - circuits for heating the first

nn

nn,

explosive caitridge;

- circuits for heating the second explosive

cartridge; ra

r;

rl, r-

resistances of the circuits

of heating of the first
and second explosive cartridges;
; P3; P4; P5 - windings of the electromagnetic
PI;
relays; KP?; KP2 ; KP3; KP4; KP5 - normally-disconnected
contacts of the appropriate electromagnetic

relays; RI;

R2 - resistances for checking the continuity of the circuits
of the explosive cartridges with a safety current; K1 ; K2

-

buttons for checking the continuity of the circuits of
the ex(plosive cartridges; K - start
button; BM - timing
mechani.sm, ensuring preliminary closing of the contacts
of relays P1 and P2 relative to P3; JIBl J5 - control tubes.
KEY:

(1) to oscillograph.

It

essential that the construction of the table of the

is

vibration stand be sufficientiy rigid,

since otherwise various

points of the table will have different vibration overloads.
This leads to errors in

determining the actual value of the load

acting on the assembly.
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BASIC SAFETY MEASURES IN TESTING
7.3.
VALVES

The conducting of tests of valves for LPREs involves a number
of dangers:

the possibility of destruction of the assemblies,

containers for tubes,

which are under pressure of compressed gas,

the danger of explosion of certain propellant components,
toxicity of some,

the easy flammability of others,

the

the high level

of high-frequency noises and so forth.
Therefore,

organizational

and technical measures must be taken

to exclude the possibility of explosions or failures,
to ensure the safety of service personnel,
from the effect of toxic substances

measures

and to protect workers

and noise.

These measures must be directed to the mechanization of the
processes of filling

and emptying cf components,

for fire-fighting preparedness,
units on the test bench,

mechanization of assemblage of

the use of remote methods of controlling

the test process and monitoring the hermeticity,
need to have people around the tested valves,
pressure,

the provision

eliminating the

which are under

and so forth.

The safety technology service is

occupied with the development

of such measurements - both organizational and technical.

The
rules for safety technology when testing LPRE valves basically
encompass:
a)

handling with pneumatic test benches and pneumatic facili-

ties;
b)

operation of the hydraulic

facilities

for static

an6,

dynamic valve tests;
c)

operation of the vibration test benches and vibration

facilities;
d)

handling aggressive toxic propellant
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comnonents.

The safety

technology goals for handling propellant

components:

provide for the sequence of conducting tests and rules for storing
propellants,

and also methods for handling them;

allowable concentration of propellant va:pors in
and in

the workers'

of the work site,

establish the
the atmosphere

bays; point out the necessity for ventilation

as well as for neutralization of the drainage

wastes and run-off residues of the propellant constituents;
delineate the sequence for degreasing of reservoirs,

conduits,

test bench assemblies; define methods of indivAdual protection
type of overalls,

brand of masks; and cite methods of first

and
-

aid

for accidents and so forth.

Similar conditions are also specified for working without a
component - there is an established order for storage, assemblage
and operation of the explosive cartridges,

established methods

for calculating strength and methods of checking the armored cabins,
armored proteccive devices,
measures

individual and collective protection

for high frequency noise,

and there is

specified the

periodicity of protective and overall operations and so fcrth.

For ensuring work safety on the test benches the organizational
side of the thing itself

is

of great,

if

not decisive,

importance.

For each test bench or group of test benches there must be
designated a responsible person - most frequently,
mechanic.

an

experienced

On each stand there should be displayed the control

system for it,

where the number of valves,

reducers,

EPVs in

the

system must coincide with the marking of these assemblies on the
stand itself.

The levers of the most critical

and of the emergency
special

color.

test-bench assemblies

shut-off assemblies are marked with a

Each facility

which have been studied by all

must have instructions for operation,
the workers on this facility.

order must be established for the storage and
bench assemblies, the dismantlable
consideration of the test
A strict
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tubing and equipment
so forth; in

-

our view,

the adapters,
this is

the plugs,

branch tubes and

one of the basic problems of

ensuring fast and safe operation on the test benches.
test bench assemblies,

the

A2l

conduits and equipment must have technical

documentation or the certification of a technical check.
Routinely,
at regular intervals, preventive maintenance of the test
bench
equipment, replacement of the instruments, and the inspection
of the assemblies must be made.
The preparation for testing on the test bench must be made
under the leadership of a single responsible person,

with strict

delineation of the problems and responsibilities of all
participants of the operation.

Before the start

the

of the tests

the leader should have a clear idea of the purposes and of the
program of operations.

He should foresee the possible defects

of the tested assembly,

their consequences and measures to quickly

eliminate these consequences.
Before the start
for the preparedness

of the critical

tests a report is

of the facility

for work,

filled out

which is

signed

for the completion of readiness for the test by the persons
responsible for this or another range of problems:
for the preparedness

of the electrical

for the preparation of the measuremenL

responsible

system of the test
means,

bench,

for the quality of

the installation of the valve on the test bench,

for the checking

of the test-bench main lines, for the quantity of' the supplied
component, for its
quality (the results of chemical analysis),
for the preparedness of the fire-extinguishing
Only after the filling
by the appropriate

system and so forth.

out of such a report and its

confirmation

leader can one proceed to the tests themselves.

Such a procedure

ensures not only working safety,

a high degree of reliability

of the obtained results.
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but also

II
Before the start
of the tests, which involve the discharge
into the atmosphere of a stream of air or water, audiovisual
warning signals are given.

Any operations connected with the use of high pressure,
explosion-dangerous

or combustible components,

must be carried out in

explosive cartridges,

the presence of no less than two workers

for the possibility of rendering help,

if

it

is

These general statements are extended to all
of LPRE assemblies.

toxic,

-

required.

forms of tests

Certain safety measures for specific forms

of tests are presented below.

7.3.1.

Working with Compressed Gas

All valves subjected to tests must be located behind a reliable
enclosure,

which protects the testers in

tested valve.

case of failure of the

Such an enclosure may be a reinforced-concrete

an armored cabin,

closet or other armored-protective

box,

equipment

-

depending on the size of the valve and the pressure employed
during the tests.

Control of the tested device should be from

outside the armored-protective
for a person to be there.
tested valve,

excluding the necessity

When there is

high pressure in

the possibility of a person's being in

cabin must be excluded.
lock,

device,

This is

the

the armored

achieved by the use of a pneumatic

which locks the door when pressure is

supplied to the valve

and prevents the supplying of the pressure when the door is

open.

A maximum number of test bench assemblies must be located inside
the cabin or in

the si

tal shielded panels.

Assemblies which

are located within tht cabin must be protected by an armored
sheet in

case of failure of the tested valve.

assemblies located outside the cabin,
personnel are located,

Test-bench

where the servicing

must possess eupecially high strength and

reliability.
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With the purpose of reducing noise during pneumatic tests
the drainage tubes should lead out from the site to the street
and mufflers of one sort or another should be installed there.o
The tubes themselves should be sound-insulated on the outside.
All the tanks and containers,

which are not part of the

tested device, if under pressure, must conform to the rules of
Gosgortekhnadzor (State Committee of the Council cf Ministers for
Supervision of Industrial Safety and for M.,ning Inspection) [12],
independent of whether these containers are located inside or
outside the box; in case the product of the working pressure
In the container p (in at) for the volume of the vessel V (in 1)
for air at a temperature t < 2000C exceeds 5000 (pV > 5000), such
a container must be officially registered with the inspection of
Gosgortekhnadzor.
In making the armor-shielded devices special attention should
be paid to the strength of the viewing windows. which are provided
with bullet-proof glass; the use of a multi-layer glass laminate
can be recommended (Fig. 7.7).

(a)

3

(b)

d

Cc)

0).

I"

Fig. 7.7.
Viewing window of the Fig. 7.8. Cross-sections of
armored cabin:
1 - nullet proof coverings of the armcred cabins:
glass; 2 - armored cabin wall.
a - made from channel iron; b made from ongle iron; c - made
from strips.
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Each armored cabin should have a covering,
ccudld escape,

through which air

"out which would be impenetrable to fragments.

Figure 7.8 shows cross sections of several of such coverings.

The

flow passage cross sectional area for air flow through the
covering must bc adequate,

so as to avoid the possibility of

..ncreasing

the armored cabin during an explosion

the pressure in

of the tested valve.
foundation or,

The armored cabin must be reinforced by a

what is

more advisable,

a floor made from a steel sheet,

it

should be equipped with

welded to the side walls.

Before the armor-shielded devices are put into use,

they must

be subjected to a special check for strength by the pneumatic
destruction of the corresponding valve or an imitation of it.
(With the manufacture of several samples of single-type devices
one of these is

subjected to testing).

are to be tested in

the armor-shielded

which the value of the product pV is
destruction.

If

different assemblies

device,

maximum,

then the one,
is

for

subjected to

Destruction of such valves can be carried out with

a test pressure p Hcn (Ptest)'
prt"'xure pp (P~cn = 1.2 pp),

which exceeds by 20% the working
which creates a certain safety factor.

Destruction of the assembly at a pressure exceeding the working
pressure by a total of 20% is taken care of by a special weakening
of The a,ýsembly.
is rather difficult,
this.

Therefore,

of V.

V. Sopole-v,

To make Just such a weakening,

which is necessary,
and a number of attempts must be made for

we can therefore recommend a design imitation
which guarantees

tie

unjoining of the parts with

the given prve.ýuve and permito us to make repeated tests without
replacing the

;imulator.

The design of the simulator is

3hown in

Fig.

7.9.

Into the

-nner- cavity of tLe simulator through connector 5 a certain pressure

SPtcn is

supplied.

An auxiliary pressure

(50-100 at) is

supplied

through EPV Into the controlling cavity thorough connector 14;
under the effect of this pressure ring

3111

? slips, balls 2 disintegrate,

hou.ing _and cover 6 fly off'

under the pressure pHcn"

The

advantage of such a construction consists also in the fact that
the site of impact of housing 1 against the armo,-shielded device
can be preselected, i.e., the equipment construction can be tested
at its weakest point (only the bulletproof glass is protected
during the tests).

Knrmaomempy

(1)}

12 ombepcmud
Fig. 7.9.
Simulator of an
assembly for checking the
strength of an armor-clad
unit: 1 - housing; 2 - ball;
3 - ring; 41,5 - fittings;
6 - cover; 7, 8 - seal rings.

Fig. 7.10.
Diagram of the valve
simulator: 1 - half of the housing;
2, 11,7 - connectors; 3 - ring;
5, 6 - rubber seal rings; 8 - nut;
9 - explosive bolt.
KEY:
(1) To manometer

'The EPV is controlled remotely; during the tests of the
armor-,shielded device there must be no personnel in the test box.
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Another original design of a valve simulator,
by V. V.

Sobolev (Fig.

7.10),

is

suggested also

less universal,

hand simp3er to manufacture and more reliable.
the preozurp feed to the simulator is

but on the other
A diagram of

demonstrated in

Fig.

7.11).

1

12

Pynp
6

6

____

____
____

____

___

._ fnposepir
ep'eme uv-

Iyocmu
o

n

Pig. 7.11.
Diagram of the pressure feed to the simulator:
"1- valves; 2 - electropneumatic valve; 3 - relief
valve;
11- discharge jet;
5 - simulator; 6 - manometers.
KEY:
(1) Test for hermeticity.
To the inner cavity oi
Fig.

7.10)

compressed air

Bolts 9 are designed in

the simulator through connector
of a certain pressure PHCn is

2 (see

fed.

such a iay., that the test pressure p

acting on the arva of the circle with diameter Dl, produces neither
the destruction, nor significant elongation of the bolts.
Then through connector
small cavity

A.

The force

4 control pressure is

supplied to the

acting on the destruction of the bolts

sharply increases as a result of the increase in

the area,

on

which the preOsuIrC acts.
Depending on the value of the controlling
pressure, th~e bolt
•either immediately break, or (with ]ow
(p)ontrol

are '-tretched; with the stretching of the bolts the

cot6

Sj

1(,

III
hermeticity of ru-ber seal 6 is destroyed,

and pressure Pwcn

spreads into cavity A through discharge 4I(see Fig. 7.11),
which the bolts break, because pressure p
area of the circle with dlanieter D2 .
pHc

after

will ncw act on the

Depending on the value of

the diameter of the neck of bolts d 6 is

calculated (see

Fig. 7.10).
Relief valve 3 (see Fig. 7.11) serves to prevent the spread
of pressure p~cn to EPV 2 in the case of sudden destruction of
ring 6 (see Fig. 7.10) in the simulator.
To reduce the volume V, the cavity of the simulator can be
filled with metal balls, water, etc.
This is a repeat-action simulator, sinceý after the replacement
of the bolts it

is

suitable for repeated use.

As a result of the tests the armor-shielded device should
not be subjected to faiiures or should not have such external
damages, which could be dangerous for service personnel (the
tearingout of the external bolts, nuts, connectors,

and so forth).

Pneumatic assemblies for testing assemblies which have a value
pV <_ 3000 at '. are allowed to be placed inside industrial buildings;
with values of pV > 3000, but less than < 25000 insulated rooms
Devices which operate at values of
are necessary (if p > 6 at).
pV > 25000 at'l
can be situated only at the test stations, removed
from other working sites.
To reduce the danger of the hydraulic tests attempts should
be made to reduce the volume, which is filled with compressed
air. Thus, in checking the hermeticity of welded seams of a
housing uf large volume,

%he housing can be filled with a special

filler made from metal or plastic,
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occuping a large part of

the inner volume of the housing.

Such a method permits pneumatic
tests of parts of iarge assemblies to be conaucted in comparatively
weakly reinforced cabins.
To create a liquid cooling medium during valve tests
temperature

freon is

dioxide)

added to it.

is

carbon dioxide in

frequently used;
In

at low

dry ice (solid carbon

the process of dissolving the

the freon intensive gas liberation takes place;

with a freon concentration in
odor can be perceived.

air

equal to 4 g/l a strong,

Therefore,

pungent

the freon baths must be covered

and have collectors from the exhaust fan system on the side.
After reaching a certain temperature,
the smell of the freon is
In

when the dry ice is

dissolved,

almost imperceptible.

the presence of an open fire freon decomposes with the

formation of highly toxic substances.
7.3.2.
The installation and Operation
of Conduits
In

the creation and operation of test-bench devices,

boxes for pneumatic

tests and tests

with propellant,

consoles,

great

attention should be paid to the installation of the conduits
which operate under high pressure

(especially

internal diameter of 10 mm and higher),
Conduits should be manufactured,
conformance with the effective

conduits with an

and to handling them.

installed and operated
rules (see,

for example,

in
"Rules

fcr Installation and Safe Operation of Air Compressors and Air
Conduits," Handbook on Safety and Industrial Sanitation Procedures,
Publishing House "Sudostroenie,"

Leningrad,

1965).

With an internal diameter of the conduit exceeding 15 mm,
in

order to check the quality of the welded seam, monitoring

by x-rays or gamma-rays is

used (according

Sometimes nonferrous defectoscopy
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to GOST 7512-55).

ultrasonic

monitoring or

magnafluxing is

used.

Not less than 5% of the turning joints

(i.e.,

those joints, during the welding of which the welder was
able to turn the tubes) and all 100% of the stationary joints
(where the tubes were not turned during welding, and the welder
who was sometimes in a position uncomfortable for working,
penetrated the entire perimeter of the joint).
Especially careful control should be exercised on the state
and operation of flexible rubber hoses.
They must be manufactured
according to the appropriate approved plans.
With the reliable
sealing off of the ends the hoses, cited in GOST 6286-60, can be
employed at pressures of 90-300 at (depending on the internal
diameter).
The indicated rubber hoses are designed for operation using
compressed air or other nonaggressive gas.
Such hoses undergo
visual inspection every two months;

they undergo hydraulic

premiýsing at 150% working pressure every six months.
7.3.3.
Conducting Static and Dynamic
Hydraulic Tests
In comparison with pneumatic tests, hydraulic tests present
less danger.
However, the basic rules for conducting pneumatic
tests (and the rules for monitoring the conduits) are also
extended to hydraulic tests,

especially at high pressures.

When conducting distructive tests one should see to iV that
the liquid completely fills
the entire inner volume of the valve,
without permitting the formation of air pockets.
Therefore,
with a complex configuration of the internal cavities of the
assembly

it

ts best to pour water under a vacuum,
evacuate the inner cavities of the valve.
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i.e.,

to first

IIt
(a)

a)

(b)

**

Fig. 7.12.
Layouts for testing an assembly for strength
1 - tested
(liquid pressure is created by compressed gas):
assembly; 2 - cylinder; 3 - valve; 4 - discharged jet.
one should use a hydraulic

To create liquid pressure,

press,

without permitting charging by compressed air for this purpose:
during deformations of the housing of the valve gas will enter
inside and in

the case of destruction of the housing

can lead

to serious consequences.
However,

sometimes circumstances

force us to use just such

pressure charging when testing by hydraulic destruction.
case,

too,

it

is

essential

In

this

to ensure the impossibility of entry

of the gas into the tested object by employing a buffer cylinder
of known strength,

connected

with the tested object
type shown in

Fig.

(Fig.

7.12b is

to a discharge tube and a conduit
7.12); a layout according to the
preferable.

7.3.4.
Tests for Vibration Stability and
Strength
Vibration tests
conducted only in

with gas pressure in
an armored cabin,

cited condition;

the equipment

With this aim in

mind,

the assembly can be

corresponding to the above

should also have noise protection.

sound insulation of the armored cabin with

plates made from mineral betting and sheets of polyurethane
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(but this is

dangerous with respect to fires)

to literature data,

sound absorption is

is

used.

According

also achieved by putting

on the walls of the armored cabin special varnishes with a small
layer thickness.
To reduce noise acoustic explosions should be made on the
foundations of the vibration stands and buffeting stands.
over,

More-

service personnel should use individual protective measures

special ear protectors,

ultrathin cotton or noise-absorbing

inserts for the ears.
Simulators can be installed in

place of the working explosive

cartridges during vibration tests of tht explosive automatic
systems.

Here the hermeticity

of che installation of explosive

cartridges and the rigidity of the fastening site
However,

in

order for a simulator to be used,

confidence in

will be checked.

one must have

the vibration stabi'lity of the explosive cartridge

itself.
Tests of explosive cartridges can be made by placing the
explosive cartridge into a special device,

designed and made for

detonating explosive cartridges of significantly greater power.
7.3.5.

Working with Propellant Components

In

creating test benches for testing valves with real
propellantV the entire operating test bench system must be carefully thought out,
to the stand,

beginning with the supplying of propellant

storing it

substandard products.

and finishing with the removal of
Any unfinished operation can result in

a

serious accident.
Roads for transporting the propellant must be smooth,
pito or bumpz or deprezsion.;
is

without

the transportation of propellants

permitted only In vehicles specially designed for this purpose.
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The storage for various types of fuel should be organized 4n various
It is not allowable to store fuel and oxidizer together.
places.
Such an environment inevitably leads to fire or explosion. The
temperature in the storehouse should not exceed what is permitted
Therefore, the possibility of air condifor the given product.
tioning should be provided for.
It is not permitted to conduct tests one after the other,
first with an oxidizer, and then with fuel, in one and the same
test box, and with the same equipment. The box must be adapted
for the tests of the designated product, it must have the proper
ventilating equipment and collectors, placed either above, or
An
below - depending on the density of the propellant vapors.
independent drainage channelization system should be provided for,
separated from the common sewage system; the unification of the
channelization systems with the coimon sewage system, even if it
does not lead to an accident (although this is entirely possible),
will, in any case, cause inadmissible contamination of the waste
waters.
It is forbidden to conduct welding operations at the work sites,
where propellant is found. The walls of the boxes and the equipment should be covered by a special varnish, which prevent the
introduction of propellant vapors into the pores of the walls.
This greatly improves the working conditions, and allows us to
easily clean the walls and equipment, and also reduces the concentration of propellant vapors at the site of the box.
Conducting tests with a heated propellant with a low boiling
temperature under pressure, it is necessary to consider that the
pressure differential will lead to gasification. Therefore, it
is not permitted to install a discharge jet, washer or other
hydraulic resistance on the mainline of the fuel product in front
of the drainage tank. This will lead to gasification, discharge
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of vapors through the drainage outlets to the atmosphere,
to the gas contamination of the environment.
necessary to install

a coo.er in

It

is

therefore

front of the discharge jet,

that the pressure drop occurs on the cold prodict.
of tubing with hot propellant is

so

Nonhermeticity

very much to be feared,

this leads to intensive gasification in

because

the box.

When working with such an oxidizer as liquid oxygen,
purity is

i.e.,

complete

the most important requirement for safety technology.

The air which goes for pressure charging of the liquid oxygen
containers must not contain traces of oil.

The tool used on the

work bench must be copper coated to avoid the formation of sparks,
which can lead to an explosion.
safety it

is

asphalt - it

not permissible to cover th9 floor of the box with
should be cemented.

While working at the test
silk,

From ccnsiderations of explosion

bench,

it

is

forbidden to wear

syntnetic or woolen underclothing.

Working with hydrogen peroxide - a very explosive-hazardous
propellant - requires a high degree of purity.
are (afaong, other products)

ferric oxide and sand.

surfaco3 vf the containers,

tubes,

careful cleaning and passlvation.
increa.3e5

especially witLi

Catalysts for it

test-bench assemblies require
The danger of explosion

the increase in

This propellant decays violentl,

All the internal

the peroxide concentration.

with an increase in

Strict observation of the temperature of the product,
taking of measures to prevent a temperature
Is

one of the first

cares of the testers.
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temperature.
and the

rise exceeding 250C

CHAPTER

8

ENSURING OPERATING STABILITY OF
PROPELLANT VALVES
In examining the autonomous requirements imposed on propellant
valves, it was cited that one of the most important requirements
is

the assurance of operating staoility of the assembly.
The degree of stability is characterized by:
a)

the value of non-coincidence of the openirg times (closing
times) of various samples of - valve of one and the same type
under the same conditions, which is the result of individual
peculiarities of manufacture of explosive cartridges, springs,
seal rings,

clearance value, quantity of lubrication and so forth;
b) value of non-coincidence of the opening times (closing
times) of one and the same sample of a valve under different
conditions possible during operation, i.e., at different temperature conditions, different inlet and controlling pressures;
c) the value of non-coincidence of the opening times (closing
times) of one and the same sample of a valve under the same
conditions,

which is

the result of frictional instability.

General instability of valve operating (triggering) times
of one and the same type valve is caused by the combination of
all the above mentioned time variances.
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Although the value of instability of operation of explosive
valves according to paragraphs
it

is

b and c cannot be checked directly,

known that the highest stability

explosive valves is
brake device.

possessed by direct-

whose triggering time variance does not

action explosive valves,
exceed 0.003 sec.

is

The operating stability

of check-type

determined by the operation of the hydraulic-

With a perfected hydraulic-brake design the

instability of this type of assembly does not exceed 0.01-0.03 sec.
The greatest difficulties
ensuring operating stability
are
controlled
repeat-actlon
valves.
encounte-ed in pneumatically
Their triggering time is one order higher than the triggering
time of expl-iive valves.
the absolute

It

triggering tim,e,

is

natural to expect that the greater

the greater will also be the

absolute variance of these times,

the greater the instability.

i.e.,

Examined below are problems connected with providing
stability for pneumatically controlled valves.
8.1.
STABILITY OF PNEUMATIC VALVES
FOR HIGH-BOILING LIQUIDS
Let us examine the process of opening at normal
for a test-bench valve,

shown in

Fig.

8.1,

temperature

A study of the valve's

opening times was made on a pn,-umatic device,

the diagram

of which

ia shown in Fig. 8.2.
Compressed air was supplied to the inlet
to the liquid cavity of the valve instead of propellant; the
pressure at tne inlet was maintained constant.

In

the initial

pressure in

position the valve is

cavity A (see

Fig. 8.1).

-.losed by the controlling

To open the valve an electrical

signal is supplied to the switch of normally open EPV 2 (see
Fig. 8.2) with drainage, as a result of which air is leaked
from the controlling cavity and under the effect of the inlet
The process of opening
pressure and the sp'ring the valve opens.
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It

is

examined,

by taking the giving of the electrical signal'

the EPV as the starting moment.
valve washer 3 is
rate is

installed,

to

At the outlet of the pneumatic

with the aid of which the air

flow

determined.

4

2,,
3-.
7-,•
11991,
Z.
'A

Fig. 8.1.
A normally open test
bench pneumatic valve:
1 cover; 2 - piston; 3 - seal ring;
4 - valve travel signal indicator;
5 - valve; 6 - bellows; 7housing; 8 - rod; 9 - spring;
- control cavity; 6- drainage
cavity; B - propellant cavity.
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'The

command to the switch of the EPV is

transmittea through

an intermediate relay.
For simplicity they are not shown on the
diagram; we also disregard their triggering tnime.
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Fig. 8.2. Diagram of a s ,t up
for testing the pneumatic valve:
LV

1 - tested pneumatic valve; 2 -

'

n ormally open EPV with drainage;
f'!ow-rate washer; 4i- shut
1- 3
off valve; I - moving, system
"travel sensor.; I - controlling
pressure sensor; III - valve

outlet pressure sensor; IV valve inlet pressure sensor.
SfPBx
The recordings of four sensors are shown on the schematic
cyclogram of the triggerings of such a pneumatic valve (Fig. 8.3):
- sensor I, fixing the pressure (travel h) of the moving
system of the valve;
- sensor II, fixing the controlling pressure pyrip
- sensor III, fixing the pressure at the outlet from the
Spneumatic valve p
- sensor IV, fixing the pressure at the inlet PD×"

S)t,pynp,
PBX

41,

I

I

I

ig. 8.3,.

I

I

Dagram of the Change in parameters during

the opening of the pneumatic valve: I - travel sensor
- change in controlling pressure; III change in outlet pressure; IV - change in inlet pressure.

indicators; II
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The time computing origin
the EPV - is
is

-

the moment of the command to

the vertical straight line 0

0.

-

The segment 0

-

c

the time of delay for the start of movement of the pneumatic

valve',

moving system.

The segment c - d - is

ment of the moving system
by a straight line).

the time of move-

(on the cyclogram travel h is

The segment 0 - d

is

dept.cted

the time of complete

opening of the valve.
During time 0 - a the displacement of the moving system of'
the EPV and the rarefaction wave propagation ta'es

place along

the tubing to the controlling cavity of the pneumatic valve.
The triggering time of the relief-type EPV (segment
depending on the construction of the EPV,

supply

0 - a),

volta.ge,

tempera-

ture and so forth varies w.ithin the limits of 0.02-0.06 sec.
At moment of time a the discharge of controlling pressure
to 0 at moment c, when
np begins and at moment e it falls
the pressure pynp was reduced (it
has not yet fallen to zero),
the shifting of the moving system begins under the action of
pressure pex and the force of spring 9 (see Fig.
P

8.1).

Pressure

begins to increase practically simultaneously with the start

Df movement of the valve's moving system.
steady pressure at the outlet (point e)

The achievement

can take place

after and before the finishing of movement

of

both

of the valve - this

depenas on the flow rate magnitude through the system (on the
diameter of flow-rate washer 3,

see Fig.

8.2) and on the value

of the volume between the valve seat and the flow rate washer.
of moventent of the moving system, as a result of

With the start
the decrease in

volume of the controlling cavity,

the drop in

the controlling pressure ceases either almost completely,
abruptly retarded

(segment

c - d in

Fig.

8.3).

rate of the controlling air even influctces
of tr- valve,

but insignificantly.
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or is

The discharge

the time of shifting

The moment of the start of movement is unstable, i.e., the
value of' the delay of the start of move..,ent - segment 0 - c.
The value of the delay is

basically determined by the rate of

leakage of controlling air pressure.
The time of the drop in

the controlling pressure is determined

by many factors:
-

the volume of the controlling cavity

volume is,
-

the more quickly the pressure falls;

the flow passage cross sectional areas of the EPV; the

greater they are,
-

the smaller this

the less the leakage is;

the length and diameter of the tubing between the EPV and

the pneumatic valve; the less its length is and the greater its
diameter, the more quickly the pressure falls (true, an increase
in diameter is
ling cavity);
-

equivalent to an increase in volume of the control-

the value of the controlling pressure; with a decrease in

the pre.sure the time of discharge is reduced (however this
influence within the lim:..ts of 5-10 at is not very significant);
- the temperature of the controlling gas; the lower the
temperature,

the higher the gas density,

and the time of discharge

inci, ase--; this phenomenon is most clearly noticeable when
handlini
lo.w-boiling propellants (see below);
- the kind of controlling gas; thus, the time of discharge
of compre3sea air is several (1.3-2.5) times greater, than the
time of discharge of helium at the same pressure;
the pressure of the propellant; its influence is determined
by the valve design.
Tht moment of the start of movement is
rate of air dJ.7,ch.rgel,

based not only on the

but also on the value of the propellant

'The time of' opening of a rrmally clo.o:ed valve is influenced
by the rate ol" entrance into the controlling cavity; the discharge
of the g:- (Itti-'nlaiiS the t|ime of valve cluong.
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pressure,

the pressure of the springs and,

the shear for6es of the rubber rings
on the value of the friction in
being equal,

what is

very important,

(or seal rings).

the seal.,

with all

movement may begin earlier or later,

Depend±ng

other conditions
i.e.,

ponding to a larger or smaller controlling pressure.

0,ý rp,2cm

317K

17 Psx

.. .

.5.
.

1zm
(a)

317K

a)

0.,72 ceK

O,02ceK

fi Id'-'

h-l ' • °':!i' '........... ............ Bl

.......
zr

--

PBXp

Y

(b)

a - first
Oscillograms of valve opening:
Pig. 8.11.
triggering after holdJ •g under controlling pressure
for 2 hours; b - repeatld triggering after 30-110 sec
one (Designations are the same as in
after the first

Fig. 8.3).
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corres.-

With the first
pressure

triggering (after holding under the controlling
after the controlling

movement began,

for two hours)

as reduced to zero
pressure ..

The beginning of

8.4a).

(see Fig.

movement was determined not by forces, subject to calculation,
The second triggering (see
but.by the friction of the rings.

"Fig. 8.11b)

The delay

occurred 30-110 seconds after the first.

of movement was reduced by 0.24 sec.

Instability is.clearly

present here.
the frictional force

To reduce the triggering instability
should be reduceu.

the installation of rings with less

Thus,

at loi pressures reduces
and its

variance.

In

also tne very value of the saear

all

on the valve's opening is

and

of the rubber,

of elasticity

compression reduces the fore

forces,

these uo-es the resulting force acting
increared.

Especially noticeable is

the influence of compression at a temperature of -400C,
the hardness of the rubber is

when

increased.

The effect of the degree of normalization of the rubber
affects the value of friction of rubber seals,

Certain brands of iubber possess the ability to absorb

temperatures.

the siiicone liquid, which is

a constituent part of the lubricant

a newly manufactured part made from such rubber is

if

greases.

especially at low

coated with lubricant

containing silicone liquid,

after a certain

time the surface of the part becomes dry - the rubber absorbs the
lubricant;

the force of friction of such a part (seal ring or
i.n computrioon with a lubricated part,

regular ring),
increas~es.

In

oraer to eliminate this influence,

normalization of the parts is
L•everal

days

Into silicone

carried out,

abruptly

after manufacture

by immersing them for

liquid (until the weight of the parts

ceaseo to coange due ito the absorption of the lubricant).
Tible 8.1 pr-ezentos data which characterize
temperature,

percentage of compresslon,
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the influence of

normalization,

type of

rubber and time at rest on the shear forces of rubber rings with
an external diameter of 30 mm (diameter of the cross section is
The tests were conducted on five valve simulators,
3 mm).
in Fig. 8.5.

shown

Fig. 8.5.
Valve simulator,
designed for testing friction of
seal rings:
1 - housing; 2 valve; 3 - tested rubber ring;
4 - cover.

The obtained results testified to the increase in friction
forces with a reduction in temperature from +200C to -400C, which
corresponds with the conclusions made on the basis of numerous
tests of various pneumatic valves.
The rest results showed that when evaluating the working
efficiency of a valve one should take into consideration not the
average data from .;everal triggerings in succession, but the
result,- of only the first triggerings.
However,

apart from the influence of relatively short-term

holding in the stationary state, connected with the extrusion
of the lubricant, there is yet another phenomenon exhibited:
"adhesion" of the rubbep, caused by long-term holding in the
stationary state.
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Table 8. 1.

Type of
rubber

% of compression
of the
rings

Degree of
normalization

Test temperature

Force
first movement after
a 24-hour
interruption

in at
second
movement
30-50 sec
after the
first

Based
on
natural
rubber
SKS-30

q9-20

Series
rings

15-250C

0.4-0.54

Based
on
natural
rubber
SKB

17-22
17-22

Series
rings

15-250C
-40 to
-450C

0.62-0.7
0.42-3.7

0.3-0.4
0.3-0.6

0.3-0.41
1.2-2.0

0.2
0.8-1.2

9
17-22

Normalized

Based

natubra

17-22

SKS-30

9

Normalized
under
special

on
nat uralI

-4o to
-115 C
50.7

..

0.27

0.25
0.3

0.2

observation

Experience has shown that after rubber has remained in
clampel ,;tate for a oix-month period (clamped to steel or

the

anodizetd aluminum alloys) adhesion of the rubber to the metal
This phenomenon is especially noticeable when
takes place.
checking at low temperature, after prolonged holding at elevated
temperature.
Figure 8.6 shows the change In the coefficientS of friction
of smooth and rough rubber on steel depending on the time of the

interruption in movemeiit,

obtained by the American D. F. Denni.
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Everlytning said above also refers to the operation of
rubber seai ivings. The shear forces in seal rings are even
greater than in regular rings.
The assembly depicted in Fig. 8.7 was tested at temperatures
of +500C to -400C with various seal rings.
The pressure required
for the beginning of movement of rod 2 with air pressure supplied
to the connector of bushing 8 was determined.
Tests were conducted on five samples of' valves, each time waiting three days
afte:.c assemblage.

The test results are shown in Table 8.2 and

in Fig. 8.8.

1,i2
0181

tl

0.
10M¶ /kut

Ivac

(3)

... .

Idefib Me- iMe(4) dJefi c0

(5)(6)

Fig. 8.6.
The change in the
static coefficient of friction
of rubber on steel depending on
the duration of the friction
pair in the stationary state:
1 - smooth rubber; 2 - rough
rubber.
KEY:
(1) seconds; (2) minute;
(3) hour; (11)day; (5) week; (6)
month.

Fig. 8.7.
Propellant valve:
1 - valve; 2 - rod; 3 - spring;
1 -.seal ring; 5 - housing; 6 spring detent; 7 - small spring;
8 - bushing.
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j

Fig. 8.8.
Dependence of the shear
forces of the seal rings on the
temperature:
1 - seal rings made
from rubber based on natural rubber
SKB (specially normalized); 2series seal rings made from the
same rubber; 3 - seal rings made
from rubber based on natural
rubber SKMS-10.

3

02

Table 8.2.

Contact pressure of the rod in at
•

Test
temperature

15-200C
t-50-55'C
-110

to

series seal
rings made
from rubber
based on
natural rubber
SKB

normalized'
seal rings
made from
rubber based
on natural
SKB

17.5-20
16-20

14-18o5
114-15.5

30-85

18-22

non-normalized
seal rings
made from
rubber based
on natural
rubber SKMS-10
30-41.5
29-32
100-120

-4150C

'The seal rings were normalized under special observation.

From Table 8.

the conclusion can be drawn that with a decrease

In the temperature (with all other conditions being equal) there
is an Increaoe in the time interval from the moment of the
electrical signal to the EPV until the start of movement of the
moving system of the valve - as a result of the change in the
controlling preszure, at which movement begins.
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The stability

of operation of the assembly will be adversely

influenced by too much lubrication of the parts,
temperature of the lubricant is
operating temperature

close to the lower limit of the

(furthermore,

in

promotes the emergence of a leak in
The presence of jerks,

when the freezing

this case the lubricant

the seals).

jamming,

delays

in

the shifting of

the parts can have a very negative effect on the operating
stability;

therefore,

in

designs of these assemblies antifrictional

electroplating of the metal parts is

often employed.

Factors which determine the instability of frictional forces
were examined above.

However,

possibility of reducing

there are limitations in

the

the inconstancy of t.ie frictional forces,

then a more obvious means (but not always more acceptable)
increasing their stability

is

pressure discharge.

even if

variance

Then,

was not changed in

unconditionally reduced in
The operating stability
used,

is

for

to reduce the time of controlling
the value of the opening time

a percentage ratio,
absolute calculation

of assemblies,

significantly higher than in

in

it
(in

will be
seconds).

which bellows are

assemblies with seal rings

or rings.
The operating stability
on the rate of change in
inlet;

this is

of a valve depends in

large degree

the propellant pressure at the valve

determined by the engine layout and by the moment

of the beginning of operation of the turbopump assembly

(TPA)

-

up to or after the opening of the propellant valve.
If
opens,

the TPA begins to operate earlier than the pneumatic
then the valve opening instability will also be determined

by the character of the propellant pressure rise at the valve
inlet,

and by the very moment of the beginning of operation
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of the turbine.
be worse,

i.e.,

In

this case valve operating stability

will

the variance of triggering times may be greater'.

The time of valve closing will always depend not only on
the value of the air pressure in

the controlling cavity and on

the value of the propellant pressure,

but also on the value of

the pressure differential on the valve's locking mechanism.

To increase operating stability

of pneumatic

valves which

handle high-boiling propellants we can recommend the following
measures:
a)
or (what

reduce the friction in
is

less effective)

the moving system - use bellows

round rings with stop washers instead

of seal rings; use rubber of the appropriate
quality normalization of it;

brands and high-

provide adequate centering of the

moving system;
b)

increase the rate of aischarge and feeding of the

controlling gas by means of increasing the flow passage cross
sectional areas and by reducing the length of the communication
tubes for the compressed

gas; reduce the volume of the controlling

cavity; stabilize the controlling pressure; make a rational selection
of the controlling gas itself

(air,

nitrogen,

helium and so forth).

8.2.
STABILITY OF PNEUMATIC VALVES
FOR LOW-BOILING LIQUIDS
The operation of propellant valves with low-boiling liquids
entails significant peculiarities

in

the conditions of ensuring

triggering stability.

Let us examine the operation of a valve

handling liquid oxygen

(see Fig.

2.9),

even though everything

'For low-boiling propellants the situation is
different, as will be shown below.
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somewhat

said below will also refer to operation with liquid nitrogen or
other low-boiling liquids.
All the above expressed general considerations on the operating stability

of valves also hold completely true for this valve,

with the exception that instead of the friction forces in

this

-case the rigidity of the bellows has an effect on the operating
However,

stability.

in

comparison with the variance of the shear

forces of the seal rings or rings,
bellows with a change in

the change in

external conditions is

rigidity of the
disregardably

small.
The character of the gas discharge from the controlling
cavity,

which depends basically on the properties and on the state

of the gas,
start

has the greatest effect on the time of delay of the

of the valve's opening.
Research was conducted on equipment,

of which is

similar to that shown in

place of air at the valve inlet -

Fig.

the principal layout
8.2,

except that in

into the propellant cavity

liquid oxygen was supplied in this case.

After filling

cavity with liquid oxygen the entire valve and,
the air

in

the controlling cavity,

state.

Since the air in

of 40-50 at,

the liquid,

the liquid

consequently

begins to be cooled.

Measures are taken so that the oxygen in
valve will always be in

-

the propellant

rather than in

the controlling cavity is

the gaseous
under a pressure

the condensation temperature of this air

higher than the temperature of liquid oxygen,

will be

having a pressure

close to atmospheric.
The dependence of the compressed air condensation temperature
on the pressure is

shown in

Fig.

8.9.
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2 46810

20

15
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Fig. 8.9.
Dependence of the compressed condensation
temperature on the pressure.
As the valve housing cools, the compressed air will first
change its density, and then begin to condense.
We will note that
initially in the construction of the valve shown in Fig. 2.9 the
installation of a discharge jet in plug 8 was not provided for,
and so the flow of air through the controlling cavity could not
take place. The lower the oxygen
greater the time the oxygen valve
oxygen (at a steady temperature),
liquid air will accumulate in the

temperature and,

chiefly,

the

exists in the medium of liquid
the greater the quantity of
controlling cavity, which is

connected by tubing with the source of the compressed air supply.
On command to open the air from the controlling cavity begins to
discharge through EPV and the pressure of the controlling air
falls; at some pressure,
boiling (evaporation)

depending on the temperature,

of the liquefied

at a temperature of -1691C

in

air begins.

For example,

the controlling cavity boiling

begins at a pressure of 8 at, while at t = -1540C
of 20 at (see Fig. 8.9).

violent

- at a pressure

As a result of the boiling of air the

pressure drop ir.the controlling cavity is

retarded,

and in certain

instances for several hundredths of a second it even completely
The process of air discharge is orolonged.
ceases.
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Thus,

liquefaction

of a gas in the controlling cavity

during tne holding of the valve under a component and the boiling
of the gas during pressure discharge are characteristic

peculiari-

ties of an assembly handling low-boiling liquids.

During the discharge of air
of liquid air

- in

from the controlling cavity drops

one case more,

be drawn o.'f by the flow.

in

one case less - will also

Consequently,

even under identical

conditions the process of opening will not be stable.
the escape of air

in

the liquid phase,

time of the pressure drop in

the shorter will be the

the controlling cavity.

time depends greatly on the temperature in
the lower the temperature,

The greater

The cpening

the controlling cavity

the greater the opening time.

-

With

identical temperatures the opening time will depend on the cooling
time of the valve:
quantity of air

the greater the cooling time,

the greater the

manages to be condensed and the greater will be

the time of the pressure release.

Figure 8.10 shows oscillograms of the actual process of opening of

an oxygen valve:

water instead of oxygen,
presence of oxygen in

in

Fig.

and in

8.10a - during operation with

Fig.

8.10b and c - with the

the liquid cavity,

where in

valve opening occurred 15 minutes after filling
in

Fig.

oxygen.

8.10c

Fig.

8.10b

with oxygen,

and

- after a two-hour holding of the ',dlve under

Test results are shown further in

Table 8.4 and in

Fig.

8.11 - curve 2.
From Fig.

8.11 and Table 8.4 it

follows that an increase in

the valve's holding time under oxygen resulted in
increase in

its

opening delay.

holding time (more

a pronounced

With a further increase in

than two hours)

the

the time of' triggering of the

valve was increased even more.
To reduce the instability,

an uninterrupted

flow of gas was

introduced through the controlling cavity of the propellant valve
and through the discharge jet

in

plug 8 (see Fig.

340

2.9).
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Fig. 8.10.
Oscillograms of the process of opening of an
oxygen valve: a - operating with water; b - after holding
under liquid oxygen for 15 minutes; c - after holding under
liquid oxygen for two hours.
Because of the exchange of air in

the valve the temperature

in the controlling cavity was increased and the air began to
liquefy to a lesser degree, which resulted in a decrease in both
the triggering time, and in

the value of the variance.

This construction requires additional air output; the output
value determines the efficiency of the method.
The dependence of the delay time for the start of opening
of such a valve on the time of its holding under liquid oxygen
can be seen in Fig.

8.11,

curve 1.
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As is

evident from Fig. 8.11,

ý,.en holding the assembly under oxygen for more than two hours
For
the time of the valve's opening is practically un:.hanged.
the sake of comparison the test results of a valve without an
airflow through the controlling cavity (curve 2) are plotted by
a i.,roken line.
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Fig.

8.11.

The che:ge in

1,5qaca ?Yara T

the delay of the start

of

valve opening (from the moment of the command to the
-!-PV) as a function of time T of holding the valve under
1 - with the flow of air through the
liquid oxygen:
controll:tng cavity; 2 - without air flow through the
controlling cavity.

if

Figure 8.12 shows the experimental curves for the change in
the controlling pressure under various conditions and the moment
The pressure in the controlling cavity
of start of valve opening.
at the moment olf the stai.t of valve opening when the valve i' held
onder liquid o:cygen (points AII and AIII) is somewhat higher than
when the val.ve is handling water, in connection with the fact that
the spring force (acting on the opening side) increases with a
reduction in temperature.
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While the valve is

held under oxygen the controlling pressure

value itself

exerts a significant influence on the time of the

air release;

the higher the pressure,

conder3ed at this temperature
is

thzý more liquid air

(because

is

the condensation temperature

increased),

and, consequently, the more the opening time is
Therefore, at a lower controlling pressure the process

increased.

of opening will go faster and,

consequently,

more stably.

6Pyflp KrICH;

5'

0

02
/,

:3 0.o 0,5

0,6

0,7

f,8

oa

1,0

1,

t

•tg~~.i•.2.
Experimental curves of the change in pressure
ofthe controlling air for an oxygen valve:
I - operating
undhaer
; II - with a 30-minute
holding
of
the valve
udroxygen; III - with a 2 1 1-hour holding of the valve
under, oxygen; 0 - the moment of giving the command to
heEPV; A1 , AII, AIII - moments of the beginning of

,•,

S~valve

opening.

a•

i

th

The exeietldata
cotrolingpresureon

indicate the effect of the value of
the valve's opening time (see Table

k.30

Thevale'sopeingstability is basically influenced by the
vale
o te
pessrein
•he controlling cavity Pyn at which
it oens
Th vaue ynpdepends on the pressure of the oxygen
$nteliquid cavityv,
press

ariad •,

13103

forth.

the ,spring force,

the area of action of •hie

Table 8.3.
Controlling
2
pressure kgf/cm

Time of opening
of the valve, sec

55

0.110

35

0.31

25

0.22

The greater the pressure of the controlling cavity at the
moment of opening,

the higher the stability,

since the process

of evaporation of the liquefied a.1 will occur after the valve
has opened.
From Fig. 8.12 it

is

clear that the higher the controlling

pressure, the lower the variance (compare AtI when p'
when pnp).

and At

Y.-I
The value of the controlling pressure at the moment of the
start of valve opening is determined, apart from the spring force,
by the value of the propellant pressure at the valve inlet.
Figure 8.13 shows curves of' the change in tir;:e (with consideration of possible variance.3)

of force3,

acting on the moving system

during valve opening (during the release of the controlling
pressure).
Here A and B are curves of the drop in the resulting
forces from the controlling pressure Pyrp; I-IV are curves of
the rise in the resulting forces from the propellant pressure
and the spring force.

At the moments of Intersection of curves

A and B with curves I-IV valvc opening begins.

The higher the

Spropellant

pressure, the higher the value Pynp at which valve
opening takes place and the lower the stability.
When
Pynp= E (see Fig. 8.13) the variance is

S4ynp

very small.

PPO

X-0,4 -0,3 -0,2

-0,1

0

0,1

0,2

0,3

0,40VS

0,6 t Cei

Fig. 8.13.
Effect of valve holding time under oxygen,
of initial pressure and of the rate of rise in the oxygen
pressure on the moment of opening of an oxygen valve:
I, II, III, and IV growth curves of the resulting
forces from the oxygen pressure (depending on the acceleration regime of the TPA) and from the spring force;
A, 6 - curves of the fall of the resulting forces from
the controlling pres.;ure (depending on the valve's
holding time under oxygen); P - value of the force from
the initial pressure of the o ygen in front of the valve;
K - command to open the valve; 0 - the start of turbine
operation.
In the given case the effect of an increase in the propellant
pressure as a result of the start of operation of the TPA, in
spite of the possible fluctuations in the law nf the growth of
this pressure, is more favorable for valve .- , ility than the
presence of a constant but low v?,!:te r the propellant pressure
(see segment e-e and Hh-m in Fig. 8 1a).
Of great significance
is the constancy of time At be vi i the start of operation of
the TPA (point 0)

and the cop-

to open the valve (point K).

Tne process of opening of a normally closed valve, designed
for. low-boiling propellr.it, occurs differently than the opening
of a ncrinally open valve.
When the controlling pressure is
supplied, the air doe1 riot manage to be cooled, and therefore the
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stability
of' iuch a valve is similar to Uhe stability
of a valve
designed for high-boiling liquids.
'Phis also refers to the
processes

of closing of normally open valves.

During the closing

of normally closed valves (when the air pressure is
the controlling cavity)

the factors enumerated in

released

from

this section

take place to one degree or another - the degree of their
influence on the stability
the open state,

depends on the time in

is

in

in

the controlling cavity.

i.e.,

which the valve

on the degree of cooling of the air

The most radical measure combatting instability
for low boiling liquids is the replacement
by another gas,

which

temperature than air,

is

is

-268.90C

of the controlling air

liquefied at a substantially lower

fur example,

The liquefaction temperature
to 1 at is

by helium.
of helium at a pressure equal

(let us remember .hat

air

at this pressure

liquefied at a temperature around -1911oC).

(onnncted with the liquefaction of a gas in
disappear.
that it

is

of valves

Thus,

all

problems

a liquid cavity

The valve's opening time will not depend on the time
kept under oxygen.

There is

still

another characteristic

under identical conditions

peculiarity

(at a temperature above 00C)

of helium,
the time

of discharge of the hellm from the controlling cavity will be
significantly
This is

less than the discharge time of air

explained by the large value of the gas constant of helium

[R of helium is

equal to 21ý (O:gf'n)/(kgdeg); R of air

29.3 (andfm)/(kgdeg)]

and,

moreover,

As a result of this the critical

temperature of 2000)].

k = 1.66; in air k = 1.41).

escape rate in

than in air [in helium - 873 in/sec, in

equals

by the greater adiabatic

factor (in holium, as in a uonatoinlc ,as,

helium is

air - 313 m/sec

016

higher

(at a

Hfowever the viLscosity of helium is

approximately equal to that .,f air.

%
I

or nitrogen.

Experimental work has shown that the time of discharge from
the controlling cavity of the valve where the air has been replaced
by helium is

shortened at a temperature of 15-25oC by 30-60% and

when the valve is

handling liquid oxygen - by 11-7 times.

Figure 8.14 shows oscillograms of the valve's opening after
a 15-minute and two-hours stay under liquid oxygen while using
helium as the controlling gas (the valve is the same, in which
the oscillograms shown in Fig. 8.10 were obtained - without the
flow of gas through the controlling cavity).

t cet1
Fig. 8.1i1.
Characteristics of opening of an oxygen valve
(change of p
and p 3b×) using helium as the controlling
ga.;: I - after holding the valve under liquid oxygen for
15 minutes; II - after holding the valve under liquid oxygen
for twc hours.

TUnder tlhese conditions of handling helium the results shown in
Table 8.11 were obtained (for comparison, the results of the
work with air are shown).
It is somewhat more difficult to ensure the hermeticity of'
the joints when working with helium.
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Table 8.4.

Time with holding the
yalve under oxygen,

Time from the moment of giving
the command until the moment
of the start
of valve opening,
sec

mwn

with helium

with air

15

0.11

0.65

120

0.22

1.66

0.13

0.30

Working with water
(instead of oxygen)

Of the other measureo to combat instability (handling cormpressed air), apart from introducing a gas flow and increasing
the controlling pressure at the moment of valve opening, we
can cite the heating of the conitrolling cavity.
Heating can be
effected either by an air

blast blown around the bellows,

the aid of an electric prelheater.

The effectiveness

or with

of this

method depends on the quantity of con-.umed heat energy.
Other methods of increasing, the stability
of pneumatic
for low.-boiling liquids ire oaoeu on the above-described
regularities,

which are common to all

The most effecient

valves

pneumatic assemblies.

method of increasing

the stability

is

to

reduce the volume of the controllnG, cavity and to sharply increase
the cross-sectional communl..atlon lines,
air drainage

takes place.

cross-sectional area-

through which controlling

Thus, after increasing the flow passage

of tht. main line (of the tubing and of the

EPV) from a diameter of 10 mrimto a diameter of 32 mm,

the deviation

of the valve's opening times, the Initial data for which are
given in Fig. 8.11 and Table 6.3, (,,ime to a total of 0.05-0.06 cec

at

p

=

55 at.

The opening time did not exceed 0.2 sec.

However,

this method leads to the encumbering of the engine with largediameter tubes.
Another effective method is
(within

the allowable limits,

hermeticity of the valve).
gas boiling temperature,
quantity of liquefied air;
is

also reduced;

to reduce the controlling pressure

without adversely affecting the

This brings about a reduction in

and consequently,

the

also a reduction in

the

the overall weight quantity of the gas

the time of discharge and its

variance will be

reduced.
Stability of opening of an oxygen valve (see Fig.
operation on main-stage mode is

2.9)

for

achieved by the independence of

the explosive force of the bolt and of the spring force from the
temperature and by the stability

of the law of the pressure build

up at the valve inlet.
The degree of balance of the valve exerts an influence on
the stability

of' all

the pneumatic assemblies.

The use of a dis-

charge system increases the value of the friction forces of the
sealing elements with respect
pressure,
reduces

to the force from the propellant

but reduces the value of the controlling pressure and

the volume of the controlling cavity.

Where normally closed valves are used,

holding of the seals

of the controlling cavity under pressure is
eliminates the effect of a change in
gas on the valve's operating stability;
out nere that
rest,

eliminated,

the density of the controlling
however,

the moving system will exist in

it

may be pointed

a state of prolonged

which will increase the friction force and its

Therefore,

when using such valves

(if

respect to the operating conditions)
component or starting the engine,
technologically

this is

variance.

possible with

before filling

with the

the valve should be

operated.
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which

In all cases,
it

is

in order to ensure valve operating stability,
place of rings or seal rings.

desirable to use bellow,; in

()

3'
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APPENDIX

CALCULATING THE ESCAPE OF THE COMPONENT
DURING PRESSURE DISCHARGE OF THE
PRESSURIZED TANKS
In making devices for the neutralization of the drainage
ejections it is necessary primarily to determine the gravimetric
quantity of the product removed fromr. thEý tank during drainage with the release of the boost pressure, created by the air pressure.
Two initial states are possible:
1) no liquid product kn the tank - it
i.e.,

there is

is

completely consumed,

only one phase in the tank - the gas mixture of

the propellant and air vapors, existing at boost pressure pH;
2) there are two phases in the tank at boost pressure p,

-

apart from the gas mixture, consisting of component and air vapors,
there is still
the liquid component, capable of evaporating with
a decrease in partial pressure of the component vapors.
Let us examine both cases.
1.
Determination of the Quantity of
Component, Drawn Off During Drainage
of the Tank, in Which the Liquid
Product is Absent
The quantity of vapors of the product n1
the tank at boost pressure p11 (in kgf/m 2), is

351

(in kg), found in
expressed thus:

where T

is

H

the initial

temperature

of the gas mixture in

OK;

p It is

the partial pressure of the component vapors at
temperature TH in kgf/m2
R

is

V is

the universal gas constant of the component vapors;
the volume of the gas mixture

(volume

The overall quantity of the gas mixture G

H

expressed

of the tank).
(in

kg) may be

thus:

where RcM is

the universal gas constant of the mixture.

With the draining of the tank to pressure p 0 CT the quantity
of mixture in

the tan,, is

reduced.

The remaining quantity of mixture Goc

I

(ocT

may be thus expressed:

o Poc=
pe•
?RcmTOCT

where T

is

the temperaturQ of the mixture after drainage.

OCT

If

we assume that the temperature in

the tank differs greatly

from the component condensativn temperature,

then the value of

the gas constant of the mixture will not vary during drainage.
Thus,
m times,

the quantity of the mixture

in

where

GOc
M
Goe

.Tc
PUetT.

C'C

52CT~

the tank is

reduced by

The gravimetric quantity of component vapors will also be
reduced by rm times:

11'

PocT

V

RxTOeT

PH

Product vapors M (kg) will enter the neutralized apparatus
in the quantity:

IPOCTTH)
~
e

RKTH

H 1'T

In the general case with the outflow of the mixture from the
tank the temperature of the mixture in the tank varies according
to the polytropic curve P/'n = const.
In this case
n--I

To'CT ~ (POCTr)
\ PHI
then

IK
I

A4=

___OT)

Ordinarily drainage occurs slowly, and the temperature inside
the tank remains almost unchanged as a result of the addition of
heat from the environment,

i.e.

TOCT

,

T

H

In this case n = 1 and then

AI==-pV
RTH~i
i

OCT

<< PH

then (p H-POC)T

"Ptb-POCY
p.
PH'

353

Taking this into account,

we obtain

AI= p~v
((2)

RTn

2.
Determination of the Component
Quantity, Removed During Drainage of
the Tank, in Which There is a Liq.'iid
Product

Drainage of such a tank is
small discharge jets
discharge through

usually carried out through the

very slowly,

since with an abrupt pressure

.he large flow passage cross sectional areas

a great quantity of liquid component will be removed along with
the gas.
Hence we will assume that the value of the partial pressure
of the component vapors always corresponds
i.e.,

in

to the temperature,

view of the fact that the discharge occurs slowly,

propellant manages to vaporize,
the mixture is

ensured in

the

and an equilibrium composition of

the gaseous phase:

Pic= f(T).
If

this is

so,

then in

draining the tank for time At. there

will be removed from the tank AG kg of the gas mixture,

where the

gas mixture will contain AM kg of the product:

AM=kAO,

where k is

t.

the concentration of the component in

k.pK-Rcm•

k

PCMRK5
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the mixture

The quantity of gas mixture AG
during time At,

(in

kg),

removed from the tank

can be determined as

--A00O--',
where G is

the quantity of mixture in

the gas cushion at the given

the quantity of mixture in

the gas cushion after the

moment;
G'

is

time interval At.

Then

AG•_ p£•V.
AO~V

Rcmo

where Vn is
T',

PiPV

f
V~
RcmT

Vr
RCMT,'

_PCM

C3TM)9

\.c#

RcmrT

N),

the volume of the gas cushion (and not of the tank);

pcri

R'
c

CM

are the parameters of the gas after the lapse

of time At.

Let us assume that R'
RcM changes negligibly little;
molecular weight is
change in

=

RcO

=

const; at high boost pressures

for many liquids,

which the

close to the molecular weight of air,

the universal gas constant

of the mixture is

insignificant at low boost pressures.

Since
n-I

then
n-I
*

in

RýCT

Pc]

or

5 CM5n

355

the
also

%..

Since oc

=

(p.-Ap),

i

~~-A

get
g et

thea, excluding p'c,

cv,

we get

CM

1--1-[

-=

Expanding expression (i-

A)i
PC"]

tip

ALI

+

into a binomial series, we

_n______

ard oo forth.
Disregarding all the terms beginning with the third, as terms
of a higher order cf smallness relative to the value Ap/pCM, we
get
-A -

kHence

I

V,,Ap

n

R'MT
I pRVnAP
""lRTpcuT

or
dA

---

=

PKVTI

"n RKT

. -

dpem
PcM

I1lDuring time t the pressure in the gas cushion fall- from p
,uid
therefcre
-

OL" I!

p ;V n dpcM

7n PC"M
PCMt

P.

P.1

(3)

I

,It
in

is not possible to take the integral in this form, since
the general form the value of p. = f(p
) or o = f(TV is
CM

unknown.

For the particular case where the temperature in
(as a result of the import of heat to the tank walls)
vary (the

4I

actual processes

are close to this),

the tank
does not

we get an isothermic

process.
For certain propellants
operating temperature
atmospheric pressure.

the value of p K at the possible

(on the order of 50 0 C)

is

higher than

In these cases the pressure pOCT is

higher

than the pressure of the environment.
With the use of low-boiling propellants
oxygen),
great,

wahich at ordinary temperature the value p

is

product.

from the environment,

ensuring a low temperature

It the majorlVv of cases the removal

(drainage)

propellant vapors occurs continuously.

.aith an Isothermic process

T =7",=const
Then it is

and

p =.f(T) =const;

easy to take the Integral,

" ' (inp1
Aosumi,

'iWatiir'

p0

I at',

n

we obtain

il:: in tne ca. c whhve r. < I at; otherwise,
It

I.

and we obtain

i-- POCT).

RhTH---r

POCT

liquid
very

measures are taken for thermal insulation of the walls of

the tani.
,

in

(for example,

('1)

of the
of the

A:XV In p.,

(5

RKT.
where p

is in kgf/m 2 and pH is in kgf/cm2

A change in
drop,

j

(increase)

which we disregarded

R

in

CM

in

proportion to the pressure

the derivation of the formula,

only

increases Lne value of M.
However,

in

practice during drainage

the temperature is

reduced and (this is

the main thing!)

actual partial pressure of the component
value,

(even slow drainage)
vapors is

the

lower than the

corresponding to the pressure of the vapors at the actual

temperatures,

since vaporization of the propellant does not occur

completely.

The practical value of the product removal will be less
than that calculated from formulas

Therefore,

(11) or

(5).

a coefficient of correction a is

introduced:

M=aEK InP.

(6)

The physical concept of coefficient a may be represented
from expression apIt/T H process of draining)
relative to the initial
a

<

1.

this is

"',e actual average (during the

pressure of the vapors of the component,
temperature of the gas in

Maximum product removal will occur at a

Formula (2)

=

Value

!.

for the drainage of the tank without liquid

can be represented ir

the form of formula

coefficient a will be expressed as

FTD-1IT-CL 4- 11163-71

the tank.

358

I/In p.

(6);

in

this case the

Thus,

formula (6)

can be used when p

an isothermic process,

< PTM for all

cases

Sof

where the value of coefficient

a

can

vary from 1/in p to 1.
When there are two faces in
depend on:

the properties

the value AT = TK-T,

j

I

the tank,

of the coefficient;

where T

is

the rate of drainage;

the temperature of boiling of

the component at a~mospheric pressures;
and level of the

the coefficient a will

on the shape of the tank

coomponent; on the thermal resistance of the

walls of the tank and so forth.
For the product freon-ll
of liquid,
the value a

when t

=

0.4.

FTD-•IT-2-146-7 •359

20-410C ar•i

with a spherical tank,
with excess pressure p

small amount
H

=

10 at
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